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ACT ESTABLISHING THE BOARD.

CHAPTER 286.

An Act to establish a State Board of Health.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives assembled, as

folloics :

Section 1. A State Board of Health is hereby established, consisting

of seven members, as follows: six members who shall be appointed by

the Governor, with the advice and consent of the Council, and a secre-

tary, as hereinafter provided. The terms of office of the six first appointed

by the Governor shall be so arranged that the term of one shall expire

on the tliirty-first day of Jainiary of each year for six years, and each

vacancy so created shall be filled for a term of six years. If any va-

cancy among these members shall occur otherwise, a new member shall

be appointed for the unexpired term by the Governor, with the advice

and consent of the Council.

At their first meetfng, or as soon as a competent and suitable person

can be obtained, the members appointed by the Governor shall elect a

secretary, who shall, by virtue of such election, become a member of the

Board, and its executive officer. The Board may elect one of tlieir own
number secretary, in which case his term of ofiice as a member by appoint-

ment of the Governor shall expire, and the Governor, with the advice

and consent of the Council, shall appoint another member to complete

the full number of the Board.

Section 2. The State Board of Health shall have the general super-

vision of the interests of health and life of the citizens of the State.

They shall study the vital statistics of the State, and endeavor to make
intelligent and profitable use of the collected records of deaths and of

sickness among the people; they shall make sanitary investigations and

inquiries respecting the causes of disease, and especially of conununicable

diseases and epidemics, the causes of mortality, and the effects of locali-

ties, employments, conditions, ingcsta, habits, and circumstances on the

health of tlie people ; they shall investigate the causes of disease occurring

among the stock and domestic aninjals in the State, and the methods of

remedying the same; they shall gather such information in respect to all

(7)



8 STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.

these matters ;is they may deem proper for (liffiHion among the people;

they sliall, wlieu required or -wlieii they sliall deem it best, advise officers

of the government, or other boards Avitliin the State, in regard to the

location, drainage, water supply, disi^osal of excreta, heating and venti-

lation of any public institution or building; they shall from time to time

examine and report upon works on the subject of hygiene for the use of

the schools of the State; they shall have general oversight and direction

of the enforcement of the statutes respecting the preservation of health
;

and they shall, in the month of January, make report to the Legislature

of their doings, investigations, and discoveries during the year ending

on the thirty-tirst day of December, with such suggestions as to legisla-

tive action as they may deem necessary.

Skction 3. Tiie Board shall nieet quarterly at the State capital, and

at such other places and times as they may deem expedient. A majority

shall be a quorum for the transaction of business. They shall choose

annually one of their number to be their president, and n)ay adopt rules

and by-laws subject to the provisions of this act. They shall have author-

ity to send the secretary, or a committee of the Board, to any part of the

State, when deemed necessary to conduct an investigation within the

scope of their prescribed work.

Sectiox 4. Tiie secretary shall hold liis office as long as he shall faith-

full^'' discharge the duties thereof, but may be removed for just cause at

a regular meeting of the Board, a majority of the members voting there-

for, lie shall keep his office at the State capital, and shall perform the

duties prescribed by this act, or lequired by the Board. He shall keep a

record of the transactions of the Board; shall have the custodj' of all

books, papers, documents, and other propertj- belonging to the BoarJ,

which may be deposited in his office; sliall, as far as uracticable, commu-
nicate witli other State boards of liealth, and with the local health com-

mittees within this State; shall keep ani file all reports received from

such committees, and all correspondence of the office appertaining to the

business of the Boai'd. He shall, as far as possible, aid in obtaining con-

tributions to the library and museum of the Board. He shall prepare

blank forms of returns, and such instructions as may be necessary, and

forward them to the clerks of the several health committees throughout

the State. He shall collect information concerning vital statistics, knowl-

edge respecting diseases, and all useful information on the subject of

hj'giene, and, through an annual report, and otherwise, as tlie Board maj-

direct, shall disseminate such information among the people.

Section 5. The secretary shall receive an annual salary which shall

be fixed by the State Board of Health. The Board shall quai terlj- ceriif'y

the amonnt due him, and on presentation of said certificate the Governor

fehall draw his warrant on the State Treasurer for the amount. Tiie

members of the Board shall receive no compensation for their services,

but their travelling and other necessary expenses while employed on the

business of the Board shall be allowed and paid.



ACT OF INCORPORATION. 9

Section G. The sum of tlireo tliousaiid dollars per annum, or as ninoh

thereof as may be deenceil necessary by the State Board of Health, is

hereby appropriated to pay tlie salary of the secretary, meet the contin-

gent expenses of the office of the secretary, and the expenses of the

Board, which shall not exceed the snm hereby appropriated. Said ex-

penses shall be certified and paid in the same manner as the salary of the

secretar}'.

Sectiox 7. It shall be the duty of the health comnjittee in each town
and city in the State, at least once in each year, to report to the State

Board of Health its proceeding;?, and such other facts required, on blanks

and in accordance with instructions received from said State Board. It

shall also make special reports whenever required to do so by the State

Board of Health.

Skction 8. In order to afl'ord to this Board better advantaj^es for

obtaiiiinj; knowledge important to be incorporated with that collected

through special investigations and from other sources, it. shall be the duty
of all otHcers of the State, the physicians of all incorporated companies,
and the president or agent of any company chartered, or^jani/.ed, or trans-

actiiii^ business under the laws of this State, as far as is practicable, to

furiii>h to tlie State Board of Health any information bcaiing upon public

health which may l>e requested by said Board for the purpose of enaljliug

it better to perform its duties of collecting and distributing useful knowl-
edge on this subject.

Skction 9. The secretary of the State Board of Health shall be the

Superintendent of Vital Statistics. Under the general direction of the

Secretary of State, he shall collect these statistics, and prepare and pub-
lish tile report reciuired by law relating to birth", marriages and d'atlis.

Skction 10. The Secretary of State shall provide a suitable room for

the meetings of the Board at the Slate capital, and office-room for its

secretary.

Skction 11. This act shall take effect when approved.

[Approved February 2", 1885.]





INTRODUCTORY.

The State Board of Health of Maine offers its First Annual Report

with feelings of hopefulness for the future of sanitary progress in

our State, and of gratitude to our fellow citizens for the kindly

spirit of co-operation and of helpfulness which thej' have shown.

The manifestation of public interest in the work of the Board is one

of the most promising signs, for, as Lord Derby declared, " No
Banitarj' improvement worth the name will be effective, whatever

acts you pass or whatever powers you confer upon public ollicers,

unless you can create an intelligent interest in the matter among the

people at large." The Board is mindful of the significance of this

truth, and looks upon it as one of its most binding obligations not

onl}' to diffuse information in regard to health matters, but also to

create in regard to sanitation a living faith, which can come only from

a knowledge of what has been done and therefore of what may be

done. The growth of a perfect sanitary system, and the attain-

ment of the best sanitary results, is not the work of a day nor of

a year any more than was that great movement for political liberty

which began before Magna Charta and is not j'et complete.

The thought, therefore, of claiming for our few months' work

results which may be used to point a moral would be absurd. Many
of our American states and cities are now beginning to reap the

results of sanitary work which many times repays for all public

expenditures on its account ; but to gain the best idea of the possi-

bilities and worth of sanitation, we must look to that people whose

government earlier than any other recognized the claims of public

health on her legislators. As we are indebted to the mother country

for the lich heritage of political and legal precedents, so to England

we have had to look for guides and models in our public health

work.

(11)



12 STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.

Two events, perhaps, more than any others were instrumental in

awakening the English people and the English Government to the

value of sanitation as an element of national prosperity. One of

these was the recurring sweep of cholera over the civilized world.

In 1832 in its western march it had visited England and again in

1818, with a still severer mortality. A third time, in 1854, it had

left its home in Asia and was rapidly extending to Europe. At the

same time, during the dark days of waiting before Sevastopol, after

preventable disease-, not Russian missiles, had destro^'ed one P^nglish

army, the sanitary knowledge and tlie inspiration of a noble woman
called into existence a system of military hygiene which saved a

second army and showed a sickness-rate and a death-rate lower than

would have been found amongst the men if they had been in their

English homes.

The opportunity which the earlier visitations of cholera to Europe

gave to sanitarians to study the disease in their own country was

improved, and the intervals which passed between the several epi-

demics was diligently employed in investigating the historj- of its

progress from place to place, and the circumstances and conditions

which favored its spread. The intimate and indispensable relation

which exists between domestic filth in its various forms and cholera

was plainly shown, and this imported pestilence took its place in the

catalogue of preventable diseases. The lesson which was taught by

Florence Nightingale in the Crimea and by Mr. Chadwick and his

associates at home were not lost to the English nation, and Parlia-

ment, by its enactments in 1855 and in succeeding years, has built

up in England a more nearly perfect system of State Medicine than

can elsewhere be found. Though England's course in this direction

was accompanied with all the disadvantages and uncertainties which

are incidental to all pioneer movements, the results have been so

satisfactory that a judicious sanitary administration in local and

national affairs is now recognized as a part of governmental dut}',

hardl}", if any, less imperative than even an assurance of continued

supremacy of the British marine. When Lord Beaconsfield said,

as prime minister of Great Britain, that "the health of the people

is tiie fust duty of the statesman," he expressed only that which has

become the sentiment of his nation ; for the "intelligent interest in

the matter among the people at large," which Lord Derby predicated

as indispensable to a successful administration of the public health

acts, can be found in no other countr}' to such a degree as is there
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seen. The testimony which their vital statistics give is convincing.

The argument which the lessening death-rates make is nnansweraVjle.

^Measures for improving tlie public health, consisting mostly in the

introduction of sewerage, drainage and a i)ure water supply, and

in the removal of tilth, were begun in many of the unhealthy old

towns some tliirty or more years ago. Salisl)ury, one of tiiese old

towns, had borne an unenviable reputation for unhealthiness. The

plague had ravaged it repeatedly, and once had destro3'ed one-fourth

of its inlialiitants ; cholera in 1819 entailed a heavy mortality. In

1853 imi)rovemcnts were begun. For nine years before the imijrove-

ments the death-rate had been 27 to tlie 1000 ; for nine years after,

21. Similarly, the mortality was reduced in Cardiff from 33 to 20;

in Croydon from 23 to 18 ; in Macclesfield from 20 to 23, and in

Newport from 31 to 21 in the 1000. The saving of life in tliese

towns was respectively, 20, 32, 22, 20 and 32 per cent. At the

same time with the improvement in the general death-rate there was

a striking diminution in the deaths from particular diseases : thus,

in tliese towns named, there was effected a reduction of the mortality

from typhoid fever of 3G per cent, in the lowest, to 75 per cent, in

the higiiest instance, and from cousumption, a diminution of from

17 to 49 per cent.

These results were the outcome of the earlier efforts in England,

but in 1872 and 1875 the Public Health Acts of those years inaugu-

rated important changes. Increased powers were conferred upon

local sanitary authorities, a more intimate sanitary supervision was

established, and provisions were made for the appointment of local

officers of health in both town and country districts. The good effect

of this further legislation has gradually made itself apparent. "We

are told, in the Report of the Registrar-General for 1883, that the

death-rate for England and Wales during the five years, 187G-80,

was lower than usual, but that for the first three years of the present

decade, 1881-2-3, it had been lower than had ever been recorded

before.

But, perhaps, in no part of the kingdom have the results been

more satisfactor}' than in the metropolis itself, for the reason that

they have been won under the great disadvantages of an ever rapidl}'

increasing bulk and density of popidation. From 1841 to the present

time, the number of inluiliitants has increased from 1.948,417 to

over 4,000,000, and the average density from 25 to the acre to 50

to the acre. In the face of such adverse conditions the maintenance
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of a stationary death-rate would have been, as pointed out by Mr.

Chadwick, a sanitary triumph, yet the showing is better than this.

In 1840-49 the death-rate of London averaged 25.3, and for the

last few 3'ears it has been about 20 to the 1000. Abstractly con-

sidered, this difference in death-rates is not so significant as a very

simple crJculation can make it. As applied to the population of

London, the saving of five lives in the 1000 means the saving of

20,000 lives yearly, and the saving of three lives to the 1000 of the

general population of P^ngland and Wales, which has been efiected,

means the saving of over 100,000 lives annually.

This modern movement to improve the public health has not been

confined to England, but extended to Scotland, it has lowered the

death-rate in Glasgow from 30 to 24 in the 1000, and diminished

remarkably the amount of discomfort, pauperism and crime ; to

India, where it has reduced the death-rate in the last decade b}' two-

thirds ; to the English army, where it has brought the death-rate

down from 18 to 8 in the 1000 ; to the navy, where the death-rate

is only 5 to the 1000 in contrast with the death-rate of 18 wliich

still exists in the merchant marine. It has furthermore encouraged

and stimulated all the other peoples of the earth to study and to put

into practical use that most profitable of all systems of political

economy—public hygiene.

Among our own States, Massachusetts was the first, sixteen years

ago, to establish a State Board of Health, and since then in pretty

rapiil succession, one State after another has taken its place until

now tliere aie but five that have not, through a State Board of

HenUli, made provisions for a public health service. Our own State,

in taking her place somewhat late among those that have given

recognition to tlie claims of public hygiene on all modern govern-

ment, lias the advantage of the lessons of experience which others

have learned, yet this procrastination has been costly in lives and

needless sickness. In the same year, 1870, when Massachusetts

created her State Board of Health, and in a few of the succeeding

years, we were seeking to increase our population by the encourage-

ment of foreign immigration. As the result of this we have our pros-

perous Swedish Colony which is a sufficient testimonial to the wisdom

of that policy ; but at the same time, and ever since, we have been

losing every year needlessly by death, of those who are of our own

flesh and blood, more lives than have come to us from Sweden.

Every year, also, by preventable disease which docs not end in death,
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the effective working power of our people is crippled many times

more than it is reinforced b}- our industrious Northmen.

A careful examination of the communications from ph3-sicians in

this report will suggest that, even in our own State, where the evils

of crowding are not felt as they are in many places, and where the

general death-rate is presumably lower than it is in many of the

other States, there are many causes which lead to a higher sickness-

rate and death-rate than ought to prevail. But if we should arrange

the various causes under the few headings of polluted water, impure

air, dampness or defilement of the soil beneath and about our dwell-

ings, and criminal carelessness in the management of contagious and

infectious diseases, we should include all the more potent causes of

preventable sickness in all countries. A glance at this brief enu-

meration shows that telluric, climate and other conditions not subser-

vient to the will of man has but little to do here. The water supply

of our State when uncontaminated by human agency' is of the purest

and best, )'et ignorance and carelessness makes the drinking water,

even in the uncrowded farming communities, a fruitful source of dis-

ease. The air which moves over our hills and valleys is as pure as

can be found, yet, in our homes, and schools, and churches, it is a

heterogeneous mixture whose derivation and vileness if appreciated

would not commend it to the fastidious. From our soil, malarial exhala-

tions and malarial diseases never arise, yet serious, but avoidable,

causes of disease ver}- often spring from the ground which our habita-

tions rest upon. With the world atlarge we suffer from the contribution

which we are annually called upon to make to that most cruel of all

Minotaurs—the group of zymotic diseases. We have sent this trib-

ute year after year with the spirit of resignation befitting a people

of less g(>neral intelligence and with fewer newspapers. By putting

into i)r;iclice some of the simplest and most easily learned of

sanitaiy precepts in India, the dcatli-rate from cholera has been

reduced to a small part of its former prevalence. Yet the apathy

or fatalism of many a New England village at times lets our less

malignant diseases spread without restriction and present a death-

rate wliich Bonil.ay would call excessive.

Some cari'lul nurses, with a long experience with scarlet fever,

have never pcruiiltrd the disease to spread from the first cases, and

yet, in our communities, a case of scarlet fever which is not commu-

nicated to other children, if other susceptible ones are in the neighbor-

hood, is the exception and not the rule. Many careful physicians give
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testimony to the efficacy of preventive measures in diphtheria.

They teach that this disease may be greatly restricted if not stamped

out entirely. But still, in our State, at diphtheria funerals in country

places, parents with children at home, if not with them, attend, and

in villages and cities the public hack with no subsequent disinfection

carries the mourners. And these and manj' other sanitar}^ delin-

quincies will continue and will be followed b}' their inevitable results

and some thousands of unnecessary deaths will annually occur until

the public comprehension grasps the idea that the heaviest of all

taxation is that which preventable disease imposes. Then the pub-

lic conscience will move the public w ill to say, as did Canute of old

to the ocean, but with far more effect, "Thus far shalt thou come

and uo farther."



SECRETARY'S REPORT.

ORGANIZATION OF TIIK BOARD.

Tn accordance witii the provisions of tlie ''Act to establish a State

Board of Health" II is Excellency, the Ciovernor, appointed the fol-

lowing-named persons as members of the State Board of Health

:

Fred?:ric H. Gkkuish. ^[. I).. Portland, for the term of six

years.

Hon. Lewis Barker, Bangor, for the term of five years.

Hon. Stephen J. YouNCf. Brnnswick, for the term of four years.

O. A. HoRK, i\I. I)., Lewiston, for the tertn of three years.

E. C. Jordan. C. E.. Portland, for the term of two years.

J. O. Webster, M. I).. Augusta, for the term of one Aear.*

The first meeting of the Board was held in the .State House,

Augusta, April 13, 1885. It was called to order b}- Dr. Gerrish,.

and Air. Jordan was elected Secretary pro tern.

All the members being present and qualified, Dr. F. H. Gerrish.

was unanimously elected President of the Board.

In accepting the oflice. Dr. Gerrish expressed his thanks to his

colleagues for the honor of the election, and brie% addressed them

concerning the responsibilities and duties of their positions.

He said that there had been confided to them the general super-

vision of the interests of health and life of the citizens of Maine.

For a long time the medical profession, acting through committees

of the Maine Medical Association, had tried to persuade the Legis-

lature of the necessit}- of establishing such a Board ; but, until the

session just finished, no success has attended these efforts. The

act constituting the Board was passed without an}' serious opix)-

Re-ai)poiiited for term of six years, from Januaiy 31, 1S8G.

2 (17)
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sition, and thus it is demonstrated that Maine at last recognizes, in

some measure, the duties of a State in the direction of the preser-

vation of the health of its people. Sixteen years ago, Massachu-

setts created the first State board of health in America, and now

the great majority of the States have such organizations. Maine

has, therefore, the advantage of their experience, but has purchased

it b}' a delay which has been frightfully costly in human lives.

This State always has had a body of sanitar}' laws of considerable

value ; but they have been almost entirely inoperative, on account

of the lack of a Board charged with the duty of enfoi-cing them.

The functions of the Board in this regard are set forth in the estab-

lishing act, and need not be rehearsed at this time. With the small

appropriation which the Legislature made, it is impossible to execute

all of these provisions at once ; but some of them call for prompt

attention. One of the most important is the collection of vital sta-

tistics. Nobody knows or can ascertain the number of births,

marriages and deaths in this State in any year in the past. The

local authorities of each town should be required to keep records

of all these matters, and report to this Board weekly. Not onl}'

should there be a notification of deaths, but of disease also, so that

the existence of an epidemic can be known immediatel}', its pro-

gress accurately traced, and means adopted for its arrest. The

local boards must be instructed concerning their duties and their

powers. An abstract of the sanitary laws of the State should be

sent to each of them, and compliance with the provisions of these

statutes insisted on. Every week a report of the health of the

State should be published in one or more prominent newspapers.

The press has been friendly to the movement for the improvement

of the sanitary condition of the State, and can be depended on to

give intelligent support to the efforts of this Board. These weekly

reports will be looked for with interest by the best portion of the

people, and the newspapers will take pains to supply the informa-

tion with accurac}^ and promptness. Another function of very great

importance is the instruction of the people in sanitary affairs. This

can be accomplished in various ways,—by lectures, by public meet-

ings, and hygienic conventions, by the distiibution of health tracts,

and by our annual reports.

All these things, however, will more properly engage the atten-

tion of the Board at its future sessions. At this meeting it will be
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well to take action on several matters of detail : The securing of a

suitable room for the business of the Board ; the adoption of b}'-

laws regulating the dates of the quarterly meetings, fixing the time

of the annual meeting, and providing for the calling of special

meetings ; and the consideration of the question of appointing

special committees on various sanitary topics. Finally, the most

important item of business which calls for deliberation is the ap-

pointment of a secretary. As executive otlicer of the Boar,

duties will be of the most exacting and, often, delicate character;

and it is vitally necessary that he be a man thoroughly equipped for

the position. Though the need of such help as tiiis Board is ex-

pected to give to the people of the State is immediate and pressing,

it will be better to delay final organization many months, rather

than to choose for secretary one whose fitness for the position is not

well attested.

This is not the time for a dissertation on the grandeur of the

work in which the Board is to engage ; each member already has

settled convictions on that point, and brings to his position enlight-

ened interest and willingness to labor for the accomplishment of the

greatest possible good. On its success in the first two years of its

life will depend the continued existence of the Board ; for if the

people are not satisfied of its utility, the Legislature will refuse to

grant a sufficient appropriation for the prosecution of the required

work. The future of sanitation in Maine, therefore, as well as its

present, depends largely on the devotion, energy and wisdom of

the individual members of this Board.

At an adjourned meeting of the Board held at Augusta, May 11,

1885, Dr. A. G. Young, of Fort Fairfield, was unanimously elected

permanent Secretary.

Other meetings of the Board have been held as follows

:

The third meeting on May 23, 1885
;

Tlie fourth, the regular quarterly meeting, June 29, 1885
;

The fifth, a quarterly meeting, Sept. 28, 1885
;

The sixth, the last quarterly meeting of the year, Dec. 28, 1885.
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At the second meeting of the IJoarcl, there were adopted the fol-

lowing

BY-LAWS.

I. The quarterly meetings of the Board shall be held at the State

House on the last Monday in March, June, September and Decem-

ber in each 3'ear. The meeting on tlie last Monda}' in March shall

be the annual meeting.

II. Special meetings may be ordered by the President at such

times and places as he ina\' deem proper, and shall be called b}' the

Secretary on order of the President, or on application of three

other members ol the Board.

III. The rules of parliamentar\' assemblies as contained in Cush-

ing's Manual shall govern the meetings of the Board.

IV. There shall be appointed annually a finance committee of

three members, of which the Secretary shall be one, which shall

audit the accounts^- of the Board, and certify them, if found correct,

to the Governor and Council.

The finance committee shall report its action at each quarterly

meeting of the Board.

V. These By-Laws may be amended by a majority vote at any

quarterly meeting, written notice of the proposed change having

been given b}^ the Secretary to each member, at least seven days be-

fore the meeting.

VI. No paper shall be published in the annual report of this

Board except such as are ordered or approved for purposes of such

publication bj- a majority of the members of the Board ; and any

such paper shall be published under the signature of the writer,

who is entitled to the credit of its production, as well as responsible

for the statements of facts and opinions expressed therein.

Recognizing that the diffusion among the people of information

regarding sanitary' matters is one of its most important duties, the

Board has published and distributed extensively a series of circulars

relating to health matters, and especiallj' relating to the prevention

and restriction of contagious diseases.
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In getting these circulars before the public, the Board has been

helped ver}' greatly by the publishers of the various newspapers in

the State, many of whom have printed them in full. This help we

appreciate, and feel very grateful for it.

The first of the circulars that was sent out gave briefly what are

now considered the essential points in school-house construction,

from a sanitary point of view. This was hastened forth in the

season of school-house building that it might, in the first year of the

existence of the Board, help to shape the plans of the houses to be

built. It is thought, that, as brief as it is, it was read with con-

siderable interest and was productive of good. This circular is

here reproduced.

[Fork 20.]

HINTS ON BUILDING SCHOOL-HOUSES.

Nearly one-sixth of the population of our State spends about six

hours daily during a large part of the 3-ear in our school-rooms.

This necessary confinement within the school-room walls, coming as

it does during the growing period of the bod\', and while it is the

most susceptible to harmful influences, entails certain evils which

have been too generally regai'ded as necessary accompaniments of

school life. It is well known, however, to those who have studied

these questions carefully, that most of the diseases incident to school

life are in (juite a high degree preventable, and that one of the first

and most important requirements in guarding against these diseases

is to have the building of school-houses conform to a few rules

which are generally recognized as essential elements in school-house

construction.

The more important of these rules are the tbllowing

:

Rule I. School-houses should be built upon dry ground ; if not

dry, the lot must be deeply drained. Furthermore, proximity to

swami)s and other sources of stagnant water or of noxious exhala-

tions should be avoided. The reason for this rule is the well-known

fact that dampness of soil contributes much to make a school-house

unhealthy. Very fatal school epidemics of diphtheria and similar

diseases have been caused by exhalations from damp and filthy soil

around and beneath the school-house.
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Rule 2. School-rooms should be oblong, with their length some-

where nearly one-third greater than their width, and with the teach-

er's desk in one end-

Reason. In rooms of this shape the scholars are more easily

observed and controlled, and such rooms are more easily lighted.

Rule 3. The glass surface of the windows should equal at least

one-seventh or one-sixth of the floor surface.

Rule 4. Tlie window sills should be placed never lower than

three and one-half feet above the floor, and the windows should

extend upward to near the ceiling.

Reason. The light which comes from considerably above the

level of the desks and books lights them much better than the more

horizontal rays. High windows also liglit the ceiling, whence the

light is reflected downward upon the desks.

Rule 5. Windows should be placed on the sides of the room.

Windows in the rear of the scholars are permissible, but in front of

them never.

Reason. Light from the front is very trying to the eyes. Light

from behind the scholars is not injurious to their eyes, but is dis-

advantageous for the teacher.

Note. If the school-room is not more than 23 or 24 feet in width, it may be lighted

wholly from one side. Then the light is better from the left. In single-room school-

houses it is better upon the whole to light from two sides with no windows behind the

pupils. Then, when it can be done, let the school-house be placed so its windows may

be on the north and south sides of the building.

Rule 6. Do not place the black-boards between or near the

windows.

Note. This matter of lighting school-rooms has come to be regarded as very

important, since it is found that near-sightedness and other very serious eye troubles

are caused or intensified by faulty methods of lighting.

Rule 7. In rooms for stud}', each pupil should have 20 square

feet of floor space, and this, with the height of twelve feet for the

ceiling, will give 240 cubic feet of air space for each scholar. Ceil-

ings should never be lower than twelve feet, and in ordinarj' rooms

never much higher.

Reason. This amount of floor and of cubic air space is required

to make efficient ventilation possible.

Rule 8. Never think that a school-room is completed until there

is some way of getting fresh, warmed air into it and the foul, breathed
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air out. Ventilation costs sometliing in fuel, but it is a penny-wise

and pound-foolish policy which omits it. The apparatus to obtaia

it need, especially in small schools, cost but a few dollars.

An arrangement for heating and ventilating a school-room in an

economical manner is given in the following straight-line illustra-

tion :

Ceilitiy.

-\—

T

-?ffi I** Floor.

it}' h ne-

a represents the school-room ; 6, the fresh air box ; c, the stove

;

d, d, the sheet iron jacket around the stove, enclosing its sides

except the door ; e, the stove pipe ; /, the chimney, which serves as

a smoke flue and at the same time as a ventilation flue, by leaving

an opening near the floor level at fj.

With this arrangement the cold air enters through the fresh air

box, and passing through the opening in the floor, is warmed between

the stove and the jacket which surrounds it. It then discharges

itself into the room as fresh, warmed air. The colder and impure

air along tlie floor is removed by the ventilating register or opening

at the bottom of the flue.

If the house is already built and the chimnev comes down only a

little below the ceiling, the ventilation flue can be carried down to

the floor by making another opening below that occupied by the stove

pipe, and thou putting in another pipe of tin or sheet iron with its

lower opening near the floor.

These few hints on building school-houses it is hoped may be

useful, especially to country districts. A fuller consideration of the

important subjects of School Hygiene and School-House Construc-

tion the State Board of Health hope to include in the earlier volumes
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of their Report. In the mean time it would be a pleasure to the

Board to answer any questions or make any farther suggestions,

which school or municipal officers, or other interested persons, may
desire.

Following closely the Hints on Building School-Houses, and de-

manded b^' the apparent exigencies of the times, a circular on

cholera was published. This, it is hoped, was instrumental in giv-

ing the public correct views in regard to this disease, and assurance

that cholera is amenable to preventive measures. Fortunately,

however, America received an unusual slight from this disease, for

which we have reason to be grateful. Hitherto invariably, after it

has become epidemic in Europe, it has sailed the ocean with man
and implanted itself upon our soil. This happened for the first

time in 1832, when it was ])rought in emigrant ships to Montreal

and Quebec. In the former city there was a mortality of 4000, and

in the latter, nearly the same. For four years it prevailed on this

continent and swept over a large part of North America. In 1848

it was brought to New York and New Orleans, and from the latter

place it passed up the Mississippi Valley- and reappeared in New
York the following year in a fatal form. Its third epidemic prev-

alence in this country was in 18.04, and its fourth in 1866, when it

was again brought to New York and distributed to points south and

west. The last epidemic visitation of cholera to America was in

1873, when it spread extensivel}' through the Mississippi Valle}'.

In 1884 it prevailed with a heav3- mortality in southern France and

in Italy, and this year, in Spain, with a fearful death rate. Many

ports of southern Europe are infected with the germs of the disease,

and there will be still required great watchfulness to guard American

ports against the danger of infection.

£FORM 21.]

PRACTICAL FACTS ABOUT CHOLERA.

Cholera, as it appears in America, is an exotic disease : that is,

it never arises spontaneously on our soil. Always when it has

appeared here, it has been possible to trace it back to European

ports and towns where cholera prevailed, and from there to India,

where it alwa3s has its origin. Whenever it has left its Asiatic home
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and overrun and prevailed in Europe, as it did last year, it has

invariably, sooner or later, found its wa}- to our own country. If it

does not appear among us in the near future, it will be a fortunate

exception from its usual history. In view of the possibility of hav-

ing to deal with Asiatic cholera in our own Commonwealth, the State

Board of Health thinks it prudent to issue this circular.

Nature of tiIe malady.
It is a specific disease, caused by a specific organic poison or

disease germ, derived directly or indirectl}- from preexisting cases of

the same disease.

SYMPTOMS.
The cholera almost always begins with a premonitor}' diarrhoea.

Later come vomiting, cramps, exhaustion and collapse. In some

cases the advent of the disease is sudden, and its course and termina-

tion rapid.

riOW IT IS SPREAD-
Cholera is an infectious disease, but it is infectious only in cer-

tain ways. It is not " catching," as small pox and scarlet fever are

understood to be. In Calcutta, where cholera is always present,

hundreds of cases have been treated in the general hospital, and often

in the same rooms with patients sick with other diseases, without ever

being a source of infection to them. Pliysicians and nurses who

care for the sick are little, if any, more liable to take the disease

than others. And yet, on the other hand, a single case may poison

man}- other individuals, and give rise to a wide-spread and very fatal

explosion of the disease. IIow can we account for this paradoxical

behavior of cliolera? In this way : The cholera poison exists princi-

pally in the discharges from the bowels and in the vomited matter.

This excreted contagitim is said not to be in an actively poisonous

condition when it first leaves the body, but requires a little time to

go through a fermentative stage during which its malignancy is

develo[H"(l. Conditions which favor the development of the poison

are exclusion of fresh air, darkness, moisture and warmth, and,

more than all else, filth conditions.

If this poison is completely destroyeil as soon as it leaves the

alinu'iitniy canal, thi-re is no danger of the patient's being a source

of inCeition to other persons. Hut, if the dejections are thrown,

for instance, in the privy vault, the cholera germs find all the favor-

ing conditions above named lor their development and increase.
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From the priv}' vault or from the surface of the ground the poison

may percolate through the soil, many feet it ma3' be, and gain access

to our wells or other water supply.

Let it be distinctly borne in mind that, to take the cholera,

yon must eat it or drink it. This is not an iiesthetie statement of a

generally recognized fact, but it is hoped to make it emphatic.

Farther facts in relation to the extension of cholera are these

:

Privy vaults, cess-pools, sink drains, heaps of manure, filth-sodden

earth, and other unclean places, once contaminated with the cholera-

germ, may remain sources of danger for some time, giviiig off their

poison, which, by being breathed in, may be mixed with the saliva

and be swallowed.

Articles of clothing from cholera regions, especially if soiled with

the cholera excreta, may carry the disease long distances. During

the epidemic of 1873, clothing, packed up in Holland, Sweden and

Russia, made the ocean vo^^age and the railway journey with no

harm to persons on the way, but started cholera epidemics in the

far West when the articles were opened.

Be reassured by the fact that cholera comes not from a mysteri-

ous epidemic constitution of the atmosphere, but that it comes, as

explained above, in accordance with certain laws which are now well

understood. Remembering this, all unnecessar}' alarm may be avoided

—only that salutary fear is desirable which shall lead each individual

to avoid and remove those conditions which favor not only cholera

but typhoid fever and other diseases.

rtO^SV PREVENTED.
In the absence of a much needed, systematic supervision of this

matter by the General Government, a grave responsibility rests

upon State and local authorities. Especially at ports engaged in

foreign commerce, vigilance should be constant and action prompt,

when required. If cholera should be allowed to effect a landing,

the soil and the water may be contaminated and the "stamping out"

of the disease made impossible.

SPECIAL RULES.

I. Experience has abundantly proved that a town or dis-

trict with a clean soil, pure air and pure water, may bid de-

fiance to cholera. Therefore the rule is imperative to search for
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and abate all filUi-nuisances. Remove all decomposing animal and

vegetable substances. Empty all i)iivy vaults, and drencii tiiem

with the solution of Corrosive Sublimate, or of Sulphate of Iron.

Tieat all cess-pools and sink drains in the same way. Ventilate

rooms and keep the cellar dry and well ventilated. Be sure there

is no filthy soakage into the well or other water sup|)ly.

2. Never neglect the preliminar}' diarrluea. During this first

stage the disease is usually curable.

3. It possible burn all discharges coming from the patient, as

well as all soiled cloths or other articles which are not too valuable.

4. If the discharges cannot be burned, do not, upon any consid-

eration, throw them upon the ground or into the privy vault. Have

them passed into a vessel containing several times their own bulk of

a saturated solution of Sulphate of Iron, or of a solution of Corro-

sive Sublimate (1 part to 1000) and then poured into a deep, nar-

row hole in the ground remote from all buildings or water supply.

5. All soiled clothes from the cholera patient, before or after death

or recovery, should be, as soon as possible, enveloped in a sheet

wet with the Corrosive Sublimate solution, carried to the laundry

and boiled immediately.

G. Upon the death of a cholera patient, the body should be im-

mediatel3' enveloped in a sheet wet with the Corrosive Sublimate

solution, on no account to be afterward opened, and buried privately

as soon as [)ossible.

7. After death or recovery the room should ])e fumigated thorough-

ly by burning sulphur. After remaining closed twenty-four hours,

thoroughly ventilate, then tear off all paper and burn it. Wash
down the walls with hot soapsuds. Then re-paint and re-paper.

PREPARATION OF DISINFECTANTS.

Sulphur Furnigation.

Close tightly ever}' opening into the room except the door.

In a tub with a little water in it place two or three bricks. Put

a shallow iron vessel containing the sul^thur (2 pounds or more

to a room 10 feet square) upon the bricks. Pour a little kero-

sene oil or alcohol upon the sulphur, and ignite it, and leave the

room quickly, being careful not to breathe in the fumes, and

close the door tightly.
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Solution of Sulphate of Iron (Copperas).

For privies, \\ pounds to oue gallon of water. For the

cholera discharges, 3 pounds or more to the gallon.

Solution of Corrosive Sublimate (1 part to 1000.)

Corrosive Sublimate, 60 grains ; water, 1 gallon ; mix.

The Corrosive Sublimate solution is very poisonous, and

to avoid accidents it should be colored with a few grains of Per-

manganate of Potassa, or with one grain of Aniline Green, to each

gallon.

NOTE.—The general sanitar}' measures which we should take
upon the approach of a pestilence like cholera are all the time needed
to lessen the mortalit}' from the diseases which are always with us.

In preparing the four following circulars relating to preventable

diseases, the desirableness of brevity, as far as is consistent with

the inclusion of essential facts, was kept in view. It was thought

that a brief tract on subjects of this kind would do more good than

the presentation to the general public of a longer lesson to be learned.

Appended to each circular was this list of

DISINFECTANTS.

JVo. 1 . Sulphur Fumigation.

To use this effectively, two pounds of sulphur should be burned in a

room ten feet square. Every opening into the room—flues, doors, windows,

cracks and crevices—must be closed, except the door by which the disin-

fector is to escape. The sulphur is to be burned in an iron kettle or other

vessel set in a tub containing a little water to guard against fire. A little

alcohol or kerosene must be poured upon the sulphur, by means of which

it may be ignited. Leave the room quicklj^, for the fumes are highly

poisonous when breathed, and close the door tightly. Let the room re-

main closed twenty-four hours or more. Then air thoroughly for several

days.

JVo. 2. For the Discharges.

Sulphate of Iron (copperas). 3 pounds; warm water, 1 gallon; mix.

This leaves rust-spots on clothing.

JVb. 3. For Privies, Cess-Pools, etc.

Sulphate of Iron, 1^ pounds ; water, 1 gallon ; mix.
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J^o.A. For Clothing.

Sulphate of Zinc (white vitriol), 4 ounces; common salt, 2 ounces;

water, 1 gallon ; mix.

J^o. 5. Corrosive SuMiniate Solution.

Corrosive Sublimate, GO grains; permanganate of potassa, 1 grain;

water, 1 gallon; mix.

Corrosive Sublimate is one of tlic surest destroyers of disease germs

known, but its dangerously poisonous qualities malce it unsafe for general

use. It could be used instead of No. 2, or one-half tliis strength instead

of Nos. 3 and 4.

^o. 6. Chloride of Lime Solution.

Chloride of Lime of the best quality, 4 ounces; soft water, 1 gallon:

mix. This is one of tlie best and cheapest disinfectants.

J^o. 7.

Boiling for half an hour is the surest waj' to destroy infection. Im-

mersion in No. 4, or No. G, will lessen the danger from infected clotliing

until it can be boiled, which siiould be done as soon as possible.

[Form 25.]

TYPHOID FEVER,

ITS PREVENTION AND RESTRICTION.

Issued by the State Board of Health of Maine.

There is a pretty stroug conviction iu the minds of sanitarians and

physicians that typhoid fever is a disease which has but little right to

exist in a civilized community. Such thoughts regarding things inev-

itable and necos.^ary are neitlier reverential nor profitable, but intelli-

gently-directed efforts to dimini.sh the prevalence of typhoid fever have

been followed by so large a measure of success that we are justified

in regarding it as one of the unnecessary diseases.

The prevention of typhoid fever must rest very intimately on a

knowledge of its cause, or, at least, on an acquaintance with the known

laws in accordance with which that cause operates. The essential

cause of the disease is generally believed to be a minute organic germ,

which is given off by the sick, and may be transmitted to the well in

several wavs.
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The poisonous germ is not thrown off through the breath, or in the

exhalations from the skin, as is the case in some other infectious dis-

eases ; but in this disease it is contained in the discharges from the

bowels, and possibly also in that from the kidneys. Hence the

proper disposal of the excreta is a matter of the first and
highest importance.

Another conclusion which is generally accepted is that the disease

germ, as it leaves the body, is not yet in a condition to be dangerous,

but that in a short time, through a fermentative process, it acquires a

dangerous character ; therefore, the need of the disposal of

all discharges from the patient without delay.

Still another thing which experience seems to teach, and which the

public should bear in mind, is that this fever germ may be not only

developed but multiplied outside the human body. That the fever

patient is in some way a factory for the time being, engaged in produc-

ing and throwing off a poison dangerous to other persons, is a matter

of cotnmou belief; but, of late years, there has come a settled convic-

tion that this poison, or disease germ, as we now call it, may be, and

very often is, developed and multiplied to a dangerous extent, when

it is once introduced into places which present the favoring conditions

of moisture, warmth and filth. Hence the vital necessity of

care not to plant the dangerous seed in soil congenial to it.

Such dangerous localities about our homes are ill-kept privies, water-

closets, cess-pools, drains, and earth which is saturated with uuclean-

liness.

The poison of typhoid fever may sometimes be received into the

system by bi'eathiug it in ; but, in undoubtedly the great majority of

cases, the disease germ finds its way into the intestinal canal by means

of the food and drink. Reflection will show, and experience teaches,

that there are many ways in which our food and drink may become

contaminated with the germs. Some of the more frequent ways are

these : The discharges are thrown into the privy or upon the ground,

whence they soak, sometimes long distances, through the soil into the

family well. The soiled clothes of the patient are washed, and the

water carried by a loose and leaky drain which runs too near the well.

Some kinds of food and drink are very absorptive of disease germs,

and being kept too near the patient, become contaminated through the

air. Many cases are known where milkmen, with fever at their own

homes, have caused serious out-breaks of the disease among their cus-

tomers, by keeping the milk before it was distributed too near the sick,
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by diluting it with contaminated water, or even by rinsing the cans with

the impure water.

PREVENTION.

What has already been said about the development of the typhoid

fever germ and the ways it is takeu itito the system pretty plainly

indicates the line of our endeavor in preventing it.

It is to be borne in mind :

1st. That filth, if it is not the direct cause, is at least the nidius

(nest) in which the cause, or germ, may be developed.

2d. That the poison is principally given off from the bowels.

3d. That it is usually received into the system in the food and

drink.

1. At all times, as well in the absence as during the presence of

typhoid fever, let us try to keep our premises and their surroundings as

pure and clean as possible. Of all forms of filth none others are so

dangerous to our homes as that of the "hole-in-the-ground" privy,

and that in and about our sink drains. The former should never be

tolerated, nor the latter, either, in its usual forms.

"Filth," in its sanitary signification, includes not only the grosser

forms but also the less tangible and more respectable kinds wliich are

too often ignored. The impalpable but not inodorous kind in the air

of unventilated bedrooms is disgusting and dangerous ; the sewer-air

which leaks from faulty water-closets or defective drain pipes in the

homes of the wealthy consigns many to the tomb ; the emanations

from rotting chips, or sawdust, the exhalations from decaying vegeta-

bles in the cellar,—all these may dangerously pollute the air, and

should be avoided.

2. All discharges from the fever patient should be received in a

vessel containing enough of Disinfectant No. 5, No. 6 or No. 2, to

cover them. They should be kept thus 15 or 20 minutes, and then

buried in the earth where they cainiot by any possibility find their way

into wells, springs, or brooks. They should never be allowed

to mingle with any kind of filth, in a privy or elsewhere.

Tiie clothing, both of bed and patient, should be disiutVctod by

dropping it into a tub containing several gallons of Disinfectant No.

4 or No. 5, and afterward boiled in this solution. After death or

recovery disinfect the ro(jm witii Disinfectant No. 1.

3. As far as concerns the personal hygiene of nurses and attend-

ants, it may be said that, if the foregoing preventive measures are
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carefully carried out, there is liardly a possibility of their taking the

disease ; in fact, under such conditions, cases in which th3 attendants

have taken the disease from the patient are almost if not quite unknown.

Typhoid fever "goes through" families because all have been exposed

to the disease-producing cause ; or the first cases contaminate the

water supply, or "seed down" the privy vault and the house surround-

ings with the disease germs.

Nurses and others in the family should eat nothing in the room where

the patient is, nor anything which has been there. The food for the

attendants and family should be prepared and kept as far from the

sick room as possible. Thorough boiling will kill all disease germs ;

so, while the fever is in the house, it is safer to boil all water and

milk just before it is used.

[Form 24.]

DIPHTHERIA,
ITS PREVENTIOX AXD RESTRICTION.

Issued by the State Board of Health of Maine.

Diphtheria is a contagious and infectious disease attacking per-

sons of all ages, but affecting children much more frequently than it

does adults. It may be communicated from the sick to the well by

means of spoons, cups, or other articles which pass from mouth to

mouth, or through the medium of the air, or it may be spread by

means of infected clothing.

So generally is diphtheria regarded as due to unsanitary condi-

tions, that by common consent it is classed among the "filth diseases ;"

and when we find it arising, apparently independently of sources of

infection, spontaneously as it would seem, we may be pretty sure that

something is wrong in the health conditions of the home where it is

found.

The unsanitary conditions which seem to give rise to diphtheria

may be in the direction of the food or water supply : the well may be

too near the privy or cess-pool, or sink drain, or barnyard, and be

polluted by soakage through the filthy soil ; or the something wrong

may be in the direction of the air supply : the sleeping rooms and living
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rooms are perliaps not ventilated and the air is re-breatlied and

re-poisoned, or a wet and foul cellar is under the house, or sewer gas

goes into the rooms from defective water-closets or other fixtures, or

from sink drains, or privies, or cess-pools.

AVhcn once diphtheria has arisen, the law of simple contagion

carries it to the rich and the poor, to the cleanly and the uncleanly,

but not to all alike. Filth invites disease and gives its germs the

most congenial soil in which to develop into pestilence ; but cleanli-

ness offers only barren ground for their development.

Diphtheria is a preventable disease. Proper pre.entive

measures are almost invariably followed by the limitation of the dis-

ease to the first case or cases. When diphtheria gets away
from the primary cases and makes its escape upon the com-
munity, somebody is to blame. Tiie sooner we accept this as a

sanitary maxim, the sooner we shall begin to do our duty as individ-

uals and as communities.

PREVENTION-
Keep away from the sources of the contagion. Do not go where

the disease is, if you can help it ; and, above all, do not let your

children go where it is. Permit no one to come to your home who

has been where it is.

From the dwelling and its vicinity banish all sources of filth,

whether of the ground, of the water or of the air. The ground

under and around the house, if not naturally dry, should be thoi'oughly

and deeply drained.

Diphtheria does not come from far ihrough the air, therefore do

not shut up your house tightly, tliiuking tliereby to shut out tlie

disease. liy so doing you shut in the poison of re-breathed air, which

paves the way and makes it easy for the poison of diplitlieria to claim

your children. Let tlie sunshine in by day and the pure air botii by

day and niglit. When diplilheria is prevalent, avoid all crowded

gatherings ; especially keep children from such places.

What is apparently only a common sore throat in adults will

sometimes give rise to an outbreak of diphtheria in children ; there-

fore, in all cases of sore throat, prudence would dictate caution in

using dishes which others are to use. A kiss to a child under these

circumstances may be the unconscious signature of the little one's

death warrant.
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Wlieu diphtheria is rife, keep Irom the children gum, jewsharps,

harmonicas and other things which go from mouth to mouth.

Be sure that the drinking water and the milk are pure.

RESTRICTION.

As soon as it is found that a person has diphtheria, he should

immediately be separated from the rest of the family and put into a

sunny and well-ventihited room, preferably on the upper floor, and as

disconnected as possible from other rooms, especially the living and

sleeping rooms of children.

Before moving the patient into the room, all needless articles,

such as carpets, contents of wardrobes, etc., which would catch the

infection, should be removed.

No other person besides the nurse or necessary attendants and

the physician should be permitted in the room, and they should take

special precautions not to carry the infection. Their communication

with the rest of the family should be as restricted as possible.

The local board of health, or health officer, should immediately

be notified and should cooperate with the physician to keep the disease

from spreading. Children and parents from other houses should be

warned ; and, if they needlessly and obstinately persist in coming,

they should be driven away.

Neither the nurse nor any other person should eat or drink any-

thing in the sick room or anything which has been there. Food which

the patient has left should be burned.

Cats and dogs should be kept from the sick chamber, or better,

out of the house, for their fur can easily carry the infection. These

animals, as well as some others, sometimes have diphtheria, and com-

municate it to children.

The dishes which the patient uses should not be used by others,

or washed with other dishes. They should be washed by themselves

in boiling-hot water.

The utmost care must be taken that the discharges from the

mouth, throat and nose do not soil the room or its furnishings. These

discharges should be received on pieces of cloth and then burned. If

this cannot be done they should be thoroughly disinfected with Disin-

fectant No. 5, No. 6 or No. 2.

The discharges from the kidneys and bowels should be liberally

treated with Disinfectant No. 5, No. 6 or No. 2, and not poured into
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the privy-vault, but buried, if possible. 200 feet or more from dwell-

iug-liousos and water supply.

The bed and body clotliiug should uot ho mixed with tiic family

wash, but should be put into boiling-hot Disinfectant solution No. 4

or No. 5.

No person from a house where there is diphtheria should go into

public assemblies, such as schools, churches, or concerts.

Persons who have iiad diphtheria should not mingle with the pub-

lic for some time after the last trace of the disease has left the throat

and nose, and then not until they and all their clothing have been

thoroughly washed and disinfected.

In case of death the body should be enclosed in a sheet thoroughly

wet in Disinfectant No. 4 or No. 5, and put into a tight coffin, which

should not afterward be opened. The funeral should be strictly private,

and in no case should children be permitted to be present.

After recovery or death, disinfect the room with Disinfectant No. 1.

Some of these directions may seem extreme, but they are neces-

sary, every one of them. It is some trouble to carry them out care-

fully, but that is ucthing compared with the possible results to you,

if you neglect them ; and, in thinking of the rights of others, re-

member tlie Golden Rule.

[Form 28 ]

SCAELET FEVER,

ITS PKEVENTION AND RESTRICTION.

Issued by the State Board of Health of Maine.

Scarlet Fever, Scarlatina, Scarlet Rash and Canker Rash are

several names for one and the same disease. It is very desirable

that only the name Scarlet Fever should be in general use, for so

many names have wrought much confusion in the popular mind.

Sometimes in scarlet fever the fever is high, sometimes mild. Some-
times the eruption is a vivid red rash, sometimes it is barely per-

ceptible. Sometimes the inflammation of the throat is very malig-

nant, sometimes so slight as not to be noticeable. No matter how
these manifestations of the disease may vary in diflferent cases, it w
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all soarlot fever, and one attack prevents subsequent attacks. With

children scarlet fever is one of the most infectious of diseases, withal

we might term it a capricious disease. Sometimes a single indi-

vidual may have the disease, while children who have never had it

may escape, although exposed to its contagion in the same house.

Again, th(! slightest momentaiy exposure may be sufficient to give

the disease.

The i)oison of scarlet fever is very readily conveyed in clothing or

other things even long distances. Such cases as this are so common
that almost everybody knows of them : A person calls to enquire

about his neighbor's child wlio has this disease, opens the door for

just a moment, perhaps does not go in, walks a long way home, and

then gives tlie disease to his own children.

The contagion may be preserved for many months in clothing or

in rooms. An article, for instance a handkerchief or a doll, may
be used by a scarlet fever child and then laid away, perhaps a year,

and when unpacked give the disease to other children. A letter or

a paper sent by mail may carry the disease, the hair of the head

or the beard may carry it when the clothing has been changed and

disinfected and this part of the body neglected.

After recovery, for several weeks at least, the scarlet fever patient;

contiiuies to be a source of danger to others, as long at least as tlie

skin continues to be rough and to give off its branny scales of des-

quamation, or peeling.

PREVENTION.
With all the subtle infectiousness of scarlet fever, preventive

measures will be rewarded with marked results. Carefulness can

keep the infection from being scattered abroad, and disinfection can

utterly destroy its power to do harm.

Keep your children away from the disease and away from persons

and tilings that have been where it is. Keep, also, all who have

recently been sick with the disease and all who have been where it is

away from your children. Scarlet fever is a dangerous and often a

deadly disease, therefore it may sometimes be your duty in pi-otect-

ing your children to treat the grossly careless as a malefactor. Tliis

duty of protecting your family from the danger of scarlet fever is as

clear and imperative as would be your duty to stay the hand that

would carry a poisonous and possibly deadly draught to the lips of

your child. One great reason for warding off scarlet fever is that
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after ehildliood this disease is not so fatal, and also after childhood

the liability to take tiic disease is very much lessened. It therefore

happens that many, escaping the disease in cliildhood, never have it,

although many times exposed to it later in life.

RESTRICTION.

The scarlet fever patient should be put into a room by himself. It

is better to have the room in the upper storj' and not near rooms in-

habited by children. Before the patient is put into the room, remove

everything possible which can catch and retain the poison of the

disease, viz : carpets, useless curtains, unused clothing.

Have some person specially employed as a nurse who is not to

visit other parts of the house where children are. No other person

not needed should be allowed to visit the sick room, especially those

who have children of their own or who must go wiiere children are.

The nurse while attending the patient should wear onlj' such clothing

as can be disinfected by boiling before she goes to other places.

The room should be ventilated as thoroughly and constantly as

possible without incurring the danger of draughts. Especially dur-

ing convalescence a chill is to be avoided. Ventilation is desirable,

both on account of tlie patient and on account of diluting and let-

ting out the poison ol the disease so its concentration may not be

a danger to others in the house.

Receive the discharges from the throat and nose upon pieces of

linen or cotton cloth which are to be burned.

Tlie discharges from the bowels and kidneys should be disinfected

with Disinfectant No. 5, No. 6 or No. 2 in large quantity and

buried some distance from the dwelling.

The utmost care .should be taken with the clothing of the patient.

Do not carry it from the sick room dry. Wiien removed it should

be dipped into a tub of Disinfectant No. 4 or No. 5, and afterward

boiled in the solution.

No person from a house where scarlet fever is should go into

public assemblies, puch as schools, churches or concerts, or anywhere

into the [)resence of children who have not had the disease. Much

of the contagion of scarlet fever is in the scales which are thrown oft

from the skin during desquamation ; it is well to use frequently during

this period inunction of some oil or other fatty matter to prevent

the scattering of these infectious particles.
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Persons who have had scarlet fever should never be allowed to go

to school or mingle in any other wa}' witlj tlie public for at least five'

weeks after the disappearance of the fever and the rash, and not then

until tlie clothing is thoroughly disinfected, and the body has re-

ceived a disinfecting bath, not omitting the head.

In case of death the body should be enclosed in a sheet thoroughly

wet in disinfectant No. 4 or No. 5 and put into a tight coffin, which

should not afterward be opened. The funeral should be strictly

private, and in uo case should children be permitted to be present.

After death or recovery disinfect the room thoroughly with Disin-

fectant No. 1. In addition to this burn all things of but little value

which have been in the room, and disinfect by prolonged boiling

clothing and furnishings which can be so treated.

[Form 26.]

SMALL-POX,
ITS PREVENTION AND RESTRICTION.

Issued by tho State Board of Health of Maine.

Small-pox is always the result of infection. The specific poison

which is the cause of the disease is very active—a momentary ex-

posure to it will often result in producing small-pox in the unpro-

tected, and the vitality of the infection, under certain circumstances,

is capable of being preserved a long time. The disease is dangerous

and loathsome in the extreme, giving a high death rate in the unvac-

cinated, and hideously disfiguring and maiming many who outlive

it.

The present generation from its own observation can have no ade-

quate conception of the terrible devastation which this disease caused

before the discovery of vaccination. In the large cities one-third of

the deaths in children under ten years of age came from small-pox.

''Not a decade passed in which this disease did not decimate the

inhabitants in one country or another, or over great tracts of country
;

so that it came to be more dreaded than the plague."

In France, 30,000 persons died annually from this disease ; and

jn the whole of Europe from 400,000 to 450,000 perished yearly

from the same scourge.
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In Westphalia, where the death rate from small-pox was formerly

2,643 in the million of population, the annual mortality from the

same cause declined to an average of 114 in the million from 1816

to 1850, under the influence of general vaccination. In Reilin the

reduction was from 3,422 to 17G ; in Copenhagen from 4,000 to 200.

These facts will give us some idea of the benefit wiiich has been

conferred upon humanity by vaccination. "Without the protection

which it affords, nearly, if not quite, the olden, fearful rate of mor-

tality would, in the course of a generation or two, be restored.

Cleanliness and the observance of the general laws of health might

avail a little, but only a little, in restricting this disease, which

seems to have its being always in infection.

In a communit}- or town well and thoroughly vaccinated there

would be no possibility of a serious extension of small-pox. Neglect

of this protection has, even in recent years, sometimes led to very

disastrous and unprofitable results. Such a course in Philadelphia

in the winter of 1871-2 cost the city in lives and paralyzed business

twenty million dollars. And such neglect of vaccination in Mon-

treal is at the present time imposing a heavy penalty on that city

and its surrounding province, and at the same time, seriously threat-

ening the New P2ngland States.

PREVENTION.
The all-important preventive measure is vaccination. In the face

of the disease, vaccination, isolation and disinfection must go hand

in hand.

Every child should be vaccinated in its earliest years, prefciabl\-

before six months of age, and in case of danger of infection, the

vaccination should be done afonce, no matter how young the child

is. Vaccination should be done again before puberty, and better

before ten or twelve years of age. Afterwards vaccination should

be tried as often as every six or seven years, or oftener if the i)er-

8on is subjc'ted to probable danger of small-pox contagion.

Vaccination should be done only by competent phvsiciaus. and

only with vaccine virus of undoul)ted reliability and purity, otlier-

wise a sense of security is often fi'lt when in fact protection is not

obtained.

Should vaccination be made in only one place, or in several? is

sometimes asked. The following, based upon the examination of
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5,000 cases of small-pox in PLngland, answers the question strongly

in favor of inserting the virus in several places in the arm.

Percentage of deaths in :

—

1. Unvaccinatcd, 35 per cent.

2. Vaccinated :

—

Having one vaccine scar, 7.73 per cent.

Having two vaccine scars, 4.70 per cent.

Having three vaccine scars, 1.95 per cent.

Having four vaccine scars, .55 per cent.

In case of the presence of small-pox, immediate and careful vacci-

nation should be made of all persons who have not recently been so

protected. Even after known exposure to the disease, vaccination

should be done any time before the actual appearance of the erup-

tion. If done within two or three days after exposure it will often

prevent the disease, or make it much lighter ; and done later, there

is reason to believe that even then it has a salutary effect upon the

course of the disease.

When a case appears, enforce immediately strict isolation and

quarantine of the patient, and this should be continued for at least

two weeks after the recovery of the case, and after the crusts have

all separated. AVhen the patient cannot be removed to a hospital,

but must remain in a private house, secure a room, if possible, on

the uppermost floor and remove from it all articles and furnishings

which will not al)solutely be needed. For a nurse have some person

who has been recently and successfully vaccinated or who has had

the small-pox. Keep all others awa}- from the room. All other

persons in the house and neighborhood should immediately be vac-

cinated. In case of death the funeral should be strictlv private and

conducted under the direction of the Board of Health, Health

Officer, or the attending physician.

The disinfection should also be done under the same authority.

During the sickness all discharges from the patient should be plenti-

fully treated with Disinfectant No. 5, No. 6 or No. 2, and then

buried. All crusts should be burned.

Clothing should be immersed in Disinfectant No. 4 or No. 5, and

then subjected to prolonged boiling. All articles which cannot be

surely disinfected must be burned.

If death should occur the bod\' should immediately' be wrapped in

a sheet wet with Disinfectant No. 5 or 4, and prepared as soon as

possible for private burial.
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The room and liouse should be very thoroughly fumigated with

Disinfectant No. 1, and renovated with [);i[)er, paint and wliitewash.

The following relates to an important matter, and the suggestions

therein made have been suceessfuUy and for many years tested, not

only in isolated homes, but in villages and towns of considerable

size :

[FOUM 23.]

Construction and Management

OF

e^i^.th: closets.
Issued by the State Board of Health.

In dealing with matters which affect the public health, it is gen-

erally admitted that one of the most important is that which regards

the disposal of human excreta. Where asufficient water service and

skilful plumbing can be secured, there is no doubt that the use of

our inodein improved water-closets is as near to the unobjectionable

as need be ; but in the great majority of houses in this State,

geographical i)Osition or the want of means makes it necessary to

substitute something else. What we actuall}" find in general use is

that most abominable privy system—objectionable on the score of

health for tainting the air with poisonous vapors, and polluting soil

and water, and objectionable, decidedly, on the score of decenc\'

and comfort.

In most country and village places, the best substitute for the

common privy is undoubtedly the dry-earth closet. Some of the

advantages of this are that the earth when properly userl is a good

antiseptic and deodorizer, therefore preventing the dangerous and

unpleasant gases of putrefaction ; that it is inexpensive ; that it

requires but little trouble to manage it; that on account of its

inoff'eusiveness when well managed, it may be placed in more con-

A'enient proximity to dwelling-houses.

There are some patented devices for using the dry earth, but

without patronizing these, any carpenter or other person with only

ordinary mechanical ingenuity can get up something which will give

good results. All that is needed is a common closet, a supply of
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dn' earth, a water-tight receptacle beneath, and a convenient way

of disposing of its contents at quite freqnent intervals.

The receptacle should be wholh' above the surface of the ground,

and may consist of a metallic-lined box, a half of a kerosene barrel

with handles upon it for removal, or, which is better, a large galvan-

ized iron pail.

The receptacle may be removed through a door in the back of

the closet or in front of the scat, or, by having the seat hinged and

made to button backward, it may be removed that way. The earth

should be common garden or field loam, if considerably clayey all

the better, but it must be finely pulverized. Road dust does well,

but sand is not suitable. Coal ashes are also good. Whichever of

these is used should be dry and screened thiough a sieve with about

quarter inch meshes. The dr}- earth may be kept in a box or bin so

arranged, where it can be, that it may be filled from the outside of

the closet, or it is quite convenient to have one-half the seat hinged

and beneath it the small compartment to hold the piesent supply of

the earth. In this box or bin holding the earth there may be a

small tin scoop which may be employed in sprinkling in the earth, a

pint or more, each time th~e closet is used. Tlie main thing is to use

enough of the earth to completely absorb all liquids, and this

requirement, of course, precludes the throwing of slops into the

closet. One or two loads of the earth will be needed annually for

a small family.
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To correct a too prevalent misapprehension this little tract was

sent out:

DOES VACCINATION PROTECT?

We find that the correct answer to this question is not as clearly

in the ininds of the people generally as it should be, therefore these

facts arc given. Almost one hundred years ago Jenner discovered

that when a person is inoculated with cow-pox virus so as to have

cow-pox, the attack of this lighter disease gives immunity from the

much more dangerous disease, small-pox. The announcement of his

discovery was met with incredulity, Jenner had vaccinated a boy

eight years old who had never had the small-pox. He said to the

incredulous medical men of the day : ''If you think the boy is not

protected frona small-pox give hira the small-pox if you can." The}'

did not shut him up with small-pox patients, but they used a surer

method. They inoculated the boy with the small-pox virus. It did

not take. They tried it again with the same results, and repeated

it many times carefully until the inoculation had been done twenty

times with twenty failures. Then they had to acknowledge that the

boy was protected.

The most common popular fallacy in this matter is that vaccina-

tion does not prevent one from having small-pox, but only makes

the disease milder if one gets it. The truth is that when success-

fully done, and not done too long ago, the protection is almost

absolutely perfect.

In Brussels, out of more than 10,000 children vaccinated in

1809-70, not one case was reported as having been attacked b}- the

terrible epidemic of small-pox which swept over Europe soon after.

Dr. Warlomont, who reported these facts, says that he has made a

number of ap[)eals for information as to cases of small-pox after

vaccination with the animal virus, but so far without result. Others

have made similar requests, and have olfered large rewards for such

information, but without avail.

In a severe epidemic of small-pox, which swept over the island

of Iliiyli in 1.S81-2, Dr. Terres says that although attending two or

three hundred severe cases every day, neither lie nor any of his

family or servants took tlie disease (tiiirteen persons in all), their

only protection being successfid vaccination. The scholars and

teachers of three schools (live htnuired in all) were successfully

vaccinated, and oiily one case occurred. Dr. Terres states that not

a single death occurred among vaccinated persons.
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Dr. Dunn, of Minnesota, contrasts the histories of two families,

one vaccinated and the otlier not. '"Tlie families are of the same

size, living a few miles apart. Tlie ages are nearly the same. On
account of carelessness or ))arsimony neither family had been vac-

cinated. The small-pox enters one, still they take no preventive

measures. The disease has the same scope as it had in the days

before vaccination, and it quickly shows itself to be the same old

pest that it was before the immortal Jenner robbed it of its terrors.

Of the nine unprotected persons it rapidly destroys three, ruins an

eye for yet another, and scars the other five, four of them girls, in

a frightful way.

"The other family of ten hear that they have been exposed to

small-pox, not aware that the disease has already been for ten days

operating in the system of one of its members. They are vaccinated

with reliable bovine lymph. Two days later one of the ten comes

down with small-pox, which runs a mild course. They are all daily

and nightly exposed to the disease, their vaccinations work well

and not one of them is attacked."

Dr. Henry Tomkins, Medical Superintendent of the Fever Hospital

belonging to the Manchester Royal Infirmary at Monsall, iu a paper

read at Owens College, said :

"The most striking of all evidence is, perhaps, that derived from

the small-pox hospitals themselves. Here the protective influence of

vaccination is seen and proved in a manner beyond all cavil. At

Highgate, during an experience of fort}' years, no nurse or servant

having been re-vaccinated has ever contracted disease, and evidence

of the same character I can myself bring forward ; for during the

whole time that I have had charge of the fever hospital more than

a thousand cases of small-pox have passed under my care, yet no

servant, nurse, porter, or other person engaged there, has, after re-

vaccination, ever taken it, though exposed daily to infection in its

most concentrated form. Again, among all the students who, during

the past two ^-ears, have attended the hospital for clinical instruction,

not one has suffered, all having been re-vaccinated before being per-

mitted to enter the small -pox wards."

Dr. O. W. Wight, Health Officer of Detroit, says : "During the

winter of 1881-82, when small-pox was epidemic, I allowed fourteen

well persons to go to the pest-house in the city of Detroit, who

wished to take charge of other members of their families removed

there on account of the disease. All of them were vaccinated at
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the time of going. Not one of them had even a light attack of

varioloid. When the anti-vaceinationists will show half, or even

quarter, the number of unvaccinated persons exposed in the midst

of the sick and the dying to concentrated contagion without the

least injury', I will then listen patiently to their arguments."

F'acts and cases by the hundred, throwing the weight of their tes-

timonv all in the same direction, could be culled from sanitary and

medical literature, but these few probably suHiciently show that

vaccination protects a person from "catching" small-pox. If the

vaccination is imperfect, or done many years ago, it still may be

worth much in mitigating the disease and converting it into

"varioloid."

Maine State Board of Health.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
FOR

Circular to Municipal Officers.

The State Board of Health hereby calls attention to the law which

requires the municipal oMiccrs of a town to perform all the duties of

healtii oflicers. unless the town, at its annual meeting, has chosen a

health committee, a health officer, or a board of health. [Revised

Statutes, chapter 14, sections 14, 15 and 34.]

The necessity of strict compliance with sanitary laws, at all times

apparent to those familiar with the subject, is i)eculiarly urgent at

the present time, when this country is threatened with an invasion

of epidemic cholera ; and the State Board of Health, desirous of

aiding in the discharge of their duties those to whom are entrusted

the interests of health and life in the various towns of Maine, issues

this circular of instructions.

It is earnestly recommended that the health officers in each place

prepare a series of rules and icgulations based on the accompanying

model, and secure their adoption as by-laws of the town (or ordi-

nances of the city). In some places outside of cities, and large

towns and villages, the rules relating to house-drainage will not be

needed ; but no other section can be omitted without great disadvan-

tage. The regulations when adopted should be printed in conven-

ient form, and a copy placed in every household. Without this
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universal diffLision of information, the desired result cannot be

attained.

This circular should be handed to the health board, health com-

mittee, or health officer, if one alread}' exists in the town ; and the

chairman of the body for which it is intended will please acknowl-

edge its receipt on a postal card, directed to

A. G. YOUNG, M. D.,

Secretary of the State Board of Health,

Augusta Maine.

OP THE

Town of

RELATING TO PUBLIC HEALTH.

In pursuance of authoritj' given in Chapter 3, Section 59, and in

Chapters 14, 16, 17 and 128 of the Revised Statutes of the State

of Maine, the Town of hereby

establishes and promulgates the following rules and regulations for

the better preservation of the public health and for protection against

infectious and contagious diseases.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.
RULE 1.

Any houseliokler in whose dwelling there shall occur a case of scarlet

fever, diphtheria, typhoid fever, small-pox, cliolera or typhus fever, shall

immediately notify the Board of Health (or Health Committee) of the

same.

RULE 2.

When a physician knows or suspects that any person to whom he has

been called is sick with, or has died of, one of the diseases named in Rule

1, he shall immediately notify the Board of Health (or Health Committee)

of the same.

RULE 3.

A ri'jid quarantine shall be put upon any person sick with scarlet fever,

diphtheria or small-ijox for a period of at least three weeks, or until the

Board of Health shall permit tiie quarantine to be removed. During
this period all persons not necessarily in attendance there shall be

excluded from the patient's room.
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RULE 4.

The attending pliyslcian und otliors in charge of any person snfTer-

ing from any of the diseases named in IJnle 1, shall cause all discharges

from the bowels to be thoroughly disinfected with Disinfectant No. 2.

RULE 5.

The clothing and bed-elothing of persons sick with the diseases raen-

tioned iu llnle 1 shall be disinfected by soaking in Disinfectant Solution

No. 4, and shall afterward be boiled.

Note.—Better boil first in the solution.

RULE 6.

Any person having scarlet fever, diphtheria or small-pox, and mem-
bers of any household where any of said disease", whether mild or malig-

nant, exist, shall refrain from mingling with children in school', churches,

Sunday-schools, or other indoor places; and associations with adults

shall be as restricted as possible.

RULE 7.

Rooms, with their furniture, in which there has existed a case of

scarlet fever, diphtheria, sniull-pox, cholera, or typhus fever, shall be

thoroughly fumigated with sulphur, according to the directions given for

using Disinfectant No. 1.

RULE 8.

A public funeral shall not be held for aay person who has died of

scarlet fever, diphtheria, small-pox, cholera, or typhus fever (not typhoid).

VAULTS ArJO DRAINS.
RULE 9.

No privy vault, cess-pool, or reservoir, into which a privy, water-

closet, stable or sink is drained, except it is water tight, shall be estab-

lished or permitted wiMiin one hundred feet of any well, spring, or other

source of water us?d for drinking or culinary purposes.

Note.—No person can long do the work of the physician or sanitarian without being per-

sonally cognizant of the fact that water polluted from the sources indicated above is a cause

of disease much oftencr than the public generally suspects. Not only fatal domestic pestilences

which break up the family circle, but long-continued indispositions, which may eventuate in

fatal disease, are so produced. In some localities wells arc fouled from privies and drains

more than one hundred feet distant.

RULE 10.

All privy vaults, cess-pools, or reservoirs named in Iiule 9, shall be

cleaned out twice a year, once in the spring, not later than the ir)th of

May. and once in the autumn, not earlier than the lotii of October. From

the ir)th of May to the Llth of October of each year the above-named

vaults, cess-pools or reservoirs shall be thoroughly disinfected by adding

to the contents of the vault, once every week, from one to four gallons

of Disinfectant No. 3, according to the size of the vault.
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Note.—The householder who tolerates the above-mentioned places on his premises, keeps

a possible and very often a great danger hanging over himself and family. The fermentation

of the contents of these vaults fills the air around with poisonous gases and the specific

germs which produce disease. Hence frequent cleansing and disinfection are required to

make them tolerably safe.

RULE 1 1.

Earth privies and earth closets, with no vault below the surface of the

ground, shall he excepted in IJiile 9; but sufficient dry earth or coal ashes

must be used daily to absorb all the fluid part of the deposit, and the

entire contents nuist be removed at least monthly.

Note.— It is earnestly recommended for country and village places that the dry-earth sys-

tem take the place of the very objectionable privy vault. To all who desire it the State Board

of Health will send a circular giving directions for the construction and management of the

dry-eartli closet.

RULE 12.

All sewer drains that pass within fifty feet of any source of water used

for drinking or culinary purposes shall be water tight, and in sandy soil

the limit shall be eighty feet.

RULE 13.

No sewer drain shall empty into any lake, pond, or other source of

water used for drinking purposes, or into any standing water, within the

jurisdiction of this Board.

rioUSE DRAINAGE.
RULE 14.

The sewage from each building on every street provided with a com-

mon sewer shall be conducted into said sewer.

RULE 15.

That portion of the house drain which is outside of the building and

more than four feet from the foundation walls, shall be constructed of

iron pipe or vitrified drain-pipe.

RULE 16.

That portion of the drain pipe outside or under the building, and within

four foet of the foundation walls, together with the soil pipe, shall be

constructed of cast iron with leaded joints. The waste pipe connected

with the conductors from the roofs, and other pipes inside the building,

or outside and within four feet of the foundation walls, shall be con-

structed of iron with leaded joints.

RULE 17.

The house drain and other pipes for the conveyance of sewage shall be

laid with uniform grade and with a fall of not less than one inch in four

feet, except in those cases where the Boai'd of Health may permit other-

wise.
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RULE 18.

The main house drain shall be provided with a trap, which shall be

located outside the house wails and bej-ond all house connections. All

pipes connecting a water-closet witli a soil pipe shall be trapped, each

eei)arately, and close to the connection with each water-closet. All

waste pipes shall be trapped, each separately, and close to the connec-

tions with each bath, sink, bowl, or other fixture.

RULE 19.

All soil pipes shall be carried at their full size through the roof and

left open. A provision shall also be made for admitting air to the house-

drain side of the main trap.

RULE 20.

The joints in the vitrified pipe shall be carefully cemented, under and

around the pipe, and the joints in the cast iron pipe shall be run and

callied with lead.

RULE 21.

All changes in direction shall be made with curved pipes, and all con-

nections sliall be made witli Y branch pipes. All joints and pipes sliall

be made air tight. The whole work shall be done by skilful mechanics

in a tiiorough and workmanlike manner, and satisfactorily to the Board of

lleaitli.

RULE 22.

Before proceeding to construct anj- portion of the drainage system of

a hotel, tenement, dwelling-liouse or other building, the owner, builder

or person constructing tlie same, shall file with the Board of llealtli n.

plan thereof, showing tlie whole drainage system, from its connection

with the common sewer to its terminus in the house, tcgetlier witli the

location and sizes of all branches, traps, ventilating pipes and lixturcs.

RULE 23.

All drains now built shall be reconstructwl, whenever, in the opinion

of tlie Board of llealtli, it may be necessary.

GARBAGE.
RULE 24.

The collection of refuse matter in or around the immediate vicinity of

any dweHiiig-house or place of business, such as swill, waste of meat, fish

or shells, bones, decaying vegetables, dead carcasses, excrement, or any

kind of olVal that may decompose and g<'iierate disease germs or unhealthy

gases, and thus aflect the purit}- of the air, shall be considered the worst

kind of nuisance, and must be removed or disposed of cither by burial,

burning or otherwise, and in such manner that it may not be oftensive to

the. neighborhood wherever located.
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RULE 25.

No dead animal shall, within tho jnrisdiction of this Board, be put into

any river, well, sprinji^, oistern, reservoir, stream or pond.

RULE 26.

Owners of fish or other niaikets must dispose of their offal in such

manner as not to be ofi'ensive or dangerous to health.

MISCELLANEOUS.
RULE 27.

No diseased animal or its flesh, and no decayed, diseased or unfit meat,

fish, vegetables or fruit, or diseased, impure or adulterated milk, or other

impure, diseased or adulterated article used for food, shall be sold or

offered for sale as food.

RULE 28.

No pupil shall be allowed to attend the public schools who has not

been vaccinated successfully within seven years.

RULE 29.

Tlie crowdins: of tenement houses will receive the special attention of

the Board of Health, as one of the most prolific sources of contagious

disease. Owners of such property, where cases of over-crowding are

found, will be duly notified, and disregarding such notice, the case will

be dealt with according to law.

RULE 30.

Swine shall be kept in such place and manner as not to be offensive to

the persons residing in the vicinitj^; and their pens and yards must be

kept deodorized by the application of dried muck, dry earth, or some

other effective absorbent. The same rule, with regard to deodorization,

applies to horses, cows and other stock.

RULE 31.

No person shall occupy anj' building as a slaughter-house, where it is

offensive to any portion of the community. Such slaughter-houses will

be treated as public nuisances.

RULE 32.

When a physician is in attendance on a case of infectious disease, the

disinfection, which is required in Rules 4, 5, 7 and 10, shall be carried

out according to his directions; otherwise it shall be done as specified in

said rules.

RULE 33.

The violation of any of the foregoing Rules and any interference with

the Board of Health to prevent the execution and enforcement of them

shall be punishable by fine not exceeding twenty dollars for each offence,

in addition to the liability to such punishment as is provided by the

Revised Statutes of the State of Maine for specific offences.
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The law makes it the duty of the Board to report from time to

time upon text-books on the subject of hygiene for the use of tlie

schools. The Committee chosen to attend to this matter reported

after a careful and somewhat deliberate examination of fifteen or

sixteen different works of this kind. The report drew upon us the

criticisms of some who command our respect for the good work

which they have done and are doing. It is clear that their line of

usefulness lies parallel with that of the Board of Health, and there-

fore there should be no misunderstanding. What there has been,

it seems is the result of mistaking a part for the whole. Intem-

perance is one of the most fruitful causes of disease as well as crime

and miser}', l)ut the use of alcoliolic liquors is only one of the causes

which contribute to the disastrous total of preventable disease in our

country. The people need instruction in refe;'ence to the effects of

alcoholic drinks, stimulants and narcotics, and also regarding the

many other things which make the body susceptible to the contagion

of the •'•pestilence which walketh in darkness."

The consideration that our duty lay in this broader field made it

imperative to report in accordance with the provisions of Chapter

28G, Section 2, of the Laws of 1885.

STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.

Report ox Text-Books on Physiology and Hygiene.

The law creating the State Board of Health prescribes that it

"shall from time to time examine and report upon works on the

subject of hygiene for the use of the schools of the State." As the

season is at hand when school committees decide upon the text-

books to be used during the coming year, the Board considers it

timely to make recomn)endations in this connection.

It is very important that teachers should have a greater knowledge

of the subjects taught than is contained in the text-books which are

used by tlicir pupils ; and, consequently, it is advised that ihey

study carefully Martin's The Human Body (H. Holt & Co., New
York), the unaltridgcd edition, the advertised price of which is only

$2.75 ; or Huxley & Youmans' Physiology and Hygiene (1). Apple-
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ton & Co., Now York), a smaller work, but remarkable for its

method and clearness. Those who have little children to teach will

get good suggestions as to the best system of presenting physiologi-

cal truths to the very young from Misses Buckelew and Lewis'

Practical Work in the School-Room, Part 1, (A. Lovell & Co., New-

York), but they are warned that much of the science in the little

book is such only in name.

For use in high schools, Martin's The Human Body, briefer

course, (H. Holt & Co., New York) , or Walker's Anatomy, Physiol-

ogy and Hygiene (A. Lovell & Co., New York), is recommended.

The above-mentioned work of Huxle}- and You mans would be given

the preference for this grade, but for the fact that, having been

written some years ago, it does not present the subjects with special

reference to the action of stimulants and narcotics upon the human

83'stem, and recent legislation insists upon the emphasizing of this

point. A well-informed teacher, however, could supply this deficiency

by oral instiuction.

For ungraded high schools in small towns we recommend Blaisdell's

Our Bodies and How we Live, (Lee & Shepard, Boston). This is a

more elaborate work than the one next mentioned, and we give it

the preference, also, for the higher grade of grammar schools. Its

descriptions of illustrative experiments are particularly useful, and,

in the hands of a capable teacher, it is suitable for use iu the

common schools.

For most schools of the grammar grade, and for the ordinar}'

district schools, a heart}' endorsement is given to Smith's The

Human Body and its Health, (Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co.,

New York).

Primar}- schools will find an excellent book in Smith's Primer of

Physiology and Hygiene (Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co., New
York), which is simple and plain, and yet correct.

As some objectionable books have been issued and diligcntl}'

pushed by their publishers, the Board thinks it best to put commit-

tees on their guard against them. The worst of those examined is

Brands' Lessons on the Human Body, which was evidently written

by one who has learned what little he knows about anatomy and

physiology' from antiquated sources, and not learned it well, and

who considers wholesale condemnation of alcohol the best method of

dealing with the question. Johonnot and Bouton's How We Live is

hardly less objectionable than Brands' book, and is another good
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illustration of zeal without knowledge. Hygiene for Young People,

prepared under the direction of the W. C. T. U., has too little

instruction concerning the care of tlie bod}' generall}', and gives a

rabidly one-sided view of the alcohol question. Even children will

detect the fallacy of many of its statements, and will thus lose faith

in all associated teachings. Intemperance of speech is not con-

ducive to temperance in living.

F. H. Gerkish, M. D.,

O. A. HoRR, M. D.,

J. O. Wkbster, M. I).,

A. G. Young, M. D., J

Committee,



SMALL-POX.

Fortunately for the lives and prosperity of our Commonwealth,

during this year just past, while a neighboring province and neigh-

boring towns with which we are prettv closelv bound by social and

commercial relations, as well as b}' geographical nearness, have

been sorely afflicted, we have escaped with a ver^- few cases of

small-pox within our borders. The history of the cases in our own

State might be briefly and quiclcly told, but a prefatory glance at

the origin and course of the epidemic which has troubled our pro-

vincial neighbors, and the precautions that the Board of Health has

taken to prevent the introduction of the scourge into our own towns,

ma3' be neither unprofitable nor uninteresting.

For some years before Feb. 25, 1885, tliere had been no cases of

Bmall-pox in Montreal. On this date a Pullman conductor by the

name of Shattuck came to his home on Mayor Street sick with small-

pox. The house was isolated, disinfectants used, and Shattuck

recovered. Unfortunately, two young ladies left the house as soon

as the^- learned the nature of the disease and before the quarantine

had been put on the house. One of these young ladies went to St.

Andrew's, where she fell into intelligent hands and was so cared for

that when she fell ill with small-pox, no other cases resulted at that

place. The other young lady also became sick, but was persuaded

to return to the infected house on Major Street. No other cases in

the city could be traced to these.

On the 28th of Februarj-, it happened that another Pullman

conductor by the name of Longley, on an incoming western train,

was found with small-pox. He was carried to tlic Hotel Dieu and

admitted into that hospital, and placed in a room with another

patient who did not have small-pox. A few days after this he was

transferred to another room with another patient who had not small-

pox. The disease was mild in the case of Longley and he left the

hospital on March 21. (54)
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At the time of his admission into the Hotel Dieu, there were about

240 patients in the hospital, and it seems that no precautions what-

ever wore taken to prevent the spread of the disease to tliese other

patients ; so we road tliat a few days after tlie departure of Mr.

Longlo^-, a servant of the Hotel Dion came down with the disease

and died on April 1. A few days later her sister was taken, two

days afterward two other eases, and on the 10th of April two more

cases. Between April 8 and 18, there were sixteen patients with

small-pox transferied from the Hotel Dieu to the Civic Hospital.

On April 14th, the Medical Faculty of the Hotel Dieu proposed

to the Sister Superior to dismiss all the patients who seemed to iiave

no s3'mptoms of the contagion, and who could go home, and this

they actually did ! Fifty or sixty of the patients remained, the

remainder were scattered over the cit}'.

Those initial proceedings in sowing the seeds for an epidemic need

no conniient here further than to say they were ultimately abun-

dantly successful.

The first death from small-pox in Montreal was on April 1. In-

cluding this, the deaths from this cause in tlie city were, by months,

as follows

:

April 6

May 10

June 14

July 46

August "2.'>9

September ()')9

October 1,393

November 033

December 1 (>;")

Total .•'.,! <'.4

In comparison with this tlie following table has some interest as

showing tlie mortality from small-pox duiing tlie last ten years :
—

1875 509

187f) 703

1877 oOG

1878 728

1879 475

1880 140

1881 5
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1882

1883

1884

1885 3,164

The disbursements of tlie Health Department in the city for

special small-pox work, from the beginning of tlie epidemic to Dec.

31, 1885, were, according to statement of the City Auditor, as far

as tlie accounts had come in, $137,770.60.

This exhibit of the actual expenditures of the city in combating

the epidemic, whether it were this which is shown, or whether it

were doubled or treV)led, is no true measure of the loss and the

suffering which this calamity has entailed. As actual loss must be

estimated the worth of the human lives which have been prematurely

cutoff; the time lost b}- sickness; expenses incurred in caring for

the sick ; expenses of burials ; loss b}' diminution of trade and

manufacturing industries ; loss to railways, steamboats and local

carriers ; loss to hotel keepers ;— all these, and other items, must

come into the account in making up a true estimate of the real cost

of Montreal's calamity. Such an estimate of the "Cost of a Great

Epidemic to a Great City" was made by Dr. Benj. Lee, for the

epidemic of small-pox which prevailed in Philadelphia in 1871-2.

This epidemic, as regards the number of deaths, was not ver}' far

from the number that have occurred in Montreal, and it was con-

clusively shown that the cost to his cit3' was over $21,000,000.

Thus briefly with facts and figures we have represented the status

of affairs in Montreal which, in the early months of its existence,

called upon the Board of Health to take measures to guard our

Commonwealth from impending danger. Very incomplete, however,

would be the presentation of the situation of our State, if we ceased

with an account of the prevalence of small-pox in Montreal alone.

As the original case in the Hotel Dien, which started the Montreal

epidemic, was a source of contagion for his fellow patients ; so

Montreal, on a larger scale, was a source of danger and of infection

for her sister towns. The other border States and the Province of

Ontario, as well as the State of Maine, quite early took measures

to prevent the importation of the disease, and with very satisfactory

results ; but over the Province of Quebec the course of the disease

was practically unrestricted. As a result we have now, while

Montreal's daily small-pox mortality has dwindled down within the
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compass of a single figure, the disease scattered over this unhicky

Province from Ontario to the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

The a('C'()ini)anying sketch map of Maine, the Province of Quebec,

and the Mariline Provin(;es, will give, through tiic eye, a bettei- idea

of the distril)ution of the disease, and of the relative po^iition of

our State, than any unaided verbal desfri[)lion could give. All the

towns whose names on the map are down in the Province of (^ucibec,

eiliier have had, or now have, ceases of sniall-[)OX. In some of these

places there have been severe local epidemics, especially on the St.

Lawrence below Quebec. For instance, in Cap St. Ignace there

were at one time in October fifty cases, and cases are still (Jan. 20)

reported in that place; in Rimouski, Nov. 12, nine cases; Riviere

(lu Loup, Nov. 4, eight cases ; L'Lslet, Nov. 10, eleven cases, and

cases there yet ; Ste. Anne, to date nearly one hundred cases.

Allogcther, up to the present time, there are known to tiiis office,

outside of Montreal and its suburbs, 131 towns in the Province of

Quebec which are affected with small-pox, or have been since the

beginning of tlie ei)idemie in INIontreal.

Some of the causes which led to the infection of IMontreal and the

subsequent extensive distribution of the disease may be gathered

from the foregoing account of the inception of the epidemic. The

culpable disregard of the plain and urgent duty to promptly and

efllciently isolate the primary cases, and the neglect of a populous

town to keep in pci'manent readiness a hos|)ital for infections dis-

eases, seemed but steps in beckoning on the Nemesis which in such

cases hovers near. It needs no profound philosophy to make us

believe that tiie entire absence of small-i)ox from the city for four or

five years was not an unmixed blessing. Besides the municipal

dereliction of duty, vaccination, both public and private, had come

to be neglected, and tluis much had been ordered which is needed

in starting a small-pox epidemic.

There were also other circumstances which f:\vored the rai)id

spread of the disease, when once it had a foothold. As is well

known it was confined very largely to the French Canadian portion

of tiie municipality and to their quarters of the city. Those of

other nationalities suffered comparatively little. Of the 3,104

deaths from small-pox, there were among the

French Canadians 2,888

Other Catholics 180

Protestants 06
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B}' some strange fatality of i<»;norance or of race, these French

inhabitants were led to refuse vaccination and even to resist the

saliitar3' law which, late in the course of the epidemic, would offer

protection to their children. Such a fatal error, in a superstitious

people, was due largely to a few persons who, for a cheap and

ignoble notoriety, would deny the value of what we have for nearly

a hundred years been blessing the name of .Tenner for giving us.

There is not a chance, founded upon observed fact and rational

argument, to denj- the protective power of vaccination or its very

great comparative safely when done by careful and intelligent

physicians
; yet there are those who, themselves usuall}' sufficiently

protected by vaccination, would, in the face of an epidemic of small-

pox, withhold from the endangered multitude the only thing which

can give immunity.

Next then, after the incompetent policy of the municipal authori-

ties, we must put as a cause of the Montreal epidemic, the dema-

gogism of charlatans. In these 3'ears while there had been no preva-

lence of small-pox and no vaccination, a younger generation had

come up, or amongst this somewhat nomadic race, had immigrated

to the city, bearing no talismanic scar to protect them from the great

scourge. The adult population had largely, at some time in their

lives, been vaccinated ; thev might have the small-pox, and many

did, but the influence of an old vaccination was still sufficient in

most of the cases to keep their names off the death list ; therefore

we find a remarkable preponderance of deaths among children and

young people.

Of the 3,1 G4 deaths, there were of those

Under 15 j-ears of age, 2,856

" 10 " " 2,500

5 " " 1,683

Thus we have had carried on for us by the anti-vaccinationists an

experiment on a gigantic scale, to show whether small-pox is still

the same implacable foe to human life that it used to be. Such a

cruel spectacle of the slaughter of the innocents they might have

spared us, for it has been provefl, time and again, that the virulence

of small-pox has not deteriorated in the least, from the time when

it was ever}' year shiying its thousands in every civilized countr}' of

the world, except as it has been modified by vaccination. A case of

small-pox now, in the unvaccinated, presents the same pathological

aspect and follows the same dangerous course that it did five hundred
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years ago. As the oak tree now presents for the description of the

modern botanist the same characteristics which it had centuries ago,

so undoubtedly lias the organized bacterium of small-pox, if it has

such a cause, preserved unchanged, since the days of Jenner, its

specific characteristics, and will for all time.

The moral of this epidemiological experience of a neighboring

city is too obvious to need a formal presentation. Let each and

every municipal authority remember it and heed it, that we may

still cherish the old adage that " It is an ill wind that blows nobody

any good."

Measures of Protection.

lu the early part of September it became evident that the epidemic

in Montreal was not controllable b}' the city authorities, and that

there was no prospect that it would very speedily be subdued. The

disease had already spread to the suburbs and to several other

Canadian towns, and if we were to be spared a like unwelcome

visitation it would need prompt action and continued vigilance. A
system of inspection and quarantine at the points of entry along our

northern border was an immediate and pressing need, and yet the

appropriation at the disposal of the Board was altogether inadequate

to the organization of such a service. In this dilemma we turned

to the General Government for aid. An application for this pur-

pose was made September 22, 1885, by the Board, under the

approval of the Governor. Previous to this, an inspector had been

put on the (iraud Trunk Railway at Island Pond, Vt., and it was

seen that thorough work, if done there, would obviate the necessity

of an inspector at, or nearer, our State line.

On the evening of September 24, a letter was received from

Skowhogan, calling the attention of the Board to the considerable

travel down the Canada road, from Quebec and the surrounding

country, into our own State. A visit to that town by early train

next morning and a consultation with various persons in the place

gave suflicient evidence that it would be a prudential step to send an

inspector up to ]\Ioose River as soon as possible. At this time,

though small-pox had invaded but tew towns down the St. Lawrence,

whence our Canada road draws it travel, yet it was extending in that

direction and in the immediate future would endanger not only the

mauul'acturing towns of the Kennebec, but would be likely to strike

a serious blow to the luml)eriug interests by infecting the camps.

That the latter danger was considerable and that it niiiiht entail a
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serious loss, not only to the lumber operators, but to the towns down

the river depending u[)on the success of their industiT, we may the

more readily believe when we remember that in some parts of the

West, notal)ly in the lumbering regions of Michigan, Wisconsin and

Minnesota, in past years the prevalence of small-pox in the camps

has had a disastrous effect upon their winter's operations.

In ••Public Health in Minnesota." for November, tlie official pub-

lication of the State Board of Health, the following mention is made

of one of these epidemics.

"In 1883-4, what is known as the Lumbermen's Epidemic, the

disease appearing in lumbering camps in the unsettled and unor-

ganized district north of Aitkin and northwest of Dulutli. Seven-

teen distinct outbreaks, of which eight were in temporary lumber

camps. Two hundred and sixty cases and seventy-eight deaths.

Though but fifty-eight cases occurred in the lumber camps, with

seventeen deaths, the difficulty and expense of control v/as very

great, not far from one hundred dollars for each case."

To call their attention to this danger and to induce them to guard

against it, the following circular was sent to all the lumber operators

in the State, as far as their names could be learned, not omitting

those in New Brunswick who operated on the St. ,Tohn waters :

To the Lumbermen of the State.

With tlie view of not only saving life as far as possible, but also deem-

ing it a duty, when practicable, to consider the business interests of the

State, the State Board of Health wishes to bring to lumbermen the follow-

ing considerations

:

In Canada there is a very unusual and fatal prevalence of small-pox.

In Montreal there have been for some time from twenty-live to thirty

deaths daily, and latel}' the number has ranged from forty to fifty. The

number of cases of the disease which actually exists in the city it is hard

to get at on account of the imperfections in the reports; but the number

lately has been variously estimated at from 2,000 to 4,000. Outside of

Montreal the disease has spread so that now many other towns and vil-

lages are attected. The result of this is that the business of the Province

is depressed, and it seems inevitable that a much larger number of men
than usual must leave their homes the coming winter to seek employment

in other places. This will undoubtedly bring an unusual influx of these

people into our own State for the purpose of working in the woods. In

hiring these men there will be considerable danger of introducing small-

l)ox into the camps. There will be not only the danger of having men
who have been exposed to the disease come dowu with it after they
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arrive in camp, but the greater danger that the contagion of the disease

(wliicli ni:iy b<' i)resprvetl for niontlis in clotliing wliich lias not been dis-

infi'cU'(l) in;iy be coniiminicatfd to those who have not been wlure tiie

disease is. \Vii:it the resnlts of the introdnelion cf sniall-pox into a camp
would be it needs but little rejection to show. It would mean the speedy

leaving of many of the men and the impossibility of getting other hands

to take their places. This would mean the failure of the lumber opera-

tion for the season.

To obviate these dangers it is recommended that every operator require

that no man shall be hired for the woods unless he has been recently vac-

cinated. It is not sullieient that the man has at some time or otlier been

vaccinated, but it should be recpiired that he has recently been vaccinated.

The lumber operators are in a position to do much in helping to pro-

tect the State from small-pox the coming winter, and for the purpose of

guarding the well-being of the Commonwealth and at the .=ame time look-

ing after their own business interests, the Board would like suggestions

from them in regard to the most practicable waysof securing vaccination

of the nien whom they hire. It is not wished to create any unnecessary

ai)prehensions, but the danger which has been pointed out is real and

considerable, and the only way of guarding against it is by the method
wiiich has been suggested.

By order of the State Board of Health.
A. G. YOUNG, Secretary.

Augusta, September 29, 1SS5.

Veiy encouraging to the Board, as showing that its endeavors and

suggestions were appreciated by practical business men, was the

lollowing, received a few days alter sending out this circular:

Gkeenville, Maine, Oct. ;^, 1885.

To the Slate Board of Health, Augusta, Maine:

IJealizing the importance of the suggestions contained in your circular

letter of the 29th ult.,the undersigned, municipal otVicers of Greenville and

lumbermen of this vicinitj-, would exjiress their commendation of the

methods therein set forth to prevent the introduction of small-pox into

the State, through the emplo3'ment of laboring men from the infected

districts. Our location exposes us more than most other towns. We
would suggest in connection with the methods named in j'our circular

that a physician be emploi'cd to visit the several lumbering camps in this

section at about the time the majority of them get to work and again two
or tliree weeks later, vaccinating all employes not recentlj' vac^cinated,

and that the. lumbermen agree to dismiss any man refusing to be so vac-

cinated. We would ask your judgment as to the advisability of employ-

ing giKirds in accordance with Chapter 14, Section 4, of the Kevised

Statutes, during the time most of the crews are hired, say from October

15 to December 1.

LiNDi.EY II. Foi.SOM, ) Municipal Officers[.INDI.EY II. Foi.SOM, i Municipal
Lkovaki) K. Young, > of
Mauk McPheteus, j Greenville.
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John H. Eveleth, Mark McPheters, T. A. Young, W. L. Rogers, J. E.

Bigney, M. Cnllen, M. G. Hluiw & Sons, II. E. Drayton, J. Willis Ronco,

D. T. Siiunders, Harry A. Sanders, Levi Davis, Jolm G. Sawyer.

In accordance with the recommendations of the Board made in

another brieC circular, which was sent to the lumbermen a few daj'S

later, an agreement was entered into by most of the operators in the

State not to hire any men for the woods unless the}' had been vac-

cinated. Several of the larger operators distributed and posted up,

over Maine and Canada, notices like the following

:

NOTICE.
No men will be employed by this firm who have not been recently

vaccinated, and cannot exhibit marks of vaccination, and no men
from Canada will be allowed to visit or enter camps who come from

places where the small-pox prevails and who have not been vacci-

nated.

LAWRENCE, PHILLIPS & CO.

A^^IS.

Aucnn horame n'ayant ete recemment vaccine et n'en pouvant

montrer les marques sera employe par cette compagnie. Fersonne

venant des parties du Canada ou existe la picote ou n'ayant ete

vaccine pourra visiter ou entrer dans nos campes.

LAWRENCE, PHILLIPS & CIE.

At the same time with the Lumbermen's Circular the following

was sent to the various manufacturing companies in the State

:

To Manufacturers and Others.

To those who employ numbers of workers in any industrial enterprises

it is of the greatest importance that the most effective measures be taken

to guard against the introduction of small-pox. Let a few cases of this

disease appear in a manufacturing center and the interference with the

business of tlie place might be serious, and there would be a possibility

that the results might be disastrous. If the disease should appear in the

factories themselves there would be a stampede, more or less, of the
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operatives, and the difficult}' of gettiiia^ other liands to immediately take

their i)laeos would be ^reat. Goods that would be under the suspicion

of carrying tlio poison of tlio disease would not find a ready sale. The

measures whi(!ii ttie uiunicipal autiioritios inij^lit find it necessary to

emplo)' in ])rcvt'nting the spread of tlie disease niiujht be inconvenient and

burdensome to trade. Altogether, looking at this matter with only mer-

cenary motives, it is much more economical to take measures to prevent

the breaking out of a contagious disease in a place than it is ta. stamp it

out after it i.s under iieadway.

Tiie danger of the introduction of small-pox into our Xew England

towns is at the present time very great, especially in the case of those

towns widoh liave much of a Canadian population, or which have much
communication with Canada.

Tiie epidemic in Montreal has reached alarming proportions. The

municipal autliorities have found it impossible to successfull}' cope with

the disease, and. instead of seeing an)' signs of abatement, there has been

a progressive increase of the death rate and of the number of cases of

the disease. Outside the city tho scourge is prevailing in man)- of the

other towns and villages in the province.

In many of the towns in Maine there has been a serious neglect of vac-

cination, so that there is a large proportion of the population which is

not protected from small-pox if it should be exposed to the contagion of

the disease. Under such circumstances the introduction of the disease

into a town or factory would be likely to give rise to much trouble.

Tliis circular letter is addressed to the manufacturers of the State for the

purpose of laying before them the danger as it is, and of urging them to

co-operate with the local health authorities in order to secure as full

and complete a vaccination of the inhabitants as possible, and especially

of all operatives in mills and factories with their families. The owners

of such factories are in a position to confer a public benefit, as well as

to protect their own business, by requiring that all operatives em-

ployed bj' them shall be vaccinated. It is not enough that they have

been vaccinated, but it should be required that they be j-ecenf/y vacci-

nated or re-vaccinated. In no other way can there be a reasonable expec-

tation of security.

By direction of the State Board of Health.

A. G. YOUNG, Secretary.

Augusta, September 30, 1885.

Circular letters were also sent to the municipal ofTicers of all the

towns, warning them of the danger and urging that iuimediate steps

be taken to avert it by vaccination, and by prompt action if cases

of small-pox should occur in their respective jurisdictions, or if sus-

pected cases should be found.
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Besides this correspondence, personal visits were made b}^ mem-
bers of the Board to towns in which there seemed to be the greatest

danger, for tlie purpose of urging immediate preventive measures,

especially in towns which are manufacturing centers and have large

French-Canadian populations. In almost every case the towns acted

upon the suggestions of the Board with commendable promptness^

and thoiigh the vaccination in most of the towns has been far from

universal, it placed them in a position, especially at the more vul-

nerable points in the State, to more safely meet the danger of an

adventitious introduction of a case of small-pox.

It was not long before considerable of the burden of solicitude

was lifted off the Board by the knowledge that the towns were awake

in the matter, and b\- the confidence which came to us that the first

stray cases which might make their appearance would be likely to

be [)romptly taken care of. That these expectations of prompt

cooperation on the part of local authorities were not to be disap-

pointed the first case of small-pox reported to the Board assured us.

On Oct. 5, from the attending physician came the following telegram :

Brunswick, Maine.

To A. G. Young, M. D., Secretary State Board of Health

:

A case of probable small-pox has appeared at West Ilarpswell.

G. A. Harlow.

A telegram to the Hon. S. J. Young, member of the Board at

Brunswick, brought further particulars. The case proved one of

confluent small-pox and terminated fatally on the eighth day. Dr.

Harlow contributes the history of the case :

As regards the case of small-pox. Mr. Webber came to Montreal in a

vessel the first of September. Was on shore several times up to the 21st,

when he left the vessel In the mornino^ and was in the city nil day. He
told a friend in Portland that he saw a few cases of sinall-pox. He arrived

in Harpswell by way of Portland the 23d, was h<;re nearly a week and then

went to Portland. Was taken vomiting the morning of Oct. 2, and came
to Harpswell on the afternoon boat. I was called Saturday the 3d, and

found him with pulse 90, temperature 101 degrees, flushed face, slight

headache, some nausea and no backache. He claimed he had a good

appetite but did not dare to eat. I have good reason for believing that he

wilfully denied all symptoms that he thought pertained to small-pox He
had never been vaccinated and I immediately made four insertions. I was

misled by his statements and did not advise quarantine until the eve of
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October 4, but I could ^j^ot no one to do anytliiiio; until the next noon, vvlieii

I got permission to quarantine iiini in tlie house wiiere he was. The
rash bi'>!;an to appear tliat morning (Oct. 5) on his forehead and by niglit

was thici<ly spattered over his face and pome on his arms and breast. It

proved to be of the confluent type. At the time of his death tliere was

not a spot on liis entire body that was not covered with scabs, and the

nurse said lie began to turn black twelve lioiirs before he died (Oct. 11).

The fiiniily lived in a room in the house the most lemote frou> tlie sick-

room with two vacant rooms between. Vaccination for tlie family and

the town geuerallj' was pretty thoroughly done and no secondary cases

arose.

Oct. 24, the City Physician of Porthuid sent the fullowiug tele-

gram :

Dr. A. G. Young:

Case of variola this P. M. House quarantined. Patient at pest-house.

C. D. S.MITFI.

The liistory of this case, kindl}' sent by Dr. Smith, is tliis :

J D K , American, age 24 years, was first seen on the after-

noon of October 24, 1885, by Dr. William Gammett and myself, at the

Cumberland House, on Green Street. The face, neck, and forehead were

thickly covered with a papular and vesicular eruption. The forehead and

face were of a bright scarlet color, and swollen to a marked degree. The
eyelids were pufly and the conjunctiv;e injected, as was also the mucous
lining of the mouth and pharynx. The vesicles on the neck were of an

average diameter of an eighth of an inch; though there were many of

larger size. A number on the neck, the arms near the shoulder, and on

the back were deeply umbilicated and filled with a milky fluid.

The patient states that on the .oth day of October he was vaccinated

but there was no sign of any "take" until the 17th, and then the arm was
not very sore. He now has a vaccination crust on the left arm. There is

no eruption near or about the point of vaccination. He states that he

first became aware of the eruption on the. morning of the 2;kl. it

having made its appearance during the night of the 22d; he said it felt

"as though the skin was covered with line bard pimples, and there was a

great deal of itching."

Has had no special feeling of discomfort, no head or back ache, and

said that then he felt first rate. The thermometer, liowever, registered

102.5, and the pulse indicated 120. A diagnosis was made of varioloid

modified by co-existing vaccination. He was at once removed to the

pest-house, and the Cumberland House and its inmates were quarantined.

On the next afternoon I saw him again, and found on the arms, fore-

arms and wrists an abundant crop of papules and a few vesicles. A few
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vesicles on the neck aiitl on the forehead, alono^ the margin of the hair,

had become pustular. Tlie temperature continued at 102.5. On the fifth

day after the appearance of the eruption a thick crop of papules began

to appear on the thighs and legs, while those on the forearms, hands and

wrists were evidently aborting; a few, however, going on, aborted at the

vesicular stage, while here and there were some full3'-formed pustules.

On the seventh day after the appearance of the eruption there were a few

vesicles on the thighs, but most of the eruption on the lower extremities

aborted in the papular stage. Up to Friday, November 13, improvement

was uninterrupted ; and after a thorough cleansing in an alcohol bath and

being fumigated, the patient was provided with an outfit of new clothing

and disclnirged.

This case seemed to me of perhaps some interest, as illustrating the

influence of vaccination in modifying the course of varioloid, wliich at

the outset promised to be well-marked. From the appearance of the

patient's face on the night of October 24. one would have expected a case

of confluent variola; but the whole progress of the disease was exceed-

ingly mild.

The Cumberland House was thoroughly fumigated with sulphurous

acid gas and the walls disinfected, as well as the floors and ceilings, with

hot solution of mercuric bichloride. No other cases followed, and the

patient has never been able to remember any possible exposure to con-

tagion.

Earl}' in May, near the time when the Board entered upon its

duties, a case of sniall-pox occurred in Lewiston. Dr. Martel, the

City Physician, sends the following facts regarding the case :

On May 19, I was called to see a little girl, five years old, on Lincoln

Street, who. with her f^imily, had recently been on a visit to Canada, near

St. Hyacinthe, where at tiiat time there was no small-pox. The family

had returned from Canada on May 1st. Writing to St. Hyacinthe, I

learned that, on that same da}-, a girl convalescent from small-pox had

come from Montreal to St. Hyacinthe in the cars. They probabl}- took

the same seat.

The girl had been sick several days, I sent the whole family to the

pest-house on the day of my first visit. The parents had been vaccinated,

and I vaccinated the other two children immediately. The case proved

to be confluent small-pox, and proved fatal on the 24th. The family

remained at the pest-house six weeks. No other cases followed.

L. J. Maktki,.

These three cases of small-pox and of varioloid are all that have

appeared in our State during the year of 1885, unless one other

very iight and doubtful ease should be called varioloid.
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The Inspection Service.

In accordance with aiithorit}' given to the Secretary of the Board

b^^ Dr. J. B. Hamilton, Surgeon General, U. S. Marine Hospital

Service, Washington, to make nominations of sanitary inspectors to

protect the various routes tln-ough which snmll-pox would he likely

to enter our State, nominations to these positions have heen tele-

graphed from time to time as circumstances have demanded.

This authorization was conferred Sept. 30, and the Board thought

themselves fortunate in secnn-ing for the Moose River station the

services of Dr. J. B. Thornton, who was ordered there at once.

In company with Dr. "Watson, Secretary of the State Board of

Health of New Hampshire, I went to Island Pond Oct. 8th. The

object of our visit was to satisf}" ourselves whether the work of

inspection there was sufficient to afford protection to our respective

states. We found that the one inspector. Dr. Pottle, who was

stationed there, iiad more w'ork than he could do well.

I offered to send a man from our State as an assistant inspector to

aid him, and immediately telegraphed to Dr. Horr, of Lewiston,

member of the Board, to find such a one. It was, however, two

days in spite of free use of the telegraph before we found a man,

and a still longer annoying delay followed before he had orders from

Washington to proceed to Island Pond.

At Island Pond, besides the insufficient help, we found the arrange-

ments very far from satisfactor}'. Arrangements were made with

the inspector on duty to begin immediately a s^'stem of thorough

disinfection for baggage and goods, and soon after there was intro-

duced into the service a ver}' simple and ingenious system of checks

or passes for examined passengers, which Dr. Watson had put in

use in the local inspection service in his own State.

In the latter part of October, from information received in the

office, it seemed that there might be neeil of an inspt-ctor near tlie

terminus of the International Hailway near Lake Megantic. Accord-

ingly I went to Sherbrooke, on the (iraiid Trunk, the point of

departure for the International Railwa}', and was fortunate to there

meet Mr. Weston, Deputy Collector at Lowell Town (Megantic).

From information derived from him, it was evident that an ins[)cta()r

was needed at that point. I therefore telegraphed from Sherbrooke

to Washington the nomination of Dr. J. F. Hill, of Waterville.
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His nomination was confirmed, and he was ordered to Lowell

Town.

In September it became evident that with the extension of small-

pox down the river St. Lawrence there would be considerable danger

of having the disease introduced into the Madawaska settlements.

In the early part of November I went to Madawaska. It was seen

that it would be futile to place an inspector there on our side of the

river, and as soon as possible I went to Fredericton and St. John

to confer with tlie Provincial Government. The following letter to

the Sui'geon General is self-explanatory :

STATE BOARD OF HEALTH, \
Augusta, Maine, Nov. 16, 1885. j

Dr. J. B. Hamilton,
Surgeon General^

Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:—I write this as I promised in my dispatch from Vanceboro,

to explain the circumstances wliich have made it necessarj' forme to seek

the co-operation of the Government of the Province of New Brunswick
for the purpose of protecting the nortli-eastern part of our State from the

hitroduction of small-pox. A reference to the Weel<ly Bulletin of infected

Canadian towns and the map which I send you will sliow that the disease

has been spread widely from Montreal, especiallj'^ to the towns down the

St. Lawrence River. Witli the extension of the disease in this direction,

the above-mentioned part of our State has become seriously threatened.

You will notice that there are reported hi the Bulletin 50 cases at Cap
St. Ignace, 8 at Riviere du Loup ; and even as low down as Rimouski, 8

cases.

From Riviere du Loup to Edmundston, the present terminus of the

New Brunswick Railway, it is 79 miles. This is the only road from the

St. Lawrence region to the upper St. John country. Between these two
points there is a nightly mail coach running both ways, and much travel

on foot and by teams.

From Grand Falls, near where the St. John River begins to form the

boundary between jMaine and New Brunswick, upward for 75 miles is

what is known as the Madawaska region. It is very thickly settled all

the way on both sides of the river. On our ow'u side of the river there

are about 15,000 of this French population and probably as many more
on the New Brunswick side. Tliis Madawaska French population is

almost entirely unvaccinated. and if small-pox should get among them it

would undoubtedly be attended by a great mortalitj^, and would be sure

to be spread extensively southward by the lines of travel in this State and

New Brunswick. Here, on our own territory, there is no place Avhere an

inspector can control the travel on this Canada road. From Edmundston
to the Canada line it is 12 miles, and at one point near the line there is a

place in the hills where all travel from Canada must pass.
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I have proposed to the Govormnent of New Brunswick to jiost

inspectors at this point and I thought our Government would pay one-hali

the expenses. My proposition is to station a man tiiere from our State

and one from New lirunswicli and have them woric under the autliority

of the N(nv IJrniiswick Oovernnieiit. My telegram from Vancehoro was

sent to enquire whether I may be authorized to make this offer in your

behalf.
Yours respectfully,

A. G. YOUNG,
Secretary State Board of IleaUh.

Augusta, Maine.

As a result of this visit and the representations made to tlie

Attorney General of New Brunswick, arrangements were made for

the establishing of an inspection service between Edmundston and

the Canada line, which was soon done.

Near the middle of November it was learned that there had

occurred a sndden ontl)ieak of sniall-pox at Charlottetown, Prince

Edward Island. It seems that the first cases were called by the

name of that miserable little exantheni of childhood, chicken-pox,

whose most dangerous attribute is that it so frequently gets con-

founded wiih small-pox. Man}- persons vmve exposed before the

true nature of the disease was known ; hence there resulted quite

an extensive outbreak of the disease.

On the 19th of November a letter was received from the Hon.

Lewis Darker, of Bangor, member of the Board, and also in the

same mail, one from the Hon. E. B. Neally, Mayor of that city,

saying that tiie people from Prince Edward Island were coining

throuiili, by way of the New Brunswick and Maine Central railroads,

in quite large numbers. Getting these letters too late to take the

morning train, I spent the time intervening before the afternoon

train in making arrangements for putting into immediate oi)eration

a system of inspection at \ anceboro. Arriving in Bangor, I was

met by the Mayor and we made arrangements for a local inspection

service to take charge of each train coming (rom the east. In the

nioining, tele[)lK)ning eaily to tlie polic-e station for a pdliceman to

meet me at the upjier station, we took the incoming St. .John train

and held the second-t-lass passengers until those from the infected

island, eight or ti-n in nuinlx-r, weie vaccinated. On tiie train at

the same hour coming from the west. Dr. G. II. lUickett, of

Augusta, came according to arrangements of the day before, and

we proceeded to Vanceboro. Dr. Brickett kept this train to Ilarvc},
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where he took the next incoming train from St. John. Since then

every train has been caught and inspected.

While at Vanceboro, in answer to a telegram to Mr. Tncker,

General IManager of M. C. R. R., he ordered his men to immedi-

ately put up a fumigating station for us, and by means of this

kindly aid v.e were ready in twenty-four hours to disinfect all sus-

pected baggage or goods. Dr. M. L. Young, of Vanceboro, was

also appointed inspector at that place with Dr. Brickett. At the

end of a week the Board was sorry that circumstances made it

necessary for Dr. Brickett to tender his resignation. From this

time C. W. Harlow, of Auburn, has been filling the place thus made

vacant.

The outbreak of small-pox in Charlottetown resulted in 124 cases

and 52 deaths within the limits of the city, besides its extension to

quite a number of other towns, mostly on Prince Edward Island.

St. John, N. B., enforced a very thorough system of compulsoiy

vaccination and escaped without a case.

Vaccination of Railroad Men.

During the epidemic prevalence of small-pox it is quite important,

as respects the safety of the State, that all persons in the employ of

the railroads, especially all train hands, should be protected by vacci-

nation. This is shown bj- the histories of the two cases in Montreal,

which introduced the disease into that cit}-. When w^e suggested to

Mr. Tucker, General Manager M. C. R. R., and to Mr. Hickson,

General Manger Grand Trunk Railway, the advisabilit}* of vacci-

nating the employes of their respective roads, our proposal met

their hearty approbation as a measure in the interest of both the

public safety and of their own business. They therefore immediately

otlered us every facility for vaccinating the men and used their

influence to have the vaccination as general as possible. The Secre-

tary, therefore, began at once the work of personally vaccinating

the men, first on the Grand Trunk from Portland to the State line,

and then on the Maine Central from Portland to Bangor and from

Lewiston to Bath. Later the train hands running to Vanceboro

on both the Maine Central and New Brunswick roads were vacci-

nated by the Sanitary Inspectors at the request of the Secretary.

As it is wished to admit into this report only what ma}- interest

the people or be of some use to them, descriptions of most of the
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joiirneyings to various places on business of the Board, as well as

the great mass of the diurnal correspondence, is omitted.

Some of tliese longer journeys not already spoken of may be

barely mentioned. To Moose River by stage from Skowhegan ; to

Montreal ; to V'anceboro and Calais ; a second visit to St. John,

thence to Eastport and Portland in the boat.

Expenses of the Boaud.

The amount and character of the expenditures of the Board for

1885 have been as follows :

Engraving and drawing $ 4 50

Books and sanitary journals 274 99

Instruments 181 35

Paper and stationery 272 45

Postage 233 10

Printing and binding 293 80

Secretary's salary 1 ,250 00

Expenses of members 1G8 47

PLxpress and telegraph 54 03

Expenses of Secretary 118 56

Clerical help 5G 25

Miscellaneous (Vaccine Virus) 92 12

Total $2,999 62



VARIOUS SANITARY TOPICS.

Soon after the Board began its work a circular letter of enquiries

was seat out to all the physicians in the State, comprising the follow-

ing series ol questions

:

TOPOGRAPHY.
Please give the topographical characteristics of your town, including,

»s far as you can :

1. Altitude.

2. Temperature records.

3. Nature of soil.

4. Geological formation.

5. Relative acreage of hill, flat and swamp land.

6. Is there much stagnant water?

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL RECORD.

7. What are the prevailing diseases in your town?

8. Have you noticed any peculiarities in the diseases in your neighbor-

hood? If so, what?

9. Please give the historj', as far as you can. of scarlet fever, diphtheria,

and of typhoid fever, in your part of the State, especiall}- of the

epidemic prevalence of these diseases.

10. Please give any facts regarding the prevalence of any other diseases

as endemics or epidemics.

11. How many times has small-pox invaded your town?

12. Please give as much information as j'ou can in regard to the origin

of the infection and the probable cost to the town, when small-pox

has appeared.

13. What portion of the inhabitants has been successfully vaccinated?

14. Please communicate anything you know of the existence of cholera

or yellow fever in this State in past years.

SCARLET FEVER.

15. Have you observed any notable cases of scarlet fever in which the

contagion was pretty certainly communicated bj' means of cloth-

ing or other fomites? If so. please give particulars.

(72)
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16. ll.ivo yon known of cases in wliicli the contagion seemed to retain

its vitality long in clothing or in rooms?

17. Have you known of the disease having been spread by public

funerals?

18. Wh.'it part, in your estimation, do unsanitary conditions play in the

causation of scarlet fever?

19. Wliat proportion of your cases do you think were due to infection

derived directly or indirectly from other cases?

20. Please give any unusual or interesting cases which have come under

your observation.

DIPHTHERIA.

21. Has diphtheria been prevalent in the place where j'ou are?

22. What, in your opinion, have been the more frequent causes of the

disease?

23. Please give any cases coming under your own observation, which are

good illustrations of the danger from the contagion of the disease,

or of the causation of the disease by unhealthy conditions.

24. What has been your observation regarding the spread of the disease

through schools?

25. Have you observed that the disease has spread by public funerals?

If so, please give full particulars.

TYPHOID FEVER.

2G. Have you noticed cases which seemed to be caused by the pollution

of water by cess-pools, sink drains, privy vaults, barn-yards, or

other decomposing animal or vegetable matter?

27. Have homes or localities come under jonr observation where typhoid

fever has recurred in successive seasons? If so, have yon thought

the recurrence might have been caused by the iiifection of privy

vaults or tlie surroundings of the dwellings with the discharges

from former patients? Or has any other explanation suggested it-

self to you?

28. Please give any interesting cases in your practice, which seemed to

be due to unsanitary conditions.

29. Please'give pen sketches to illustrate positions of well, privy, dwell-

ing-houses, etc., when necessary.

PHTHISIS.

30. Are cases of pulmonary phthisis very frequent in your part of the

State?

31. In your opinion, what are the more frequent cause* of this disease?

32. What part in the causation of this disease is due to imperfect v^-ntila-

tion? What to dampness?

33. Do you think that the bad ventilation of school-houses has much to

do with causing the consumption of later years?

34. Have you known of any cases which were pretty snreh' caused by

unsanitary conditions? If so, please give particulars.
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35. Please give any cases which seem to iUustrate the hereditary tendency

of tliis disease.

36. Please commnnicate any observations which seem to show the

infectiousness of plithisis.

SCHOOLS.

37. What are the most common faults in the school-houses in your town?

38. Please give any cases which you have observed of illness or of dis-

ease of scholars or teacliers coming from faulty ventilation, heat-

ing, lighting, or anj' other unsanitary condition in coiinection with

the school-houses.

39. What percentage of pupils is absent on account of sickness?

40. Is headache a frequent complaint?

41. What precautions would be enforced, if a case of scarlet fever or

diphtheria were found in the school-room.

42. Have any particular school-houses been noted for unhealthfulness?

If so, please state particulars fully.

43. Have you known of cases of serious disease or of death of teachers

resulting apparently from overwork or unhealthj' conditions of

the school-room? If so, give particulars.

In answer to these enquiries we have received communications

from a large number of physicians in the State, as will be seen on

other pages, and these reports from our medical correspondents con-

tain much of verj' great value. Besides this generous contribution

of information was the almost invariable accompaniment of words

expressive of sympath}' with the purposes of the Board and of ap-

preciation of the importance of the work which has been begun.

Much of the information thus collected is not embodied in this

present Report, but it is hoped to utilize other portions of it in the

future. The whole of the matter received on " Topography " in

its bearings on sanitation or its opposite condition, has been omitted

in this Report for want of space. The same is true of much inter-

esting matter pertaining to an investigation lately begun into the

history and causes of -diphtheria in this State. Under " Epidemio-

logical Record " and the questions following, it was wished to bring

out as much as possible, not only of information regarding the

present, but in a certain degree to make this first volume of our

Report a record of the past of our State, in as far as concerns its

epidemiological history. Many facts have been collected in this

direction which are not only interesting but of practical value, since

the wisdom of the future is drawn largely from our knowledge of

the errors of the past.
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In this roport will be found, from some of the older members of

the medical profession, interesting aeeouiits of the prevalence of

Cnoi-KKA IN IMaine.

In 1849 this disease appeared in liangor and there resulted 320

cases of decided cholera and many cases of the disease in its incip-

ient or incomplete form. Dr. S. B. Morrison, who was at that time

Cit}- Physician, sends a very interesting account of the epidemic.

In 1854 this disease ai)[)eared in Richmond, and the histor}- of the

epidemic, which destroyed forty lives, is given by Dr. Lil)])y. In

the reports from our corresi)ondents there will also be found mention

of the appearance of cholera in Bath, Biddeford, Castine, Dam-

ariscotta and Lewiston.

Another exotic disease which has a few times touched our shores

is

Ykllow Fever.

This is mentioned by our correspondents as having occurred in

Bath, Damaiiscotta. rarsonslield. York and Kittery.

In cliolera and yellow fever we have examples of diseases whose

hal)itat peilains to more tropical lands. Their extension through

the avenues of commerce and travel from their homes to more north-

ern climes now and then startles a world, and will it may, for in the

new soil to which the}' may be transplanted we have learnetl that

when they lind the filth and other conditions congenial to them they

are still capable of a IVightful temporaiy mortalil\'. With

Scarlet Feveu and DirirriiEuiA,

however, we have to deal with foes which always lurk in our midst

ready to seize especially the susceptible younger portions of our

conimnnities. and to avenge any delincpiencies in our observance of

sanilaiy requirements. The deaths aniuudly so caused ver}' largely

exceed the numbers which fall from exceptional pestilences, and yet

these large numbers cause not a tithe of the public solicitude and

alarm which a vers* few cases of cholera or yellow fever or small-pox

in our State are sure to create. Why this trepidation at the approach

of the alien foe and our comparative unconcern in the frequent

presence of the domestic enemy? The cause is largely no doubt to

be sought in an acquired familiarity with scarlet fever and diphtheria,

and in the impression that the present high rate of mortality from
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these diseases belongs to the inevital)le order of things. Nothing,

however, could be farther from the truth than this latter impression.

An all-wise and beneficent Contriver has established that we siiall

not pluck the glowing coal and escape the smart ; that we shall not

eat of the poisonous fruit and go unharmed. And just as imperative

is the command that we shall breathe pure air, eat and drink good

food and pure water, and keep ourselves and our children aloof from

those sources and causes of contagious and infectious diseases, or

suffer the penalt}' of disobedience. Along with the perception of

this divine plan there should go the cognition of the cheering fact

that those diseases which in our Commonwealth pla}' the greater part

in swelling our death rates, are just those diseases which are the

most easily controllable by sanitary precautions. A very large part

of our mortality comes from consumption, typhoid fever, diphtheria,

scarlet fever and similar zymotic diseases, and it is known that these

diseases are in a large measure preventable.

The answers from our medical correspondents show, as was to be

expected, a unanimity in regard to the question of infectiousness of

Scarlet Fkver.

The public generalW need not to be told that this disease is com-

municable, but in regard to some of the characteristics of the infec-

tion there is need of instructiou. The general conviction of physi-

cians is that scarlet fever is '-due to infection derived directly or

indirectly from other cases" of the same disease. A combination

of unsanitary conditions is often thought to give rise to various

other diseases, but these are thought to not be sufficient to produce

this. A something else is required, and this something else is the

specific infection of this disease. To acquire this, it is not necessary

to go into the presence of the disease ; it ma}- be brought to us in

the clothing or other effects of those who have been where it is. It

•would seem that a very small quantity of this specific cause is some-

times sufficient to produce the disease,—even what may adhere to

the surface of a letter ma}' suffice. Several interesting cases of this

kind are given from Sidney, Livermore Falls and New Gloucester.

Our correspondents give testimony also which shows that this

scarlet fever contagion may retain its vitality foi* some time in cloth-

ing or other articles. Half a dozen or more narrate cases in which

the infection was preserved in an active form for from six months to

a year ; one (No. Waterford) gives a case in which three years had
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elapsed; one (Boothbay), four years ; two (Bar Harbor and Madi-

son), live years; and one (Cherry lUdd) a case in wliieii scarlet

fever was said to have been contracted from an old shawl alter a

period of seven years. Sucii long periods as these latter may give

rise to snggestions of d()iil)l in regard to the correctness of the

conclusions, yet the fact is well estabiishiid that the contagion of

this disease may be preserved for a considerable time. If for one

5-ear, wliy not longer? If the vitality of grains of wheat has been

preserved thousands of years in Egy[)tian sarcophagi, why may not

the life of disease germs be retained live or seven years in a barrel

of rags? It will be noticed that in these cases of long-retained

infection the articles have usually been packed away and left undis-

turbed. Several times an old shawl has borne the fatal infection

for months or years ; twice it was set free from rags when the

unfortunate rug-making im[)ulse seized the household ; once it was

a doll which liUle hands stricken with the fatal infectious malady

had foudk'd in their last liours.

The account of the epidemic of scarlet fever in Freeport is

instructive as showing some of the ways in which this disease may

be distributed through schools and communities.

DirilTHEKI.V.

Regarding the causation of diphtheria we do not find the same con-

cordance as in the case of scarlet fever. There is considerable

diversity of opinion in regard to the-contagiousness of the disease, and

some even hold to the l)elief that the disease is incapal)le of si)read-

ing by contagion or infection. This is a most dangerous teaching

in a sanitary point of view, and too often, in the presence of the initial

case of the disease, has been a disastrous one for a family or a

community. The writer must acknowledge that in earlier years he

possessed the belief that dii)htlieria is a disease only very mildly con-

tagious ; that is, that there is but little danger of its spreading by

contagion or infection ; but a succession of cases offered positive

testimony of a kind that could not be overlooked or gainsaid.

While claiming emphatically that diphtheria is a contagious disease,

and holding to the view that its origin is xisually due to contagion,

it is but fair to admit that the history of the origin of many cases

and of many epidemics offers considerable negative testimony against

these assumptions. Yet the whole mass of this negative testimon}-

and negative experience must remain invalidated in the presence of
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such proof as the following cases give that diphtheria is dangerously

contagious

:

In 1881 there had been no diphtheria in my neighborhood for nearly

fonr years. The school teacher, during the summer vacation, went to the

city, a notorious hot-bed of diphtheria. While there he contracted what
he called a slii^ht sore throat. He returned witli this still upon liim and
opened sc^hooi. In less than a week there were six lying sicl< witli diph-

theria and the school was closed. As the children spread the disease la

their several families it resulted in five deaths, three of which were adults.

Ill April, 1881, a boy ten or twelve years of age, wiio had had diphtheria

in Boston, came here to visit some relatives. He went first to stay with

his aunt. On Friday of the week in which he came she washed some of

his c'lOtliing. The next week she was taken witii diphtheria and it went
through the family, four cases. Before tlie aunt was taken sick the boy
went to an uncle's where lie played with another boy about his own age.

This boy also had diplitheria, and there were three cases in that family.

Other eases of contagion were just as well marked.

Many other cases quite as convincing as these may be found

through the reports from our correspondents. Particularlv instruc-

tive are those given b}' Dr. Hall, of Monson, and Dr. Giddings, of

Gardiner, and the history of the epidemic in Bar Harbor, which is

sent by Dr. Moore.

Of the two cases which liave been transcribed above in proof of

the contagiousness of diphtheria, the first shows how, from a case

of "slight sore throat," a wide-spread and severe outbreak of

genuine diphtheria may arise ; in the other is illustrated the fact that

diplitheria patients are dangerous to the comuiunit}' for some time

after recovery if allowed to run about without an}' consideration for

the safety or the rights of others. This danger comes from two sources :

First, IVora the fact that the recovery is frequently only an apparent

recovery. In tlie throat or in the naso-pharyngeal cavities there still

persists a trace of the original disease ; it may be evidenced by a slight

nasal discharge or by a diminutive spot of the characteristic false

membrane. Such a patch of the diphtheritic membrane the size of a

split bean the writer has seen adhere firmly to the pharynx for ten

days after apparent recovery. Such cases as these, and also cases

of " simple sore throat," many of which are in reality cases of mild

diphtheria, are doubl}' dangerous for the reason that while the}' bear

the infective capabilities their true nature is often overlooked.

The second source of danger in those lately recovered from diph-

theria is that of carrying the disease in their clothing. There is
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evidence enough to show that this disease is altogether too readily

thus conveyed for the safety of man}- communities witii their present

uncertain convictions and lax practices in the management of cases

of tliis kind. As tlie result of such, woe has befallen many a family,

as it did in the following unfortunate instance from Bar Harl)or:

I was attendin;::^ a family wliose childron were all sick with diphthfM'ia

(three in number). All died from croupous form. The nurse bel-evod it

was not possible to carry the disease in clothing and said she would not

change her dress upon leaving the house. She was not afraid to take her

children in her lap upon going liome. She was adnionisiied against such

a foolhardy course. She told the neighbors a week after being home
that she did not changeher clothing after coming from the infected house,

"And," said she. '' my children have not got the disease."' Ten days after

leaving the infected house I was called to attend her family with diphthe-

ria of the most fatal form I ever saw. One child died in thirt3'-six hours

after it was attacked. These were the only cases that occurred anywhere

in the neigiil)orliood of the nurse's home. It is needless to remark, that

nurse now believes it is very contagious.

The consideration of the questions relative to the communicability

of scarlet fever and diphtheria raises naturally here the further

inquiry,

What is Contagion ? *

A long time before positive experimentation had begun to eluci-

date this subject the acute observation and the profound reasoning

of the earlier physicians had led many of them to give an answer

remarkably like that which the results of modern investigation give.

In the presence of a case of infection from small-pox or scarlet

fever or other infectious disease, the}' had observed, as we do, that

no perceptible immediate results followed the reception of the conta-

gion. IJefore the symptoms of the disease were usiiercd in there

was a i)eriod of quiescence. This period was aptlv termed the

period of incubation. It seemed as though the presumably small

quantum of the infective material, wliicli had been taken into the

system, had been silently increasing itself,—incubating, hatcliing,

as the tec-hnical term would suggest—until its quantity in the systefn

is sufficient to produce the disturbance which we call the disease.

This train of reasoning still farther continued would throw more

probable light on the nature of infection. The consideration of the

fact that poisons of any kind, whether of inorganic, vegetable or

See Glossary.
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animal origin, when introduced into the system produce their effects

at once, or at least very soon after their absorption into the circula-

tion, suggests a wide difference between the action of such poisons

and the action of the contagia. It is not therefore a strictl\' correct

use of words, nor one which helps to acquire an idea of their essen-

tial nature, to call these contagions "poisons." "Malaria" and

"miasma" are terms which record one phase of thouglit which

would ascribe to certain of the infections an aerial or gaseous nature.

The persistent clinging of contagion to substances or surfaces is

altogether inconsistent with the law of the diffusion of gases. If

the contagious principle were a poisonous gas it would rapidly be

diffused into space and quiclih' lose its power to harm.

Accepting then the view, which an observation of the sequence

of events in any of the infectious diseases would almost invariably

compel us to take, that the original minute, often it must be infini-

tesimal, quantity of infectious material which is recfived into the

system has been multiplying itself during the period of incubation

before it is capable of producing the disease, Ave are forced back as

a logical conclusion to the ancient theory of a " contagium vivum,"

for only organized bodies are endowed with the possibilities of self-

multiplication.

In accepting this theory of contagion we do not take it in its old

guise, as a structure based upon no other foundation than that of

deductive reasoning. Over the older medical observers and think-

ers, when the theory of a living germ of disease was first formulated,

we have the very great advantage of scientific helps and more ac-

curate methods than were known to them.

Germ Theory.

The history of the gradual building up of the "germ theory" of

disease is too long a storj- to find a place here, but as right ideas

and settled convictions regarding the causes of diseases, and espec-

ially regarding the nature of infection, are essential to a correct

and safe public and private policy in the management of the con-

tagious diseases, the etiological history of a single disease will be

briefl}' given.

Anthrax, Charbon, or Malignant Pustule is a disease with a very

ancient history. Among the domestic animals, especially among

sheep and cattle, it has, both in the older and later times, caused

terrible destructions of the flocks and herds, in some regions
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thousands dvinp; annually from this epizootic malady. This disoase

is also fommiuiicahlt' to man. an(l in some t'ountiios laro:e niimltcrsof

persons have lost theiilivesfrom eatingof the Heshof antln-ax-infceted

animals, or thnmiih other methods of infection. As early as 18411

it was discovered microscopically that the hlood of animals killed hy

anthrax contained peculiar statT-like bodies. I>atei- it was learned

that these rod-shaped bacteria were present in the diseased organ-

ism some time before the death of the animal : and as they were so

almost invarialdy found, they came to be looked upon as oi' some

diagnostie value.

These bacteria, or "disease-germs", as we have since learned to

call them, vary in length from ^s}}(>(i
'"^h to ^^55 inch. Later studies

of these little bodies have taught that they are unicellular plants

closely allied to tlie algse, but devoid of chlorophyl. or germ coloring

raatter. When the conditions for their growth are favorable they

multi|)ly rapidly by fission, that is, one cell elongates somewhat and

is divided by a central constriction, into two ; the two likewise into

four, and so on in this geometrical progression until, within a com-

paratively bri(;f time, we have millions as the progeny of a single

cell. The number of bacteria in a single drop of blood has been

estimated at from eight to ten millions.

This power of rapid self-multiplication makes it necessary for the

purpose of infecting a healthy animal to introduce but a minute

quantity of the infected blood or other fluids into its system,—

a

single bacterium introduced on the point of a needle would, un-

doubtedly, often be suflicient to start the fatal diseased process.

Besides this multiplication by fission, the anthrax bacillus has

another method of self-perpetuation and increase. jNTicroscopical

observation has shown that, at certain stages of their growth, the

bacillus cells become granular and within them arc formed spores

which are set free by the rupture of the parent cells. These spores

are of extreme minuteness and are characterized for remarkable

tenacity of life. They may be dried, and desiccation piolouged for

years does not affect their powers of germination when at last they

find the proper conditions. Fnsezing does not harm them, and a

degree of heat much higher than is needed to kill the parent bacillus

cell is not injurious to them ;—nothing in this direction short of pro-

longed boiling is sure of destroving them.
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These spores when introduced into new lields of growth, for

example, into a healthy organism, rapidly elongate and bec<jme

bacillus rods like the cells which generated them.

These bacilli, quite earl3' in these investigations, wei'e affirmed

to be the specific cause of anthrax. Although they were almost

always present in this disease, and blood containing them was inva-

riably found to be infective when inoculated into animals of species

susceptible to this disease, yet the conservative spirit of modern

science was not ready to accept them as the specific cause without

farther question. Many scientists maintained that these bacilli

were onh' concomitant phenomena, that they had no part in the

causation of the disease,—that the disease made the animal fluids a

favorable soil for their growth ; therefore they took advantage of

the favoring opportunities and grew.

It was found that these bacilli were capable of growth outside

the animal organism,—that if transferred to various animal broths

or vegetable decoctions and kept at a proper temperature, the}- still

continued to multiply, and experimentation discovered that if some

of these artificially-cultivated bacilli were injected into a rabl>ii or

other animal, still the same infectious anthracoid disease was pro-

duced. These "cultures" were made as follows: A i)ortion of

mutton or other bouillon freed from other accidental atinosj)heric

germs by boiling, was infected by dipping a needle into the anthrax

infected blood and then carrying it to the bouillon. After some

days, when the flask containing this was found to be swarming with

the bacilli, a minute quantity from this flask was carried in a similar

way to flask No. 2, and so on until the cultures were carried as high

as the one-hundredth ; and still, as man^' removes as this, the one-

hundredth generation was found to have lost none of the original

virulence of the infection which was possessed by the oiiginal

anthrax blood. Animals could still be infected with these pure

cultures and the same deadly disease carried fiom them to other

animals.

Even at this stage of experimentation the objection was still main-

tained that these microscopical organisms are not the cause of the

disease, and that in these cultures the cause was to be sought in a

hypothetical ferment which had been transmitted from flask to flask

with the bacilli.

To meet this last logical objection, Dr. Koch, of Berlin, oppor-

tunely discovered a method of cultivating these bacilli in the dry
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way on microscopic slides so that tlieir various stages of growth

could be observed under the e^'e and the presence of any accidental

intrusion of other organism be quickly detected. These pure "dry

cultures" have been carried to the one hundred and fifteentli, and

still inoculations with a minute trace of the bacilli so cultivated

iuvarial)ly results in the characteristic anthrax disease.

This life history of the anthrax bacillus gradualh* worked out by

the patient investigations of many microscopists it has been

sought to apply to all infective diseases for the purpose of solving

the mystery of their causation and the nature of their infection.

As yet concerning many diseases we are surrounded by doubt,

but it may be said that similar methods of investigation applied

to otiiers enable us to sa}' as confidently as in the case of anthrax

that they are due to microscopic germs. Taking the view that the

demonstration of bacteria in the blood and tissues of a diseased

organism is not a suflicicnt proof of their causal relationship to tiie

disease, but requiring that these microbes shall be found capable of

transmitting the affection when artificially carried to test-animals,

and not contented with this even, but deuKinding further that the

disease shall be transmitted by means of the pure cultures of these

bacteria, we may say that the infection of anthrax, chicken cholera,

septicjcmia, pyjcmia, gangrene, erysipelas, tuberculosis, leprosy and

relapsing fever has been proved to be due to the presence of disease-

germs.

Many things make the identification of the bacteria in many dis-

eases presumably so caused and the demonstration that they are the

essential cause a work of exceeding difliculty. Two of tlie most serious

obstacles to advancement in these directions are the extreme minute-

ness of many of these bacteria, and especially of their spores, and

the ftict tliat many of the diseases afflicting mankind are with great

dilliculty, or not at all, inoculable on animals.

So much at least of the germ theory' of disease as has been given,

seems absolutely necessary to any understanding of the present

condition of medical thouglit as regards the causation of contagious

or infectious diseases, and the consideration of the movements of

epidemics and endemics.

Coming back now to a further consideration of some of the ques-

tions sul)mitted to our medical correspondents, we shall find our-

selves in a position the more intelligently to do this.
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DirriTHEuiA— (Fiirtlicr consideration of.)

Cases have already been cited, of a kind which it would seem

ought to be sn(n(;ient to prove the mere fact of contagiousness or

infectiousness of diphtheria; but from much that has been said and

written about this disease one would think that it is not borne in

mind that the admission that a disease can be spread I)}' direct con-

tagion does not preclude the possibility of its origin in other ways.

In anthrax, whose bacterial history we have been tracing, there is

l>rctty satisfactory evidence to show that the disease may have a

tellural origin. The observation that the anthrax bacillus can be cul-

tivated in the artificial way in water in which vegetable remains have

been macerated, in connection with the fact that this disease is more

prevalent in herds and flocks which graze on certain kinds of soils,

especially such as are overflowed at some seasons of the year, give

quite a degree of probabilit}' to the view that animals may be in-

fected by germs whose cycle of life has been wholly independent of

animal organisms.

In the case of diphtheria the application of a like explication of

the origin of the man}' cases which we cannot trace to contagion

would at present not be in accordance with the methods of exact

science
;
yet in the light of what we do positivelj' know there would

be a large share of probability in so doing.

That filth in its various forms as found on the earth and in the

atmosphere has some causal relation to diphtheria is abundantl}' shown

in the opinions of numerous competent observers. Just what this

relationship is, is still one of the moot questions. Some would

affirm (and their claim as far as it goes is undoubtedly a valid one)

that the filth merely acts in diminishing the resisting power of the

individual so that he is more susceptible to the specific cause of

diphtheria when it is accidentally presented. Others would main-

tain that the filth off"ers a field for the exogenous growth and multi-

plication of the disease-germ which may be implanted in it, either

directly from a former patient or from the spores of the diphtheria

germ borne to it b}' the atmosphere. From these local exogenous

foci an endemic or even an epidemic-infecting influence may go out.

As eminent an authority as Klebs lends authorit}- to such a view.

If "epidemic influence" has any meaning, it means that the par-

ticulate germs or spores of some diseases are transportable to a dis-
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tance through the atiDOspliere. As ])caring on this question the

report of Dr. Giddings, of Gardiner, is worth much; and in the

same connection I wouhl refer the reader to the report by Dr. ^loore

of the epidemic of diphtheria wliich was started in Bar Harbor by

importation. He states that the first series of eases were imported

and that the second series could be traced to the first as the source

of their contagion. Then it appeared that an epidemic influence liad

been established, and as the result he began to find cases which he

could not trace to a contagious origin. This is a very interesting

fact well observed.

This view, however, of the origin of the so-called '^spontaneous

cases" of diphtheria rests upon negative testimony; yet, lacking

though it does the respectability of exact science, its provisional

acceptance would give us the explanation of some hitherto inexplicable

phenomena in tliis disease.

There are, however, other methods of accounting for those cases

untraced to sources of contagion. The fact that they are not traced

is not always conclusive that they might not be traced. We are

more likely to see what we are looking for, and if our mind is

satisfied with the vague explanation which is implied in "atmos-

pheric influence," "epidemic constitution," "cosmical influence,"

we shall not be so likeh' to see what may not be so seuii-mystical a

solving of the riddle. Cases are quite often reported which would

seem to teach that the contagion of diphtheria is capable of being

preserved for a considerable time. Very instructive in this connec-

tion is the report from Dr. Thomas of an epidemic of diphtheria in

Yarmouth.

C()iniii<j; liere in 1870, I did not see or know of a case of diphthena in

this town until the sninmer of 18S1. a period of eleven years. Then a

family moved here from the town of Lisbon, where the disease was then

prevailing, and in less than a week, the three children came down with

diplitiieria. Precautions were taken to prevent the spread of the disease,

and it did not sjiread immediately. It was six monUis before the next

family of fo'ir children came (l">wn with this dreaded disease. Hut they

had becom(> very intimate with the family that had it first. The same

precautions were taken as in the first case and no further «pread of the

disease occurred at that time. But in about six months, .July, 1S82. it

burst forth in its mist mali^jnant form in an old tenement house, contain-

ing three families, in which, and around which, the sanitary conditions

were very bad. In the seven eases previous to this there had been no

deaths, Ixit there were twelve cases at once, which resulted in the death

of one man and three children. The house was cleared out and ihorouirh-
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ly disinfected and the disease was thought to be effectively stamped out,

but six months afterward, in the winter of 1883, a mother who liad lost a

little boy by tlie summer visitation, came across liis cap whicli had been

packed away all tliese montlis and gave it to a little boy living in anotiier

tenemeiit, containing tliree families. In a week tlli^ little boy was dead

from diphtheria. Two of the families had the disease and lost two chil-

dren each. The other family kept by themselves, used disinfectants and

escaped. 'I'hese cases had all been at the upper village, Yarmouthville.

Now one of these families, who had lost children in this last house, moved

to the Falls village in about two months, into a part of a house. The

otlier part was occupied by a widow with tliree children, one of which

was a little girl. This little girl visited the family that had just moved

into the other part of the house, and the lady, thinking, perhaps, of her

own little girl that she had so lately buried, and wishing to please the

little one, took from a drawer a handkerchief and gave her as a present.

In about eight daj's this little girl was dead from diphtheria. The little

boys wei'e sent away when their sister was taken sick and thus escaped.

We may be taught by these cases, not only the simple fact of

contagiousness, but that the life of this contagion is enduring. In

the last Report of the State Roard of Health of Michigan, just

received, quite a number of cases are reported in which the conta-

gion had persisted six months or a year, and one case in which it

presumably arose from cases which had occurred three years pre-

viously.

There is much in the bistor}- of diphtheria that would lead us to

believe that the contagion may cling for a long time to persons and

clothing that have been infected, and to dwellings and their surround-

ings where the disease has been developed. This persistent reten-

tion of vitality necessarily makes the finding of the sources of the

contagion ver}' often difficult or impossible. With these views the

radical destruction as far as possible of the contagion whenever and

wherever a case arises presents itself as an obvious duty.

As affording a possible explan^ition of the source whence the

infection comes in some mj'sterious cases of infectious diseases, the

reader is asked to notice what is said about cats and dogs in the

communication from Bethel. This is not simply an individual

opinion but these domestic pets are not often thought of in their

casual relation to infectious diseases. Lately a gentleman was telling

the writer about what at first seemed to him a mysterious origin of

scarlet fever in his little bo}-. No other cases were near and no

possible source of infection could be thought of. A little dog had

come to the boy a few dajs before his illness and later it was found
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that he eaine from a Iiome some distance away in wiiieh there had

recently been scarlet fever.

It is well k'liown tliat some of our domestic animals are prone to

diphtluMia, especially cats and dogs. Cases have been recorded in

which there coidd he no reasonable chance to doubt the transference

of the contagion iVom these sources. An Augusta physician relates

that about a year ago the pet kitten of one of his children became

sick with what ai)peared like diphtheria. The doctor thinks the

kitten had diphtheria and that the child received it by contagion

from the feline. There was no other case, nor had there been for

some time, in town.

Jacobi gives an account from foreign sources of a diphtheritic

epidemic in a hen coop :
" Twenty-six hundred hens were import-

ed from Verona, Italy, into a village, Messelhausen, in Haden.

Some of these hens were atfected with diphtheria when they arrived.

Within six weeks six hundred of their number died of diphtheria,

and eight hundred more soon after. In the following summer one

thousand chickens were x*aised by artificial breeding, all of which

died of diphtheria within six weeks. Five cats kept in the place

also died of diphtheria ; a parrot fell sick with it, but recovered.

Besides, four of tlie six workingmen employed in taking care of the

hens of the establishment were taken sick with diphtheria. Not a

single case, however, occurred in the neighboring village. Thus, it

is safe to assume that the diphtheritic disease of hens can be trans-

mitted to man."

TvriioiD Fever.

The cpHar was wet, there being several niches of water on the bottom.

The well was witliiii thirtj' feet of the house. The slops thrown from tlie

window draincti into the well, whicli in wet weather was full to over-

flowing. Tliert' were two cases of typhoid fever in the faU. The next

year a young woman, a domestic wJio had been in the house but two or

three weeks, was taken with the disease, and removed to lier liome one-lialf

mile. From this ease there were seventeen otiiers in succession.

In the {)lac(! wliere the disease was transplanted this second season the

well is thirty or forty feet from back door, in sandy soil and about lifteen

feet deep. I'rivv I think in barn, forty or fifty feet from well. Family

not neat and would he likely to throw discharges almost anywhere.

This condition of things reported from Cherryfield may serve as a

fair sample of what is often found in a close and apparentl3' causa-

tive relationship to cases of typhoid fever. That there is such a

relation of cause and efTect very often existing in these cases,
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especially as regards impure water, is the prevailing opinion of

medical observers. Yet it may lie questioned, and now-a-days often

is, whether the filth conditions in the water consumed or in other

places, is ever, of itself, a sullicient cause to start the typhoidal

disease. It is coming to be more and more the fashion of medical

thought to believe that infection with the specific typhoid germ is a

prerequisite to the production of the disease. Water manifestly

polluted may be used for yeais, and though it may cause more or

less of general indisposition or predisposition to other diseases, yet

typhoid fever may, or may not, arise. Let, however, the germ of

this disease be introduced into such source of water supplj- and the

chances are ten to one that we have a sudden outburst of the disease

in the family.

Such a sudden outbreak on a gigantic scale is well known, to all

newspaper readers, to have occurred last spring in Plymouth, Pa.

This city took its water supply from a mountain stream, the water

from which is gathered in a succession of three dams, or reservoirs,

before its distribution through the hydrants. Chemical and mici'O-

scopical examination both showed the water to be iujpure. The

results of an investigation were that in the only house on the banks

of the sti'eam, between two of the reservoirs, thei'e was a case of

typhoid lever convalescing. The disease had been contradicted in

Philadelphia. During the patient's sickness, a part of the time the

discharges from the bowels were thrown without disinfection out

upon the snow near the house and upon the bank which inclined

sharply to the stream. When the snow melted the typhoid dis-

charges were washed into the reserA^oirs, and suddenl}', in due time,

the extensive outbreak of the epidemic occurred which resulted in

1153 cases of fever and 114 deaths.

This same manner of starting an epidemic on a less ambitious

scale is too often found in the farm-houses and other homes of our

own State where the priv}' and the well are near neighbors. It is

illustrated by the second A'ear's cases reported from Cherryfield and

also in one of the cases in Buxton.

AVhile regarding a specific germ, which is 3-et not satisfactorily

identified, as the indispensal)le factor in the causation of typhoid

fever, we need not necessarily admit that the germ invariably has

its genesis in the animal organism. Pretty positively settled are

these facts ; that from the typlioid fever patient the contagion is

given off, principally at least, in the discharges from the bowels, and
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that the i^tMin as passed is not in a condition to be infective ; con-

sequently, when cleanliness is observed in the care of both patient

and room there is no danger of direct contagion. But as in the

case of the diplitheria germ, the germ of typhoid fever is capable of

maintaining its vitalit}' for an indefinite time outside the intestinal

tract whence it originated. Furthermore it is maintained that, as is

the case with some other specific germs, it is capable of exogenous

growth and multiplication, when the domestic surroundings which

receive it offer it the requisite conditions. .Ground once so seeded

down with the undesirable germs may retain and preserve them some

time, contributing them by percolation to the water which flows

downward to the wells and fountains, or rising into the air in the

vile exhalations. Many ol^tcrvcd facts make this exogenous de-

velopment of typhoid fever contagion highly probable, as does the

following case reported in Germany : .

To tlie vill:iij(! of llcidheini there c-anie from Uhn a young woman sick

with typhoid fever. The dejections from this patient were thrown upon
a pile of stable manure. No other eases followed until five weeks later,

when ujion lianling a part of this heap away, the persons so engaged

were all, soon after, taken with the f(;ver. In the same way the discharges

from this seeoud fit-ries of cases were buried in the same heap. No farther

cases resulted until nine months later, when the remainder of the heap

was removed. Then all those who did this work, who had not already

had the fever, were taken down with it.

CONSUMPTION.

This dread disease is said to be the cause of one-seventh or one-

sixth of all tlie deaths which occur in New England. There is

reason to brlieve that our State as a whole is more exempt from

consumption than most other parts of New England ; yet it nuist be

acknowlt (Iged that if our State or any parts of it offer any atlvau-

tages of this kind we have no indisputable method of demonstrating

it. As concerns tiiis disease, or an}' other disease, we are wholly

adiift. like tlie niarinci- without his compass, when we undertake to

show where we stand. No registration of vital statistics has ever

been made in our State to show our superiority, or to serve as a

monitor where too high a local death rate prevails.

It will be seen, in looking over the reports from our correspond-

ents, that the causes of consumption which are given are man}'.

They are many, and the varying estimates of the importance of the

various causes made by different practitioners very often represent
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a real difference in the climatic, telluric and social conditions envi-

roning their patients.

All the various causes of consumption may be arranged under

these classes

:

1st. Internal causes.

2nd. Kxlernal causes.

3rd. Specific cause.

Under the first class belong all those influences inherent in the

organic structure of the individual. These innate peculiarities of

cellular arrangement, which Formad lately has claimed are demon-

strable with the microscope, stamp themselves often upon the build

and general aspect of the individual as well. No fact is better

known to the medical reader or observer than this, that consump-

tion is hereditary', or at least, that often some peculiarity has been

transmitted from ancestr}- to child, which renders the individual

more liable than others to become afflicted with tuberculosis. So

much is indisputable
;

3'et there is reason to think that the public

generally are too much impressed with this truth. It is to be feared

that this doctrine of predestination as applieil to tlie etiology of

consumption has blinded the eyes of the people to the value of other

factors which enter into the causation of the disease. If these other

factors should be found to have a greater potency than has been

ascribed to them, and if, at the same time, they be such as may be

subservient to the will of man, it must be admitted that this has

been an unfortunate error.

The estimation of the part which hereditary predisposition plays

in the causation of consumption varies considerably with different

observers, depending much, it must be admitted, upon the surround-

ing conditions and circumstances of their patient, and somewhat,

it is to be feared, upon preconceived notions.

Dr. J. H. Bennett, in speaking of the fact that several members

of the same family often become affected, one after another with

phthisis, says: "This, however, may depend not so much upon

weakness inherited from parents, as it does upon a vicious method

of rearing the infants and children of certain families. We have

seen the children of many families become phthisical, in whom no

hereditary taint could be traced, and have frequently pointed out,

in the clinical wards of the Royal Infirmary, that, among six or eight

cases of phthisis then present, not one could be traced to hereditary

causes. Although, therefore, there can be no doubt that weakness

in parents is a cause of weakness in the offspring, we are of opinion
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it is l»y no moans so general or iutluenUal a source of plithisis as is

nsnally supposed."

Dr. Flint, speaking of this same question, says : " But it is to be

borne in mind that, owing to the frtMiu-ney of this disease, a tolera-

bi\ larixt! pr()|)()iti(»n of tul)eiX'ulous patients must have a coiisUMip-

tive pereentage IVom mere coincidence ; and it may l)o true that,

sulliL-ient consideration not having been accorded to this fac;t, heredi-

t:uy inllnence has been over-rated. Walshe's statistical researches

appear to give support to this supposition. Interrogating a consid-

eralile number of hospital patients affected with the disease, viz.,

H'>2, he found that of this number in 26 per cent either the father

or the mother, oi both parents, were tuberculous."

These o[)inions, from two representative physicians, tlie one Eng-

lisli and the other American, both of whom iiave had unusiiul o|)por-

tiuiities for obsciving this disease, are worth much in sliaping our

imi)ression. Hut wishing to gain a more accurate statistical state-

nu-nt of the tiiith in this matter we adduce the following:

Dr. Quain's compilations from the Report of the Bronipton Hospi-

tal for Ct)nsumplives shows that, among the lower classes of Loudon,

2") i)er cent of the cases were hereditary, that is, that the disease

hiul existed in one or both parents. In this connection it is to be

remembered that a much greater prevalence of this disease occurs

among the lower classes in England, as elsewhere, than among those

in more well-to-do circumstances.

Dr. C. T. Williams, in the same city, among the more comfortably-

conditioned classes was able to trace onl}' 12 per cent to direct

hereditary inllnence.

Dr. Muller. among 988 cases ol consumption under his own
observation, found 21.8 per cent whose parent or parents had had

the same disease. This percentage would be increased to 28.6 if

we included the brothers and sisters who had shown the disease.

In i)00 cases in liuda Pesth, Dr. Koranyi found 20 per cent,

inchiding the brothers and sisters in the survey.

Thus from the few sources of statistical information at han<l at the

moment we must believe that at least To per cent, and probably more,

of the cases of consumption are acipiired from other than heredilary

intluences.

I'assing lightly over the consideration of the second group of

causes in our classification, namel}', the external causes, or those

due to the faulty environments of the individual, we stop only to
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say that these may be anything in the life or social condition which

decreases the healthy tone of organism, thereb}' rendering its pos-

sessor more snsceptiV)le to the influence of the specific cause. Simply

to enumerate, some of these predisposing causes are : impure air,

deficient sunlight, imperfect alimentation, insufficient physical exer-

cise, overwork, dam[)ness of soil, climatic influences. Several or

many of these, and others unnamed, are usually combined in

exerting their prejudicial influence.

We are, however, just now more interested in considering the

influence of the third in our classification, the specific cause.

As regards the influence of contagion as a factor in the causation

of consumption, it may be said that until recently not a large pro-

portion of the medical profession of this country and nortliern

Europe have held any decided belief in the coraraunicability of

consan)i)tion. In soutliern Europe, however, for a long time there

has been a prevailing oi)inion among both the profession and the

laity tiiat it is decidedly contagious. A brief survey of some of the

observations and experiments which have wrouglit a change in our

views, it is here necessary to take.

Observations like the following from a French source, of the

occurrence of a successive series of cases of consumption in which

hereditary influeuce could pretty certainly be excluded, kept alive

a lingeiing suspicion that the disease might be contagious.

A young gh'l, seventeen years of age, came from a robust familv. con-

sisthig of a uiotlier, father, son and two other daugliters. Slie left her

))ar(iiits at the end of July, to work as a day laborer in tlie harvest-lield

in the coiniuune of Cliainbhi5%

Chance led lier into the service of a family in wliich there was a j'oung

girl snlfering from puhnoniiry consumption. Whence came tliis sickness?

Father, mother, brothers and sisters all enjoyed perfect health. One of

the brothers had given up farming for the calling of a mariner. Tliis is

what those men are called in the country who pass their lives in guiding

down the Loire, the Doubs, the Saone, and the Ehone, rafts loaded witii

pine logs for the construction of the maritime arsenal at Toulon.

Some time before the young girl became sick, her brotlier had taken

her to Lyons to visit her friends. Among these was a j'Oung woman who

was wasted by consumption in an advanced stage and with whom
she remained for some weeks. Tiiree months after her return she

experienced the forerunning syniptons of consnniptiun. The malady

was already far advanced when the young harvester from Martigny

came to tlie house. She had so nmch sympathj^ for the sufferer,

that the hitter's parents offered her higher wages tlian she could get in

the tiekl, to remain with and care for their daughter night and day.
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Tempted by this offer, the j'oiiii<; woman lemaiiieil, and for more tlian .1

month never left the invalid's l)v'd.<i(ii'. h^oon after iier retnrn to licr

family, .she was seized with a dvy (tongh. .Sim h.id a In'morrhage from

the lungs, and, after it all. the usual sifjns of j)nlmonary dissolution. She

was cared for by her j'ounger sister, a stout girl, who was a perfect type

of a healthy, vigorous peasant. 'J'he young consumptive was buried a

few montlis later. Iler sister immediately thereafter began to experience

the same symptoms, and, ia spite of her strong constitution, was very

rapidly carried oft".

Consumption was arrested in this family because I ordered the second

patient to be isolated from the others, advised the brother and sister not

to take care of her, and made the mother, a woman sixty years of age, do

so. She slept in an adjoining room, and carefullj' followed my directions

to avoid breathing the air polluted by the emanations from the i)atient's

lungs. Moreover, the sufferer spat into a closed vase, kept day and night

by the chimney ftre, so that the air was constantly renewed.

Of the correspondents in our own State a large proportion, it is

fouml, have (irni conviL-lions of the contagiousness of consuuij)tion.

Many cases illustrative of this belief are given, from which two or

three are transcribed here.

A 5'oung man ill with phthisis married a strong, health\' young woman.
Six months after her marriage phthisical symptoms developed in the wife.

Her family history showed no case of phthisis, and she was perfectly well

when married.

j\Ir. D. I)ecame engaged to a young lady, one of a family of nine chil-

dren, without any hereditary liabilitj* to consumption. He belonged to a

consumptive family and s<.)on began to develop tubercular disease of one

lung. As his health became feeble, the young lady was with him a good

deal as companion and sometimes as assistant nurse. Within a year she

became consumptive herself and died a short time after the decease of hor

lover.

Mrs. N. F. takes care of her husband's relative who dies of consumption.

Mrs. N. F., who is forty years old, and always of good health, belongs to

a family in whicli consumption was never known. In one year from the

relative's death, she begins to droop, and in two and a half years dies of

Consun)plion.

A book might be filled with such cases culled from medical

records. Other similar cases may be found in tlie reports from

Belfast, Biddeford, Lincoln, rarsonsficld, Dexter and other towns.

Not only has the contagiousness of consumption in the human

subject been noted, but veterinarians time and again liave recorded

the same fact as pertaining to tuberculosis among cattle which is

identical!}' the same disease as human pulmonary' consumption. In

the Report which was prepared on this subject for discussion at the
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International Veterinar}- Congress held at Brussels in 1883, the

Commission made the following statement

:

Contagion plays, in the propagation of this disease, a more active part

than hcrtnlity, which very often docs not sufficiently explain its frequency.

The following among other histories illustrating tliis point was

given by Lydtin, Principal Veterinary Surgeon of the Grand Duchy

of Baden, one of the Commission.

In the month of April, 1878. the place of first tenant having hecome

vacant at Obersasbach, W. was called upon to act in this capacity. In

order to utilize some land placed at his disposal, in his function of schoo'-

master, and more especially to provide hi? family with milk, he bought

some cows. The first he bought in 1878, but in 1879 he sold it to a

butcher. When slaughtered it was found to be tuberculous in the high-

est degree, so that its fiesh could not be used as food. The second cow
was bought on January 2u(l, 1879, and lived for fifty-four days in the

same stable with the first cow. It was sold to a butcher on December

10th. 1880, who returned the carcase to the farmer, as it was tuberculous

to an extreme degree. The third cow was purchased on August 11th,

1879, and cohabited for four months with the preceding cow. It was soon

killed because of tuberculosis. A fourth cow, purchased on December
20th, 18S0. remained with tlie third until April -iOth, ISSl. It was sold on

November 10th, 1881, but the buj'er returned it because of an intermittent

cough.

The first of these cows came from the stable of a neighboring farmer,

who latterly had, it was reported, often exchanged his cows for others,

and was compelled to have a nnlch cow slaughtered, because of advanced

tuberculosis. The second cow had been reared by the vendor, and no

diseased animals had be?ii in his stables for ten j-ears. The third cow
was bought from a Jew dealer, and for several weeks after purchase did

not cough. The fourth cow also came from an uncontaminated source.

W.'s stables were in excellent order and well kept, and the cows were

properly fed and cared for.

Observations such as these had left this question of the contagious-

ness of consumption resting upon a basis of strong probability, when

experimental science took it up and placed it upon a foundation of

unquestionable fact. So briefly as greatly to impair the force of the

argument, the various lines of study which led to this result Avill be

noted.

Experiments first s^'stematicall}' made in 1865-6 by Villemin to test

the inocnlability of tubercle upon animals have answered this ques-

tion in the affirmative. In the experiments of this French investi-

gator, not onlj- were the products from tuberculous lungs in human

consumption, but also material taken from the nodules of animal
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tuliciculosis was used, and gave the same results, thus proving the

idcntit}- of the "pearl disease" of cattle with human tuberculosis.

In 18G8, Chauveau, another French experimenter, started aa

extended series of experiments to learn whether tuberculosis niaj'

be transmitted by the way of the digestive system. Various animals

•were experimented upon, and the diseased products which was fed

to them consisted of milk from tuberculous cows, and flesh and

lungs from diseased animals. These and subsequent work in this

direction conclusively prove that the disease may be transmitted in

this way.

In 1878, Tappciner sought to prove whether the disease may be

communicable by inhalation. Therefore he caused animals to breathe

for several hours each day the air of a cliam1)er in which tuberculous

expectoration had been difl'used in a line spray by means of an

atomizer. The expectoration of persons in the last stage of con-

sumption was used. Dogs alone were made use of for the reason

that these animals are not so susceptible to this disease as some

others, therefore positive results with them would be more convinc-

ing.

Eleven doors were put into the cliambfr and after a test of from twputy-

five to forty-tivc tlnys were killed In all (with one doubtful ex<M'ption)

were found well-marked miliary tubercles in both luiij^s. and in some

cases also in the kidneys, liver und spleen. The quantity of expectora-

tion used was very small,—in tlu-ee cases only fifteen grains, weigiied in

its ordinary moist state, was daily atomized in the chamber.

These experiments though profoundly influencing the mind of

scientists in the direction of the contagiousness of human and

animal tuberculosis were not entirely conclusive as regards a specific

contagion.

It was not until recently that doubts in this direction have been

entirely removed, and this has been done by the indefatigable re-

searches of Dr. Robert Koch, of the Imperial Board of Health of

Gei-many. In 1882 he announced the discovery of the bacillus

tuberculosis, or the germ which is the specific cause of consumption

and other tuberculous diseases, and by special methods of staining

was able to demonstrate its existence to the world. The importance

of the discovery was quickly appreciated, and b}- following his

methods the diagnostic value of this bacillus soon became apparent.

Transferring directly, by inoculation, the bacterial parasite from

diseased to healthy animals, Koch was invariably able to transmit

the tuberculous disease ; but, to meet the objection that, along with
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the bacillus, there was transferred some virus wliicli was the cause

of the disease, he resorted to the "dr3- slide" method of cultivation,

to which reference has alreadv been made, while speaking of the

bacillus authracis. The glass slides were covered with a coating of

"blood-serum-gelalin", which after man}- trials he had adapted to

the needs of these bacteria as a nutritive field. A minute speck

from a tuberculous lung was brought to the surface of tlie prepared

slide, and b}- means of the needle distributed along its surface. It

is usually ten days or so before, with the naked eye, any change is

ol)served on the slide ; then there is noticed a dry crust or scale

along the line of inoculation. After a certain number of da3'8 a

minute particle of this dry scale is transferred to a new slide, and

after another interval of time a portion of this to a third slide, and

so on until the cultivation outside of the animal system has been

carried on many months and through man3' cultures. When at last

animals were inoculated with this last culture tuberculosis was

invariably produced, and with more certainty and in a more rapidly

fatal form than with the tuberculous matter taken direct from the

tuberculous lung. These experiments were made with guinea-pigs,

rabbits, cats, rats, mice and other animals, and in everj' case

tuberculosis was produced.

These investigations prove unquestionably, not onlv that consump-

tion is contagious, but that for the production of the disease there is

needed a specific kind of contagion, to wit, the bacillus tuberculosis.

These microscopical studies of disease-germs have taught one fact

which might have been infened from previous observation of dis-

eases, and that is, that these bacteria differ, not onh- in form, but

that each has its biological peculiarities. For instance, the bacillus of

anthrax grows and multiplies at any ordinary temperature, while the

bacillus of tuberculosis requires a temperature maintained at pretty

nearh" the blood heat of the warm-blooded animals. Again, the

bacillus anthracis, when transferred to suitable culture fields,

quickly infixes itself and rapidly multiplies, while the bacillus

tuberculosis slowly implants itself in new fields and grows with com-

parative slowness.

The establishment upon a positive basis of the fact that consump-

tion is a contagious disease is a very important event from the point

of view of preventive medicine. It enlarges considerably for the

sanitarian the prospect of being able to diminish the prevalence of

this scourge of civilized life. Not only is there now, as before, the
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same promise of good and positive results to come from an avoid-

ance of all those del)ilitatiiig, or predisposing causes which make a

human organism a favoral)le field for the growth of the bacillus

tuberculosis, but preventive, disinfective, or destructive measures,

directed particularly to the bacillus, will obviate the clanger of in-

fecting others who are co-dwellers with the consumptive patient.

Under the microscope the sputa of the consumptive are found to be

loaded with these bacilli, and their spores are thought to be char-

acterized b3' the same persistent vitality as the spores of other dis-

ease-germs. Experimentally it is found tliat phthisical sputum

ma}' be dried for some time and pulverized, and that when, in this

powdered condition, it is inhaled by animals, it still retains its infec-

tive powers.

In view of what is now known of the essential cause of consump-

tion, what is suggested in the wa}' of prophylaxis? Not it is hoped

for humanity's sake, as has been suggested b}' some, that every

consumptive patient shall be banished to a hospital for this class of

cases, but that certain precautions shall be observed so that the

danger of infection may be reduced to a minimum. First and most

imi)ortant, is the destruction by fire or by other trustworth}' disin-

fectants, like the corrosive sublimate solution, of the life of the

bacillus which is found in the sputa. Some of the disinfectant

should be constanth* kept in the bottom of the spittoon, which

should frequently be emi)tied. preferably upon the fire.

The consumptive patient should sleep by himself and have his

room as thoroughly and constantly ventilated as possible. With

these few precautions there will be but little danger to others from

the infection. Indeed, the fact that, in hospitals for consumi)tives,

the nurses and attendants are not more liable to the disease than

other persons, is no argument against the contagiousness of phthisis

but is a powerful argument for good ventilation as is found in these

institutions. The facts learned from the study of this disease and

also from the biological study of the bacillus would lead us to infer

that considerable concentration of the infection (as we would get in

the close air of an unventilated sick-room) is usually needed to

transmit the disease by inhalation.
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Albion—G. H. Wilson, m. d.

Catarrhal and pulmonary diseases are the most frequent. There

have been two epidemics of scarlet fever, one of typhoid fever, and

two of diphtheria within the last twenty years, and in that time

small-pox has been in the town once. The latter was brought into

the town b}' a lady who was exposed to small-pox in Rockland.

She came home to her family and was taken sick, and soon her

husband was attacked with varioloid. I vaccinated the family and

the result was two cases of distinct small-pox, three of varioloid,

and three of vaccination. He paid the bills and there was no town

charge.

A nurse for Scarlet Fever cases from the town of A went

to her home, five miles distant, in great haste and did not change her

clothing. She made no stay, not even to sit down, but got her

things, took up her little girl of five years, kissed her and left. In

a few days the child was taken sick with scarlet fever and died.

There were no other cases within five miles at the time and none

after.

Diphtheria has prevailed here in town twice ver}' severely- and

hardl}' a child escaped. I sent one child of a famih- awa}' as soon

as the disease broke out, and that one did not have the disease

while the others, four in number, died.

Cases of Phthisis are quite plentiful, caused largel}' by ex-

posure to bad air, colds, dampness, etc. There are two families in

town, in both of which the parents are very health}' but from which

there have been lost during the last fifteen years, from one family

four children, and from the other three, b}' consumption, and I

think the cause is bad water and imperfect ventilation.

A lady, in perfect health and free from all hereditary taint, cared

for her husband while sick with phthisis all the time for one year.

(98)
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In six weeks after his doatli T saw her and exploration of the lungs

showed that she was ah-cadv lar advanced in consumption. The

disease ran a rapid course and she died in a few montlis.

The most striking faults in our School-Houses arc im[)crfecl

ventilation and faulty metliods of heating. There is frequent com-

plaint of headache.

Alton—Asa Twitchetx, m. d.

Since I have been here diphtheria and er^'sipelas have been the

prevailing diseases. A few weeks previous to my coming, there were

said to be about twenty cases of Diphtheria with six deaths and

the cases that proved fatal were in families where hygiene was dis-

regarded, and also the location of the buildings was near or imme-

diatel}- over low, marshj- or boggy ground, where the water would

stand in pools from early fall to late spring, and the filth from the

house, barn and i)rivy would collect here. Those patients that had

good surroundings had the disease in milder form as a rule, and where

there was earlv medical treatment and good nursing nearly all

recovered. I noticed, too, that it appeared in dilferent parts of the

town and the reason seemed to be that the^- had been exposed to

the disease ; whether they would have had it just the same but for the

exposure is not known to me.

Cases of Phthisis are frequent here.

In our School-Houses there exist cold floors, low ceilings and

lack of proper ventilation. Headache is ver}- frequently complained

of.

Ashland—E. A. Duren, m. p.

Amongst our prevailing diseases I would particularize typhoid

fever and scarlet fever. Scarlet fever has been among us for about

two years, and has been very mild in most cases, there being only

three or four fatal cases, and those were due to diphtheritic croup

as a complication or sequel. The fever has onl}- raged in small

sections and has not been really epidemic at any time, but endemic.

Diphtheria has visited us but twice in thirteen years. Once it was

spread in a few families by a boy who had sore throat, and whose

parents were away, and he allowed to run at large. It proved fatal in

one case b}- invading the larynx and bronchial tubes. We have a

few cases of typhoid fever ever}- 3'ear. It has never been epidemic

with us, usuah- breaks out in September or October anl leaves us

when winter sets in, or when the heavy rains come. There has

never been a case of small-pox in town.
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I find cases of Typhoid Fever as the result of unsanltan' ar-

rangements. The privies and stables are always too near the wells.

We have not much of Phthisis. It is caused sometimes by

neglected pneumonia with hereditary predisposition, and neglected

bronchitis, also bj' being confined with the phthisical patient more or

less of the time in small ill-ventilated rooms, and sleeping witii or

near such patients in taking care of them during a long sickness.

I have had two or three cases which, I think, show that consumption

may be communicated by infection.

Anthens—L. N. Ellingwood, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are fevers, pneumonia, phthisis, diphtheria,

etc. Tlu'ce years ago measles prevailed in Bridgton and Kings;hnry

and also scarlet fever the same year in the latter place. Small-pox

was here twenty years ago.

In our Schools there is poor ventilation and uneven heating.

Mucli headache.

Augusta—W. Scott Hill, m. d.

In one instance there had been in a certain house a severe form

of scarlatina, one or more cases terminating fatally. Thirteen years

afterwards a family, in which there were two children, moved into tlic

bouse without the rooms being painted or whitewashed. Both clul-

dren had a very severe scalatiua. A careful examination was made

but that seemed to be the only reasonable cause as there were no

cases in town and the children had not been away from home.

Among many cases of Diphtheria caused by contagion, the

following occurred in a family where the sanitary conditions were

perfect. A teacher complaining of sore throat, which was found to be

diphtheritic, came to board in a famil}'. All the members of the

family, six in number, sooner or later had diphtheria, two dying with

it. I had not seen a case that was apparently caused b}' unhealthy

conditions.

In this city there have occurred a number of cases of Typhoid
Fever for which the only traceable cause was a well whicli would

naturally receive the soakings from a number of houses having open

sink spouts and filthy water-closets. The well was on land several

feet lower than the houses and some twenty feet from them. In

another instance four families living on two sides of a square, and

using water from a spring in the rear of buildings, had a severe

form of typhoid fever. No other traceable cause. In no instance
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have I been able to trace it to doeomposing animal or vegetable sub-

stances. In a recent case which resembled typhoid fever, sickness

of a week's duration was caused by cleaning out a filthy drain.

Cases of Phthisis are comparatively frequent. Nearly every

case can be traced to heredity, but the exciting cause in the great

majority of cases is a cold, causing more or less bronchitis.

Augusta—>V- B. Lai'iiam, m. d.

Augusta is a remarkably healthy town. Catarrhal diseases are

quite common, both in the acute and chronic form, the result, proba-

bl}', of sudden changes of weather and the humidity of the atmos-

phere.

When diphtiieria broke out in Oxford County in Januar}', 1861,

it was very fatal, many whole families of children being carried off

by it. In the town of Woodstock, where I was then in practice,

one family of three, one of two, and one of six children died within

a few days. Sixteen children died in one small school district.

It baflled us all. None of us had seen anything like it and could

get but little information from books. In examining the family

records of New England, I was struck with the mortality among

children between 1735 and 1708, both in Massachusetts and in York

County, Maine. I am satisfied now, from descriptions of it which

I have seen, that it was diiihtheria.

Augusta—.1. O. Webster, m. n.

There are no specially prevailing diseases, but the usual illnesses

incident to our climate, acute catarrh, tonsillitis, epidemic influenza,

bronchitis and pneumonia, rheumatic fever ; very little typhoid fever.

There are occasional single cases of scarlet fever and, at con-

siderable intervals, limited epidemics of the disease. There has

been no extensive epidemic for many years.

There has never been a severe epidemic of diphtheria in Augusta

but there have been occasionally' several cases of the disease at a

time. It mostly occurs in single, apparently sporadic, cases. It

has not been as a rule of a severe type. There were, some years

ago, very severe and fatal epidemics in some towns in this neighl)or-

hood.

Typhoid fever is rare in the city, and what we do sec is mostly on

farms. I do not think there are. on an average, six cases a year

in Augusta. There have been two or three quite severe epidemics

of influenza within the last ten years.
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Small-pox has invaded the cit}' four tiraos within mj' recollection.

It was impoited l)y persons in eveiy instance. The cases were

isolated and the disease did not spread. I do not think that the

city incurred any expense in these cases. I think three-fourths of

the inhabitants have been successfully vaccinated.

I have do doubt the contagion of Scarlet Fever was carried

home in my clothes and the disease communicated to my two chil-

dren, in 1874. I have known other cases of its conveyance.

I do not think unsanitary conditions have anything to do with the

causation of scarlet fever, but it is much more malignant under such

conditions, and also on the borders of fresh-water ponds. I have

seen a few cases where it was impossible to discover any source of

contagion, but, as a rule, they were derived directl}- from other

cases.

It is often impossible to ascertain the causes of Diphtheria.

Contagion is frequently evident enough, but in many instances it

appears to be sporadic or the result of a '-cold." I remember an

instance in which a woman, coming from a family in Massachusetts

where the disease was present, brought the contagion to her own

family, resulting in several malignant cases. In a school district in

Augusta, where there had been a few cases, the opening of school

was quickly followed by a great prevalence of diphtheria among the

pupils, amounting to a local epidemic. I have no knowledge of the

spread of the disease by public funerals. They are not permitted

here in cases of death from diphtheria or scarlet fever.

I have observed cases where Typhoid Fever seemed to be

caused by poor drainage of cellars, etc., but have not been able to

trace a connection with the pollution of domestic water supply. 1

have seen several cases where there was an apparent causation of

the disease by over-work and physical exhaustion. Homes have

come under my observation where typhoid fever has occurred in

successive seasons, and I have attributed it to the persistence, in

these localities, of the original cause. From experience and ob.ser-

vation, I cannot believe that the specific poison from a previous case

is necessary to set up the disease. A strong reason for regarding

•contaminated water as one of the leading causes is, that it is so

much more prevalent where the water supply is derived from wells

than where it comes from a pond or river.

Cases of Pulmonary Phthisis are not very frequent in this

vicinity, compared with its usual prevalence in New England.
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About one-fourth of our mortality is from tlii.s disease, but as the

total mortality of Augusta, for many years, has averaged oiil}- 12 per

1000, this gives an extremely low rate for phthisis. In my opinion, an}*-

thing that impairs the general health, and lowers the tone of the

system, is liable to oceasion the development of phthisis, and more

so in one with an inherited tendency to the disease. Many cases

are sequels of pneumonia in previously healthy persons. I think that

imperfect ventilation acts by impairing nutrition, while dampness,

perhaps, may have some local action upon the lungs. I think that

the bad ventilatioii of school-houses has much to do with causing

consumption subsequently. 1 think that phthisis has prevailed

most, in Augusta, in undrained localities with wet cellars, especially

on the tilled basins of undrained ponds. I have known many fami-

lies in which the hereditary element was evident, especially where

phthisis was present in the families of both parents, developing in

all the children at 20 to 25 years of age.

I think of two cases now illustrating the infectiousness of the

disease, where a wife, from a family free from consum[)tion, has

deveh)ped it after the death of her lHisl)and from this cause.

The most common faults in the School-Houses <>f this city are

want of ventilation and bad lighting. This does not apply to the

high school house or those in the village district. Al)out 17 per

cent of the pupils are absent from school, on an average, presuma-

bly on account of sickness, lleadaclu' is not now a frcfjuent com-

plaint. It was, formerly, in the village distiict grammar school,

when ventilation was less ellicieiil and llie pu[)ils were massed in the

Principal's room, only going out for lecitation. Each class in that

school has now its own room. If a case of scarlet fever or diph-

theria were found in the school-room, the patient and all the other

children from the same family would be excluded from the sehools,

until satisfactor}- evidi-nce was furnished of the propriety of their

return. The school-room would be disinfected and i)erhaps the

school wouUl be closed for a few days. Strict watch would lie ke|)t

for the premonitory sym[)toms of other cases among the |)upils. No
particular school-houses have been noted for unheallhl'ulness, and I

have not known of cases of si-rious disease or of death of teachers

resulting from over-work or from unhealthy conditions of the school-

room.
Bahlwln—J as. Nouton, m. d.

I came into Haldwin in 1H;?4 ; then the scarlet fever was prevail-

ing as an epidemic. I had many cases, and have had cases of it
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every .year since but not as an epidemic. I first saw Diphtheria
some twent3"-five years ago, when in man}- localities it prevailed

badly. I have had cases ever}- year since, but not so bad as the}-

used to be. I have not seen a ease of Typhoid Fever this

season and but few for five 3'ears past; it prevailed here in 1837,

when I had one hundred cases. Small-Pox has invaded our town

three times, first brought here l)y a man from Boston, given to a

whole family, all lived through it
;
paid their own charges. Second

brought from Portland by a girl, and gave it to family who paid all

but cleansing house, which cost the town $20. Next case was

brought from Cornish where a man's father died of the disease and

had public burial : he gave the disease to two families ; the town paid

only for doctoring and cleansing, and this finall}' was paid by

Cornish. South Baldwin has paid but a trifle for the disease.

1 believe that Scarlet Fever is the most contagious disease we

have, and have known cases where it was carried in clothes ; and

from my practice I am satisfied that it will keep for a long time

concealed.

Diphtheria has been prevalent in this place. I have seen much

of it.

Phthisis is common here in Baldwin, caused Vjy exposure to

cold and dampness. In my opinion, the disease is hereditary. I

am satisfied that a scrofulous person will contract consumption by

being in contact with a consumptive person.

Bangor—W. L. Llnt, m. d.

The principal diseases are cholera morbus, cholera infantum and

enteritis ; tonsilitis, bronchitis, croup, pneumonia, phthisis, erysipelas.

Very little typhoid this year, while in 1884 it was very prevalent.

A majority of my typhoid cases were not accompanied by diarrhoea.

Ver}- little of scarlet fever in the last ten 3'ears ; none in last five

years. Ten years ago a violent epidemic of diphtheria in an ex-

tremel}' hot summer, starting at Eddington Bend, since which time

until within one year it has broken out more or less severe, within a

radius of two miles from Bangor. For one year the disease has re-

mained comparatively quiet, only isolated cases occurring. The

epidemic tendenc}' is warded off by the survival of the fittest. Tv'-

phoid fever has not prevailed as an epidemic during the last ten

years. Measles, whooping cough and mumps have each prevailed

twice as an epidemic within ten 3'ears.
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Scarlet Fever was in a certain family who secluded the healthy

child instantly l)y sending it to the sea shore. After the convales-

cence of the sick, she joined the well cliild at the sea shore. In

seven days the latter was taken sick and died sixty miles from the

original seat of infection.

A healthy lad went several miles and attended the funeral of his

mother who died of Diphtheria. He came down in two days

with the same disease. There is great danger of the spread of

dii)litheria in the schools when it once has gained an entrance. The

school should immediately be closed for ten days as soon as the first

scholar is taken. In the meantime the school-house should be

fumigated with sulphur, and when school re-coramences, the scholars

should be daily questioned about their throats and any inflamed

cases sent home at once to await results. We have no public

funerals over fatal cases in liangor or surrounding towns. The

dead are buried at once ; the rooms, bed and clothing all disin-

fected, and burned when it cannot be disinfected.

Cases of Phthisis are frequent. In considering the causes it

should be borne in u)ind that favoring hygienic conditions may raise

an inherited tendency to a condition of soundness of body, or wrong

conditions may lower it to consumption.

Bangor—R. K. Jones, m. d.

Comparatively little typhoid ; occasionally scarlet fever prevails ;

dipiitheria quite often, one or more cases. The latter first appeared,

in recent years, about 1869 or a little later. At that time quite fatal

in West Hangor. Since then it has been worse among the French

Settlements in neighboring towns than in the cit}'. Since 1857, when

my residence here began, Small-Pox has appeared once in early

winter of 1864, again in 1872, and perhaps other isolated cases. All

instances of infection have come from abroad. In 1864 there were

eight cases in two families and the expense to the city probably

S."»(M). In 1872 the infection was, I believe, disseminated by the

careless manner in which the straw used in the bedding of the first

case in pest-house was destro\-ed. The straw and other infected

articles which it was desired to destroy were placed in a pile out of

doors and fire applii'd at the bottom. The dense smoke thus caused

ascended tinougli the pile, became laden witli the infection and floated

off on the wind, si)reading the infection quite extensively. I esti-

mate the cost to the city to have been over SoOOO.
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Diphtheria has been somewhat prevalent, the causes appearing

to be, 1st infection and 2d filth. The disease is ver}- often spread

through schools, generally by convalescents with persons and cloth-

ing not disinfected.

Cases of Phthisis are not particularl}' frequent ; but more among

the Irish population than among other classes. The more operative

causes are infection, inheritance, damp soil, bad diet, exposures, &c.

Bangor—S. B. Morrison, m d.

In 1846 I had charge of tw-ent}' or more cases of Small-Pox
in the city ; fortunatel3- none proved fatal. The source of the

infection could not be accurately ascertained. The disease was con-

cealed from the authorities two or three weeks, so that a few persons

who had been infected went into one of the ueighl)oring towns and

carried the disease there. During that year and the next there was

a very thorough vaccination. Personally 1 vaccinated as man}' as

three thousand individuals in the citv, which then included what is

now the town of Veazie. There were a large number of cases here

about ten or twelve years ago. There have been occasional cases

since, but they have been rare, as vaccination has been generally

practiced in the public schools. I have not knowu of an}' cases for

the last six or eight years. On the thirtieth da}' of August, 1849,

after a somewhat protracted period of warm and very dry weather,

Cholera appeared here. As I was City Physician at the time, I

had charge of the Abns House and the Cholera Hospital. During

its continuance until the 16th day of October there were, as nearly as

could be ascertained, 3'20 cases of decided cholera, besides a large

number of incipient cases. Just about one-half the cases terminated

fatally. This was a very large number considering that our popu-

lation was then much less than now and that many had left on

account of fear. The city was at that time in a very filthy state

and the sewerage very imperfect. In fact there were not any but

private sewers. Immediate measures were taken to remove the

most serious sources of filth and to construct sewers, and I think

there has not been a case of cholera in the city since. A very large

proportion of the cases were in the lower and most filthy parts of

the city and among the verv poorest and most destitute part of our

citizens, though there were a few fatal cases among the best class of

citizens living on high ground and in apparently healthy localities.

One fact was very prominent in that there were a larger number of
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deaths on Simda}' tluiii on any otlicr day, supposed to be from the

fact that a large portion of those persons living in the most unhealthy

localilii's, principally Irish, bought n)orc freely of vegetables on

Saturday evening than on any other. On Sunday, Sept. loth, there

were sixteen fatal cases and on the Sunday following 22 eases.

Some of the deaths were ver}' sudden. On one day at ten or eleven

o'clock A. M., four lal)oring men walked to the hospital and said

they were sick. They were put into one room in two beds, as our

accommodations were limited, and all four were dead in less than six

hours. As cholera had never been here before, two or three physi-

cians and several nurses came from Boston and remained for weeks,

but I could not discover that they were more successful in treatment

than had been the local physicians.

I take the liberty to be thus minute as to cholera as all the plu'-

sicians who were in practice here at that time have passed away,

excei)t one, who has for years been confined to his house, and

myself.

B(ir Ilarbor—J. S. Moore, m. d.

The prevailing diseases during the year that I have been here have

been diphtheria, typhoid fever, consuuiplion and cholera infantum.

These I have named in order of frequency.

Last winter, 1884-5, an epidemic of Diphtheria of frightful

violence occurred here, in which more than oU per cent of the cases

terminated fatally. As regards causation it seemed to me the first

half dozen cases (there were thirty-five cases in all) were traceable

directly to imi)ortation. Of these cases all the subjects had been

away to infected towns and either came here sick with it or came

down with the disease soon after their arrival. Following tiiese

cases were about a dozen cases caused by coming in contact with

the lir.st class. These occurred in consequence of carelessness

in some cases, necessity in others and accident in still others. Now
follow tlie more interesting part. After these cases occurred it

seemed tiiat an epidemic infiuence had been created, and it then

broke out here and there about the village, regardless of contiguity

to otlier cases, but these cases so occin-ring chose in almost all

instances homes in which were found some faulty hygienic condition,

for instance, an obstructed drain connected with the sewer, an earth

closet that was foul beyond all manner of decency, the drain from

a stable, a stagnant pool of water, etc., etc. Of the other cases

that occurred without any possible means of explanation (some six
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or eight) it seemed they were perfectly isolated from infected homes

or diseased subjects and were furthermore living according to the

dictates of modern sanitar}' knowledge. It was an interesting fact

to me (if fact it was) that an epidemic influence could be engen-

dered by cases due without doubt to importation. To prove,

time and space forbids my introducing arguments more tlian to

mention that the same localities where the disease was last winter

epidemic, were in ever}* instance in as good condition as they had

been in for years and man}* of them were better. Furthermore the

type of the infectious class was precisely similar to that of the conta-

gious class, (those that could not be traced to other cases and those

that could) , the form which the two classes took were one ; and they

all died, with one (possibly two) exceptions with the same compli-

cation, croup.

During the past autumn we have had a visitation of Typhoid
Fever. Ten cases occurred. The first three were at a house

where the basement was receiving the drainage from the largest

stable in town. It had been considered dangerous b}' the inhabitants

before any one was taken sick. The smell eminating from the cellar

was, to say the least, decidedly 7iast>/. There is no doubt that the

long-continued production of filth in that basement produced the

disease.

An interesting statement that I may make in this connection is

that the first case seemed so little like typhoid that I was obliged to

watch its course a week or more before I was sure of my diagnosis.

The next case was not so blind, but for the first week a physician

might with but little impropriety have called it anything but typhoid.

The last two weeks it pursued the regular course. The third case

was t^'pical from the beginning. I advised the family to abandon

the house, which the}' did and none of the rest of the family (num-

bering three or four) have since been. sick. The next case was at

a house where the privj* and well were too near neighbors, and a

continual drain from the former to the latter occurred. Another

case was traceable to two sources, either of which would have pro-

duced the disease in all probability. It was a young man whose

shop was in an unoccupied space in the back of the village, where

most of the garbage was dumped, which rotting almost under his

nose all through the hot season, it is surprising he did not take the

disease before. Soon after, his wife was attacked and an investi-

gation revealed an obstructed drain connecting with the house drain.
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This may be considered a fair example of the causes of nearly every

case. Two cases occurred in two homes in the village which are sup-

posed to be as perfect in drainage and as complete in hygienic

appointments as could be made. We ma}' sum up all I have said rela-

tive to the cause of diphtheria and typhoid in a line by saying, The}'

have been produced by allowing (ilih to accumidate. Given an area

large enough and no filth, no diphtheria or typhoid. During the

present generation only two or tliree cases of small-pox have occurred
;

these at different times and indifferent parts of the town, but thanks

to vaccination they did not spread.

A family had Scarlet Fever. At the time of the outbreak

mother and daughters engaged in making rugs from rags. Some

died ; others moved and the house was unoccupied for several years,

reliable people say five years. A family then moved in and lived

there several months at the end of which time they "took" to

making rugs and dug open the barrel of rags that was set aside by

the former family. Two cases of scarlet fever followed, mother and

daughter, only females in house ; both died. These were the only

cases that occurred in the district.

1 was attending a family whose children (three in number) were

all sick with Diphtheria. All died from croupous form. The

nurse believed it was not possible to caiTy the disease in clothing

and said she would not change her dress upon leaving the house.

She was not afraid to take her children in her lap upon going home.

She was admonished against such a fool-hardy course. .She told

the neighbors a week after being home that she did not change her

clothing after coming from the infected house, and, said she, ''My

children have not got the disease." Ten days after her leaving the

infected house I was called to attend her family with diphtheria of

the most fatal form I ever saw. One child died in thirty-six hours

after it was attacked. These were tlie only cases that occurred au}--

where in the neighborhood of the nurse's home. It is needless to

remark, tiiat nurse now believes it is very contagious.

A neighboring practitioner says he has one well "that has pumped

him up !$100 a year for live or six years ;" meaning thai il has been

the .source of recurrence of typhoid fever for five or six years.

We have a great many cases of Consumption.
Our School-Houses as a general thing are well constructed.

If tlu'y lack in any particular it may be ventilation ; though it is

believed in this regard they arc very well provided for.
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Bar Harbor—C. C. Morrison, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are, phthisis, bronchitis, pnoumonia and

diphtheria. The only epidemic of note was that of Diphtheria
from Oct. 1884 to the Ma}' following. There were about 50 cases

and 10 deaths. Most of the deaths resulted from diphtheritic croup.

The first cases sprang up in two low places where piles of manure

and reeking privies prevailed, and where all kinds of slops and filth

were thrown out. I believe the epidemic started from these causes.

Small-pox has not been here for years.

Consumption is quite frequent. Hereditary influence is the

most potent cause. Its course is hastened by bad ventilation. The

bad air of school-houses may have something to do with causing it,

but not one-tenth as much as that of close sleeping-rooms.

Baring—J. R. N. Smith, m. d.

"We have more of typhoid fever and phthisis than of an}- other

diseases. We occasionally have an epidemic of scarlet fever, only

isolated cases of diphtheria, typhoid fever every year, beginning in

August or September and continuing till cold weather. Small-pox

three times within the past thirty j-ears. Always brought from

abroad and has never spread.

I do not remember a single case of Scarlet Fever derived in

any other way than through infection.

All the cases of Diphtheria have been isolated cases and have

not spread at all. Decaying vegetable matter has seemed to be the

cause.

Bath—M. S. Briry, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are catarrh and pulmonary phthisis.

During the thirt}'^ 3'ears of my practice in Bath, scarlet fever has

prevailed a number of times, but only one epidemic in malignant

form. The first case of diphtheria, recognized as such in Bath, I

treated in 1861. During that and the following year diphtheria pre-

vailed here, and in some families was quite fatal. Since then there

have occasionalh' been some cases, but for a number of j'ears very

few. With one exception there has been onlj' a case or two of

Small-Pox in any one year. In 1863 I treated a sailor sick with the

disease. In 1865 a discharged soldier came from Augusta to Bath

with varioloid. At first the case was pronounced chicken-pox, and
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as the man was not sick enough to bo confined to the house he went

about among peoi)!e where he was acquainted, and twenty-two per-

sons took the disease fiom liiui, some of them varioloid, and some, the

larger part, variola. IJeing at that time City Physician, twelve of

them I treated at the hospital, or '* pest-house," the others at their

residences. All recovered. Tvi)hoid fever has not prevailed here

as an epidemic. There are a few cases nearh- everj' year, or at

least a few cases called l)y that name.

The following two cases 1 send to show that the contagion of

Scarlet Fever may be preserved for some time in communicable

form in clothing: A girl went from Bath to Massachusetts to a

school for young ladies ; and during the term a number of the young

ladies had .scarlet (ever. After her recover}' this girl came home to

Bath, and a trunk containing some clothing worn when she was sick

was put away in an unfinished chamber ; some six months after, two

little children were at i)lay in the chamber, opened the trunk and

took out some of the clothes. In about a week from that time both

children were taken sick with scarlet fever in very severe form and

one of them died. There were no other cases at the time near.

Some years ago one of mj- neighbor's children had scarlet fever in a

severe form in autumn. The next spring m}- little boy w'ent into

that house and sat upon a lounge which was in the room where the

children had been sick. In a week from that day he came down
with scarlet fever. He had not been where the disease was and

there were no other cases near at the time. Nearly all cases come
from infection. I remember only two where I could not trace tliem

directh- or indirectly to other cases.

Tiiere are many cases of Phthisis. More deaths from this

disease in Bath in proportion to the number of population than in

Portland or Bangor. Heredity is the principal canse.

Tlie most serious troul)les with the Schools are poor ventilation

of the buildings and dampness of the soil under and around them.

Headache is much complained of.

Bath—E. M. Fuller, m. d.

At least one-quarter of the city is situated on low, flat, swamp
land. Another one-(piarter of the city is fairly healthy, while the

remaining half is in a better sanitary condition, from the fact that

it is located on a higher grade of land, and occupied by a wealthier

class of residents, who could naturally maintain more healthful condi-

tions of sanitation than the lower or middle classes.
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The following exhibits the mor

twenty-four years

:

1863.

No. of deaths 178

Consumption .34

Zymotic diseases . . 73

Unknown 44

18G5.

No. of deaths 1 73

Consumption 30

Zymotic diseases. . . 57

Unknown 40

1867.

No. of deaths 1 30

Consumption,
(no record)

Zymotic diseases,

(no record)

Unknown 32

18G9.

No. of deaths 134

Consumption 33

Zymotic diseases . . .35

Unknown 33

1871.

No. of deaths 162

Consumption 33

Zymotic diseases. . 68

Unknown 31

1873.

No. of deaths 132

Consumption 30

Zymotic diseases. . . 31

Unknown 6

1875.

No. of deaths 187

Consumption 49

Zymotic diseases. . . 39

Unknown

tality record of the city for the past

1864.

No. of deaths 192

Consumption 44

Zymotic diseases ..00

Unknown 38

1866.

No. of deaths 140

Consumption 35

Zymotic diseases. . .41

Unknown 23

1868.

No. of deaths 125

Consumption 38

Zymotic diseases . . .23

Unknown 18

1870.

No. of deaths 169

Consumption 35

Zymotic diseases. .68

Unknown 31

1872.

No. of deatlis 142

Consumption 30

Zymotic diseases. . .24

Unknown 5

1874.

No. of deaths 176

Consumption 43

Zymotic diseases. ..48

Unknown 1

1876.

No. of deaths 197

Consumption 43

Zymotic diseases. . . 68

Unknown 3
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1877.

No. of deaths 226

Strantjers M
No. in cit}' ,.,.212

Consumption . .45
Dij)hthc>ria 32

Ty[)hf>id fever 7

Scarlatina 5

Cholera Infantum . . 13

1879.

No. of deaths 133

Consumption 25

Diphtheria C

Scarlatina 1

Typhoid fever 5

Cholera Infantum. . 5

1878.

No. of deaths 193

Consumption 3G

Dil)litheria 29

Typhoid fever 10

Scarlatina 4

Cholera Infantum ..11

1880.

No. of deaths 145

Consumption 43

Diphtheria 4

Scarlatina 3

Typhoid fever 5

Cholera Infantum . . 3

1881.

'^o. of deaths
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We usually have an epidemic of scarlet fever every three years,

generally of a mild form. This spring we had only a few cases.

Small- pox has appeared three times in the past twelve years. The

first case has usually been brought here by sailors. The last epidemic

was started by a citizen taking the disease while riding in the cars.

It was given to several members of the family before it was

recognized. Ordinary cases are taken to the "Pest-House" and

cared for by some nurse who has had the small-pox.

As illustrating how the poison of Scarlet Fever may long

retain its vitality and then transmit the disease, the following cases

are given :

Case I. A child five years old had scarlet fever of a severe form

and died. Its playthings, a Primer among others, were taken and

packed awa}' for a full year. A little child came to the house visit-

ing and the Primer was taken out to amuse the child with. A few

days later the child was taken down with scarlet fever and died.

There were no cases of the fever in town, and the child had not

been out of town, and there were no others.

Case II. My own eldest son when two and one-half years old

went with his mother to visit in the country where a year previous

they had had scarlet fever in the chamber that they occupied. The

room had been fumigated, papered and painted after convalescence,

and the furniture had been cleansed. They neglected, however, to

take up the cai'pet, which had been thoroughly sprinkled with car-

bolic acid. My boy played upon the carpet and in less than ten

days he was taken with scarlet fever of a severe type. There were

no cases near there and hadn't been for a year. The cases the year

before were epidemic and not dependent on unsanitary conditions of

the house. I am satisfied my boy took the poison from the carpet.

I have known of the disease having been spread by public funerals.

There ai'e occasional cases of Diphtheria in Bath almost every

month in the year, though for the most part they are of a mild

form. ISix years ago we had quite a severe form of the disease. I

remember of treating 93 cases.

Filth and garbage about houses and cellars, damp localities, fill-

ing of low, damp places with sawdust, surface drains running under

houses, unsanitary privies, etc., are the cause usually. A man liv-

ing in a village had an old rotten plank walk running from the side-

walk to his back door. He dug it up and piled it in his back yard,

a decaying mass of vegetable matter. He had six children and a
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wife. They were all taken down with diphtheria in a few days, and

they all died but one child. Pliysicians investigated the case care-

fully and were unanimous in the belief that the de(;aying vegetable

matter, etc., caused the cases.

Case III. A farmer cleaned out his cellar, in the spring, of decay-

ing vegetables, among which were potatoes and cabbages. The

cabbages were in a very rotten and decaying condition. His whole

famil}- were taken a few da3's after with a malignant form of

diphtheria. Physicians were satisfied that the disturbance and

exposure of the decaying vegetables was the sole cause of the cases.

I have frequently observed that whenever, in an}* school, diphtheria

once gets introduced among scholars, the onl}' way to stop the

epidemic is to stop the scliool at once.

I had eight cases of Typhoid Fever in one neighborhood four

years ago, "all in a bunch," so to speak. In two adjoining houses

of wealthy people I had two cases in one and one case in the other.

The pen drawing represents the two dwellings, having sink spouts

leading into one common four-inch drain.

DirelliDg. 1 case.

a a. Sink Drains.

b, Comnion Drain.

c, Obstruction.
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overflow. Every physician who investij^ated the matter agreed that

the faulty sink drain was the cause of tiie cases.

The whole city, so to speak, is on a ledge. There are not twenty

good wells in Bath. Upon investigation of very many cases of dis-

ease from impure water in this city, I have found in general terms

man}' to be located like the following

:

Surface.

Well.

A
I'rivy,

Soil.

Dwelling.

I think that the bad ventilation of school-houses figures more as

the cause of Consumption in later years than the laity have any

conception of, and more than most physicians will allow. How
many punj', sickly little ones can be seen in some of the school-

bouses of nearly ever}' city. Feeble, pale and almost feverish from

being packed in a close room poorly ventilated and in a cheap and

unhealthy locality, simply because it is good enough for little children.

The faults in School-Houses in this city are poor ventila-

tion and very poor light. I have observed for several j'ears in one

school that there was quiet a large proportion of pupils affected with

derangement of the eye. I endeavored to ascertain the cause and

investigated the subject by addressing a series of questions to the

several teachers in the cit}' to assist me. I found a large number

of boys and girls .suffering from disease of the lids, myopia and

astigmatism. More females than males were affected. Then I

found corresiretis common and persistent. I also found a very

large number of cases of naso-pharangeal catarrh, which I consid-

ered was due to the condition of the school-houses with consequentlj'

bad ventilation. The investigations in connection with school-houses

and school children are of great importance, not only on account of

the children themselves, but for the future of the race, for my inves-
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tigatioiis revealed to me things that the books do not dwell upon to

any intelligent degree. Quite a large percentage of scholars are

absent on account of sickness. Ileadaclie is a frcijuent coni[)laint.

In one school-house that I visited during my encpiiries the ali'w had

been used as a privy during a whole winter session. The teaciiers

or school authorities did not know of it till I called tiicir attention

to the facts. Diphtheria was prevalent at the time in the vicinity.

Then there are many school-houses unhealthv from other causes.

There are ver}- many very unhealthy wells in proximity to school-

houses where children drink the water continually with deleterious

eflfects.

Bath—A. J. Fuller, m. d.

Wc have had Small-Pox ten times since I have resided here,

generally contracted abroad and brought here by the person exposed.

It has never cost the town anything unless they were pau[)ers.

Probably three-fourths of the people are vaccinated. AVe have in

years past had sporadic cases of Yellow Fever brought here

from foreign ports; all under my care have recovered. Cholera
prevailed here years ago and was cpiite fatal.

I have seen cases of Scarlet Fever where I had no doubt that

it was communicated by clothing of infected persons. It was Inought

here from Boston by a I'amily that had the disease one month pre-

vious. Cases have come under iny observation in which clothing

has for some time retained the poison, and I have also known the

disease to be s])read by public funerals.

Diphtheria has several times been prevalent here, caused I

think by atmospheric peculiarities with p(»or sanitary conditions.

The disease will spread in schools unless isolated at once. I have

known the disease to be spread by funerals and would never allow

a public funeral if I could prevent it where diphtheria prevailed.

I have often been unable to satisfactorily account for the recur-

rence of Typhoid Fever in tlie same locality. I am of the

opinion that animal and vegetable decomposition has much to do in

producing ty[)hoid fever and good sanitary conditions have not

always been sufficient to jirevent the fever. Tlie l)est of sanitary

conditions should always be enforced as a safeguiird if not a pt-rfect

protection.

jNIy observation has been tliat Phthisis is not so frc(iu<'nt in

this city as in so/ne other localities. I believe hereditary influence
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is the main cause ; next to that damp locations and poor ventilation

in many residences. I think there is danger from the inhalation of

the breath of the phthisical patient, also from the matter raised

from the lungs. I would have it burned as soon as possible, not

remain in the room or on the bed as is often the case unless ordered

to be removed by the physician.

Our School-Houses are mostly very good ; high, airy rooms,

very well ventilated if teachers pay attention to the matter of ven-

tilation.

Belfast—Jas. H. Sherman, m. d.

Measles prevailed in 1802 and nearly half the deaths in that year

were from this cause. Dysentery prevailed in 1825 and within six

weeks one-half the population were attacked. It proved fatal in

75 cases, 45 of which were children under four jears. Small-pox

has invaded the town three times. In 1819 from infected clothing,

with one death. In 1837, brought by a vessel from Boston. Pre-

cautionary measures prevented the spread of the disease to any

extent and only one case was fatal. In 1851 considerable alarm

was excited by the appearance of the disease, from what source is

unknown. There were twelve cases onl^' and one death.

Through fear consequent upon the advent of the disease vaccination

was made compulsory and without absolute knowledge I should judge

that fully seven-eighths of our present population had been success-

fully vaccinated.

An infant was ver}' sick at a hotel, of Scarlet Fever, but

recovered. The room was said to be properly cleansed and occupied

from time to time by transient guests. Six weeks after, a weak and

puny child of three 3-ears, from the countr}', where no record of any

contagion existed, occupied the same room with his mother. He

sickened and died within a week, of scarlet fever. Can account in

no other way for the disease except a retention in the room, and the

seed, falling upon favorable ground, germinated.

I have frequently known of scarlet fever's being spread hy public

funerals in other localities, but am not aware of any such case here.

I am of the opinion that the funerals of patients dying from this

disease should be as soon as possible and strictly private, and that

if the people cannot be brought to a realizing sense of their danger,

the aid of the law should be invoked to compel proper precaution.

Setting aside infection from actual contact with the disease I am

fully convinced that unsanitary conditions are the prime cause of
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scarlet fever, especially when the powers of the patient are enfoelded

b}' want of proper food or dotlung or from any cause that tends to

reduce the vitality below the no«mal standard. The greater propor-

tion b}- far are (\ue to infection, which liability to infection is increased

by uncleanly haliits, improper food or want of sanitary precautions.

We have had, here and there, an isolated case of Diphtheria,

but no epidemic. The njore frequent causes have been an unhealthy,

ill-conditioned \xx\y with filthy surroundings and improper nourish-

ment.

As an instance of the causation of the disease by unsanitary

surroundings I would give the following: S. E., aged six years, a

delicate child from bis birth. The house occupied by the faniily

was in low ground where in wet weather the water would stand in

pools and in the dry times would stagnate and fester in the sun.

After sunset, always damp and misty vvitli the peculiar odor of

decaying vegetable matter in tlie atmosi)here. The barn and out-

buildings in a filtliy condition, the olfal from the kitchen thrown

broadcast upon the ground, no drainage except that provided by

nature, an<l ti\e water for iiousehold purposes ol^taiued from a well

that could not have been otherwise than contaminated from its sur-

roundings. Tlie result in the case mentioned was death, and two

other children of the family were only saved by immediate removal

and tite utmost care. Where children are closely herded together

as in school, with ventilation usually of the poorest kind, the disease

must spread. Comi)lete isolation ought to be the rule and the

funerals as in scarlet fever should be speedy and private. The

clothing can l)e disinfected but 1 question whether as a matter of

econonjv it would not be better to cleanse by fire. Do not recall a

case that could be traced directly to a public funeral, but I am

satisfied that if we could reach all the evidence in the various cases

the fact could be established beyond all doubt.

Phthisis is not frequent in our cjty. Hereditary tendency in

connection with want of pure air and nourishing food are the most

potent causes. Perhaps the parts which imperfect ventilation and

dampness play in causing consumption are nearlv equal. The damp-

ness and cold causing irritation and congestion of the lungs, and

poor ventilation filling the lungs with vitiated air and dust i)articles,

producing piactically the same result. I do not think the imperfect

ventilation of school-rooms has so much to do with causing this

disease as the uncomfortable and unnatural positions of the pupils,
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and the want of suitable care that the clothuig should be comfortable

rather than fashionable. I think the hereditar}^ tendency can, when

taken in connection with the family history, be always satisfactorily

ascertained. As bearing on the question of infectiousness I give

the following

:

Mrs. R. , a healthy Irish woman, aged twenty-four, with no record

of the disease that could be ascertained in any branch of the family.

Her husband, aged thirty, was found upon examination to be far

advanced with the disease. It was supposed that he might live for

two years but could never regain his health. The disease in his

case was beyond all doubt inherited. His wife devoted herself

thoroughly to his comfort and did all in her power to make the short

period that was left for him as endurable as possible. They occupied

the same bed and she was constantly about him ministering to his

wants. In three years she died from the disease plainly marked,

while, singular to relate, as she drooped he appeared to recover.

After her death he began to fail, and died in something under two

years. I had long held the theory of the infectiousness of this dis-

ease and this case seemed clearly to establish the fact.

The faults in our School-Houses are unequal distribution

of heat, unequal distribution of air and an improper arrange-

ment of windows for lighting purposes. I do not think the yearly

average of absence from sickness would exceed 5 per cent. Head-

ache is a frequent complaint, but not more among those attending

school than those at home, and quite as frequently perhaps from out-

side causes as from any fault in the school-room. I cannot sav what

would be done if scarlet fever or diphtheria should be found in the

school-room, but if I were to decide I would isolate ever}' member of

the family in which the diseases prevailed until all danger of infec-

tion had passed.

Bethel— J. A. Morton, m. d.

Scarlet Fever has prevailed considerably among children,

-sometnnes ver\' severe and fatal, in sporadic cases ; but never

epidemicall}' to any great extent since my residence in this town,

now eighteen 3'ears. But I am informed that in the summer of

1833, a terrible epidemic swept over the town, reaching into some of

the surrounding towns. Itoriginated (cause unknown) on Bethel Hill,

and its malignancy was greatest tliere. It rapidly invaded every

family, sparing not even adults, was sudden in its attack, and no treat-
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ment seemed to avail iu many cases ; sometimes two or more would

be lying dead in the same house. As to Diphtheria, I have had

only sporadic cases, not very severe, very seldom fatal, especially in

Bethel. Had some bad cases in Norwa}' (Bear River) ten or twelve

years ago. I am informed that about the year 1861 or 1862, a

severe epidemic prevailed in the lower part of Betliel. It originated

in a case imported from Boston, was very fatal, and not much amen-

able to treatment. I think that sufficient notice is not taken of

tlie part that days and cats play in the spread of contagions diseases,

especially small-pox, scarlet fever, diphtheria and typlioid fever.

I am firmly of the opinion that many mysterious cases originate in

this source. These animals have free access to children sick with

the above diseases and they prowl for miles from home carrying the

poison germs in their hair, and in their plays and fights communicate

it to other animals who convey- it into families, and are caressed and

handled by children, and thej' become victims to those diseases and

people are at loss to know how they became thus affected.

Of Typhoid Fever I have had only occasionally a case,

sporadic. One remarkable case was imported (called the ''ship

fever") by a sailor ; every one in the family took it and perhaps one

watcher; the sailor recovered, but three died. Its spread was

stopped by burning all bedding, rags and clothing used about

patients and thoroughly fumigating the house with tar, sulphur, etc.

About fifty-eight or sixty 3'ear8 ago a remarkably malignant and

fatal type of typhoid prevailed in the town of Newry, along the

Bear River, hence called the ''Bear River fever." This outbreak

had its origin either in some bad condition of water or premises, or,

as some thought at the time, in atmospheric causes. From whatever

source, it rapidly invaded nearly every family and proved highly

contagious, nil coming in contact as nurses or watchers either taking

the disease or having most of its symptoms. It was ver}' fatal

;

raged from one summer till a year Irom the next fall.

Cases of Phthisis are not freciuent. The causes are many, but

I would particularize hereditary transmission as first, and dam[),cold,

ill-conditioned and ill- ventilated houses as second in im[)ortance,

especially in early life.

The faults in our Schcol-Houses are in the direction of the

healing, ventilating and cousti iictiou of water-closets or i)rivies. I

think I have had cases of crou^), diphtheria, pneumonia, pleurisy,

and occasionally and (piite fiviiiiently catarrhs, from faulty heat-

ing and ventilating. Headache troubles much.
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Biddeford—Fred Bacon, m. d.

Consumption and fevers, rhenmatism and z3raotic diseases are

the more frequent diseases. Diplitheria was liere to a great extent

the hitter part of last 3ear. I liad a number of cases with but few

deaths. Small-pox once in the past six 3'ears, from Canada ; cost

$2000. Phthisis is quite common, due largely to want of ventila-

tion and occurring mostly among the foreign'residents. With the

other classes much is due to dampness and exposure.

I should say that the principal fault with School-Houses is

that they are not well ventilated. Much headache. I know of one

school-house from which I have had more children sick than from

any other. Some children going from other localities into that have

been troubled more with sickness than they were in other places.

Biddeford—S. J. Bassford, m. d.

The prevailing diseases in this cit}' are t^'phoid fever, diphtheria,

pneumonia, bronchitis, phthisis pulmoualis and tonsillitis. I mention

the last four diseases as I have observed that our climate is such as

to cause more than an average of these diseases.

I have lived in Biddeford four years. In the winter of 1883 and

1884 occurred an epidemic of Scarlet Fever. The disease

existed at Old Orchard. A lady and her child went to Biddeford

Pool from Old Orchard, and on the journey (a distance of 13 miles)

she stopped with friends. A few days after, the children in the

famil\' where she called were attacked with scarlet fever and about

the same time a child in the familj- at Biddeford Pool where she

stopped was taken sick with the same disease.

A large number of cases occurred in the village, some of which

were quite severe. Only one death occurred. There were a few

cases, perhaps a dozen, in this city proper soon after, and four or

five deaths occurred. The mother of the child from Old Orchard

was positive that her child had not had scarlet fever, although he

bad not been well for two or three da3-s. If he had not, the con-

tagion was communicated by means of clothing. One famil}',

(mother and three children) had scarlet fever here in Biddeford last

fall. They were separated from communication with friends and

neighbors, and no other cases occurred. Where the fever came

from I do not know. No other cases have occurred since my resi-

dence here.
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Four years ago, Typhoid Fever raged here, and a great many

deaths occurred, especiiilly in one part of our city, where ph'nty of

filth existed, together with crowded tenenoents, poor water and bad

drainage. There were quite a number of cases here two years ago.

Only a few last year. We have some typhoid fever everj- year.

The conditions are very favorable for that and diphtheria, due to

wel cellars, poor drainage and door-yard privies.

Last year, winter of 1884 and 1885, occurred the only epidemic

of Diphtheria since m^- residence here. There were about 55

cases, 15 deaths. The majority of cases were light, some were very

severe and terminated quickly.

Small-Pox has visited us but once since my residence here, in

the winter of 1882 and 1883. I believe that the Scarlet Fever
poison is very active under an}' condition, but it is increased by

unsanitar}- conditions. I think that nearly all my cases of scarlet

fever were due to infection derived from other cases. Do not know

about the first case at Biddeford Pool, or the family here last fall.

Am not positive about this.

Much, in the causation of Diphtheria, in my opinion, was due

to defective drainage and wet cellars ; could trace no other cause in

some cases. I know of one severe case which arose from opening

a sink drain where filth had accumulated. Most of the fift^'-five

cases here last winter were in the parts of our city which were the

highest in location. School-houses and dwellings are there built on

the ledges, so famous here ; drainage was deficient, water remained

in cellars and under buildings, and the result was disease and death

to the inhabitants. I was called to make one visit to a little girl

sick with dipiitlu'ria (in absence of her i)liysician) . Found that

hemorrhage existed, caused by the separation of false membrane

from the nostrils. The case was a severe one. I controlled the

hemorrhage l)y compressing the artery for ten or fifteen minutes
;

tlien I cleansed the face with carbolized water, and after thoroughly

cleansing my hands I left the patient. In six days I was attacked

witii the disease. I was attending several cases at the time, but

from this one I believe I took the disease. The epidemic last

winter was spread through the schools, and schools were closed here

on that account.

Typhoid Fever has appeared here in families who used water

fi om the same well ; and I have no doubt that the water was polluted.

The pollution was from pr'wy and barn-yard. Have known of
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localities where typhoid has recurred in successive seasons. Have
tliought it came from pollution of well water, in some cases from

privies. Know of one tenement whore the fever is a regular visitor.

Water from sink drain stands under tiie house. There is no cellar.

One case seemed to be caused by milic furnished by a family where

typhoid had existed. I was watching some workmen near a shed

in this city two j^ears ago, and, when using a pick, one man dis-

lodged a stone which proved to be a part of a drain from a privy

vault which was ol)structed. As soon as the stone was moved there

boiled up the most offensive, black liquid This flowed across the

lane in front of a large tenement house, producing a very disa-

greeable odor in that vicinity. Ten or twelve days later I was

called to a case of typhoid fever in tins tenement house ; other cases

followed, due to the filth which rolled before the door a few days

previous.

Climate more than anything else is the cause of Phthisis in

this section. Climate here is very changeable. Part of some days

we have very warm and dry, and before niglit a ''sea turn" sets in

and the evening will be damp and cool. Being so near the sea we

are subject to very great and sudden changes in temperature, and

catarrhal, bronchial and pulmonary difflcnlties are numerous. But

a small part in the causation of this disease is due to imperfect ven-

tilation. Ver}' much to dampness. I think our damp atmosphere

causes a large part of our cases. I meet often with cases which

prove to me that this disease is hereditar\". Out of a large family

of children in this city, five or six have died within as many years,

all from phthisis pulmonalis. Other members of the same familj",

from present indications, have the seeds of the disease about them.

A lady called to consult me last week who has phthisis. She says

she was perfectly well until her husband died a few months ago of

quick consumption. Since the death of her husband she has

gradually failed. She slept with and cared for her husV)and during

his illness, and the case seems to be one of man}' to prove the

infectiousness of phthisis.

The most common faults in the School-Houses in this city are in

the ventilation and arrangements for heating. Think some cases of

diphtheria have come from unsanitary condition of our school-houses.

I can think of some cases in particular which seem to prove this.

The average attendance of pupils is 93 per cent. Of the balance

of 7 per cent, I should think that 5 per cent was on account of
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sickness and 2 per cent for other causes. Headache is a frequent

complaint. If a case of searlet fever or diphtheria were found in

the school nothing would he done except to close the schools if cases

were very numerous. Some teachers use various disinfectants of

their own accord. A good board of health would find a grand

field for work here. We need more thorough work here in this

direction. Some particular school-houses have been noted for

unhealtiifulness. "NYe have a sehool-house on Fose Street, one stor}-

;

two departments. It stands on high ground but ledgy. It is very

damp, I am informed. I have noticed that in times of epidemics

more children from that scliool are attacked than from any other.

This I have attributed to the dampness of the place. Another such

school-house existed on VVentworth Street, but has been removed, and

a good building built in its place. A member of our school board

lost a little girl by diphtheria. He always thought it was caused by

the unsanitary condition on Wentworth Street or rather connected

with that school.

Biddeford—A. Brawn, m. d.

We have had Small-Pox four times during the last fifteen ^^ears.

The first time it came from Boston in the fall and winter of 1872-3,

probably costing the city $600.00. The second time it was

brought from Canada in the summer of 1874. There were four

cases and it cost the city $300.00. The third time it came from

Canada in the winter of 1878 ; there were twelve cases and it cost

the cit}' nearly $3,000.00. The fourth and last time it came from

Canada in the fail and winter of 18*^1-2. We had 44 cases .and it

cost the city nearly $7,000.00.

Diphtheria is not very prevalent. The causes have seemed to

be contagion and bad sanitary conditions. In 1880 there were

quite a number of cases in a certain part of the city, all, or nearly

all, of wlii(!h were in some way connected Avitli the schools in one

school-house and on investigating we found the school-house on a

high and apparently dry piece of land or ledge, but diiectly under

the house, in a basin formed in the ledge, we found a pool of stag-

nant water. This being removed and the school closed for a short

time the disease abated. My opinion was that the dampness and

unhealthy efl9uvia arising from this pool had something to do in

causing the disease, and contagion might have helped continue it.

I have known cases where I thought diphtheria was spread by
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public funerals. One instance I recollect where a child was carried

to a funeral and in a week, or less than a week, the child was

taken down with the disease.

In the summer and fall of 1880 I was called, in attending to my
duties as City Physician, to attend a faniih* where four persons had

Typhoid Fever. On investigating, I found, a few rods from the

street on the opposite side in an open lot, a well of winter. This lot

was nearly surrounded with houses and on three sides the ground

descended from buildings to the well. On inquir}- I found that

people in that vicinity' considered the water bad and did not use it,

but this family had lately moved there and did not know it and

procured their water at this well. There were no other cases in the

immediate vicinity. I thought this water might have been the cause

of the fever. In the summer of 1881, in another thickly settled

part of tJie city, we found ten cases very near each other, and we

found ever\' family that had the fever had been using water from a

certain well in the street, and that families that did not use this

water did not have the disease. The water was not examined, but

the using of it stopped and the fever abated.

Cases of Phthisis are quite frequent. The most frequent cause

is hereditar}' tendency, while bad ventilation and dampness are both

strong exciting causes. I think, also, that bad school-house ventila-

tion has very much to do in causing it. The question of contagion

and heredity calls to mind one family that came under m}' observa-

tion some jears ago in which the husband and father was sick a long

time with consumption and his wife slept with him until very near

the last. There was no appearance of a consumptive tendency in

the wife until about the time he died, when symptoms of the disease

began to develop and in a short time she died. There was quite a

large family of children all but two of whom died with the disease

soon after reaching adult age. I think the wife took the disease

from the husband.

Our School-Houses are badly heated and ventilated. I know

one teacher that had the headache a large part of the time during

school hours while teaching in a certain school-room during the

season when the room had to be heated. I have no doubt it was

caused mostly from the manner of heating, and poor ventilation.

Biddeford—James Sawyer, m. d.

Typhoid Fever prevailed to an alarming degree from 1848 to

1853. Then new streets were being opened, extensive excavations
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made for canals, the foundations for mills, etc. Hundreds of

common laborers were crowded into tenement houses, ill ventilated

and unwholesome from the sink washino;s being allowed to spread

upon the surface of the orround in the rear of many houses. With

the beginning and developing of a good system of sewerage the

frequency and fatality of the disease has decreased. It occasionalU'

appears as an endemic, and generally the causes are traced out and

located. In 1881 it invaded a short street about four hundred feet

in length in the center of the cit}'. The result was twenty-eight

cases. Investigation proved beyond a reasonable doubt that the

cause in this instance was from having drawn their supply of water

from an old well in the rear of one of the houses on this street,

which was contaminated with the surface washings from a stable

and filth^' back yards. The pump was removed and the well closed.

Last autumn, in a block of tenement houses in an adjoining street,

occupied by French Canadians, typhoid fever appeared and upon

investigation it was found that these people had gained access to the

above-mentioned well, using the water for domestic and drinking

purposes. When in 1849 the cholera was epidemic in this country,

the disease made its appearance in our town. There were live or

six fatal cases. DiarrhcL'a and dysentery prevailed at that time.

Have in mind three cases of Scarlet Fever in one family in the

country where the contagion was pretty ccrtainl}- communicated by

means of another child's clothing who had had the fever six weeks

previously. There were no other cases in this neighborhood.

Diphtheria occasionally makes its appearance. In 1884 it

made its ap[)earance as an epidemic, was confined within the limits of

a narrow section in the southern i)art of the town which at that time

was defective in common sewers, consequently the soil in many
places remained full of water through the hot season, becoming

stagnant in many places. In one house there occurred two deaths.

The well from which their supply of water came was near the house,

the surroundings on a level, consefjuently the surface wash or much
of it went into the well. I may here say that the present year this

locality has been greatly improved by the extension of sewers

through those wet places ; also the water supph' company have ex-

tended supply pipes through all of the streets.

I had five cases of Typhoid Fever in a family of six members,

consisting of a man and wife with four children. House situated in

the country one-half mile from the ocean, upon a little elevation.
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The surroundings healthy with the exception of the ground under a

back window where the washings from a sink had been allowed to

stand uncovered through the summer months. There was no other

case of t3'plioid in that neighborhood. Undoubtedly the fever in

these cases was caused by noxious gases emanating from the sink

drainage in the rear of this house.

Previous to the year 1876 sporadic cases of Small-Pox occurred

several times (six or eight). In 1876 it broke out in a French

family, one of whose members, just from Canada, being the first vic-

tim. There resulted four cases and two deaths. In 1881 the dis-

ease invaded our town via Canada, resulting in forty-four cases and

five deaths. Cost the cit}' $3,200 exclusive of the expense of a new

pest-house. The following year it was again introduced by a French

Canadian. Nine cases this time. Cost to the city $1100.

The precautions which are enforced when a case of scarlet fever

or diphtheria is found in a School-Room are exclusion of the

pupil with others of the same famil}'. A physician's certificate is

required when the}' return to the school. If many cases appeared

in the same room that school would be closed until the distemper

subsided.

Boothbay—Alden Blossom, m. d.

There have been thirty deaths in town during the present year and

nine have been from pulmonary consumption. Small-Pox has

invaded the town four times in forty years. Total cost, $1,000.00.

One family- retained the contagion of Scarlet Fever in hair and

clothing so as to carry it five miles six weeks after the}^ went out.

About one-half m}- cases were due to infection derived from other

cases.

Diphtheria has never prevailed here as an epidemic. I think

the more frequent cause is from taking cold.

Cases of Pulmonary Phthisis are frequent. One-fourth of

the deaths are caused by this disease. In my opinion the most fre-

quent cause is heredity.

The most common fault in the School-Houses in this town is

poor ventilation. If a case of scarlet fever or diphtheria were found

in the school-room, the patient would be kept from school as long as

any danger existed.
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Boothhay—J. A. Carter, m. d.

"We encounter about the same diseases in this vicinity as occur in

other places
;
yet to me it is very evident that many of the non-con-

tagious acute diseases do not occur nearly as often or in so malignant

a form as in man}- other vicinities in the State. In the spring we

have a few cases of pneumonia, not many compared with most in-

land towns, and I can sa}- the same of summer and autumn com-

plaints, cholera infantum, typhoid fever, etc. The acute diseases

which are the most common are of the catarrhal character, influenzas,

etc., which are quite prevalent in the winter and spring. Absence,

and not prevalence, constitutes the principle peculiarii}' of diseases

in this vicinity. The comparative non-prevalence of acute and

some chronic diseases, for instance, of the entire exemption

from spinal irritation, or rachialgitis, of which in the vicinity of m}'

former practice I met with cases fully marked and verv obstinate

very often. At one time, in Lewiston, Webster, Greene and Wales,

it constituted more than one-half my chronic cases, while twenty-

two years in this vicinity has failed to discover a single case. I

cannot discover the cause, but it is quite to my mind that George-

town is visited more frequently with scarlet fever than Boothbay.

I cannot sa}* that it does not appear here epidemically as often as

in most other small towns, perhaps once in six, eight or ten years.

Diphtheria has appeared in this town but once epidemically for

twenty-two years. There have been quite a number of sporadic

cases, some of which were ver^' sudden and fatal, and as inexplica-

ble as sudden. In one instance, two young ladies twelve or fourteen

yeai"S of age, sisters, of a neat, careful family in comfortable circum-

stances, sickened and died, both in forty-eight hours from the onset

of the first symptom.

I have had some experience with Scarlet Fever and quite early

in my practice came to regard it as one of the most readily contagious

diseases of any with which we have to contend, as well as one which

demands scrupulous care to prevent its spread.

In my early practice near Lewiston, a lady with hor little boy

came to the place to visit her mother. While there a little child in

one of her father's tenement houses was sick with scarlet fever.

The lady's mother called to see the child quite often and. as was then

not considered necessary, took no precautions against taking the

germs home to the little grandson, and so the boy took the complaint

9
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but liiekil}' had a inikl run. To avoid a relapse, by my advice they

did not return to Portland until the lapse of six weeks from the

time he was better ; yet, notwithstanding the length of time and

scrupulous care, they carried it home and from their house in Port-

land it spread in the form of a malignant epidemic.

I was called to Barter's Island to see a little child but a few daj's

old dying of this disease, besides wiiich there were no cases in that

vicinity ; but a young lady who was just convalescing from an attack

whicih she had at her home in Wiscasset before coming there had been

with them several days before the child was taken.

Last May, the children of a very poor family, as well as a very

Ignorant one, had scarlet fever while there were no other cases in

the town before nor after. On inquir}^ the neighbors informed me

that the foolish people had, a few days before the children were taken

sick, purchased some old clothes which no doubt contained the

germs.

One very convincing case occurred in the same vicinity as the above.

A child about one year old died of scarlet fever, and after cleansing

the cradle blankets in what cleanly people then considered a suitable

manner the}' were laid awa\' in a drawer where they remained four

years undisturbed, at the expiration of which time there was another

little boy in the cradle and the blankets had been brought out for its

use, but in a few days this also sickened and died of the same

disease. Where did it come from ? There were no other cases to

be heard of, nor had there been for years. Then where could it

come from but from the blankets? Now if the germs will live four

years who can say how long they will not live or in what situations.

Consumption is dependent verj' much on the habits of the

people ; especially it is very often caused in ladies by insufficient

protection to the feet, for instance, going to evening entertainments

and sitting with feet and ankles wet and cold. The first cause I

should say is hereditar}' predisposition, and the second potent cause

contagion coming usuallj' from ignorant indifference to the disposi-

tion of the sputa of phthisical patients. Bad ventilation holds some

part in the work, while over-study combined with anxiety on the

part of 3'oung ladies awa}' from home at school has destrojed

thousands.

Our School-Houses need ventilation. Many are not properly

heated, and, when too warm, windows are let down and the children

take cold.
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Boiodomham—I. C. Irish, m, d.

There are no special prevailing diseases confined to this town.

The most common are consumption, bronchitis, tonsilitis, diphtheria,

fevers and rheumatism. In the winter of 1S7.S-79 a severe epidemic

of di[)htlK'ria prevailed in tliis town, mostly confined to Bowdoinham

Village. Tiiere were in all about twenty-five cases, and of these,

eigiiteen or twenty died. Tonsilitis (follicular) occurs quite often

in this town as an epidemic. Small-pox occurred about twelve or

fifteen years ago, but it was limited to a single case.

Quite recently I had a case of Scarlet Fever ; a boy about five

or six years of age. It was probably brought to him by a young

lad}' who lived in another part of the town, who spent the night

with this boy's familv. She had been around cases of scarlet fever

and was around the bo}- playing with him. Not long after this he

was taken sick with the disease.

In my oi)inion, scarlet fever, when brought into a community, is

more liable to spread in a dirty and filthy neighborhood than in a

clean one, though the special factor in the case is specific poison.

In the epidemic of Diphtheria which prevailed here in 1878-79

no means at all were taken to prevent the spread of the disease and

in two or three months twenty persons who had the disease died.

Two or three years ago I had a case of Typhoid Fever in the

village. It was not a very severe one and after about throe weeks

sickness the patient recovered. Now I have another case in the

same family and on inspecting the premises carefully I find an old

privy which is perhaps partially cleaned out once a year, and witliin

20 or 2") feet a well which supplies the drinking water for the

famil}-. The privy and well are both under an old shed which is

filled witli all kinds of filth and rul)bisli. Perhaps this may account

for the fever in the family, but as yet I have not had the water

analyzed.

A year ago last fall typhoid fever prevailed to the extent of a

dozen cases. In one family two girls about twelve and fifteen years

of age were taken sick with it. I carefully examined the premises

and found the well within fifteen or twenty feet of the privy, and

on the other side of the well from the priv^- there was a bog hole of

stagnant water, perhaps 20 or 25 feet long and 15 wide ; the well

was al)out 18 or 20 feet deep, the last 4 or 6 feet being in a ledge.

The soil about the well was light and porous. The girls alone had
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used water out of the well. There was but very little water in it, as

that fall there was a short dry spell lasting for a couple of months.

I did not have the water examined but the facts are certainl}' sug-

gestive.

In my experience the farmers and other people living in our small

village are more careless about their houses than any other one thing.

The privies are generally nothing but a hole in the ground, covered

with a light frame building, and the deposit, no matter how near it

may be to the well or cisterns, is allowed to remain for years,

sometimes, and the stench in warm weather is terribly* intolerable.

Phthisis is quite frequent. The principal cause is heredity.

Frequent and extreme changes in the weather and dampness and

poor ventilation undoubtedly play quite an important part in the

causation of the disease.

The methods of lighting, heating and ventilating the School-

Houses are faulty.

Brewer—L. H. Wheeler, ai. d.

The more frequent diseases are diphtheria, t3-phoid fever, and

pulmonary diseases. An epidemic of diphtheria existed here seven

or eight years ago and was confined to the French population. Since

that time the disease has been endemic in its nature.

I have not seen or heard of a case of Scarlet Fever in town

since I have been in practice here.

Diphtheria has been quite prevalent here. The cause of this

disease in the majority of cases has been poor drainage, foul sink

drains, impure water, etc. While a workman was repairing a foul

sink drain, some of the fumes escaped into a room in which a lady

was at work. In three days she had an attack of diphtheria. In

another case, a boy, on a warm afternoon in March, chopped some

melting ice on which the sink spout had been discharging during

the winter. In two or three days he had a severe attack of diph-

theria. Isolation having been practiced, there has been no spread

of the disease through our schools.

An employe on a steamer which took its water supply from the

river, a lew rods below where a large sewer from the city of Bangor

discharged itself into the river, had a severe attack of Typhoid
Fever. This water was carried in the tanks until it became "thick."

The following pen sketch represents farm buildings in which re-

curred cases of typhoid fever, in two successive seasons. The
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water containcfl a large amount of drainage matter, and the odor

from the pool at the end of the sink spout was very offensive.

1, Patient's Sleeping Eooni.

2, Window to same.

3, Sink Spout.

4, .Pool of Water from Sink Spout.

4.-

Faults existing in our School-Houses are improper heating,

InsufKcient ventilation and impure water supply. In many of the

school-houses the chief method of ventilation is by the windows and

doors. Five to eight per cent of sickness. Headaches are complained

of much. Isolation of the cases and probably the cleansing of the

schools would be enforced if scarlet fever or diphtheria should gain

access to the schools.

Bridgton—J. B. Bray, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are lung and bilious fevers at this season.

There is very little scarlet fever, diphtheria or typhoid fever in this

place. I have seen but few cases in ten years. Small-pox has

invaded this town but once, nearly twenty years ago.
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In cases of Scarlet Fever, I think the cleaner the surround-

ings, the lighter the fever. My experience is, that it goes through

a family as a rule.

My opinion is that Diphtheria, the same as scarlet fever, is

caused by contagion.

I have noticed cases of Typhoid Fever which seemed to be

caused by the pollution of water by sink drains, cess-pools, etc.

The only severe case of fever was from this cause, and occurred in

the fall of 1880.

I have known of cases of Phthisis which were caused by un-

sanitary conditions, but have been unable to see infection in this

disease.

School-Houses are new and good in this town ; and th€ per-

centage of pupils absent on account of sickness is very small.

Brooks—J. T. Collier, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are colds, pneumonia, typhoid fever and

diphtheria.

Diphtheria has prevailed more or less for twenty-six years.

Causes very often from privies.

Cases of Typhoid Fever have occurred as the result of polluted

water.

Cases of Phthisis are not very frequent. As causes I would

mention bad colds with predisposition to the disease.

Our School-Houses are troubled with draughts through the

floor, the buildings not being banked up, and in many the only means

of ventilation is by raising the windows from the bottom, thus expos-

ing the scholars to draughts. Ten per cent on the sick list. Head-

ache is common.

Brooks—Geo. H. Libby, m. d.

I have had perhaps fifteen or twenty cases of Scarlet Fever
but have always confined it to the house in which it appeared. I

could not find any possible way of tlieir getting it other than by

infected clothing. They made sale work in all of the places except

one and in that one they had the post office. These cases occurred

in different years and in different localities. We have had no epi-

demics of Diphtheria in this town but have had in Monson and

Knox. We had quite an epidemic of Typhoid Fever here in

1875-76. The discharges from the earlier patients were not
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promptly removed from the rooms nor <lisinfofte<l, and as a result it

spread through whole neighborhoods and I think that tiie second

year's epidemic was caused 1)3' the poison from the patients of the

3'ear before. As fast as I was called to attend the cases I had the

stools put into the ground in some safe place and all soiled clothing

removed and disinfected at ouce. Since then we have had isolated

cases but no epidemics. "^-
-

Browntield—W. L. Gatciiell, m. d.

I think lung troubles rather predominate among the prevailing

diseases. No cases of scarlet fever in the tliree years that I have

been here. Two cases of diphtheria in that time, one fatal. About

a dozen cases of typhoid fever a year on an average. They have

occurred almost wholly' on the farms. No cases in this village since

my stay. Said to have been very prevalent yes^rs ago. Water

obtairicd at tliat time from wells. Village is almost wholly supplied

now from fountains dug in mountain back of village.

A large proportion of deaths in my practice has been from

Phthisis. It occult most notably in this town on the shores of

Shepherd's River, a small stream having meadows and intervale along

its banks. The disease being so common, we can api)ear to tiace

heredity in a good share of cases, but it may not be the real cause

after all.

Our School-Houses have imperfect ventilation, hard seats and

improper lighting.

Bryant's Pond—C. B. Rankin, m. d.

No special disease prevails in this locality. Scarlet Fever was

in this section about ten 3'ears ago and has not appeared since. Diph-

theria was in this village in the spring of 1883 ; there were about

ten cases, with three deaths, all children. The cause of the disease

I am unable to state positivel\', but I think it was from bad drainage

where it started. In my field of i)ractice Typhoid Fever is a

rare disease ; I have had only one case in nearly tlnvc years and

there have been no others to m^' knowledge in this locality. Dr.

Sawyer, who was here five or six years before me, saw typiioid in

only one family during that time. The case of typiioid referred to

was on a high hill in Milton Plantation in one of the healthiest spots

in this part of the country'. The cause of the disease 1 was unable to

find. It is reported that there was a case of small-pox in this town
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about twelve years ago; it cost the town about $150; it did not

spread. They claimed the disease was contracted from rags.

Phthisis is quite common about liere ; most of the cases which

have come under my observation have resulted from measles or

some former lung trouble ; a family tendency could be traced in all.

Of the School-Houses i can oi^ly say words of praise ; they

are nearly all new in town and most e^ them have been built with

special reference to comfort and good sanitary conditions. If any

contagious disease should break out here in the schools they would

be immediately stopped, as we have recently seen when the measles

appeared in town.

Buckfield—A. C. Whitman, m. d.

Amongst our diseases there recur quite often in this place fevers,

rheumatism and pneumonia. We have had no cases of small-pox

for twenty-five years.

We have not much Diphtheria. Cases recur more frequently,

and are oftener fatal, among those in an unhealthy- state and those

who disregard sanitary conditions. '

] have known of many cases of Typhoid Fever coming from

such unhealthy conditions as are covered by your enquiries, and I

also have seen recurrences in successive seasons in some houses.

Phthisis occurs not so frequently as in some other localities.

Our Schools have poor ventilation and defective heating. Much

headache. I know of one school-house which was particularly- un-

healthy. The privy had not been cleaned out for years and the

stench was so strong in summer as to preclude raising of windows.

Bucksport—Geo. H. Emerson, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are phthisis, pneumonia, bronchitis,

rheumatism and typhoid fever. There has been no epidemic of

scarlet fever, diphtheria or typhoid fever during the last ten years.

Small-pox has been brought by seamen on incoming vessels.

Have seen a number of cases where the origin of Scarlet Fever
must have been from infected clothing. Have seen two cases in

a family where two years before there was one child sick with it.

Investigating closely, I am led to believe that these two last received

the contagion from clothing worn by the first child two years before,

and which had been put away.
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Diphtheria has been very infrequent in tliis locality. The most

of the cases have been among the poor—large families living in

small unventilated rooms.

From that I judge that bad hygienic conditions favor the develop-

ment of the disease.

In nearly every case of Typhoid Fever, it seems to me, I have

been able to demonstrate the probable cause from the contamination

of drinking water by cess-pools, sink drains or priv3' vaults ; or by

etHuvia from decaying vegetables in cellars, from cess-pools and the

like—and on board vessels from bilge-water.

Cases of Pulmonary Phthisis are very frequent in this part

of the State. In-door life, and necessarily imperfect ventilation are

the more frequent causes of this disease, as no regard to ventilation

is given in the most of onr buildings. I do not think dampness

alone is much of a factor in the causation of phthisis, but am well

persuaded that the subjects of chronic phthisis have been passing

the greater part of their time in unventilated rooms previous to

their illness.

With reference to the causation of Phthisis by unsanitary con-

ditions, I would give the following cases as so caused : Two men,

of the ages 3G and 42, respectively, not relatives, robust, vigorous,

and without family histories of tubercle or scrofula, accustomed to

out-of-doors life, went three years ago to work in a certain room,

and lived at a certain house, though not rooming together. One died

a year ago from chronic phthisis, the other is likel}' to die within a

few months from the same disease.

The most common faults in the School-Houses in this town are

poor construction and insulficient attention paid to light and ventila-

tion. Illness is frequently caused by fault}' ventilation of school-

rooms. Headache is frequent.

Buxton—F. A. Southwick, m. d.

There have been no extensive epidemics since I have been here.

Small-pox occurred once, upwards of thirt}' years ago.

jMis. (1., with her child, visited friends in Massachusetts in 1881.

Scarlet Fever had been in this famil}' some few months before.

Two weeks after reaching home the child was taken sick with scarlet

fever. To her knowledge there was no other possible exposure. I

think this disease would be more likely to rage in small and filthy

apartments. I believe that nearly, if not quite, all cases of scarlet
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fever are caused b}' infection. The two following eases are given as

illustrating the treacherous nature of scarlet fever and some of the

ways in which this disease may suddenly load to a fatal termination,

even in what have appeared to be only mild cases.

Miss G., aged ten j-ears, (same child as referred to above) went

through the several stages and began to convalesce ; was allowed to

sit up two or three hours during the day without my permission.

The night following she was taken sudden!}' and violently worse

;

throat sore, maxillary glands enlarged and painful. A messenger

came for me, but she grew rapidly worse and died before I reached

her, in less than three hours after the change began. No peculiar

appearance about her after death.

Eddie II., aged six 3'ears, exposed by being with cases of mild

scarlet fever. In the third week following I was called to see him.

Found him about the house, countenance good, no eruption and

saying that he felt well. On examination I found temperature 104,

pulse 140, maxillary glands and tonsils enlarged, urine scanty and

bloody. At my next visit I was told that mortification had taken

place. On inspec^ting the legs I found belli thighs as black as char-

coal. Had consultation at once ; decided child must die. He did

in six hours after and in his last hours considerable eruption ap-

peared on hands.

There is not much Diphtheria here now. Conditions which

favor the disease are, too small or ill-ventilated rooms, damp cellars,

stagnant water or swamp laud around. One family, consisting of

five children, all had diphtheria in winter of 1882-83, also the same

ones in winter of LS83-84. It began each year with the youngest and

one by one came down until it went through the famil}'. The house is

made of brick and stands in immediate proximity to a pond. Diph-

theria has appeared in two other families near this pond since I have

been in town. I have had but one death, and at ra^' request the

remains were buried privateh" at once.

Typhoid Fever is quite a rare disease for this vicinit}'. I have

had but four well-marked cases. Two were in children, both of

one family and mild in type. On investigation I concluded they

were both contracted from a pond of stagnant water in which the}'

frequently played during the drouth of last August. Another

occurred in Jul}', 1883, of tremendous severity, and I am satisfied

was contratced by means of sink drain. No case had formerly-

been in this house. Sink spout emptied within ten feet of well.
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The water was of poor quality and iiiuler the microscope was found

to be filled witli animalcules. The fourth case occurred in Jul^-,

1881. This will bear a fuller description. J. J., Jr., aged twenty',

contracted typhoid fever while at work in Biddeford during the

epidemic of typhoid there in the summer of 1881. He came to his

father's home early in the course of the disease. He did not take

his bed but kept about and used the family privy. Had diarrhoea

all this time. He did not call a physician until the twentieth da}',

when he was taken suddenly worse. He was found already in a

state of collapse from perforation of intestine. Tsvo weeks later

his father, J. J., aged fort^'-five, came down with the same disease,

which ran a violent course and terminated in death on the twenty-

second day. The house in which these cases occurred is situated

at the beginning of an ascent of ground and upon a ledge. liack

of the house the descent is quite steep for a few feet to a mire-hole

beyond which it again rises. In this hollow or mire-hole is located

the well at a distance of about sixty-five feet from the house and

about one hundred feet from the i)rivy. The back door and sink

spout are the nearest points of the house to the well and from tliese

are poured all the slops of the house. The following pen sketch

will help to understand the relative positions of house, well and

out-houses

:
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and that the well might have the benefit of the soakage from both

the privy and the sink spout. Undoubtedly the typhoid fever germs

in the discharges of the former patient found their way from privy

or slop hole at back door, or both, to the well and were the cause of

the father's illness and death.

Phthisis is quite common. In my opinion heredit}' heads the

list of causes. Imperfect resolution after pneumonia is a frequent

cause, as is also overwork and improper care of the bod3\ Both imper-

fect ventilation and dampness act as causes in an already predis-

posed patient, and it certainly looks reasonable that the bad ventila-

tion of school-houses may act in the same way. Of fourteen cases

treated, ten have belonged to consumptive families. Of the remain-

ing four, two followed after pneumonia from imperfect resolution,

and two from overwork, frequent child-bearing and exposures.

The following cases show hereditary transmission of the tendency

to consumption :

Hattie B., aged twenty-five, died of pulmonary tuberculosis.

Mother, maternal grandfather and grandmother all died of con-

sumption. Samuel and Daniel C, brothers, both died of pulmonary

tuberculosis, aged thirty-five and thirty-eight ; their father, with

some two or three sisters, died of same disease. Miss A. D., aged

twent}' -seven ; father died of consumption, also three of her sisters

preceded her with same disease. Albert H., aged twent3'-four,

belonged to a large famil}'. One sister preceded him with com-

sumption. Three of the remaining sisters and one brother all have

weak lungs, to my knowledge. Their mother, with a long line of

ancestors, died of consumption.

The worst trouble with our School-Houses is the faulty heat-

ing and ventilation. The rooms are also too small and especially

too low. The out-houses are too near and improperly cared for.

Camden—J. P. Cowles, m. d.

There are no marked prevailing diseases. Pneumonia among

adults is, perhaps, the most frequent, and cholera morbus and

cholera infantum among children and infants. Too often a sore

throat is called diphtheria and a mild bilious attack typhoid fever.

Since I have been in this town I have seen but two cases of a pure

type of diphtheria ; three cases of typhoid fever ; and no case of

scarlet fever, although Rockport has the credit of a large number of

cases of each. I have had only one case of typhoid-pneumonia.
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None of the above cases were epidemic. There has been aa

epidemic of measles and one of whooping-cough since my residence

in Camden. I think there has been but one case of small-pox

within the last fifteen years. A year or two prior to 1870 there

were several cases of the disease. In the cases of 18G8 a sailor

brought it here.

In my experience with Scarlet Fever before coming to Cam-

den, it has appeared as an epidemic and proved the most serious

where there were the most oi)en sink spouts and privies. But few

of my cases were due to infection.

Experience has led me to believe that Diphtheria is not a con-

tagious disease. I have never known it to spread through schools

b}' means of contagion.

Phthisis is not very frequent. In my opinion the cause of this

disease is physiological incompatibility in parents. But a ver}'

small part in the causation of this disease is due to imperfect ventila-

tion or dampness. These are the causes or aggravation of other

diseases.

Our School-Houses have bad seats and desks. The heating

is unequal. There is a great increase in near-sightedness among

the pupils. Headache is frequent.

Camden—O. W. Stone, m. d.

In the back part of the town we have pneumonia, influenza,

some typhoid and simple fevers, catarrhal troubles, etc. Nearer the

coast we do not get man3' fevers, but more lung troubles, pulmonary

consumption and croupous affections in children. I have seen two

cases of membraneous croup in our village within six months, both

of which proved fatal. We also have a good deal of tuber-

cular meningitis in children ; and I will not fail to mention a large

number of cases of apoplexy in the elderly and aged.

There has never been a severe epidemic of Typhoid Fever in

the town that I can learn of after careful enquiry. In this village

in 18r)G-r)7 there were a few mild cases, some of which were fatal.

It might l)e called a mild e|)idemic, and went through several fam-

ilies. Since that time there has been occasionally a case ; one or

two a year, perhaps, scattered over the town. The only severe

epidemic of Diphtheria of which I can learn occurred in 18G1,

at which time the mortality was great. Since then the cases have

been few. No severe epidemic ot Scarlet Fever has occurred
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here ; occasionally a case. There has been only three cases in the

village since I have been here (8 years). Severe epidemic of mea-

sles in the spring of 1882, onl}' one fatal case. In 1884 whooping-

cough. Small-Pox three times. I can give particulars of only

two instances, the other I can learn nothing about. In 1826 there

were two cases ; a stranger came into town sick with it and one

child in the family where he stopped took it and died ; it stopped

there. No cost to the town. In 1864 a young man who had it

came home from sea, got a team and went out for a ride. The

family of the man of whom he hired the team contracted it from

the sleigh robes and from there it spread ; there were twenty-five or

thirty cases ; several died. At that time the cost to the town was

$431.76, according to the town records of that year. There was a

mild outbreak at another time, of which I cannot learn much.

In m}' opinion, filth}' and unventilated houses, scanty clothing and

imperfect food bear a great part in the predisposition to Diphthe-
ria, also tuberculous diathesis and an3'thing which lessens vitality

and impoverishes the blood. Once developed I think it contagious.

I had it ni3'self in 1881. I am sure that I contracted it from a child

while making a local application to its throat. In 1879 an epidemic

occurred on a small island in our l>ay, three miles from here (a part

of Islesboro') ; there were about fifteen families on the island. A
child in one of the families was taken with sore throat ; on the fol-

lowing day I was sent for and the child died before I reached the

island. It had the appearance of diphtheria and I pronounced it

such. In a few days another member of the family had it, and also

three children in a neighboring family (relatives to the child who

died and who were present during her sickness) . After that it spread

over the whole island ; nearly every family had it.

Cases of Phthisis are decidedly frequent. As exciting causes

I think chief among them are our moist atmosphere and damp soil.

I will sa}- that I think the School-Houses in our town are

quite satisfactory as a general thing.

Casco—Chas. H. Young, m. d.

I have known of Small-Pox here only once. The disease was

supposed to have been contracted in Boston and brought to Casco.

It spread and about one dozen persons had the disease including

varioloid, but none died, although some of them had the disease in its

worst form. All the patients were treated at their homes, none car-
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ried to the pest-house. All bills were settled by the families ; no

expense to the town.

Have had but few cases of Diphtheria in our village. Quite a

number of cases round about town.

Castine—S. J. Wallace, m. d., Sec. Board of Health.

In my own experience there is a notable case ; during last season,

in January, I attended the H children who had Scarlet

Fever, using the usual precautions, as I had two children of my
own, the eldest a rather frail boy not six years old. The H
children made a good recovery, and I had no occasion to call there

until the 15th of July.

My book shows that I was there the loth, 16th, 18th, 22d and

23d, several of the visits quite prolonged. I took no precautions

against infection or contagion, not even giving it a thought; yet on

the 23d of Jul}-, one week from m^' first call, ni}' boy was taken Avith

scarlet fever ; four days later ra3' little girl, three 3'ears old, was also

taken. Both cases quite severe. I have no doubt that I carried it

from the H family home to my children, as at the time there

was not another case in town. Too great stress cannot be laid

upon the importance of the thorough disinfection and fumigation of

the rooms and clothing after all cases of infectious and contagious

diseases.

Castine—G. A. Wheeler, m. d.

The prevalent diseases are phthisis, bronchial affections, rheuma-

tism and diseases of the nervous system. Carcinomatous affections

have been more common than in most places of a similar size.

Acute diseases seem to run a milder course than in the adjoining

towns. The course of consumption is usually very chronic. Epi-

demics have uniformly' been mild. Scarlet fever has prevailed here

five different times within fifteen years, but mild, scarcely a death

occurring in any of the epidemics. Dii)hthcria has occurred twice in

that time with eight or ten deaths. Typhoid fever has never origi-

nated in this town nor has it been epidemic here. All these diseases

have been epidemic in the neighboring towns. There has occurred

one case of ccrebro-spinal-moningitis within the past year, and pneu-

monia, which is generally a rare disease, was very frequent here and

in adjoining towns last winter and spring, and might almost be con-

sidered as epidemic. Small-pox occurred in 1805, 1840 and 1859.
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Brought from abroad by seamen, and cost the town some hundreds

of dollars. In 1803 a "malignant" disease was brought to town

and a quarantine was established. There is nothing to show whether

it was small-pox, cholera or yellow fever. In 1832 a quarantine

was established on account of Cholera, but there were no cases

in this immediate vicinity.

Diphtheria has occurred three times in all. The causes are

infection either alone or combined with unsanitary conditions. I

had one case which I think was carried b}' clothing. Diphtheria

was prevailing in Deer Isle. No cases in Brooksville, Sedgwick,

Penobscot or Castine. A young man from Deer Isle who had not

had and did not subsequently have the disease, called at a house in

Brooksville and took up and played with a babe about one year of

age. In a week the babe died of diphtheria. I could see no other

way in which it could contract it. We always close the schools on

the outbreak of a single case. I think that is one reason why we

have suffered so little from it in this town. I have known it to go

through certain schools in adjoining towns and attack nearly every

scholar. I have not known diphtheria to be spread by public funerals.

Here we do not have public funerals in case of any infectious dis-

ease.

I had one case of Typhoid Fever ten years ago, in the winter,

which 1 was unable to call anything but true enteric fever, which

was caused apparently from decaying vegetables in a cellar which

had not been cleaned for j-ears.

There is considerable of Phthisis caused apparently by heredi-

tary predisposition and reckless disregard of extreme changes of

temperature, damp cellars and too greatly shaded houses. A great

deal is due also to imperfect ventilation and perhaps an equal amount

to dampness.

The principal fault in our Schools is the neglect of the condi-

tion oi" the out-houses. About 4 per cent of the pupils are absent

on account of sickness.

Charleston—George D. Cook, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are scarlet fever, typhoid fever, simple

fevers, diphtheria and phthisis. There has been nO small-pox here

since I have known the town. There has not been much of diph-

theria. At a time when there was no Diphtheria here, a person

from this town visited a family where there was diphtheria, some
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ten Miil(>s away, and after coming home liad this disease and gave it

to the rest of the family. A girl whose home was alioiit two

miles distant visited the family that had dii)htheria and took tho-

disease herself and gave it to her family, all of whom, five ia.

number, had it. One died from eacli family. No other cases fol-

lowed. I have known Typhoid Fever to he caused by unsani-

tary conditions, and tlie worst epidemic of it I remember seemed to.

be caused by the cleaning out of an old neglected [jrivy. Those- who.

did the work had the fever first and then communicated it to others..

Cherri/Jield—C. J. Milliken, m. d.

Whooping-cough is the prevailing disease at present. Wo had an^

epidemic of scarlet fever ten years ago; and one of diphtheria

from seven to ten years ago, but little since. There has been but

little typhoid fever. There was an epidemic of dysentery twenty

years ago. There were fifty deaths within a radius of three miles.

Small-pox has invaded our town twice. It was brought from away.

Have observed cases of Scarlet Fever in which the contagion,

was pretty certainly communicated by means of clothing. A family

removed from a house after having scarlet fever. One year after-

ward another family moved in and in a few days the children were

down with the disease, su|)posed to have taken it from old pieces of

flannel used by former family for iiandages. The retention of the

vitality of the contagion is shown in this case and in the case of

one said to have been contracted from an old shawl after a period

of seven years. Unsanitary' conditions, I think, have but little to

do with the causation of scarlet fever. Neaily or quite M my
cases were due to infection derived from other cases.

Diphtheria has been prevalent here. The cause was contagion.

It is often contracted I>y families or children visiting the sick. In

one district the disease was spread from the school. Have known

of the disease having been spread b}' public funerals. In one case

a child died in a district and was carried to another for burial. Tlie

casket was o[)ened and man}' children viewed the remains. In a

short time several cases broke out.

I have noticed cases of Typhoid Fever which seemed to be

caused by the pollution of water l)y cess-pools, sink drains, etc., and

in some localities the disease has recurred in successive seasons. There

was a Ikmisc in an adjoining town, but Avitiiin my field of practice,

10
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in which the cellar was wet, there being several inches of water on

the bottom. Tl)e well was within thirty feet of the house. The

slops thrown from the window drained into the well, which in wet

weather was full to overflowing. There were two cases of typhoid

fever in the fall. The next year a young woman, a domestic, who

had been in the house but two or three weeks, was taken with the

disease and removed to her home, one-half mile. From this case

there were seventeen others in succession. In the place where the

disease was transplanted this second season the well is thirty or

forty feet from back door, in sandy soil, and about fifteen feet

deep. Privy I think in barn forty or fifty feet from well. Family

not neat and would be likely to throw discharges almost anywhere.

Cases of PulrQOnary Phthisis are quite frequent here. It is

hereditary in tlie larger proportion of cases. There are many cases

where one or both parents have died of the same disease, or it is

found somewhere in the family. There is one case now under treat-

ment, of a widow who took nearly the whole care of her husband

who died after a sickness of about two years. She belongs to a

healthy family and the surroundings are good. Slie now has the

disease herself and I think contracted it from her husband.

Poor ventilation is the most common fault in our School-

Houses. Whooping-cough is prevailing this season, which has

kept man}' away from school in two districts, but generally the per-

centage of absence is small. If a case of scarlet fever or diph-

theria were found in the schools they would be closed. There is

one school-house from which diphtheria spread for a short time.

Damariscotta—Kobert Dixon, m. d.

About one-seventh of all diseases are phthisis, asthma and bron-

chial troubles. Small-Pox has visited the town twice during the

past thirty-five years. The last time some fifteen years ago. No

Yellow Fever for thirty-five years. Two cases of Cholera

twenty-five years ago; both died.

Diphtheria prevails more or less, caused usually by filth and

bad drainage.

Instances of the recurrence of Typhoid Fever in successive

years have come under my observation, pi'oViably arising from germs

of a previous case, and from same filth cause as that in the first

case.
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Pulmonary Phthisis is quite prevalent, due to heredity, and

a moist atinosi)here in many cases.

Bad ventilation and imperfect privies are the princlijal faults in

the School-Houses, from a sanitary- point of view.

The want of sanitary conditions in the modes of living is ver3'

marked. The most noticeable is in the care of the household

excreta. I have been in the cook-room of a house in spring when

the odor from the priv^" was almost unbearable. While passing two

particular residences last summer, the stench from the privies was

verj' olfensive in the highwav. I was consulted two or three months

ago by Mr, D. in regard to continued illness of his children. I found

by inspection that the pla3--house (a semi-workshop) was in close

proximity to a priv}', also that the drinking water had an unpleasant

odor. After these conditions were regulated the sickness ceased.

Danforth—M. L. Pouter, m. d.

Catarrhal and bronchial diseases are the most frequent. An
epidemic of diphtheria occurred here six years ago accompanied with

scarlatina ; it proved very fatal. A slight epidemic of diplilhcria

occurred in the winter of 1884-85 ; a few fatal cases.

Diphtheria is ipiile prevalent in this place. It is caused by

exposure and unsanitary conditions. It usually runs through an

entire scliool.

We have very little Typhoid Fever in this locality.

Phthisis is (piite frciiuent. The causes are exposure, with

improper food and \)oov ventilation. A great many cases are caused

by imperfect ventilation and dampness.

We have large, well-ventilated School-Rooms. A small per-

centage of tile pupils is absent on account of sickness. If a case

©f scarlet fever or diphtheria should occur the si-hool would be

closed, the room fumigated and the [)alicnt isolated.

Deblois—I. C. Davis, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are tvi)hoid fever and lung diseases.

Diphtheria pievailed here extensively twenty years ago and was

very fatal, conllned to no particular location and affecting mostly

children under fifteen years of age. It made its appearance mostly

from .Tune to November. There has lieen but one instance of dis-

ease being conveyed from abroad and that did not admit of dassili-
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cation, seeming to partake in its nature of cholera and tvphus,

proving fatal in one out of three cases, confined to one town and

has not since appeared. Small-pox has appeared but once and then

was not attended with much mortality ; two deaths to eight cases.

Deer Isle—F. B. Fkrguson, m. d.

Lung diseases and rheumatism prevail in this town. I have had

no epidemics for years. Small-pox has invaded the town four times.

The disease was brought here from Boston and New York. No
cost to the town.

We have not had much Diphtheria. Filthy and damp locations

seem to cause the disease. I have seen cases resulting from con-

tagion, and have also seen it spread through schools.

Consumption is frequent and seems to be caused by heredity.

I think the bad ventilation of school-houses has much to do with

causing the disease when there is a predisposition to it.

The principal fault in our School-Houses is bad ventilation.

Dennysville—A. II . Lincoln, m. d.

Catarrhal fever prevailed one year ago. Typhoid fever was very

extensive three years ago. AVe had small-pox in 1872 in Edmunds,

and in 1864 in Dennysville and Marion.

Capt. Joseph Hallowell of Edmunds came home about the first

of December, 1872, and complained of feeling unwell. I attended

him for one week, when small-pox developed itself. His wife

and seven children were immediately vaccinated; the children

had never been vaccinated ; the wife had been vaccinated when

a child. The vaccination of one of the children did not take

and it had small-pox. The wife's vaccination also failed and she

had varioloid ; she was nursing a child about six months old and

continued to nurse it through her sickness, but the child's vaccination

took finely and it and the rest of the children escaped the disease,

although they were in and about the sick-room during the whole

time.

Two years ago, in Pembroke, I saw a young man whose mother had

Scarlet Fever in Massachusetts and returned home about three

months after the inception. Two weeks after her return her son

was taken sick. There had been no disinfecting measures taken

with her clothes, some of which were brought home unwashed that
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were worn when slio had scailatina. Several years ago a girl

attended a funeral in an adjoining town and contracted scarlatina

from people who had come to the funeral from another town. I

find contagion necessary, and of all contagions diseases I think

scarlet fever is the most contagions.

I have frequently observed cases of Typhoid Fever from causes

such as you enquire about. In one case both tlie privy and the well

were in the end of the ell of the house. The ell is twenty feet wide.

Tlic privy had a plank box whicii was removed twice a year ; the

well was twenty feet deep in a porous, gravelly soil. The family con-

sists of a man and wife and eight children. I have attended ever>'

member of the family with typhoid and also several of them with

erysi|)elas ; I have also attended Ove persons who lived in the house

as hired men or boarders. All of these were at different times.

Lately the cases have ceased, I think on account of the privy being

removed.

The School-Houses in Dennysville are nearly new and their

only fault is want of vcntihition. Several years ago catarrh was

very frequent among the scholars. I was a school oflicer and found

the api)arent cause was in ventilating the rooms by dropping the

windows. I had fresh air conductors made of boards leading fiom

the ()[)('n air to under the stoves, which wei'c large box stoves, and

had a liole cut through the floor directly under the stoves and a piece

of stove i)i[)e put in with a register or valve in it and fresh air was

introduced directly under the stoves so as to be warmed before cir-

culating.

The catarrhal troubles then ceased. The difficulty of keeping an

even temperature is a great evil.

Dexter—Joskimi Springai.i,. m. n.

Scarlet Fever prevailed for the first time in these parts in

183G. I treated above sixty cases ; thev all rccovi-red except three.

A few years after it pievailed agnin, ])eing tiien of a different tyi)e

and more fatal. We have had Small-Pox in our vilhige only once.

It was introduced by a lady who came from Hoston to Bangor on

the steamboat. A man was on the boat sick and she went to see

him. After lier return siie was taken sick at iier home ; also threo

children came down with it. Wlien I saw them they would not

believe it was small-pox. Soon the grandfather and grandmotlier

were attacked, then a ncighl)oring family caught it. and still tliey
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refused to believe it was snuiU-pox. Finally the}' callerl in two other

doctors, both of whom wore of the oi)inion that it was not small-pox,

but they had to l)elieve it at last. About twenty-live cases occurred,

all recovered.

At another time, in the wintei', I visited a town near Moosehead

Lake where there were about sixty cases of small-pox. It was a

great m3ster3' how it came to that town. It first broke out at a

small tavern very little freciuented. The disease at no time had

been nearer than Bangor, about sixt}- miles distant, where it had

been in the fail. The mystery was soon solved. At this tavern

there had come two negroes, male and female. The negro had had

the disease but the woman had not. Finally the negress, after the

disease was subdued, said that she had found a pocket handkerchief

in the pocket of a dress which she had worn at Bangor, and she

took the kerchief and shook it amongst the folks, and soon the}' all

became sick with variola.

In the year 1862 Diphtheria first appeared on a high ridge of

land in the adjoining town of South Sangerville. It went from house

to house and was very fatal. In Corinna, the town south of us, the

disease appeared about the same time and before it came to Dexter.

Shortly it came to Dexter Village and here was quite fatal. The

cause was not a contagion from one person to another, because it

made its appearance where there had been no communication. In

the town of Corinna it was quite mild, and a certain doctor said he

had had sixty cases all terminating favorably. The people believed

him skillful, so he was called to Dexter to see our patients, but with

them his treatment went for nothing.

One case which led me to believe Consumption to be contagious

was this

:

A man who had lung disease for ten years had lost all his relation

by this disease. His wife was a very healthy, thick, short-necked

woman, never sick, and in whose family there was not a case of

consumption known. They went to Massachusetts to live and

rented small rooms ; there his cough became worse. She slept in

the same room and took care of him. Soon he died and shortly

after his death she had a cough and spitting up of blood and died of

consumption.

When we had Small-Pox here, to show the people how

thoroughly vaccination will protect, I vaccinated a small son of mine

who had not been vaccinated before, and after he had got all through
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I carried liiin to a lioiise where there were five persons with sinall-

pox. Ho ate aiul drank eider in tiie room where they were, and

where they had l)een during the whole sickness. After a few days

I carried liiiu there again and stayed an hour or more while I

attended the patients. My son came out invincihle, as of course I

knew he would. People thought me ver}- risky in taking the boy

amongst the small-pox, but I knew what vaccination would do.

East 3fuchias—E. Tlell, m. d.

Our leading diseases are pneumonia, ileo-colitis, cholera infantum,

sporadic cases of typhoid fever, an occasional case of diphtheria,

and tlie various exanthemata peculiar to childhood. Epidemics of

scarlet fever have been few, only one in twenty years. Diphtiieria

once in the same time. But several times during that period, there

has been an isolated case or two. Typhoid fever has at a few times

been widespread enough, in certain parts of the town, to be styled

a local epidemic. In the past two years there has n<it been a single

case of typhoid fever. Small-pox has visited us three times.

In August, l.S.S;5. I was called to see a young man twenty-one

years of age whom I found suttering with headache, backache, sore

throat, fetid breath. tenii)erature lOo and a bright scarlet eruption

extending over nearly the whole body. Upon inquiry, the mother

informed me that there had not been a case of Scarlet Fever in

town for ten years. Also that the patient had not been away Ironi

home for several weeks, and had in no way been exposed. But,

upon further inquiry, I learned that a sister of the patient had been

at work during the i)revious winter in a town some twelve miles dis-

tant ; and that in the month of February she had scarlet fever. In

April she packed some clothes in a trunk and sent it home. Two
weeks before the patient was taken sick the sister took a garment

from the trunk and ripped it apart for the purpose of repairing it.

Phthisis quite prevalent. Hereditar\' tendency as a predispos-

ing cause ; climate, dampness, poor ventilation, exciting causes.

In our School-Houses we have imperfect ventilation and

unsuitable heating apparatus ; consequently, headache is frequent.

Eaton—P. W. Cody, m. u.

The prevailing diseases are jineunionia, foUicidar sore throat,

croup, rlieuinalic fever, erysipelas, diarrlnea. neuralgia and pul-

monary diseases. Diphtheria chiefly in winter months. Has
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appearod to be contiif^ious. Termination is usuall\' in recover}'.

Typhoid fever more conunon in snn)mer; of a malignant type.

Majority of cases are from sixteen to twenty years of age. Croup

has occurred in m}' practice principally in winter season with usually

quite favorable termination. This town was never visited b}' small-

pox.

A child was taken with Scarlet Fever which ended in death. A
short time after, its clothing was sent to a sister who used it for

another child, the result being that scarlet fever broke out in her

family.

Diphtheria is quite prevalent, caused by unsanitary conditions.

Diphtheria was in a family. A child aged nine years came from a

distance and slept with a child that had diphtheria. Death was the

result of this carelessness.

In another house the water was impure from the nearness of the

privy and the odor from decaying refuse was blown into the living

room. Diphtheria broke out and carried off six children. Diph-

theria is sometimes spread in schools.

At the burial of a young man who died from a malignant type of

this disease, while lowering the coffin into the grave the lid came off,

and the one who put it on again and also another person who stood

near at the time were taken with this disease shortlv after and both

died. Several other persons who were at the burial took the disease

soon after ; of these, some recovered and some died.

Cases of Phthisis are quite frequent. The majority are heredi-

tary, but some are caused by neglect of the laws of health.

The faults in our School-Houses are insufficient space and

want of ventilation. Fainting sometimes occurs from improper venti-

lation. Much headache.

Exeter—F. N. Whekler, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are typhoid fever, pneumonia, rheuma-

tism, scarlet fever, diphtheria, diarrhoea, dysentery and tubei'culosis.

We have had no extensive epidemic of scarlet fever since tiie winter

of 187.0-76. Epidemics of diphtheria have been confined to neigh-

borhoods, and due in every case to unhealthy surroundings (improper

drainage). The last extensive epidemic was in 1879. Typhoid

fever does not prevail in this town extensively as an epidemic. We
have a few cases every fall, from two to ten. We have an epidemic

of influenza about every winter, usually with complication of acute
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broncliitis. In one instance twtMity persons within one scliool dis-

trict, mostly members of the scliool, wore taken within thirt\'-six

hours, and all very sick for aI)out three days, and most ot them con-

fined in bed for about one week. The last case of small-pox was

twenty or more years ago, only one case. Previous to that perhaps

two or three cases in the history of the town. The one case within

m}' memory was a young ilian attending Bucksport Seminary. The

pupils were out on an excursion in the woods ; they came to a log

camp unoccuiiied, which they entered and explored. It was soon

ascertained that the camp had been used as a pest-house. The

school was closed ; this young man came to his home, in Exeter,

had small-i)ox severel}', but recovered. I do not know whether

other pupils had the disease or not.

Fourteen years ago I was called to a child with Scarlet Fever
in a secluded neighborhood. The family at first denied any possible

way of contagion, but finally remembered that a pod<ller, stoi)ping

there to dinner, took the little one in his arms, and it was afterward

ascertained that he had children at home sick with the fever. The

neighbors, not realizing the danger, passed in and out rendering

assistance, and in every case carried it to their children at home.

In our local epidemics of Diphtheria unhealthy surroundings

and contagion have served to spread the disease. One family oc-

cupied a house where the slops were allowed to riui into the cellar,

and the family were not kept clean, either their person or clothing.

The entire famil3' took diphtheria and it spread through the neigh-

borhood .

In another case the barn had been moved, the dressing allowed

to remain to be washed off by the rains, with a well of water within

ten feet of said sjjot. Diphtheria appeared, affecting all the children

in the family as well as neighboring families.

Again, in a family of five children, one member took diphtheria

away from home, came home and was sick. In due time the mother

and remaining four children were taken sick.

A 3('ar ago or more, a physician in a neighboring town was treating

a case of diphtheria, when he was himself taken wilii the same dis-

ease. Also ;i physician in Camden suffered like results.

There are many cases of Typhoid Fever, whicii we may gener-

ally credit to sink spouts, ni-gkcted privy vaults, but occasionally

to ueiilected wells.
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Cases of Phthisis quite frequent. In one family the parents both

died of phthisis as did also their six children after reaching mature

life. One, a son, remains, aged about fift}*, in fair health, has never

shown signs of phthisis, but has always paid strict attention to

hygienic rules and i)rinciples. Several cases have come under my
observation where the wife has died of phthisis, husband of healthy

parentage and always strong and well, but in a few years after the

wife's death has taken phthisis and died. One case in two years,

another case in six years.

The School-Houses are heated by stoves with the funnel ex-

tending the whole length of the school- room, over the pupils' heads.

Cold floors another trouble. Much headache.

Fairfield—M. S. Goodrich, m. d.

Lung fever, typhoid fever and diphtheria are somewhat frequently

met with. We have had no epidemic of scarlet fever, diphtheria or

typhoid fever in the last five years. We have had small-pox twice.

In both cases clothing was infected while travelling. Cost of each

case. $500.

I think unsanitary' conditions play a ver}' material part in the

causation of Scarlet Fever, as most of ni}- cases have occurred

near low or swampy land.

Diphtheria has been somewhat prevalent, caused usnallj by bad

sanitary conditions combined with changes in the atmosphere. The

danger of contagion is shown in the case of oldest child of thirteen

died ; two other children and the nurse contracted the disease by

coming near the sick child.

I have known Typhoid Fever recurring in successive seasons,

caused by location near mouth of swamp drain.

Not many cases of Phthisis. Most frequently caused by imper-

fect ventilation and dampness, and I should think the bad ventilation

of school-houses might help.

Our School-Houses lack ventilation and are situated on low

ground. A great deal of complaint was made last winter of the

ventilation, the onl}' means of ventilating was by way of the wiudows.

Two to live per cent of children sick. Much headache.

Fairfield—D. C. Perkins, m. d.

The diseases incident to childhood, pneumonia, diphtheria, rheu-

matism and renal troubles are the more common ones. There has
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been no epidemic of scarlet fever during the past ten j-ears. In

1.S76-77-78 diplitheria of a malignant tNpe prevailed, many cases

(about forty in the village) proving fatal. Tliere has been very

little typhoid fever in town since I became a resident (187G). Small-

pox once in the past ten years. It was brought by a young man

returning from Puget Sound. It cost the town six or eight hundred

dollars.

I knew of one case where a child was taken to a house where

Scarlet Fever had occurred six months previously. The house

had not been disinfected. In fourteen days the child was stricken

with this disease and survived but a day or two.

In one instance four children out of a famil}- of five died of

Diphtheria. The disease was of the croupous form in these cases,

and eight or nine of those in attendance as nurses or watchers con-

tracted the disease to the extent of having diphtheritic patches in

their throats. Some months later an uncle of the children, twenty-

nine years of age, died of malignant diphtheria. It was believed

he contracted the disease from furniture (a lounge) occupied by the

children during their sickness. These cases were seen b}' some half

dozen physicians. Children in this vicinity are usually kept from

school by their parents, after having had diphtheria, until their cloth-

ing has been disinfected by airing, suKjking, or otherwise. Have

never seen it spread through schools.

In one instance three cases of Typhoid Fever occurred at one

time in one rainily where the well which su[)plied the house with

water was adjacent to a barn-yard. Have seen a number of severe

cases, the subjects bi-iiig factory operatives.

Cases of Phthisis do not occur very frequently. The causes

here are : 1st. Heredity. "ind. Poor food and want of proper

ventilation. 3rd. Want of care on the part of subjects predisposed

to the disease and neglect of parents or friends. Want of ventila-

tion is a greater causation than dampness in this region, although

both undoubtedly contribute to develop the malady. I have scarcely

known a case that was not hastened by unsanitary conditions,

generally poor ventilation.

The laultsof our School-Houses, from a sanitary point of view,

are air-tight stoves and no proper means of ventilation. While

acting as School Supervisor or S. S. Com. I have often noted the

prevalence in winter of coughs and colds with some cases of pneu-

moniu among both teachers and scholars. Also while a teacher, I
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observed the same conditions. Headache is very frequent. I liave

repeatedly known teachers compelled to close their schools for days

or weeks on account of sickness contracted in the school-room.

Farmington—J. A. Richards, m. d. .

Cerebro-spinal fever has been epidemic and endemic. Two years

ago it attacked a family of six ; all had it and three died, owing to

moisture and filth. Had an invasion of small-pox in 1860 and

another in 1870. In 18G0 it was brought here by a resident who

caught it in a stage coach. In 1870 it was brought through fronj

Canada by a Frenchman.

I have known a person who had been where there was Scarlet

Fever travel man}' miles and carr}' the contagion in his clothes so

as to give it to children. Nearly every case could be traced to

contagion.

Diphtheria has not latel}- been prevalent here. It spreads by

contagion.

In a family of eight, every one had Typhoid Fever. An old

lad}' of 93, a father and mother and five children. The old lady

died, all the others recovered. The house was in a wet [)lace. The

well near the house on a lower grade and near the sink spout. Privy

soakage and filth of every kind could find its way into the well and

the eflfluvias went into the house.

In our Schools the greater faults are unsuitable conveniences

for warming and ventilating. Headache is common.

FranMin—W . H. Homer, m. d.

A portion of this town is a neck of land formed by adjacent

ponds; it contains a large amount of swamp land, has been fre-

quently visited by severe epidemics. Diphtheria has appeared

here in its most malignant form. During the autumn and winter

following a dr\' summer it has made its appearance usually, or at

seasons where from any cause the water in the ponds has become

low. I have reason to believe it an infectious as well as a contagious

disease, especially among chihlren. The prevailing diseases are

affections of the air passages. Typhoid dysentery appeared here

last August. The vats of a small tannery had been overhauled the

first time in some years. No cases appeared except contiguous to

these vats. Small-Pox appeared in 1873 and was confined to one

family of two persons. It prevailed in Ellsworth at the time.
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Consumption is quite prevalent, not b}' one but usually by a

coinbiiiatioii of causes.

Freeporl—D. D. Spkar, m d.

In the fall of 1871 there oeeuned in this coininunity a sporadic

case of Scarlatina, the origin of which I have been uual)le to

trace, though the subject of the attack had been from home. I

could not learn that he had been in any way exposed to an}- Infec-

tious inttnence. His attack was severe, but regular acute nephritis

following, from which he made perfect recover}'. He was living at

the time with a relative about one-half mile from his father's. After

recovering from the attack, tiiree niontlis from the beginning having

intervened, a new suit of clothes was brought him from home ; not

a single article of this apparel had he worn before ; having had a

thorough washing he was dressed in it and returned home. The

first night he slept with a younger brother, who four days after

was seized with scarlet fever, and subsequently four remaining

children were attacked in periods varying from four to eight days

from his first return home. This ended the visitation in this part of

the town, but at the same time another case appeared in another

family about two miles from this case. There had been no com-

munication between these families, they being strangers. It occurred

in the person of a child of five years. He died at the foiirlh day.

I afterward learned that an older brother had returned home, having

been living in a family, sixty miles away, in which there had been

three cases of scarlet fever, though he had not had the disease.

This occurred in January of the following ^-ear. The town was

free from the disease until October, when there suddenly occurred

in our midst, and wilhiii ten days of each other, thiity-live cases. It

occurred to me that it would not be otherwise than interesting to

trace its origin and follow its track, which at first seemed very

mysterious, but soon shone out in light marvelously clear, though it

required a good deal of enquiry and work to bring it into focus. A
girl aged fourteen years, returning home from a factory, had a severe

sore throat; no eruption. Each member of the family had the

same affection in the same manner. No physician was called and

the nature of the aifection was unknown. A little girl of eight

years, belonging to a district school, called at the house of the sick

ones and remained an hour, returned to the school and continued to

go for the next three days, when suddenly she sickened with what
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proved to be scarlet fever, with eruption and sore tlu'oat. Some six

more fell sick from the same school on the following day, and within

ten days fifteen in the neighborhood lay ill. It next jumped the

space of four miles and appeared in another family in which were

four children, all of whom became sick. These were infected by

the same girl who returned home with the sore throat. The next

appearance was in our vilhige, which was about a mile from the

other cases. It was in the person of a woman who spent an even-

ing in compan}' with tlie sister of the first one attacked, and wlio

had also a simple sore throat. This patient had a diphtlieritic-look-

ing throat, a membrane, tough and of yellowish-white appearance,

coming off on the eighth day. The eruption was characteristic but

irregular. Death occurred on the eleventh day. From tliis last

case eleven became infected, some having it in a mild form and one

having it in a malignant form and dying on the third da}-.

FriencUldp—C. A. Parsons, m. d.

Pulmonar}' diseases are frequent. There have been but verj' few

cases of scarlet fever in the last six years and not more than one or

two of diphtheria, and no well-marked cases of typhoid. Measles

"were epidemic in the spring of 1884 in the southern part of the town

and on the islands, and again in the winter of 1884-8.5 in the northern

part of the town. The cases were complicated with broncliitis or

pneumonia. Very few mild, uncomplicated cases. The winter

epidemic was the most severe ever known in Friendship and Gush-

ing. Do not know as there has ever been any cases of small-pox

in town.

Diphtheria has not for many years been prevalent. I am told

that there was much of it here several 3'ears ago and it was ver^-

fatal. It has seemed to me to be caused by a peculiar epidemic

condition of the atmosphere acting upon persons subject to bad san-

itary conditions. In 1863 or 4 I saw a great many cases of diph-

theria in Somerset Count}'. The first families attacked resided upon

the tops of high hills where the general sanitar\' conditions must

have been good. In some of the houses ventilation and other sani-

tarj' conditions were bad. It was more fatal in poorh'-ventilated

houses ^and in families that were filthy and careless of their sur-

roundings. I do not think diphtheria is contagious in the same

sense that small-pox or scarlet fever is. I should have little fear of

attendants taking it if the patients were kept in well-ventilated, clean

rooms, and proper sanitary conditions observed.
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Have had no experience for several years with Typhoid Fever.

Years ago, when residing in Somerset County, have known fever to

prevail in same families in successive years. Have supposed the

cause to be poorly-ventilated rooms, unclean cellars, uncleanly sink

spouts, bad drainage, unclean and poorly-ventilated privies and had

water or proximity to 8wami)y lands or nearly-dried-up ponds.

Cases of Pulmonary Phthisis are frequent. The liaMt of

sleeping in small rooms undoubtedly predisposes to consumption, but

in this vicinity the prevalence of fogs and southerly and easterly

winds and the great dami)ness of the atmosphere are the great ex-

citing causes of the disease. I have known cases in children which

I supposed to have been caused b\' poor diet, insuflicient clotliing

and exposure.

Our School-Houses are of small size, have low walls, cold

floors, super-heated air overhead, no ventilation, low windows and

bad ligiit and stoves. There is much complaint of headache. Many
scholars are obliged to leave school on account of it.

Fryehunj—D. L. Lamsox, ji. d.

We have scarlet fever and diphtheria occasionally ; typhoid fever

very rarely. "We have had small-pox five or six times in 100 years.

The last two times the disease was brought by travellers from Canada.

Mrs. S., aged about thirty-five years, came from a neighboring town,

after her marriage, a dozen years ago, to reside in the house which

probably for lil'ty years or more had l)een theal)ode of her husband's

parents, in Fryeburg. In 1884, before the birth of her third child,

she became cachectic and dropsical, with considerable loss of weight

and muscular tone. During the few weeks whi'ch followed this

event, rheumatic i)ain occurred about the large joints, and fretpient

pain in thv l)owels, stomach and chest, but there was no cough. Was
very nervous, fainted easily, etc. In three months she had as nian^'

attacks of Diphtheria willi wcll-di-tiucd throat deposits. IJlood

poisoning, due to some outside source, was sus[)ected, and the sani-

tary condition of the premises was exaniincd into at once. The fol-

lowing condition of things was disclosed : Directly outside of tlie

kitclieu nnd within three feet of its northern wall (see diagram) was

a well some twenty feet deep, stoned up with cobble, from which an

iron pump, at the end of a sink, drew wuter inside, through a lead

pipe, for all domestic use. The outflow from the sink mentioned

was within four feet of the well ; and while there was an attempt, by

wooden spout, to usually conduct the water a rod or two away, quite
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frequently it would become obstructed and overflow upon the earth

around the well. At the extreme end of the shed, perhaps fifteen

feet distant from the well, and approximating the hill slope, was the

privy. Tiie wash from the privy by rains was alwa3's by a favoring

grade from the hill toward the well. The same may be said of the

barn-yard, on the southern side of the premises. Running water

was supplied to the barn through aqueduct of lead, from the hill,

except in season of drought, when it failed. The occupants were

at once informed that probabl}' the drinking water was the source of

the disease. AVoik was begun to remove the earth about the well

to the depth of six or eight feet, and at this distance below the sur-

face it was so saturated and polluted with the sewage, the workmen

could scarcely continue by reason of the stench. The water from

the kitchen sink had dropped upon and reached through the soil,

which was quite sandy and porous, for possil)ly half a century, into

the well, so its waters had l)ecome completely' polluted. The wonder is

that other and older members of this household had not suffered at

this fountain or tasted or smelled its vileness. It can onl}' be

explained that the ancestors had far greater powers of endurance

than the generation which followed. It ma}^ be said, however, the

paternal ancestor died twelve or fifteen years since from some chronic

kidney* disease. The use of this water was stricth' forbidden and

water for domestic use taken from the spring. The patient after

awhile, bj' the aid of alteratives and tonics, began to improve,

took on some bloom of cheek and physical vigor, and the pains

ceased, but recovery was very slow, and at this date (Dec. 31,

1885), is very far from enjoying her former degree of health.

Hill.
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Gardiner—W. P. Giudings, m. n.

During the past six 3'cars, the entire time of my residence iii

Gardiner, we have had, with two exeeptions, no one disease pre-

vaihng over those generally existing at all times in our New England

towns similarly located ; occasionally sporadic cases of the zymotic

diseases. During the winter and spring of 1881-H2 we had a very

severe epidemic of Diphtheria in which Scarlet Fever freely

mingled, so much so as to constitute them both epidemic. A most

thorough investigation failed to reveal the foci of infection and it

was only plainly proved hy an extensive conflagration which provi-

dentially visited our city in June, 1882, destroying some two hun-

dred and twenty buildings, principally in the north-eastern section,

beginning at the Cobbossee Stream and extending to near the

Farmingdale line. !Most of the buildings covering this territory

were teneuient houses, long and pooily built, occupied, as naturally

they would l)e, by the poorer and ignorant classes, who. without

thought, care or knowledge, had permitted the various forms of

filth to accumulate, fermenting and festering so long as to become a

stench in the nostrils of the Almighty, one would almost think,

leading Ilim to undertake for man what man would not undertake:

for himsell'and hapless children, and sent fire and purified the place,

stamping out at once the united plagues, since which time oin- little

eit}' has been not onl}' free from these scourges but other zymotic

diseases np to the present time. From the abrupt stay of these

diseases we must naturally conclude that somewhere within the

district over which the fire spread there existed the germs ot diph-

theria and scarlet fever and were first propagated by the diflTusion of

the contagious principle through the air, then supplemented by the

contact of llu- healthy with the sick, who in turn became victims.

Small-Pox I am creditably informed has invaded our town some

ten times during the past twent3'-seven years. The last time in 1880.

It has been brought in the rags used in our paper mills more

frequently than any other way, though some three or four times by

direct communication. The last, in 1880, being introduced this way :

A negro sailor from Philadeli)hia, coming on board a vessel to this

port for ice, feeling ill, left the schooner and at night applied at the

Police Station for lodging; the otllcer who received and [)laced him

in a cell contracted varioloid, he in turn communicating it to his

11
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wife and they to their two children, who, both being nnvaecinated,

died of small-pox. From these cases five others resulted, making a

total of nine. I am unable to state the direct cost to the city, but

indirectly it was ver3' great, as, through fear, people shunned our

place, and trade and business were for a term virtuall}' suspended.

In answering the questions pertaining to the causation of Diph-
theria, so many difficulties surround them, that at best we can only

draw conclusions from doubtful premises, and however strong our

convictions personally may be, our opi)onent may raise a reasonal)le

doubt. I believe, however, it is a contagious disease, bred in filth

and fostered and fed by it. That it is infectious I am equally pos-

itive. To illustrate its contagious nature I will briefly relate a case

coming under my personal observation. A family living in Cam-

bridge, IMass., having the disease, wore strictly isolated and the

great fear of diphtheria among those surrounding them as neighbors,

as well as those sought as nurses, made it necessary for a sister of

the gentleman whose family was sick, to go from ^Nlaine to aid in

caring for the unfortunate family. Two, who fell victims to it,

died, and one recovered. Three weeks from the time of the re-

covery of the last patient, and after the most scrupulous care had

been exercised in disinfecting the house and surviving persons, the

sister returned to Maine, she having one daughter thirteen years of

age, strong and healthy, whom she had left at home. Diphtheria

had not been known in that section of the State for a long time, but

five days from the return of the mother the daughter fell ill and died

of the disease, after a brief sickness ; no other cases succeeded it.

Is it not fair and logical to say the mother brought in her clothing

from Massachusetts the germs of the disease which caused diphthe-

ria in the child ?

As a rule our School-Houses are in good condition and fairly

well ventilated, though in two, at least, a change is required for ad-

mitting fresh air. I have not observed an\- unusual amount of

headache among our scholars. I do not think we have man}- cases

of phthisis in our city or this section. I am not disposed to look

upon the disease as in any degree contagious, though a few cases

have come under my observation where doubt was induced ; 3'et the

question still remains whether the same amount of care, sympathy,

loss of rest, irregular eating and vitiated atmosi)here in an}- other

disease might not induce the same form of phthisis which followed
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prolonged nursing of consumptives. I should, however, strenuously

oppose the rooming together of a phthisical and a healthy person.

Gardiner—A. F. Plimpton, m. d.

The more frequentl3'-appearing diseases are typhoid fever, diph-

theria, scarlet fever, measles. For the last twenty-seven years I

should say that we have had not more than ten or twelve epidemics

of scarlet fever in this vicinity, and tliose not very extensive, but

almost every year we have a few sporadic cases. The first cases of

Diphtheria that I ever heard of in this vicinity was, I think, in

1862, when there were a great many cases, a large number of them

proving fatal. The disease was prevalent also in 1863. Since then

we have had no epidemic of the disease until 1881, when we had

something of an epidemic, but the cases were not so fatal as those of

1862 and 1863. We have also had a few sporadic cases almost

ever\' year, which were seldom fatal. We have typhoid fever to

some extent every fall and winter, but it can hardly be said to have

been epidemic. Measles and chicken-pox at times have been quite

prevalent, but seldom fatal. Cholera morbus, cholera infantum and

diarrhtea are usually more or less prevalent nearly every summer

and fall. In the last twenty-seven years that I have been practising

medicine here I think we have had Small-Pox and varioloid in this

town about ten times, the cases numbering from one to twenty-five

each time. The origin of the infection has almost always been

exposure to some persons affected with the disease or from handling

old rags in the paper mills. The cost to the town each time has

been from five to ten hundred dollars, the people afflicted usually

paying their own expenses and not moved to a pest-house, but

treated in their own home or where the}' were fiist attacked with the

disease.

I think of one case in particular where the clothes of a child that had

died of Scarlet Fever were sent about six weeks after he died

to a friend who had a little one, and it was dressed in the clothes

and in a few days was attacked with scarlet fever, although there

were no other cases in the vicinity, nor had this second child been

from home.

I was called to a case a few years ago that to me was quite in-

teresting. From a neighboring town a physician came to me say-

ing that he had just been called to see a child and wished me to
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accompany him. He said that a few da3's ago he had a patient in

the same family that had died with some disease in a few hours after

being attacked, but was not sure what the disease was, although he

suspected it was scailet fever, hut was not certain, as there were no

cases of the disease in the vicinity. I went immediately with him

and saw the patient. It seems that the child was out in the field

with his father about 10 A. M., when he was taken with vomiting,

chills and slight sore throat. When we arrived he was still vomit-

ing, pulse 170 and almost imperceptible, with great prostration.

The child continued to sink until about IIP. M., when he died.

Neither of the children had any rash. The sanitar\' condition of

the place was apparently good, nor had the children been from

home. In two or three days another of the children was attacked

with scarlet fever, which ran its usual course, and recovered.

I have seen repeated instances where persons exposed to Diph-

theria were attacked with the disease, who, I think, would have

escaped if the}' had kept away from the source of the contagion.

I have also noticed the disease to be more prevalent where the sani-

tary conditions were bad.

Phthisis is quite prevalent, as a result of hereditary tendencies,

dampness, bad ventilation, sudden changes of temperature and in-

fection. I have seen several cases where a person sleeping with

and taking care of a patient with consumption has taken the disease

and died with it.

Gardiner—P. R. Clason, m. d.

Typhoid Fever is quite prevalent every fall. These cases can

be traced more easily to their origin (which is generally a well

located near a privy, sink spout or drain, or emanations from decay-

ing animal or vegetable substance) than can the first cases of diph-

theria or scarlet fever. Measles and whooping-cough have both

occurred here epidemically within the space of four years.

I had one case of Scarlet Fever during winter of 1884-85, that

occurred in a good family with healthy surroundings. The patient

was a little boy three years old. No case in town as I could ascer-

tain by diligent inquiry. The little patient had been nowhere to

take it. By careful inquiry I learned from the mother that he had

some clothes sent him that belonged to a little boy that had had

"chicken-pox." The grandmother of the little boy came on from
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the place from whence tJie clothes were sent and I learned from her

that the little boy at home, after he was apparently' well, "peeled

some and had a rough skin from which little scales would drop and

rub off." We were convinced that the bo}" had a mild form of scar-

let fever and not chicken-pox, and that my patient took the disease

from those clothes. There is no doubt but that m3' patient had scar-

let fever, for he had not only a high fever, rash and severe throat

trouble, but also the usual sequelie.

I had atone time five patients sick with Typhoid Fever in two

adjoining tenement houses and there were two or three others at the

same time attended by other pliysicians. The location of well and

drain from privy and stable was as follows.

Tenement House
No. 1.

TeneniPnt Hoase
No. 2.

Well.^^

This well furnished all the water for both houses. Drain obstructed

completely at the i)oiiit marked (a), as was ascertained by digging

it out at time when patients were sick. As tlie soil was firm and

solid the well nuist have received drainage from the stable, privy, etc.

My first patient came fronj I'ittston, sick, into tenement No. 2.
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Just two weeks and three days afterwards the next one was taken

i n tenement No. 1.

Our School-Houses are in good condition and will compare

well with others in the State.

Gardiner—A. Sawyer, m. d.

In spring we have common colds, acute bronchitis and pneumonia
;

in summer, rose colds, hay fever very common, diarrhoeas and some

dysentery ; in autumn, hay fever, t3-phoid fever ; in winter, mostly

bronchitis, pneumonia and lung affections. Consumption is very

common, also asthma and rheumatism. Small-Pox has appeared

once since 1880. This epidemic, which lasted nearly two months,

cost the city not less than $1000.

The most notable case of the long retention of vitality of the

Scarlet Fever contagion which I can now recall is the following

:

On the 5th of Dec, 1881, 1 was called to see Mr. R.'s child, sick

with scarlatina. The case was of the malignant type and proved

fatal. The mother was taken down with the same disease during

the child's sickness ; the father escaped at the time. After recovery

many articles in the rooms were destroyed, and all the furniture and

bedding well fumigated as directed. A sofa, a new one, on which

the child la}' some of the time was well disinfected, as thought, and

placed aside. The next May I was called to see Mr. R., and found

him very sick with scarlet fever. On inquirj' I found that a few

evenings previously he came home from work from an ice-house and,

feeling chilly, he got the sofa and took a sweat on it. He "broke

up" the cold but in due time came down with scarlatina. As this

was a sporadic case and no other cause of infection, I conclude he

took the disease from germs retained in the sofa. In the above-cited

case the contagion was retained at least five months.

We had Diphtheria in a severe epidemic form in 1881. I gen-

erally' considered the cause originated from defective sewerage

(which is very bad here in Gardiner), filth and lack of proper atten-

tion to drains about dwellings.

Mr. J.'s two boys, aged eight and ten years, had diphtheria at

the same time, in 1881. Everything about the premises, from cellar

to garret, appeared in perfect order. The causation of the disease

could not be traced to any source till after recovery from the disease,
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when, in renovating the house, a leak was found in the |)ipe leading

from the privy to the sewer, and by this leak the gas was continually

cseaping into the slc'ci)ing a[>artinents of the boys. I always thought

this the cause of llu; diplitlieria in the family. During the epidemie

here in Gai-diner in LSHl, the sehools were vcr^' much biokcn up by

the disease attacking many of the pupils.

Two years ago last fall I attende<l six persons, adults, that

were sick about the same time with Typhoid Fever. All the

cases were ty()ical and ran a course from twenty-eight to forty-two

days. These persons were members of four different families that

resided in the same tenement block, built for the accommodation of

four families. This block was on level ground; there was no drain

from the cellar, and the waste from the sink drains soaked into the

ground under the house. The water used was from cisterns built out-

side and not in the cellar. The privies were located in the wood-

sheds, just in the rear of the house. As everything about the dwell-

ing was in a fdthy condition, I have no doubt the sickness was caused

b}' unsanitary condition. This present fall I attended one case of

fever in the same house.

Again, last September, typhoid fever broke out in the Independent

Ice Com[)any's boarding-house. There were seven cases, four of which

were adults ; of those 1 attended five, and the other two, when com-

ing down, went home and had a fidl run of the fever. Now this is

an old boarding-house ; the surroundings are very bad indeed. The

drains from the liouse are in a very imperfect condition. The priv}',

hen house, cow stable and pig pen are all located in the back yard,

and the whole surroundings point to the unsanitary conditions as the

cause of the typhoid fever.

There are many cases of Phthisis. Most of the cases seem to

liave a hereditary origin.

Mr. II., whose family 1 have known and attended for the past

seven years, is of a consumptive family. He has had a cough for

many years and is now very feeble and far advanced in pulmonary

tuberculosis. This man is the father of four children, three of whom
are now dead, having died with quick consumption between the ages

of twenty and twenty-eight years. The one now living is a young

lady of eighteen years, feeble in health, has a cough, with distinct

evidence of disease at the apex of the left lung, and in all prol)al)ility

will fall a victim to consumption within two or three years. The

mother of this family has a good history. There is no taint of con-
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sumption on her side. She nursed, attended and waited upon all of

her children in their last sicknesses, and lived as one might say for

six or seven jears all the time in an atmosphere contaminated with

consumption, \'et she was a well, robust woman till one year ago

last March, when soon after the death of her son, without taking

any cold, she was taken with a cough and died in the following

October with consumption of the lungs at about the age of sixty

years. The history of this family seems to me to clearW illustrate,

in the case of the children, the hereditary tendenc}' of phthisis, and

the mother's history seems to show the infectiousness of the disease.

Garland—F. A. C. Emerson, m. d.

According to my records, pneumonia, phthisis, enteritis of various

kinds, simple fevers, typhoid fever, prevail in the order named

respectively. Rather a large number of cases of typhoid aborting

at the tenth to fifteenth day, or soon after the appearance of the

eruption. There have been no epidemics. Small-pox not known

in the last twenty years.

There has been no case of Typhoid Fever in town since my
residence here ; and there has been but one case of Diphtheria

in two 3'ears ; this was contracted out of town and prevented from

spreading by great care and immediate burial without funeral.

I have had cases of Typhoid Fever arising from such sources

of water-pollution as you mention. Case of Mrs. G. A. History of

" Low Fevers" in family for several years in autumn. On examin-

tion of premises I found the privy and sink spout both within thirty

feet of well, which was sunk in shalv ledge, covered by about four

feet of soil. On removing the planking from well, found the side

of ledge toward the sink and privy moist and dripping. Water in

well showed reaction for Chloride of Sodium. I advised Mr. A. to

lay a brick curb in cement from the ledge above the surface, move

his priv3' and conduct oflF his sink slops, which he did ; this was last

fall and we have yet to see the result.

Cases of Phthisis are common. Hereditv with the neglect of

initial symptoms seem to be the causes. In my humble opinion a

very small part of the prime cause, and a very large part of the

exciting and sustaining cause is due to ill ventilation and moisture.

Bad ventilation of school- houses, in this town at least, is not so much
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a cause as the great irregularity of temperature. All but one of my

cases of phthisis have been traceable to hereditary taint, and that

one was jMrs. W., who was round her husband throuuh a fatal

attack of i)litliisis ; persisting, contrary' to advice, in sleeping with

him most of the time. Two weeks after liis decease, she, without

any discoverable hereditary taint, developed symptoms of the same

disease, dying in about four months.

Lighting from the front, black-boards between the windows, irreg-

ular heating, are the unsanitary arrangements found in our School-

Houses. The most of the cases of disease which I can a3c'ril)e

to faults in the school-houses are weakness of the eyes, mild con-

junctivities and frontal headache in summer and colds of various

degrees in winter. Not more thau 20 per cent on the sick roll.

Headache not frequent. The patient would be isolated and school

closed until it could be ascertained whether others had contracted

the disease, if scarlet fever should break out.

Georgetoion—J. A. Steadman, m. d.

A woman from this town nursed her grandchild last ^farch

in Bethel, came home, and Scarlet Fever made its appearance

first in her family, then among the neighbors. No deaths.

A woman died of Diphtheria in Lynn, Mass., some time ago.

Her son brought her clotl'cs aud bedding home, his wife washed

them, took the disease and died in less than a week.

Cholera is quite prevalent. The causes seem to be lack of

nutrition and exi)osure to sudden colds, etc., damp and insudlcient

ventilation of dwellings.

Tite School-Houses are small, not well ventilated, and the

seats,are old style aud uncomfortable. Headache is a frequeut

complaiut.

Gorham—A. W. Lincoln, m. d.

The prevalent diseases with me have been pneumonia, asthma and

rheumatism. Catarrhal fevers are usually protracted. Scarlet fever

has not been very prevalent for the past ten years, and when it has

occurred it has assumed rather a mild form. I)i[)htheria has not

prevailed very extensively but has been very fatal in some families.

Typhoid fever has l)een a rare occurrence ; there have been but a

very few eases the past decade. Some isolated cases of mumps

have been regarded as brought about through endemic influence.
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Small-pox has occurred but once in ten 3'ears. The last case was

through infected clothing ; the cost per case was about $200.00.

Two or three cases of Scarlet Fever have come to my notice

where no other cause could be attributed except infected clothing.

I have known rooms to retain the contagion for more than a year,

and clothing for a long time. I have no knowledge of any particu-

lar case in which the disease was spread b}' public funerals, but am
of the opinion that it is sometimes spread in that wav.

Fifteen years ago I had two patients (sisters) who were taken at

the same time and the cause was unquestionably the same. Their

father, a tin peddler, was sorting over some rags when his two

daughters came around and began picking out the bright pieces and

in a short time were taken down with scarlet fever.

Diphtheria is not ver}- prevalent. I believe that unhealthy

conditions are a very fruitful cause of the disease. I have known

eighteen children to fall victims to this most dreaded disease in one

district. I knew of one case where the child took diphtheria at a

funeral.

Many times, during a practice of twenty years, I have known

Typhoid Fever to be caused by unhealthy conditions, such as

water which has been polluted b}' priv3', sink drain or cess-pool. I

have known certain localities where typhoid fever seemed to prevail

every season. It was largelj- due to decomposition of vegetable

substances.

Phthisis is not very common. Heredit}' is undoubtedly the

most potent cause. Much is due also from dampness and from the

bad air of school-houses, I believe. I have known a wife, who had

no hereditary taint, living with a consumptive husband, sucked to

the disease.

Gray—E. A. McCollister, m. d.

For two years past, scarlet fever, diphtheria, typhoid fever, pneu-

monia and rheumatism have been the more frequently-occurring dis-

eases. No epidemics for two years past. At four different times in

forty years small-pox has appeared.

On July 3, 1884, two children came to E. F. L.'s at Gray from

Cumberland Mills, a place where Scarlet Fever then prevailed.

They remained about four days. On July 20th, I was called to see
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a daughter of Mr. L's, seven years old, with undoubted scarlet fever.

The next day another child came down with it. None of the visit-

ing children had the disease. These cases were isolated and antiseptic

freely used. No other cases appeared and no other means of con-

tagion suggested itself. There were no other cases that I could learn

of nearer than ten miles, and there had been no communication from

any district, contagious or otherwise.

At times there has been considerable of Diphtheria. I^Iy cases

have come from contagion. On the 27th of April, 1885, Miss L.,

a domestic in a family in Portland, a family then sick of diphtheria,

came to Gray, complaining immediately after her arrival of headache,

backache, and with other symptoms of diphtheria which she certainly

had. She was isolated and clothing washed, but my directions about

the use of disinfectants were only partially carried out. She sa^'s

there was a handkerchief or two she used while sick that were not

washed, but carried in her trunk in about three weeks to her own home,

three miles distant, where a malignant case of diphtheria appeared

on June 7th, followed in a few days by four other cases, three very

severe.

One home with three cases, where discharges were thrown on the

ground near the house, which is above the well on a hill, had

Typhoid Fever recur three successive seasons. In this case

infection seems prol)able.

There is not more of Phthisis than in other towns in this county.

Greenville—II. Hunt, m. d.

Especially is this region favorable to lung diseases or nervous

diseases. Numbers each year visit Moosehead Lake afllicted with

these and almost invariably find relief. Asthmatics generally find an

atmosphere that the}' can breathe. I have noticed that patients

with seriously-diseased lungs have improved and lived longer than I

thought possible. For the past two years there has not been a

death from any lung disease. Scarlet Fever has not been seen

here for years. Diphtheria, except in a mild, questionable form,

has not been seen. There were four eases of Typhoid Fever in

March, 1885, all traced to the poor sanitary arrangements of our

houses. I had four eases of typhoid fever which were undoubtedly

caused by polluted water. The privy and cess-pool were ten feet

from the sink spout and six foet from the well.

Cases of Pulnionary Phthisis are rarely seen in this section.
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Guilford—C. B. Kknnett, m. d.

There have been eleven cases of Diphtheria in twenty-two

years ; onl}' five proved fatal. Contagion is the usual cause. The

night of June 5th, I was called to visit a child in Saiigerville, sick

with Scarlatina, who had a very sore throat, with the glands very

much enlaiged. At my sixth visit, on the sixth day, I found the

other three children sick, all taken the night previous with Diph-
theria in a bad form, especially the eldest boy which case proved

fatal. The location of the buildings is on a side hill with the land

sloping to the west and south, and high and dry. The following

sketch will explain the arrangements.
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Halloioell—M. M. Leahy, m. p.

There has been no epiduinic of either scarlet fever, dii)htheria or

typhoid fever here.

I knew of a case of Scarlet Fever in which tlie contagion was

communicated by means of clotiiing. It was that of a child which

had been carried by a nurse who had been attending a case of scarlet

fever and bad neglected to have her clothing disinfected. Have

known of cases in which the contagion seemed to retain its vitality

a long time in clothing and in rooms ; also of its having been spread

by public fnnerals. I believe the disease is generated by unsanitary

conditions. About three-fourths of the cases I have attended

seemed to be due to infection derived from other cases.

Diphtheria has not been prevalent here. I think the most

frequent cause of the disease is contagion. Have known it to spread

through schools, but in the cases I have in mind the school-houses

were badly ventilated.

I have seen localities where Typhoid Fever has recurred in

successive seasons. Have thought it was caused by the draining of

a privy vault into a well, the water of which was used b}- the family.

Cases of Pulmonary Phthisis are very frequent in this part

of the State. I think it is partly hereditary and partly caused by

ill ventilation and dampness. In my opinion about one-fourth of

the cases are caused by dampness and one-half hy ill ventilation ;

the rest b}' heredity and various other causes. I believe that the

bad ventilation of school-houses has something to do with causing

the consumption of later j'cars. Two cases were caused, I think,

ty the patients working in a close basement room, badly ventilated,

and in spring, autumn and winter, very damp. There was a family

of six children, five of wlion) died of phthisis. The father, his two

sisters and the grandfather died of phthisis. The mother's brother

(uncle to the children) died of the same disease.

The infectiousness of phthisis is shown in the following case : A
young man ill with phthisis married a strong, healthy, young woman.

Six months after marriage, phthisical symptoms developed in the

wife. Her family history showed no case of phthisis, and she was

perfectly well when married.

All our School-Houses are well ventilated and lighted. A
very small per cent of the pupils arc absent on account of sickness.

If a case of scarlet fever or diphtheria were found iu the school,

thorough disinfection would be enforced.
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Harmony—"Wm. M. Laughlin, m. d.

Consumption, pneumonia, bilious and typhoid fevers constitute

the prevuiling diseases. A few years ago diphtheria prevailed alarm-

ingly, and scarlet fever and typhoid fever occur occasionally.

Small-pox has not been in the town for nearly twenty years.

Unsanitary conditions have usually been the cause of Diphthe-
ria. It has been spread in the schools, but vigilance may prevent

it.

Cases of Typhoid Fever as the result of bad hygienic condi-

tions have presented themselves to me, and I have known of the suc-

cessive recurrence of the disease in the same household explained

by the continuance of the same conditions which were present in the

previous cases.

Pulmonary Phthisis is very frequent here. The causes are

hereditary tendency, taking colds b}' insufficient clothing, etc. A
small proportion of the cases are caused by imperfect ventilation

;

more by dampness. I do not think the bad ventilation of school-

rooms has much to do with causing it. Many school-houses have

too much and too faulty ventilation. The fault lies more in inade-

quate and improper heating or warming.

The faults in the School-Houses are improper seats, improper

heat, and too much ventilation and in the wrong places.

Harrington—George H. Walling, m. d.

Among the prevailing diseases I would particularize consumption,

rheumatism and typhoid fever. There has been no diphtheria for

twelve years. A mild epidemic of scarlet fever last year. Have

had no general epidemic of typhoid fever. I don't know of a case

of small-pox.

Consunaption is quite frequent, caused by exposure, cold,

poor ventilation and predisposition.

Herman—F. P. Whittaker, m. d.

Some of the more prominent of our diseases are phthisis, typhoid

fever, pneumonia, rheumatism, liver diseases, cholera morbus and

cholera infantum. In three years I have seen no cases of scarlet

fever or diphtheria. I understand that small-pox has been here

twice.
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In two cases of Typhoid Fever there had been previous cases

in the same i)hice. In anotlier, the sink water was allowed to remain

on the surface with privy, barn-yard, well, all within fort} feet of

dwelling-house, and privy and well only twenty feet apart.

Cases of Phthisis are frequent, the causes of which are inherited

tendency, climate, bad ventihition and pneumonia.

The gravest fault in our School-Houses is the bad ventilation.

Headache is prevalent.

Hodgdon—J. S. White, m. d.

I believe small-pox occurred in this town some ten years ago.

Have not seen a case of Scarlet Fever since coming to this

town five 3'ears ago.

Diphtheria has not been very prevalent, except in 1882. At
that time we had an epidemic of the disease in the eastern part of

the town. In my opinion the disease has been caused b}' decaying

chip-3'ards, dirty cellars, bad drainage and living in old and crowded

houses.

Have had a few cases of Typhoid Fever caused by pollution

of water, dirty cellars and privy vaults. I had seven cases in one

house which I attributed to decaying vegetable matter, a part of

which was an old chip-yard of some forty years' accumulations before

the house.

Holden—W . E. Meruill, m. d.

So far as I can learn, diseases rarely occur here as an epidemic.

I am told there were a few cases of small-pox here about 18G5.

The cost to the town I am assured was but a small sum.

Diphtheria has not been a prevalent disease in this town.

Cases of Consumption are frequent. In regard to the infec-

tiousness of phthisis, 1 atttMided a lad}' who died of this disease in

March, 1H84. The husband, apparently healthy, tlien or soon after

went to live in his father's family. During the summer his sister

was taken sick and died in January last of the same disease. He
began to fail in health last fall and died of phthisis in May.

Imperfect ventilation and faulty heating apparatus are the two

worst faults with our School-Houses. A large percentage of
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the pupils are kept home on account of sickness. The children be-

longing to the family would be kept at home and possibly the school

might l)e closed for the time if scarlet fev^er or diphtheria appeared.

Hollis—J. A. Fellows, m. d.

I have had two or three epidemics of scarlet fever and also of

diphtheria within six years. Not very much typhoid fever. Small-

pox has appeared once.

In the several epidemics of Diphtheria which we have had, the

cause seems to be infection. In the epidemic five or six years ago

whole families of children had the disease and in some cases all

died, but it did not spread to a great extent outside of a few families.

Some cases seemed to be caused by impure water.

Cases of Phthisis are quite frequent and the principal causes

are hereditary influence, dampness and impure air.

Howland—J. H. McGregor, m. d.

There has been no case of typhoid, scarlet fever or diphtheria

within the town limits during the last five years. I learn tliat thirteen

3'ears ago there was an epidemic of Typhoid at Howland Point.

Seven cases in a population of thirty persons. The initial case was

that of a 3^oung man who returned home from Pennsylvania sick.

I have seen one case of Phthisis during the five years that I have

resided here (in the town limits), which was undoubtedly inherited.

The two School-Houses in the town are of the usual sort

;

heated by stoves and ventilated b}' letting down the windows at the

top.

Industry—^Wm. C. Hatch, m. d.

No disease has prevailed as an epidemic within the last five years.

Small-pox invaded our town once, about twenty-one years ago.

About nine years ago the family of a rag collector contracted

Scarlet Fever from sorting the rags purchased. This collector

bought the rags in a neighborhood where scarlet fever had prevailed

some months before. The people are quite careful in regard to

public funerals after contagious diseases.

Diphtheria has not prevailed in the town of Industry to any

extent for the past fifteen j-ears.

There have been no cases of Typhoid Fever in town for the

past eight years.
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Wells and privies are often located too near each other, and I am
convinced that from this cause the water of many wells is rendered

unfit for nse. Your circular on the construction and management of

earth closets is a grand thing, and ought to be placed in the hands

of ever}' family in our land. Lectures on public hygiene would

prove of great value. The people are surprisingly ignorant on this

subject.

Should not think over twent}- per cent of the deaths are from

Pulmonary Phthisis. The more frequent causes of this disease

are sudden colds. I l)elieve that bad ventilation of school-houses,

unsanitary conditions and the hereditary tendencv of diseases have

an important bearing on nearly all diseases, but to the exact extent

I am unable to saj'.

I have visited many schools and given the subject considerable

thought and study. I find country School-Houses defective in

four very important respects, viz :

1st. They are not supplied witii proper apparatus for heating.

2d. They have no arrangement for ventilation save, perhai)s, a

chance to lower the window sashes from the top. Through this

opening the cold air must enter and the foul air escape. In such

cases colds are common among the pupils.

3d. They are imi)roperlv lighted, but few having any means for

regulating the supply of light.

4th. Seats are constructed on decidedly unphyslological principles.

It would cost but little more for good seats and desks constiucted

on accurate physiological principles, while the good resulting to the

pupils would be of inestimable value. Every school-house should

have availal)le an abundant supply of pure water. I cannot recall

a single school-house where the school is not dependent for its

suppl}' upon the nearest farm-house. There are man}" other things

connected with our schools which bear directly upon the public

health. Of these we will speak further if you wish. The writer

once attended a school where the room was warmed by an open fire

in an old-fashioned fire place ; coUls and headaches were things

almost wholl}' unknown among the pupils.

12
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Jonesport—J. A. Walling, m. d.

Phthisis .111(1 typhoid fever are the prevailing diseases. "We are

very free from scarlet fever ; I have not had a case here, and have

yet to find a i)erson that lias heard of one ; diphtheria is also very

rare. T3[)hoid fever has occurred as epidemics, besides the scattered

cases. A majority of tlie eases seem to be due to impure water.

In one epidemic, a number suffered on the same street, and they

used water from tlie same well, and this is consideraV)!}" lower than

the out-houses. Within two years we have had two visitations of

measles and whooping-cough. I know of no case of small-pox

occurring here.

ConSTimption is quite prevalent here and I should say that the

causation is about evenl3- divided between dampness and poor ven-

tilation. Phtliisis has been very prevalent on the islands about tliis

place, due, in my estimation, to poor ventilation, especially in winter

time, when the famil}' is all confined in one room and every chance

for ventilation closed. Tliere are many families here in which

phtliisis attacks every one in the family, no matter under what differ-

ent conditions they may be placed ; this seems to me to be evidence

in favor of the theory of hereditary influence.

Keimebunkpori—Lyman Chase, m. d.

Rheumatism, pneumonia and phthisis are the prevailing diseases.

The epidemics of scarlet fever have never been severe, deaths very

rare. Diphtheria is never found in the village and vicinity ; a few

cases in extreme northern part of town. Typhoid fevers very rare.

Both of these prevail in Biddeford and Saco, only nine miles east.

Membraneous croup is almost never met with.

Public funerals of Scarlet Fever cases is a good way to spread

the disease.

No Diphtheria for many (at least ten) years.

The majority of the cases of Typhoid Fever have been traced

to the water contaminated by priv}' vaults, sink drains or barn-yards.

Have never seen in this region a single ease where the water was

pure and the sanitary conditions good.

Cases of Consumption are very frequent. The causes are

heredit}', contagion, unfavorable trades and the breathing of impure

air. In females, thin shoes, insufficient chest clothing, neglected colds

and confinement to ill-ventilated rooms. Most of our winter homes

in this region are hot-beds for generation and /^rowth of tubercular
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disease. Stove heat, double windows, night air often liclow zero,

increase the |)ercentage of tlie disease by one-half. I could give

several cases which seem to prove the infectiousness of phtliisis.

The following is one of them :

A mother died of phthisis contracted late in life, over fifty years.

Her daughter, a robust girl of eighteen, on a farm, in a very healthy

locality, took the entire care of her mother. 8oon after the death

of the latter, she showed all the symptoms of consumption, with

evidences of tubercular de[)osit on left lung. She was for many
months under treatment and apparentl}' recovered, and has since

married. The case was so marked that I look for a fresh breaking

out of the disease.

The faults in our School-Houses are many. Headache is

much comi)lained of, especially where, as in most cases, the ceilings

are low and a stove pipe passes over the heads of the pupils.

Lewiston—O. A. Hork. m. i>.

Since our municipal incorporation, the records of our city govern-

ment show that Small-Pox has made its appearance in nine out of

the twenty-two years that have elapsed, namely :

1 8G4 5 cases

1865 .14 "

1806 4 "

1867 20 ''

1872 2 "

1873 .20 "

1875 2 "

1885 1 "

I do not know how many distinct outbreaks have occurred, but

am quite sure that in some of these years there have been more than

one ;
prolial)ly the disease has come anew as many as twelve or

thirteen times during this period. It, furthermore, should be stated

that these records take cognizance of only the cases whicli have

been under the care of our city physicians and it is quite likely that

some have been under the care of other physicians. The number
that have been thus privately treated I am not able to state, but

think it might be 20 per cent of the whole. Some of the outbreaks,

I think, have cost the city from $1500 to $2500.
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The epidemic of Oholera occurred in 1854. Lewiston was

among the first places in the State to be smitten, but to the best of

my recollections not the first. It made its appearance in the early

part of August and did not disappear till some time late in .Septem-

ber. I think there were about thirty-five or fortj- cases and possibly

more than forty. Quite a per cent, of the cases were children,

though it claimed its victims among youths, adults and those of

advanced years. I think about forty per cent, of the cases were

fatal. While cases occurred in various parts of the city, a large

part were in badly-drained and unhygienic localities. The foreign

population sufl^'ered in a much greater ratio than the American.

The part of the city furnishing the greater proi)ortion of the cases

was that lying north of Main Street and east of Chapel Street, or

that part not far distant from the Maine Central Upper Depot ; a

part of the city at that time very poorly drained, quite thickly popu-

lated, with abundance of decaying animal and vegetable matter, the

people mainly depending upon wells for their supply of water. A
few cases of the disease occurred in Auburn. Dr. Charles IMillet of

Lewiston, one of the prominent physicians of the State, died of the

disease at this time.

Limington—S. M. Bradbury, m. d.

We have a variety of diseases, pneumonia, bilious, rheumatic and

•occasionally typhoid and scarlet fevers, croup, etc. I think we do

not have a clear case of scarlet fever oftener than once in four or

five years, then as an epidemic. Four years ago I had two children

ver}- sick in one house, one of them had a violent hemonhage of the

bowels ; at the same time I had three in one house two miles away,

mild cases, all recovered. It is very seldom we have a genuine

case of Diphtheria, but a good man3' cases of sore throats, some of

which might be called diphtheria, tlie croup often. Typhoid Fever
not often, but it was very severe fort^- years ago, when it prevailed

AS an epidemic in the fall of the year. 1 had twelve sick at one

time. Small-Pox has appeared three times in forty years.

The first case was in a man forty years of age, who, to show his

courage, put on the hat and gloves of a man who had died of small-

pox. He had never been vaccinated and would not be. In about

two weeks he began to be sick, his wife gave him a good sweat, the

death blow. I was called and found him very sick with the con-

fluent small-pox and told them he would die and he did in three days.
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The next ease, some fifteen years ago: iMr. C. came home to his

family of wife and two girls, seven and nine, with the varioloid

pustules in the state of maturation. I saw them in a few hours and

vaccinated the girls, and again the next day. The younger girl took

the vaccination, the other did not. The younger girl had a common
case of varioloid, the other, a hard case of small-pox, l)Ut got well.

The wife had ln'cn vaccinated some years before, she took care of

the girls and did not have the varioloid. Tlie thir<l time, Dr.

who lived in another town and was taking care of a case of small-

pox there, came to see a patient in our town and so when he left his

patient he also left the small-pox with her, and four of the family

had it, as they had not been vaccinated.

Sixty-eight years ago Yellow Fever prevailed in the western

part of Parsonslii'ld and Kllingham, N. IL, one season.

We have Phthisis occasionall}-, but it is not frequent.

In our School-Houses the ceilings are too h)w and we find

hot, bad air, bad seats, low desks. I do not think our school-

houses now, with their box stoves and dry, hot air, are so well ven-

tilated as they were years ago when they had the large open lire-

places. Headache is now very common and often scholars have to

leave the school-room for some days on account of the faulty ven-

tilation. We have some new school-houses which are very great

improvements over the previous ones.

Lincoln—C. Fuller, m. d.

The prevailing diseases in this town are colds, sore throat,

bronchitis, pneumonia, diphtheria, diarrhtea, dyspepsia, and of late

years a good deal of bladder troubles, gravel, cystitis, stone, etc.

A peculiar feature, the past spring, was an affection (endemic) of

the walls of larger bowels, with fever, great pain and constipatioD,

lasting about eight days. No epidemics of diphtheria since 1870,

when twenty deaths occurred ; but it still lingers about here, and we

have one or two cases ever}* year. Had one case in worst form last

August, that of a boy about nine years old. Scarlet fever has not

been prevalent for five j'ears, although we have isolated cases of it

every year. Typhoid fever about the same. We have had small-

pox three times ; in 185;"), 18(10 and 1871), as near as I can remembor.

It was brought here by people each time, and probably cost JJiii'OO.
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I think that about nine out of ten cases of Scarlet Fever are

caused by unsanitary conditions at first. About one-half of the

cases are due to infection derived from other cases.

There was an epidemic of Diphtheria in this town in 18G0 and

one in 1876 ; in the former, whole families were swept away ; in the

latter, about twenty died, and those mostly among the French and

where they refused or neglected to separate the patients. In 1876

the disease was brought, first from Medwa}^ to Ciiester, then here.

I attended the patients (two children) where the mother emplo3'ed a

girl from Medway who had recovered and been at work for four

weeks. Change of weather is a frequent cause and in certain back

settlements it seems to linger where it ma}" be caused by a want of

proper food, as I believe. The diphtheria was once brought here

by a girl attending school, living two miles above. I remember one

case where it was spread b}' a funeral and the result was four deaths
;

it occurred about eight years ago.

1 have had cases of Typhoid Fever caused by drinking brackish

water ; two different times men at work haying for a man contracted

the disease ; do not remember that I ever had a case that I could

not trace to drinking polluted water as the cause.

Probably three people on the average die everj- year of Phthisis

in its different forms. I think the more frequent causes of this

disease are heredity, cold, damp weather and sudden changes and

impure air.

I had eases (three) of phthisis where first a daughter, then a son,

died, and now another daughter is sick with consumption where it

was inherited from the mother ; indeed all cases I ever had could be

traced back to heredity as the cause, except one, viz: Mr. A., a

rugged young man just married, was sick with consumption about

eighteen months and died; his wife, Mrs. A., was a healthy young

woman with no sign or taint of the disease about her or in her family
;

but she was very faithful in nursing her husband who, while sick,

persisted in keeping shut up (during last three months of his sick-

ness, in spring of year) in a hot, stifling room ; and I remember

going into the room and not being able to remain in the nauseous,

hot atmosphere, although they lived in a good house with plent}- of

room ; very soon after her husband's death she was taken sick, first

with pleurisy which developed into quick consumption and she died

in about four months.
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The most common faults in the School-Houses in tliis t^Nvn are

their being small, poorly ventilated and low posted ; except in four

out of ten districts. Have noticed one or two ill from over-licating

rooms. Abont twenty ont of five hundred pni)ils are absent oq

accouDt of sickness. Headache does not occur very frequently.

If a case of scarlet fever or diphtheria were found in the school-room

the school would be closed and the sick isolated. Our town school-

house in District No. 3 is poorlv constructed, windows nearly all on

one side, with room for the smallest pui)ils in second story ; no ven-

tilation in any school except by the windows and doors.

Litchfield—Enoch Adams, m. d.

In thirty- four years we have had no wides[)read and sevei'e

epidemic of scarlatina. A few families have been so afflicted, but

as a rule, if it extended beyond the first famil3-, it took on a lighter

form. Since 18;")8 there has been only limited areas of this disease

(in my field) and those mostly of a mild type. Diphtheria broke

ont in the center of this town ; al)out a dozen cases with one death.

In 18G2-G3 (winter and spring) there was a severe epidemic of it

starting in the same jilace and carrying off about twenty-five per-

sons. In ISO-l-Orj a sharp epidemic affected a jjortion of Gardiner.

Four from one family and one each from two others died. The

disease was much more severe in the first family visited. Three

times has typhoid fever visited neighl)orhoods, affecting twenty to

thirty persons. None for two years and little for nine years past.

Small-Pox and varioloid in my practice five times. Three of

these were varioloid contracted away from home and no expense

and no contagion spread except in one instance, before any physieian

was called and then only mild varioloid to a few individuals. Tiie

two attacks of small-pox cost about $2r)0.

I have often been puzzled to see how slight an exposure from

clotiiing worn was thought to be the cause of a sj)read of Scarlet

Fever, while much greater and even direct exposure produced no

effect. I have known of two cases where after two years, toys in

one case, and clothing in another, were the only known source of

the contagion of scarlet fever. Scailet fever visited my father's

family three times, taking one or two at a time, passing l)y a pair

of twin sisters, and one of theni afterward nursed in a family

where it prevailed. Years after, when she had a family of small

children and seemingly had no possible chance for contagion, she
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was taken down and died with tlie disease in two or tliree days and

all of her children had it in about three days and one of three died.

The other twin sister was with her when she died and attended the

funeral, and the children were tlien sick too. Two years later, with

no source of the disease possible but the use of some clothing from

the others sister's home, which had been in her house for two years

past, she was taken sick and died before the rash had time to

appear. Her three children also became affected from her. Now
both of these sisters lived in border homes, in healthy- locations, and

so isolated that we can be quite sure of the facts suggested.

One of Hoston's health officers rode with me past a house one

August evening, when a peculiar scent reached us and he remarked

"Tiiere is Typhoid Fever in that smell." Within a week I was

called to attend a set of the severest typhoid cases in that house and

one after the other all came down with it.

In the cemetery in West Gardiner there lie side by side two mothers,

one father, and twelve children, all having died with Consumption.
I know of ten or a dozen cases of health}- wives or husbands who

have followed in a year or two their companion who died of this

disease.

The most common faults in the School-Houses are low ceilings,

ill-ventilated and badly-heated rooms. The most frequent school-

room diseases are catarih, headache and sore eyes.

Litchjield Corner—I. W. Gilbert, m. d.

The more frequently-occurring diseases are bronchitis, pneumonia

and isolated cases of contagious diseases.

I have known of Scarlet Fever in a famil}- where there was no

possible source of infection except by a letter received from a friend

in whose family there were cases of the disease.

I had five cases of Typhoid Fever in one family, the only

recognizable source of infection being the drinking water which was

taken from a well in the cellar, the top of the well being less than

ten feet from the sink drain. No other cases in the vicinit3%

Consumption is not very prevalent.

Livermore Falls—A. R. Millett, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are typhoid fever and pneumonia. Scar-

let Fever for the most part has been of a mild form. In one

instance the fever made its appearance in a house where there were
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three cliildrcn all of whom had it quite seveieh- ; all recovered. In a

house one-third of a mile awa^y in which there were two families

living, it made its appearance. In one famil}- there were four chil-

dren all of whom had the fever and all died. In the other family of

three children none took it. These people lived away from the main

road more than a half mile, and they were not away from home and

no one was there who could convey the disease in any way that I

could learn. I look n[)()n it as a sporadic case.

Pulmonary Phthisis has prevailed to a small extent in this

region but not so extensively as at some other points. Most cases

could be traced back to some connection on one side or the other or

both sides of the family, leaving no doubt as to the hereditary origin

of the complaint.

A young and robust man left his father's farm and went to work

in a box shop where there was much pine dust arising from the

wood in the course of manufacturing. lie came home at the end

of three years and died of phthisis in a short time.

I look ui)()n the breathing through the mouth as a frequent source

of consumption.

Livermore Falls—Henry Reynolds, m. d.

Typhoid fever has at times prevailed epidemically in Livermore

Falls Village, l>ut not since my arrival here three years ago. There

are also the usual variety of lung troubles and other common dis-

eases. Scarlet fever has occurred from time to time here during the

past three years and in a large part of the cases it was impossible

to trace the infection to others. One case would occur in one

part of the village and perhaps none others, but after a few weeks,

three to six, another case would occur in another part of the village.

In some instances several cases would follow directly one after

another, but many of them occurred in the peculiar way men-

tioned.

My little girl eighteen months old was taken with Scarlet Fever

last INIay and had had no possible way of exposure that I could

think of exee[)t having visited a home and room where two children

had been sick with scarlet fever four or five months previously. In

the room the lounge upon which the children lay when sick had not

been disinlected nor had the room, and I think she took the disease

from the lounge.
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A seven-year-old girl of one of my neighbors had the scarlet

fever, and six weeks after the baby in the same famih' liad it. The

little girl had been isolated as soon as she was known to have the

disease and the house was disinfected after her recovery. Just

before the baby was taken sick, some suits of clothing from Boston

for use at an evening entertainment were brought into the house, and

I thought the baby took the disease either from tliat clothing or else

from some clothing in the house that might not have been thoroughly

disinfected. Have known the disease to be communicated from one

family- to another b3- letter. I have not seen anything that would

lead me to think that unsanitary conditions would originate de novo

scarlet fever. I believe that the scarlet fever infection will remain

in rooms and clothing for niontlis and that it is due to this fact that

man}' cases occur which cannot be traced to any distinct origin,

I have seen only a few eases of Diphtheria the past three years.

Two or three cases occurred in a family from Bangor where the dis-

ease had been, who were visiting here. Another case occurred in a

3'oung man who had recently returned from the .State Fair last fall.

In 1870 I was practising at East Wilton, a village built in around a

mill-pond. The previous year the great freshet of 18G9 had washed

into the pond a large quantity of leaves, sawdust and mud, two or

three feet deep. In tlie summer of 1870 the water was drawn off

for repairs on the mills, and left the mud exposed to the hot sun.

A disagreeable odor arose from the decaying mass and was blown

over the village by the southwest wind which prevailed during sev-

eral days. In the track of that wind from the decaying mud eighteen

cases of Typhoid Fever occurred, all down atone time, in a small

village of about fifty houses.

I know of a farm house where a case of typhoid fever has occurred

each year lor three successive years. There is an offensive privy

in the woodshed joining the house, and the drinking water is ob-

tained from a spring down hill from the buildings four or five rods.

Sandy land.

I have known the scent from a privy where the evacuations of a

typhoid fever patient were emptied to give the disease.

Pulraonary Phthisis is not very frequent in this vicinity.

Want of ventilation is often a cause, especially where a large number

live in a few small rooms. I have seen several cases where I attri-

buted part of the causative influence to stagnant water in cellars,

and dampness from the many trees close to the house. The bad
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ventilation of school-houses I think helps to induce phthisis in those

predisposed to it.

School-Houses have no means of ventilation except by doors

and winduw.s. Seats are arranged so that the snn falls directly in

front of the pupils instead of upon their books, making it hard for

their eyes.

Lubec—H. S. Delamere, m. d.

Since I have been here, phthisis, pneumonia and typhoid fever

seem to have taken the lead.

Before I came to this State I treated a case of Scarlet Fever
that I supi)0sed to have been taken from a hack. About one week

had elapsed from the time the hack had been used at the funeral of

a scarlet fever patient, when a lady used the same vehicle, taking

her six-year-old daughter with her, a distance of five or six

miles. The weather being not very pleasant, the doors and windows

were kept closed. In six days the child was taken ill. There had

not been a case of scarlet fever for some years within seven miles

of the place where the child resided, so that I could not account for

it in any other wa}' than from riding in the hack.

In some of the cases of Diphtheria that have come under my

observation, I have thought the disease to have been generated by

filth and bad ventilation. In the town of Yarmouth, N. S., I

attended four cases of diphtheria all of which occurred in the same

house and in the same family. I tliink the disease was generated

by filth beyond the possibility of a doubt. The mother, a French

woman, lived with her four children in the basement of an over-

crowded tenement house. The inmates of the house were all

washerwomen. In these premises there was the most perfect neg-

lect of everything peitaining to cleanliness or dainage. The water

in wliich they washed clutiies, etc., was thrown out of the doors

and windows until there was not a sign of vegetation around the

house ; in fact the house stood in the midst of a quagmire of filth.

The French woman and her children were the only ones wlu) sle|)t on

the first floor, all the others sleeping up stairs. Of those who slept

up stairs none had the disease, whilst all of the children sleeping

down stairs li:id it. The entire household had access to the sick-

room until I was called in. which was ten hours before the death of

the eldest girl. No one took the disease but those mentioned. One

death, three recoveries.
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I have thought that a number of the cases of Typhoid Fever
occurring in this place were caused by drinking polkited water, there

being five cases last autumn occurring in people who were using

water from the same well.

Some of these lived in comfortable homes and others in a filthy,

badly-ventilated house. The people generally don't pay any atten-

tion to the relative positions of wells and privies which is tlie cause,

in my opinion, of most of the typhoid fever in this place. The

pen sketch which I send will show their relative positions in the cases

of which I speak.

1, House with first case of typhoid

2, Secondary cases here.

3, Barn 40 feet from well.

4, l*rivy 15 feet from well.

5, lien House.
6, Sink Spout 25 ft. from well

The first cases (two of them) occurred in House No. 1, near the

well, and later three cases occurred in house No. 2. The soil is

gravell}* and not very deep before the ledge is reached. The surface

of the ground at the well is lower than it is where several of the

neighboring privies are. I forbade the use of the water b^' the

family in house No 2 when I attended, and afterward there were no

new cases.

Compared with other places where I have been, I should say that

Phthisis is frequent. As near as I can find out the principal

cause is heredity. All my cases have been quite clearly inherited,

generally from the mother. I think that where there is an hereditary

tendency to the disease the bad ventilation of school-houses might

hasten it.

Bad ventilation, bad seats and bad heating facilities in our

School-Houses. Headaches frequent.
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Luhec—E. H. Bennett, m. d.

The diseases most prevalent liere are catarrhal diseases of the

respiratory organs, eonsiiinption, pneumonia, typhoid fever, erysi-

pelas, diphtheria, chronic cystitis, chronic nephritis, diabetes (both

forms) together with the diseases of childhood and the various

forms of chronic diseases. I have noticed no peculiarities in the

diseases here except that typhoid fever is apt to spring up in differ-

ent sections where there is no history of contagion from oth(>r cases.

I know of one instance of the same kind regarding diphtheria.

Never met with typhoid in the spring before this year. Have had

no severe epidemics of Scarlet Fever since I came here nine

years ago. Had a number of cases in 1876 and a few mild cases

this summer. The disease has been spread this season by allowing

those who have had it to attend school. [The parents claim they

did not know it was scarlet fever.] The only epidemic of diphtheria

which we have suffered from in the last decade was in 1881. I

think it can hardly be said to be endemic here, but in 1881 the dis-

ease broke out in different parts of the town about the same time.

In one instance there was no history of contagion from other cases.

We nsnally have a few cases of typhoid fever in the fall. Unsani-

tary conditions are evidently the indirect cause at least, and if the

disease germ can be multiplied outside the human body without seed,

the direct cause. I believe we have mild epidemics of pneumonia

and erysipelas. It is rare to meet with a single case, but they are

usually in different families. I can find an account of only eight

invasions of Small-Pox. In 1823 it was brought from New York.

About 1838-40 it was brought by a sailor from New York. Within

a period of two or three years, 1864-67, there were four distinct

invasions, all brought by seamen. In 1869 it was again brought by

a seaman. Was twice brought from Boston, others from New York.

Probable cost to the town was $250.00.

As regards Scarlet Fever I have never known the contagion

to have been retained in clothing more than a few n)onths. Un-

doubtedly unsanitary conditions play an important i)art in retaining

and multiplying the poison. I have nevHV met with but one case

where the contagion could not be traced to other cases, and here I

questioned the correctness of my diagnosis. The case, however,

was well marked; was mild form.

We had an epidemic of Diphtheria in 1881. I should say that

contagion is the most frequent cause. In April, 1881, a boy ten or
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twelve years of age, who had had diphtheria in Boston, came here

to visit some relatives. He went first to stop witli his aunt. On
Friday of the week in whicli he came she washed some of his cloth-

ing. The next week she was taken with diphtheria and it went

through the family, four cases. Before the aunt was taken sick the

boy went to an uncle's where he played with another boy about his

own age. This boy also had diphtheria and there were three cases

in that family. Other cases of contagion were just as well marked.

The sanitary condition of these homes was fair.

I have met with cases of Typhoid Fever which could be ac-

counted for only by the pollution of water by the leaching from sink

drains, cess-pools, privy vaults, etc.

Oonsumption is quite frequent and the more frequent causes

are contagion, bad ventilation, dampness, hereditary imperfections,

anemia and all depressing influences. Pneumonia ma^- result in

"fibroid phthisis." Badh'-ventilated school-houses are first-class

nurseries for tuberculosis. I do not know of any cases where there

were not other factors than unsanitar}' conditions, but bad sanitary

conditions will certainl}' do much to fan the disease into active progress.

When we find members of some family for several generations dying

of tuberculosis as every physician of any considerable experience

must see, I think we must conclude that the disease is in part, at

least, hereditary ; but such cases as the following seem to argue the

infectiousness of consumption : In the summer of I was called

to see Miss A. and on careful examination found unmistakable evi-

dence of pulmonary- tuberculosis. In spite of all treatment the case

went on from bad to worse and the young lady died. Duinng the

daughter's illness her mother was her constant attendant ; was with

her most of the time and even slept with her a great part of the time.

The mother belonged to a consumptive family, but at the time of

her daughter's first illness was in very good health. Shortly before

the daughter died she began to fail, soon began to cough, had obsti-

nate diarrhoea and presented all the symptoms of consumption and

died in the same jear. I have always considered infection to have

been the direct cause of the second case ; but no doubt the system

"was in a proper condition to receive and propagate the disease. I

have noticed other cases of similar character.

Our Schools are badly ventilated, badly heated, badly seated

and have a detestable privy arrangement. Most of the teachers

and scholars suffer from catarrhal troubles during the winter months.
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Probably, at least 2') per etuit are absent dming some part of the

term (Jii aceoiiiit of sickness. Headache is a very frequent com-

plaint with the scholars. If scailet fever or diphtheria were to

appear in the schools the first case would cause but little uneasiness
;

if several broke out iu any district the school would be discontinued,

but the sc^hool- house would receive no attention.

Lyman—E. 11uun, m. d.

It is quite healthy at this time. A few cases of measles, tonsilitis

*and common "colds" are prevailing. "We have our share of chronic

diseases, asthma, rheumatism, etc. Februar3' and March of this

year were noted for the prevalence of pneumonia and influenza,

several aged people dying from the former. We have no cases of

Scarlet Fever now, but during the past twenty or thirty years

we have had several epidemics of this disease, sometimes of the

simple type, and frequently of the anginosa and maligna ; but few

have proved fatal except iu the last-named form. I have met with

a singular coincident in one family, where atypical case of scarlatina

anginosa and a typical case of diphtheria prevailed at the same time.

I have always regarded the two diseases as distinct in most respects,

scarlatina ratiking among the most contagious of the zymotic dis-

eases, so much so that it is next to impossible for an unprotected

child to be exposed to it without taking the infection, while diphthe-

ria can be visited by numbers of children or others and not contract

the disease. Eruption, desquamation and sequelifi mark the one,

while nearly absent in the other. I am aware, too, of the type

designated scarlatina sbie eruptione. Diphtheria has visited us

very seldom since 1863, and when it has, it has been confined to one

or two neighborhoods. In a few families it has proved fiital. In

1863 its ravages in this town were fearful. In several ftimilies all

the children were swept off. In one family four children and the

father died. The mother and one child survived. An incident in

this family sickness should interest pathologists. The four children

that died had the physiognomy of their father while the one that

survived had the features and dis[)osition of the mother. Two
families residing on opposite sides of the street were attacked with

diphtheria at the same time. They were treated bj- the same physi-

cian and with the same medicine. The children in one family, three

in nuntber, all died. Six in the other having the disease all lived.
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The three that died were of the scrofulous diathesis ; the six that

lived were of the sanguine temperament.

I have known some and read of other cases where the infection

of Scarlet Fever retained its vitality several weeks and even

months in houses where the inmates had moved away after having

the disease. I have not known an instance in which scarlatina has

been spread b}' public funerals ; still it is quite probable tliat no

better place could be found to carry on the business. Public funerals

should not be tolerated when this disease is prevalent. Nearly all, if

not all, my cases can be traced to other cases.

I have some doubts of the contagiousness of Diphtheria. In

illustration : A teacher left his school with diphtheria, went to his

home, some three miles away, and soon died. Several in his locality

died of the same disease. Not one of his scholars nor one in the

district contracted it. The teacher's locality had been visited

several years before by diphtheria.

I have in mind two families who were stricken with Typhoid
Fever. One caused b3^ a hog pen at the back part of the house,

built there to receive the drainage of the sink spout; and all decay^-

ing vegetable and animal matter that could be collected were thrown

into it. The stench was intolerable when doors or windows were

opened on this side of the house. The whole famil3' had the fever

except an infant which was carried away during the sickness. All

lived but the mother. The fever in the other family seemed to be

caused by polluted water from the well, which was the receptacle of

toads, snakes, surface drainage and other pollution.

Cases of Pulmonary Phthisis are not as prevalent as form-

erh' ; siill we have occasionally persons dying with the disease. I

think there may be an hereditary transmitted tendency and still the

father and mother ma^' live to a great age and die of other diseases,

while their children may all die of phthisis. Sometimes this ten-

dency is thought to leap over one or two generations and then show

itself again. Observation upholds this idea I think. It is more to

our purpose to know the developing causes, as the essential nature

of phthisis is little known at present. Among the exciting or de-

veloping causes of the disease are a cold, damp atmosphere, seden-

tary habits, bad ventilation and over-work. The bad ventilation of

school-houses is, I think, a prolific cause of the disease.

If a stranger should travel through our town he would sa}', "You

have nice comfortable School-Houses." Let him enter these
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houses to study the modern iinprovemonts in ventilation. He would

sa}', " Why ! where are your ventilators?" '• Don't you sec tiiein,

these doors and windows?" " Yes I see tlienn, but do you not make

the scholars sick by openiiifi windows over their heads while in a

state of perspiration from an over-heated room?" "Well, I think

I see now why our children come home from school cougliing and

wheezing, with headache, and having to stay out of school several

days to get well." A few years ago the teacher in district No. 7

was taken ill, carried home, and died in a few days. Had ventila-

tion and over-work played an imjiortant part in this case. Head-

ache is a frequent complaint in our schools.

Machias—S. B. Hunter, m. d.

My experience with Small-Pox and vaccination is not large, but

it certainly is worth giving for the benefit of m}' younger brethren.

In 1858, Pinkbam, a sailor, came home sick and was at home two

days, during which time over thirty of his neighbors called to see

him. His famil}- consisted of wife and seven children, unprotected

by vaccination. I was called the evening of the second day and

found sniall-i)ox well developed in first period of eruption. I flagged

the house, which was small and badly ventilated, notified the select-

men and instructed them to see ever}' person who had been ex[)0sed

and I would vaccinate them at once. I vaccinated the famih', mother

and children, in both arms, then looked over all the numbers who had

been exposed, vaccinating in the same manner all those who did not

show good evidence of protection, a good scar; I was obliged to be

economical of my virus, for my supply was limited. The result was,

Pinkhaui had severe confluent small-pox, his wife and five chiklren

escaping, the vaccine disease going through all its stages regularly,

but the two younger children had varioloid, but not severel}'. The
vaccination in the arms of the two younger children conunonced the-

same as in the older, but did not mature regularly, yet it certainly

did modify the disease ; it was varioloid, not small-pox. Of the

numl)er exposed not one took the disease. The town was well vac-

cinated and the disease stami)ed out at once.

Later the same season, Hammond, a sailor, resident of Goulds-

boro', came home sick with confluent small-pox and I pursued the

same course with the same results. During the winter of 1801-02

small-pox broke out in the 7th Me. Regiment and I took the same

13
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course, vaccinating every man who did not have a perfect mark of

a previous vaccination. The disease was stopped in a short time

with but one crop of new cases, that is, only a few of those exposed

to the first patient took the disease and none after tlie men were

vaccinated. Can the protective power of vaccination be doubted in

this case, where the conditions favorable for the spread of the dis-

ease were so great? I had the same experience in Machiasport,

Northfield and Machias. In Machias the disease broke out in six

families in consequence of the first patient having a light form of

varioloid which was mistaken for chicken-pox. Soon as the nature of

the disease was discovered it was arrested by vaccination. One

thing must be remembered ; we must not be in a hurry or too confi-

dent in our diagnosis when we are called to a supposed case of

small-pox, varioloid or chicken-pox, although I never made a mis-

take in its diagnosis, yet I have seen m^' superiors do it. From the

above hasty history' of my experience in this disease you must see I

am a firm believer in the protective power of vaccination. M3- ex-

perience with humanized virus is, that it is surer and the protection

the same as animal virus. The danger of communication of disease

by humanized virus cannot be denied, yet it is not great for I have

not seen a case of syphilis conveyed in this manner in the thirty

years of my professional life. At this time, when animal virus can

be so readily procured, humanized should not be used.

Madison—A. E. Farnham, m. d.

The more prominent diseases are lung diseases, typhoid fever,

diarrhoea and cancer. I have noticed that in hot weatlier and even

after the weather was cool, that we had an obstinate bowel trouble

to deal with. It certainly begins as diarrha?a, but in a week the

discharges become blood}- and ulceration of the intestine takes

place. It is very obstinate and yields very slowly or not at all to

treatment. I have had several fatal cases, and have it to deal with

every season. I have had many prominent ph\-sicians in consulta-

tion but with no good results. No physician has been able to account

for some of the symptoms and it is different from anything mentioned

by our standard authors. When I was in India, seven years ago,

I saw something like it which they termed "• catarrhal dysentery"

(Asiatic). It is not dysentery and far from our summer diarrhoea.

Have only an occasional case of diphtheria or of scarlet fever, but

Qonslderable typhoid fever, which is often ver^- severe.
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Nearly every case of Scarlet Fever I have had, I have traced

to contagion from clothing. In one case a little girl ten or eleven

years of age took it from clothes sent home by an older sister who

was at work in the mill at Lewiston. This elder sister had had

scarlet fever some months previous to sending home the clothes.

The little girl died. Another case I had—a little girl taken with her

mother on a visit became wear}' and fussy, and to pacify her a doll

was found in the chamber which five 3'eara before had been used by

a little girl who died with scarlet fever. Said girl had her doll with

her on the bed while she was ill, and after hor death it was thrown

into an old clutter room up stairs. This girl pla^-ed with the doll

and was taken sick with the disease in the course of a week or ten

days. No other case within twenty-five miles then.

I have had several cases of Typhoid Fever which were due to

bad water. I had in the town of Cornville, about a mile from my
location, a family that were always ill. Thev never went a week for

two years without sending for me. The family consisted of father

and mother and four children, two boys and two girls. The mother

was sick with pneumonia and after getting better had typhoid. She

recovered from that only to become a victim to phthisis. Three of

the children had diphtheria and the next summer typhoid fever. I

began to look about for causes and found that the well was between

a hog house on the one hand and a privy on the other.

7:::r\
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been open, l)nt the old stiing of buildings were grim and dirty and

I went into the iiouse and never thougiit about the rest of tlie prem-

ises, till one day, when [)aying a visit, I was thirsty and asked for

water. I did not drink it, for when near my nose I detected a bad

odor which at once arrested m}' attention. I began to enquire and

the folks confessed that it was "'queer" but had alwa^'s been good

water and supposed it would pass off. I began to investigate and

found out the facts and told them what to do. It was with difficult}'

that I got any change made. Finally, however, by aid of the neigh-

bors, I made so much complaint and kicked up so much fuss that

the matter was corrected. I removed a cancer from the father,

which was caused by his boot chafing his foot. This was while the

well was bad and he was constantly ill with catarrh and bronchitis.

I had the cellar cleaned out and everjthing about put in a good sani-

tar}' condition and have had but two calls in as man}' years since. The

family are as health}- now as the average, and the children would

not be recognized from photographs taken when I first knew them.

Another case of typhoid I found to be due to a bad drain and filthy

sink spout.

The most common faults with our School-Houses are, the

houses are small, poorly heated, have no ventilation unless a window

is up or down and I don't call that ventilation. Cases of illness

quite frequent and headache very common indeed.

Mechanic Falls—C. H. Tobie, m. d.

Typhoid fever, pneumonia and diphtheria are quite common dis-

eases. Typhoid has been epidemic here four years in succession

until the present ^-ear (only one case in town during the year).

One case of diphtheria is all I know of, the last year. One

year ago last spring there were several cases of scarlatina. I

had some eight or ten. Within about fifteen years, I think, small-pox

has been here four or five times, at least that is what the older men

of the town say. It originated from the paper mills, of which we

have seven. I have not been able to get at the cost, not even

approximately, but think $2000 would cover the cost.

Typlioid. Fever often from unsanitary causes. In 1882, one

day, visiting a patient sick with the disease, I asked for a drink of

water. The taste and smell were so bad that I could not drink it.

The people at my request cleaned out the well and found three dead

toads in various stages of decomposition, also much decaying organic
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matter. I have also seen numerous instances whore priv}' vaults,

stagnant water, drains, etc., were in my mind the cause of the dis-

ease.

Cases of Phthisis, I tliink, arc not so frequent here as they are

nearer the sea shore.

In our Schools may be found lack of proper ventilation with

dangerous contiguity of privies.

Millbridge—Georoe Googins, m. d.

The diseases which I find most frequently are influenza, bronchi-

tis, typhoid fever, diphtheria, common sore throat or tonsilitis, and

pneumonia. In the thirty-five years which I have lived here there

has been three periods of epidemic scarlatina. Tiie first and most

extensive was 18")0-51. More than three hundred cases then came

under my care. Again, in 18GS, not so extensive, till the fall of

1869, when some twenty cases with but one death : also one in 1.SG8.

Again, in 1874-75, more fatal. Had some sporadic cases all along.

In 1882-83 had eleven cases in two families, no deaths. Small-

Pox we have had three times. The first time in 18r)2, lirought here

b3' a visitor ; no other cases of the disease. Cost to town, 87").

Second time in 1804, l)rought by sailor from I'oston, and had seven

cases, no deaths. Cost to town, $300. The third time in 187.');

brought b}' sailor from Boston and he communicated it to his family.

The man had been vaccinated and had only varioloid, but three

members of his famil}' had small-[)ox and three varioloid. Had the

latter myself. Cost to town, $500.

I was called in 1875 to a family in Cherr3'field where I found two

girls, one seven the other twelve years of age, sicK with Scarla-

tina. The}- could hardly believe they had the disease in the Inmily

as they had, as they tiiought, kept so com[)letely isolated. 1 en-

quired very particularly into this case as I had been asserting that

there must be (contact in some way in order to have the disease. At

first I began to think I should have to give in, and not exj)lain any

way that the poison could be communicated ; but, u|)on asking them

about their washing being done, I learned this : Mrs. B was

afraid to have her wash woman came to the house, as she had been

in cases where they had scarlatina, and so sent her clothes to her

home to have tiiem wasiied and ironed. Tiiese two girls were the

only ones that the clothes were put upon at this time and both were

taken sick at the same time. The woman had washes from families
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where the infection was and mixed them together. Afterwards other

members of the family had the disease as taken from them.

Case II. About this time I was called into Steuben to see a little

boy with the sequoIiE of scarlet fever, who afterward died. Whilst

he was sick he had his books on the bed with him and after his death

no other cases occurred in the family or neigliborhood. The house

was very thoroughl}' cleansed and everything thought safe as far as

the disease was concerned. Some four months had elapsed when,

the schools commencing, a little girl of one of the neighbors was

given the book that the boy had used while sick. She was taken

with scarlatina and died in a few days. The poison was in the book

that had not been cleansed.

In May, 1874, some men by the name of Abbott, belonging in

Beddiugton, came from New Hampshire where the3' had been en-

gaged in the woods for the winter and coming out in the spring had

been subjected to and had the scarlet fever. As soon as they were

able to travel they left for home, without being perfectlj- cleansed

from the disease. They stopped over night at a house between

Millbridge and Cherryfield, where they left the disease. The next

day ihey went home and had enough of the poison left to give to

their own famil}-. One little girl died, but as it was a very sparsel}''

settled community no other cases occurred. In April, 1875, Mrs.

Abbott was engaged in making a rug and one of her neighbors came

in to help her and brought a little child who played on the floor with

the rags that were being used, among which were some night-dresses

that were known to have been used at the time of the girl's sick-

ness. In less than two weeks the child died of scarlatina. No
other cases in the place.

Case IV. In Januar}', 1876, the family of Judge Milliken, among

whom was the Doctor, were sick with scarlatina. I attended them

and many other families at that time in Cherryfield for the same. Mrs.

F. came to me and said, "Dr., I have had the rash. My brother is

sick with it and I want to visit him, but m}' neighbors think I ought

not to go as I have a large family of children who never had the

disease. Do you think there would be any danger?" My answer

to her was not to go, she might carry the infection in her clothing

to her family. She disregarded me and went, not wearing the same

clothing at home. She had had the simple rash in her childhood,

but not the sore throat ; this she contracted and gave to her chil-

dren who had the scarlatina maligna, and three out of six died.
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Case V. Capt. David II. Wilson, of Milll)ridge, who some years

before had lost all of his family with tiie diphtheria, was very much

alarmed about this rash, as he had three small children. He lived

some ways from any neighbors and four miles from the village. I

was called to his house March 3, 187G, where I found two children

sick with the rash, as I pronounced it. He thought it could not be

possii)le, as he had kept them so completely shut up for the winter,

and I thought I should be puzzled to find where the Infection came

frou) in this case ; but after close inquir}' I learned the following

facts : Capt. W. had been from home and staged away over night,

had been in vicinities where the disease had been for the winter.

He came home and bad sore throat. Not having any rash he

thought it merely a cold, but the poison was there and the children

took it, and were very sick, but all recovered. No other cases

occurred in town.

My lirst caseof Diphtheria commenced Septembers, 18G1. This

I claim to be the first case of this disease east of the Penobscot River.

If there were any previous I would like to know it. The history' of

this is as Ibllows : September 8, 18(31, I was called to E. M., aged

six years, having what I called the croup. I treated her with warm

baths, tartar emetic, etc., and succeeded in relieving her till the

next night, it came on again, and the same treatment followed, con-

tinuing nauseating doses of ipecac through the day. The ciiild

recovered but was unable to speak aloud for three montiis. On the

24th I was called to F., aged four years, sick with sore throat.

Her mother then told me that E. had had a sore throat before the}'

called me and asked me if I <lid not think it might bo the new dis-

ease, which we had been reading about. I examined the throat and

immediately pronounced it to be diphtheria. I had no treatise on it

whatever, not a book that I had ever seen mentioning such a disease.

This child died. Two others of the family were sick with the same,

but recovered. This place was perfectl}' dr}' and neat, no water

ever standing in the cellar or any dami)ness around the premises.

Neat and clean inside. Diphtheria had come more than a hundred

miles and lighted there. My next cases were, January-, 1862, R.

N.'s family were attacked. One mile from M.'s and no communi-

cation between the families as I could learn. Three cases here and

two deaths. This was not a place of model neatness, but the weather

was cold and everything frozen up. About one-half the family were

attacked, and I, myself, took the disease, and was sick with it in my
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family of small children, and my wife and mj'^self only were sick with it.

Two years after, the children were attacked when there were no others

sick around there. One died out of four that were sick and one

escaped the disease. During the years 1863-64-65, the epidemic

prevailed throughout this region. Epidemic I sa}' as it certainly

was more than contagious. I noticed that the weather had much to

do with its spread ; cold evidently favoring its production. A num-

ber of days of mild, fair weather and not a case, but a cold storm

was sure to bring it along. Islands and sparselj-settled districts

suffered more than the villages. One family lived on an island three

miles off our harbor, consisting of Capt. W., wife and two chil-

dren. The man was so afraid of the disease that he would hold no

communication with the main-land for months. In the spring of

1864 he came off himself, what was left of him, having buried his

family on the island. This is only one instance of many that

occurred in my practice. After 1866, for eleven 3ears, not a death

from dii)htheria in Millbridge. Sporadic cases and of a mild form

only. In the fall of 1877 it came back again as an ei)idemic and

for two 3'ears it raged in our town east of the river, not a case exist-

ing on the western side for this time, unless it had V)een brouglit

over and then did not spread to any others. In the spring of 1880

it was the most fatal here according to the number of cases of any

time during its existence, but not a death since and but few cases.

Moose River—J. B. Thornton, m. d., U. S. Sanitar}- Inspector.

During the last few days 1 have attempted to comply with the

request of your Board in regard to making out a report somewhat

historical in character, of past appearance of zymotic diseases in

this region. I have found it an utter impossibility to do this with

any degree of accuracy as I have had to rely entirely on the some-

what rambling statements of the laitj', mosth' in the persons of old

ladies, there having been no physician here for a great man}- veara

«ntil ver}- recently : so please receive following figures as only approxi-

mate and subject to modification. I find this region to be peculiarly

€xempt from febrile diseases, there having been onlj- one case of

typhoid fever ever known here ; a former customs officer died from

that disease in 1870. There is a history of childhood diseases in

about the same proportion as in other localities with one exception,

viz : Scarlatina ; as near as I can discover this disease has ap-

peared twice in a period of forty years or more : once in 1874, during
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Trhich year there were fifteen eases witli four deaths; and in 1855,

when there were five cases ; all recoverinuf.

During a period of fifty years Small-Pox has visited this region

twice: the first appearance was in \HA(J ; a family of seven persons

living at Parlin Pond were all taken down at the same time, all

recovering but being disfigured. Again, in 18G8, it a|)peared at

Sandy Bay, near the frontier line, when it was imported from

Canada ; two cases, both fatal.

Diphtheria gives us a history of frequent appearance. In 1803

there were four cases in Moose River Plantation, with one death ; at

the same time there were many cases at the Forks (head waters of

the Kennebec River). P^ighteen hundred and seventy-six brought

thirty-five cases with nine deaths, whole families being extermi-

nated. Diphtheria again appeared here in 1879, when there were

twenty cases with ten deaths ; again in 1881, five cases, all recovering

(doubtful). In 1885 there was one death said to be caused b}'

diphtheria, at the same time there being quite a number of cases of

sore throat which some pronounced diphtheria (?). In regard to

the cause of these repeated visitations of diphtheria no explanation

has ever been given and I woud have it understood that the above

figures are only approximate.

It is no exaggeration to say that 99 per cent of the people of this

region are aflllicted with the ''New England disease" catarrh of the

head, a chronic catarrh of a severe tj'pe affecting the nasal and

faucial mucosa throughout ; each throat is like any other and its

owner is subject now and then to attacks of acute tonsilitis and

diphteritic sore throat, both diseases occasionally taking upon them-

selves an epidemic character and especially is it the latter which I

think is Ircciuently confounded with diphtheria proper by liasty and

superficial observers. There really seems to be the formation of a

more or less dense membrane and occasionally quite emphatic con-

stitutional disturbance, but patients (piiekl}' recover and there are no

serious sequehe. Climate, hardship. ex|)osure, evil habits, poor ven-

tilation, eoinitry bed-rooms leading out of the kitchen, lack of soap

and water, scanty fare, proximity of water-closets to culinary depart-

ment, imperfeet drainage or none at all, al)use of stimulants and

tobacco, lack of mental and moral discipline and too much bodily,

I consider good and prolific causes of the general condition.
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Monmouth—E. P. Marston, m. d.

The prevalent diseases are diseases of the lungs, fevers of a mild

nature, rheumatism to some extent and dyspepsia. We have had

no epidemics of late years.

Diphtheria has been quite prevalent here. Tiie cause is most

often contagion, the system l)eing in a susceptible condition.

In Hanover, N. H., Typhoid Fever has occurred several years

in succession. The water is poor and the drainage also.

Phthisis occurs quite frequenth'. A hereditary constitution is

transmitted. A bronchitis is developed and in a few years a phthisis

is the result. Ventilation is usually good here and has much less to

do as a cause than dampness. The latter is more common and is

less easily avoided and is an important exciting cause in our latitude.

Inperfect ventilation of school-houses has not much to do with the

causation of the disease in this part of the State.

Our School-Houses are not evenly heated. A scholar sitting

very near the stove has, to my knowledge in several instances,

taken cold upon leaving the room. The school-room should be thor-

oughly- disinfected or closed in case of the occurrence of scarlet

fever.

Monroe—John J. Sewall, m. d.

In the past year, from December, 1884, to March, 1885, pneu-

monia was very prevalent. Cannot learn that there has ever been

an epidemic of scarlet fever in town. I had two cases in the month

of April, last. In these the disease was contracted by a little girl

who had been visiting friends in another part of the State. Diph-
theria, of most malignant character, has twice visited this town

within the last seven years. In the autumn of 1878 it broke out in

what is called the Centre District. The topograph}' of this part of

the town is particularly rugged. Quite a stream of water flows

through it, but nowhere is there stagnant water, nor is there much

of any swamp land. The nearest approach to it is a large meadow
about a mile above where the disease first appeared. In this epi-

demic twelve children and three^ adults died. The disease confined

itself wholh' to this district. "Was first endemic. About three

3'ears later, in latter part of winter of 1881-2, the disease appeared

in the Village District. This is about two miles from Centre. Land

is considerably lower and more level than Centre. A rather low,
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and in some parts, sluggish stream flows through the village. Seven

of the village children died. About a month after the appearance

of the disease in the village it broke out in the north part of the

town, two children dying ; and a little later a single family was afflict-

ed, two children and the mother were victims. Neither of these

places were nearer togetlier than two miles. Cannot learn tiiat

Typhoid Fever has ever been epidemic in this town. Small-

Pox has appeared once within the last twenty years. It was

brought here by a lady from Hoston. About $500 was the cost to

the town.

Our School-Houses are not properly lighted and ventilated.

Monson—C. C. Hall, m. d.

Our most frequently-occurring diseases are diphtheria, pneumonia,

rheumatism, phthisis, dysentery, cholera infantum and typhoid fever.

Occasionally cerebro-spinal-meningitis breaks out ; several cases

have appeared latel}'. The peculiarities in the diseases here are that

in typhoid fever we do not get a distinct eruption, only a few isolated

spots and do not get much eruption in cerebro-spinal-meningitis. I

have met quite a large number of cases of membraneous croup,

typical cases, and have observed that simultaneously, or very soon

after, typical diphtheria developed in the vicinity. Diphtheria

lias prevailed epidemically and cndemically for a great many years.

My experience has led me to consider it a ver}" contagious disease

and transmissible by fomites. There have been two epidemics of

scarlatina in ten years. Typhoid Fever has not prevailed here,

with exception of a ver}' few isolated cases, for ten years. Its

absence is probably due to good drainage, about which our towns

people are very careful and intelligent, and the fact that it has not

been introduced. Small-Pox has never invaded this town to my
knowledge. It has been in Hlanchurd and Shirle}', adjoining towns,

once or twice. At Blanchard I think a soldier came home during

the war and had the disease. No other cases. At Shirley it was

brought to the hotel by a woodsman who had some clothing washed

by the waslu'r girl who was the first victim. It was spread generally

through tiie town, suspending business for a whole winter.

Have known a physician to spread Scarlet Fever by visiting

families miles apart and not changing his clothing. We do not per-

mit funerals after death from scarlet fever or di[)htheria to be
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attended by youth, and instructions are always given to prevent

spread by fomites.

Diphtheria lias been very prevalent. In my oi)inion the causes

must be climatic here. We have dr\' cold weather during the winter

as a rule, with an occasional moist or foggy day. It has prevailed

more extensively in late fall and winter. Has often broken out

during or following a damp da}' with sudden change to cold. Has

usually originated along the bank of a stream or pond, but has not

been confined there. Has been more contagious among the poorer

classes with unsanitary conditions.

About five years ago this winter we were entirely free from the

disease. There were no cases anywhere about for miles.

A workman here was sent for by his family, twenty miles or more

away, as they had di[)htheria. He went home and nursed several

children and his wife through the disease. One child died. A short

time after they got clear of the disease he returned to this town

wearing the same clothing which he wore while holding his children.

He boarded in a family who had four children, one a child about

one 3'ear old whom he was accustomed to hold and amuse considera-

bly. This bab}' and one other child were taken with the disease in

a malignant form in about two weeks after his return, both died.

The other two were taken a few days later, but recovered. No other

cases occurred in the village. Two or three weeks later an old lady

from this family visited relatives three miles out of town, where

there were four children. In a week or two (not more) those chil-

dren all had the disease, one dying. No other cases occurred in the

vicinity. A few days later this same old lady went thirty or forty

miles on the railroad to visit friends where there were children.

Several had the disease, one died. No other cases anywhere about

nor had there been for years. Diphtheria invariably spreads in our

schools if they are allowed to continue. We have learned to stop

all schools and carefully' isolate every case as we would small-pox.

Have known physicians to spread diplitheria b^- not changing their

clothing and using other precautions.

I have known man}' instances in whicli Typhoid Fever was pro-

duced by unsanitar}' causes. For several 3 ears the disease prevailed

extensively at Greenville, a village fourteen miles distant on the

shore of Moosehead Lake. Several deaths occurred. In that village

there was a flat swamp into which privies, sinks, etc., drained. The

swamp was settled b}' French people whose privies were never cared
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for. At hijrh water thoy wore overflowed. Sinks and wells were in

close proximity, cellars neglected and under-ground sink drains

8topi)ed up for years, returning such stenches that people would get

up from their beds at night and plug the pipe.

In a house where a liunily of three had t^'phoid fever at same time,

and one or two nurses later, the well was under the house and the

sink was directly over it with cess-pool just outside and running under

the house and into the well. All through town where there were

cases there were found very bad arrangements. I caused the local

town oflicers to compel people to clean out drains, dig up sewers,

fell and burn the bushes on the swamp land and dig a deep drain

directly through the swamp, completely draining it and preventing

overflow at high water. Since this was done very few cases have

occurred where I had at one time fifteen cases in a village.

Cases of Phthisis are not very frequent. Measles, improper

clothing, bad air and bad food, irritating gases and dust, over-work

—

anything which lowers general vigor or vitality for a long time, may

be the cause of consumption. M\' observation has not confirmed the

belief that it is hereditary. We had several cases immediately fol-

lowing an epidemic of measles. Hadly-ventilated, dark and damp

rooms, especially sleei)ing rooms, conduce to the disease.

A woman fift^'-threc years old was taken with tubercular disease

and was cared for solely by a daughter twenty-two years old, fleshy

and healthy. Soon after her mother's death she began to emaciate,

cough and have hemorrhage preciseh' as did her mother. She was

cared for by another sister who was plump and healthy. Imme-

diately after her sister's death she too coughed, emaciated, had

hemorrhage and died. All three within four years. The disease

was not inherited by the mother. The girls were mill girls accus-

tomed to mill air. A few cases have occurred here from effects of

using high explosives in slate mines (nitro glycerine).

Mount Vernon—S. Burbank, m. d.

The prevailing diseases arc fevers, erysipelas and a variety of

other diseases. We have had no epidemics and no small-pox for

thirteen years.

The worst thing about our School-Houses is the smallness of

the rooms and the want of ventilation.
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Najyles— C. Y, Lord, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are rheumatism, phthisis and other lung

troubles. There has been no epidemic of scarlet fever or typhoid

for the past ten years. About three years ago there was a light

epidemic of diphtheria. There has been no other epidemics here

since 1875, when measles prevailed. Twice we have had small-pox.

It first appeared forty-eight years ago, brought from Boston ; the

last one occurred sixteen 3'ears ago, brought from Montreal.

Scarlet Fever was brought from Portland by a lady thi'ough

the medium of her clothing and communicated to her sister's children ;

also a lady brought it from New York and one person took it from

her. I never allow a public funeral after this disease.

I had about twenty-five cases of Diphtheria three years ago

and in almost every case the houses were very filth}-, inside and out.

It was spread at that time through two schools, but all the children

that took it had filth}' surroundings at home. I never allow a public

funeral in such cases and thcrefoi-e have not seen it so spread.

Almost every case of Typhoid Fever I have ever seen I think

was due to unsanitarv conditions.

Cases of Phthisis are quite frequent, usually the result of

hereditary predisposition. I have two cases of phthisis in mind that

I know were caused b}' want of ventilation and any amount of filth.

Faulty ventilation in our Schools. I have known a great many

cases of illness due to faulty heatingand ventilation. Much headache.

One particular school-house is noted for unhealthiness. The room

is very low and the stove funnel passes directly over the pupil's head

and no means of ventilation but open windows. The floor is full of

cracks and the house not underpinned or banked up.

Newfield—I. M. Tarfton, m. d.

Lung diseases are the most common. We have had no epidemic

of scarlet fever or diphtheria since I commenced practice twent}--

nine years ago. We have had but two or three cases of typhoid for

about seventeen years. Small-Pox has appeared twice, imported

from Boston.

Cases of Consumption are frequent. Scrofulous diathesis

with sudden climacteric changes.

Our School-Houses are badly ventilated and have uncomfort-

able seats and other fault}' arrangements.
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New Gloucester—J. I. Stukgis, m. d.

During the winter and spring months, bronchial and lung troubles

are prevalent, but we are unsually free from epidemics of tyi>hoid

fever and diphtheria. Few cases of scarlatina, diphtheria or typhoid

fever have occurred in town during my residence here. We have

had no small-pox in town for thirty' years. One case occurred at

that time in the family of Shakers; infection believed to have been

brought iu broom-corn used by them for manufacture of brooms.

One case previous to this ; cause or circumstances not recorded.

I recall the case of a little girl, living in a retired situation, with

apparently no possible chance of direct exposure to the Scarlet
Fever, wlio stood beside a lady while she read a letter from a

family suffering from scarlatina. In a few days the child was stricken

down with the disease. A family moving into a house where scarla-

tina had prevailed a year and a half before, were infected witli the

same. I do not believe that unsanitary conditions can cause scarla-

tina, de novo. Scarlatina is, I believe, always dependent upon a

poison, stii generis, which must be derived directly or indirectly

from other cases ; owing to extremely contagious nature of disease

it is diflicult to trace to source.

Diphtheria has not prevailed to any considerable extent in New-

Gloucester. Contagion and unsanitary conditions are the usual

causes. Severe epidemics ot this disease in neighboring towns

have fallen under my observation. There was a recent case of a little

boy, in the town of Durham, who made a severe cut in his foot. A
physician called to dress the wound who had diphtheria in his own
family. In two weeks from time the wound was dressed, I was

called to see the child and found him with diphtheria. All the other

members of the famil}-, six in number (father excepted), were

stricken with the disease in from one to two weeks, also two neigh-

bors who assisted the family. The surroundings of this familv were

highly unsanitary. Public funerals have not been permitted in any

fatal cases coming under my care.

Typhoid Fever is an infrequent disease in this locality. Most

cases have been isolated. In cases where the disease has spread

through families the conditions have been unsanitary. "We have in

the vilUige abundance of cess-pools, sink drains, privy vaults, «fcc.,

but no typhoid fever.
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Pulmonary Phthisis is not rare in this locality. Inherited

tendency is the prevailing cause. Have no doubt that imperfect

ventilation, dampness and want of physical culture are important

factors in the development of this disease. I have now under my
care a young man (a victim of phthisis) whose parental grand-

parents died of the disease, numerous uncles and aunts on paternal

side, and the father himself is a victim. Six brothers and two sisters

of the 3'oung man have already died of the disease. The mother's

family were free from any tendency to the disease, but the mother,

after having cared for six of the children through the course of the

disease, herself fell a victim, through infection, as was supposed.

Many cases less marked, show heredity to be a most frequent cause.

All our School-Houses are poorly ventilated ; many improp-

erly lighted. The unsanitar}' conditions are, in most cases, not

sufficiently marked to produce noticeable results. It is difficult to

get statistics showing percentage of absence on account of sickness.

Would it not be well to have this question inserted in the school

Register whi(;h teachers are, by law, required to fill out? We have

the advantage of the " town system," and consequently better

school-houses than the average found in the country.

Neioport—B. Porter, m. d.

For the last twenty-five 3'ears none of the diseases mentioned

have raged epidemicall}^ except diphtheria at its first invasion, and

then it was terrible ; a large percentage died. For about two 3'ears

I cannot recall a single day but what I treated cases of this disease.

But then we knew but little about it and used inert and useless disin-

fectants and no isolation. Small-pox has been here but once. The

disease was probablj' contracted in the cars. About twelve years

ago I vaccinated every person in town, and successfulh' too ; virus

from Dr. H. A. Martin, Boston, Massachusetts. Tiie only invasion

of cholera I know of was in Bangor, and I saw the second victim,

a Dr. Wilson.

Some three or four years ago, in the town of St. Albans, a family

of several children, living on a cross road some one-half mile from

an}' other famil}^ were snowed in so that there was no visiting for a

long time and no Scarlet Fever anywhere about. This disease

broke out in a boy in a severe form, and the only thing I could learn

there was, about a week previous the children's bed had been moved
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into another room, and scarlet fever had been in this house years ago.

Tt either eame down out of a clear sky or it had lived lu-re all tiiis

time. Hut I have seen it break out in this unaccountable way in

other eases.

Diphtheria has been quite prevalent here. Apart from a "gen- .

oral predis[)osing condition," I think those in houses in damp locali-

ties and poorl}' ventilated have faied worse, yet I have seen it about

equally fatal on the highest hills, and tiie best air and purest water. In

187G, ni}- son contracted this disease in severe form and at the time

m}' wife's sister was visiting us with a little child and staved several

days. After going home, some twenty-five miles, the child came

down with the disease and died. Then soon another child died with

the same ; and a third one had it, but lived. There was no diph-

theria in her vicinity.

Cases of Phthisis are quite frequent. Apart from heredity I

should class dami)ness and improper clothing as the more potent

causes. Little, dark, pent-up sleeping rooms have something to do

in the same direction. I have seen victim after victim fall from

infection. I am a firm believer in it.

In our School-Houses bad light first and then poor ventilation;

are the faults. Considerable headache.

North Berwick—J. O. McCorrisov, m. d.

I find catarrh, influenza, bronchitis, pneumonia, quinsy or tonsilitis,

rheumatism, some typhoid and the epidemic diseases of childhood

more frequently than others. Small-pox has been here only once to

my knowledge. It entailed only a trifling cost to the town, not more

than fifty dollars. It was brought into town by a tram)>.

I have observed cases of Scarlet Fever in which the contagion

was carried in clothing from one town to another. I have known
the contagion of this disease to be retained some time in houses,

and I have also known this disease to have been spread hy public

funerals.

Diphtheria, so-called, occurs quite often, but in my opinion

diphtheritic in nature rather than true diphtheria. IVIosit of the

genuine cases coming under my observation have been in the town

of Wells, which joins North Berwick, near the seaboard. The

causes appear to be filth, bad drainage, bad ventilation and poor

14
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water. It made its appearance in one family in Wells where eight

or ten ate, drank, lived and worked in one room.

In our Schools over-crowding and improper ventilation prevail.

Headaches are common, and colds, influenza and throat affections

come from the crowding and over-heating of school-rooms.

North Waterford—F. C. Clark, m. d.

1 have been in my present location for the four years past, and

during that time we have been very free from anything in the nature

of an epidemic. I believe that a not very extensive epidemic of

measles in the town of Stoneham is the only one worthy of the

name.

Two years ago last spring I was called to see a child about two

years of age who was suffering from Scarlet Fever. As this was

an isolated case I was anxious to find the source of contagion, and

my enquiries elicited the following facts : Three 3'ears before, the

older cliildren had had scarlet fever, and the mother had used an old

woolen shawl to wrap them in. This shawl was put in a closet with

a lot of rags that she was saving for the purpose of making a rug.

Just before my patient was attacked these rags and the old sliawl

had been taken out of the closet, and the little child had been allowed

to play with them on the floor. This was the only source to which

I could trace the attack.

[In answer to enquiries of the Secretary, Dr. Clark gives the

foUowiug additional particulars about these cases.]

The two cases of scarlet fever mentioned are the only ones that

have occurred in the town of Stoneham during my stay at Water-

ford. There were no cases in the farail^^ or neighborhood during the

interval mentioned. There was no other source of contagion to

which I could trace these cases. The shawl had lain in a close closet

for that period in a pile of rags. The appearance of scarlatina in

the family as soon as these were disturbed points very strongly to

the old shawl as the infecting agent.

My experience with Diphtheria has been limited unless every

case of sore throat with exudation is to be so considered.

Typhoid Fever is, with me, a rare disease. Have one patient

convalescing at the present time. Cannot trace the cause to any

unsanitary condition.
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Norway—F. H. Tilton, m. d.

We had a few eases of Diphtheria in 1880. The causes have

usuall}' been from filth. Cases of Typhoid Fever have occurred

here from unsanitary conditions, and in one home cases appeared

for two successive seasons. Then a thorough renovation was made.

Phthisis is very prevalent, due largely to faulty ventilation, ex-

posure and unsuitable clothing. In reference to the infectiousness

of phthisis I would say that I know a whole famil}- of children who,

as soon as the}- arrived at mature age, went into consumption and

died. There was no history of this disease in the parents.

Our School-Houses are too small and are badly heated and

ventilated. Headache troubles much. I have never known of a

teacher's death, but have seen them fade rapidly under their work

in some of our rooms.

Oaldand—D. E. Parsons, m. d.

Among the prevailing diseases should be particularized consump-

tion and bronchitis. We had severe epidemics of diphtheria in 1861

and again in 1877. Small-Pox invaded this town once before I

came here. Cases of Phthisis are frequent. The causes have

seemed to be very often heredity and dampness, and it has been an

opinion of mine that the disease has been communicated from one

individual to another.

The most common fault in the School-Houses in our town is

the want of ventilation.

Oxford—O. Stevens, m. d.

Rheumatism and dyspepsia occur quite often. There have been

no epidemics lately. Once small-pox invaded the town. Cost

about $150.00.

There has been but very little Typhoid Fever in this town.

The most common fault in the School-Houses in our town is

bad ventilation.

Parsonsfield—J. W. Dearborn, m. d.

For the past seven years there have been very few cases of typhoid

fever, last year not a case ; but few cases of scarlet fever ; more

diphtheria. Lung fever is (juite frequent, also there are a large

number of consumptives according to population.
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Diphtheria has usuullj gone through a family when it has

appeared. One family of eleven has had the disease twice within

the last seven years ; eight sick at a time ; no deaths. It has usually

appeared in several families at nearly the same time, apparently

more due to atmospheric influences than contagion. In an epidemic

that occurred in ray practice in New Hampshire, on a high elevation

of land, there were some six families attacked with diphtheria on a

road about two miles long, within forty-eight hours of each other.

Several died ; those that were well nursed and cleanly as well as

those the opposite. Yet, as a whole, uncleanliness and bad air are

very unfavorable. In some families where I practice where the soil

is porous (no hard pan), letting the water through it easily, I inva-

riabl}' find it sickly and the water of a poor qualitj'. North Shapleigh

is a village of this kind ; the water supply contaminated by sink slops,

privy vaults, etc. We find there diphtheria, fevers and all diseases

of a worse type than in this town. Also in Freedom, New Hamp-

shire, there has been more typhoid fever during the last twelve years

than in any other town of its size within my knowledge. A hilly

ravine, through which runs a small or large stream of water, accord-

ing to the dryness or wetness of the season. When dry there is left

decaying vegetable matter, from which source it is supposed, by

some of us, the infection comes.

In regard to Consumption, I have seen several cases where I

have been satisfied that they were produced by contagion. I am a

firm believer in its contagiousness.

A young lad\- who was soon to be married, was seized with a cold

which soon run into well-marked phthisis. During her sickness she

was very attentively' cared for several months until her death, b^'

the young man to whom she was engaged. He belonged to a family

in which consumption had never occurred, at least for two genera-

tions. Soon after her death he had a cough very like her's and lived

but a few months.

I can cite several of these cases that are very convincing. Of its

hereditary tendenc}' I have no question. I have known of several

families where all the members have gone with it. One of three

brothers and two sisters, none dying under twenty j-ears and none

over forty. Another where mother and two sons and two daughters

all went out, some where they have lived far separated, where con-

tagion could not exist. I believe the close air of sleeping apart-

ments, the unhealthy condition of school-rooms and the ill-ventila-
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tion of churches as well as dwolHngs, tend to produce this disease,

bnL above all, the inattention to personal cleanliness as an existing

cause or producing cause exists. "With cleanliness, good air, whole-

some and nutritious food and a proper amount of exercise, thous-

ands who die with phthisis might live on for years and thousands

might escape it altogether.

In regard to School-Houses and the pupils who are sick I

find that headache, lassitude, restlessness, pallor, loss of appetite

and loss of flesh are the symptoms of many ; and there is no doubt

that the bad air and general undeanliness of place and also of the

children are the causes.

Patten—F. F. Bioklow^, m. d.

The diseases which I more frequently find are those pertaining to

the throat and chest. Some twenty years ago quite an epidemic of

scarlet fever ; since then it has been endemic several times when

there would be i)er!iaps but three or four cases. Diphtheria occurred

in the foim of an epidemic about twentv-three 3'ears ago ; since then

it lias been endemic once or twice, but owing to greater precautions

(so the people think) being taken to prevent conta'jion, it did not

become epidemic. As regards this town itself, tvplioid fever is

almost unknown ; never been epidemic. As far as I can discover,

small-[)ox has I)een here but twice. It was brought from Canada ;

did not exten<l beyond the original case in either instance
; probable

cost 82;'!. 00.

Tlie following case shows that clothing may for a long time retain

the i)oison of Scarlet Fever : A child died of this disease and

its clothing was packed away and left for a year, then unpacked by

the mother who was taken soon after with scarlet fever, although she

had not contracted it in the previous instance.

No one seems to know what was the cause of the terrible epi-

demic! of Diphtheria which prevailed here twenty-three years ago,

but as far as 1 can gather, it was from a lack of sufTicient sanitary

measures, and it extended for want of care in preventing contagion.

In this pince I have not seen cases of Typhoid Fever which

were evidently due to unsanitary conditions, but while connected

with a public institution in a city of some 7000 inhabitants, we
frecpiently had cases considered to be due to such causes.

Phthisis is rare in this country. As a cause of this disease I

should say first and foremost stand hercditaiy predisposition, then
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poor sanitation. I think it sometimes occurs in those having no

constitutional taint after a pneumonia. I feel assured that both

imperfect ventilation and dampness i)lay prominent parts as sec-

ondary causes. As to the question whetlier the bad ventilation of

school-houses has much to do with causing consumption I would

answer, theoreticalh', yes ; especiallj' as a secondary cause acting

on those with a tuberculous taint or on any with a naturally weak

constitution from an}' cause.

A lady died of phthisis ten years ago ; since then two daughters

have died ; and a third, although the greatest possible care has been

taken to preserve her health, is but little better than dead.

A young man, whose grandparents on his mother's side both died

of phthisis, died at the age of twenty-eight, of phthisis, after the

usual course of pulmonary hemorrhage, etc. One sister of his is

now dying of consumption, and another, although able to attend to

the duties of life, has a pulmonary weakness which shows she has

the same tendency, and it only requires the proper conditions to light

up the disease. The mother, however, is a woman of sixty odd

years and is apparently as health}' as most women of her age.

The most glaring fault in our School-Houses is a lack of

sufficient, or perhaps I should say proper, ventilation, as some of the

pupils know by experience, especially in winter, there being at that

season too much ventilation ; however, this will be remedied in one

or two of them by replacing them with new buildings. There have

been some complaints from parents that their children are ti'oubled

in school with headache.

Penobscot—E. A. Sprague, m. d.

Catarrhal diseases are the prevailing ones. In pneumonia and

influenza, prevalent in winter and spring, the cerebro-spinal nervous

system seems much affected, and there were more than the usual

number of bowel and stomach complications. The inhabitants make

no mention of Diphtheria except in one case. A corpse was

brought home and several cases were infected from that, all fatal.

I have had but one case in the last four 3'ears. There was an

epidemic of scarlet fever about six years ago ; it carried off many

children.

The faults in our School-Houses are that the light falls side-

ways on the desks, outer doors open directly into school-room,

cellars are damp, and the rooms are improperly heated. Many of
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the pupils eveiy winter are sick from coWs taken in school-room,

and two years ago last winter the teacher at the Cove was sick.

Headache is frequent, more among the girls. The school would be

closed and the proper disinfectants would be used if scarlet fever or

diphtheria should get into the school.

Phillips—L. E. Qlimby, m. d.

During the past three years we have had a few eases of typhoid

fever, four or five cases of diphtheria and quite an amount of pneu-

monia and bronchial diflficulty. During the winter of 1885 we had

a large amount of erysipelas, it seemed to be epidemic, in as much

as the only cause assignable was the ver^' sudden atmospheric

changes. It affected rich and poor alike and did not seem to be

caused by any unsanitary conditions.

During the autumn of 1884 there were four cases of Typhoid
Fever in a tenement house, which I think were caused by imi)ure

water. The well was in a low, sunken place, receiving all the wash

from the house and out-buildings, and in close proximity to the privv.

They have since provided a well on higher ground, furnishing an

abundance of good water. This year there has been no recurrence

of the disease.

Pulmonary Phthisis is a frequent disease in this section.

The greatest and most common fault in our School-Houses
is improper facilities for heating and ventilation. In the most of

the school-houses the stove is placed in the front part of the room,

near the teacher's desk, with the pipe extending to the back part of

the room and usually over the center aisle. The result of this is

cold feet with heated heads. For ventilation the doors and windows

are opened, always to the danger of the pupils from taking cold.

Last winter I was called to attend three boys of the same school

who took cold at the same time by the teacher opening a window

where the wind could blow on their backs and heads. Two of the

boys had pneumonia and were confined to the house four weeks, all

caused by exposure to a cold draft in an over-heated room and for

the want of proper ventilation. Headache is a very common com-

plaint with scholars attending our winter schools, and the cause is

almost wholly poor ventilatiou.
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Pittsjield—F. J. Taylor, m. d.

Pneumonia, phlhisis pulmonalis and typhoid fever arc the most

common diseases. There has been a greater number of cases of

diphtlieria during this last month (July) than for the last five years,

some of which assumed a malignant type or \yhat we termed putrid

sore throat. Two of these cases died last month. The first case

we had was fatal in four days. It was a sporadic case of malignant

diphtheria ; the stomach being so affected that nothing could be kept

on it a moment. Measles have been very prevalent for two springs

during the last four years, and in several cases assuming quite a

serious nature, but none fatal.

In Scarlet Fever unsanitary conditions add to the severity of

the disease and make tlie prognosis more unfavorable. One-half of

my cases, at least, were from infection.

Diphtheria is not very prevalent. Impure air vitiating the

blood and then taking cold is often a cause.

A little girl w^as taken violently sick with diptheria and died on

the IburLli day. The mother of this child was taken siclv the day

the child was buried, and was vcrv sick, but recovered. 13efore she

recovered two other members of the famil}' were taken with the dis-

ease in a mild form, and about a week after all had recovei'ed a

little babe was taken witli the same disease and died. They lived

on the bank of the river in a low, sunken place, and people from the

village have been allowed to clean out their cellars each spring and

tip up lotten potatoes, turni[)s, etc., on the river bank, and I noticed

at this time that the scent was very bad along the river, from rotten

potatoes, etc. I should say this unsanitar\' condition had much to

do with the sickness of this family.

I have noticed cases of Typhoid Fever from pollution of the

drinking water, but have not seen recurrences in same families.

Phthisis is frequent. I think the causes are frequent)}- heredit}',

exposure to sudden changes of temperature, sleeping in small, unven-

tilated bed-rooms, and dampness due to lack of proper drainage of

cellar. I tliink more are taken sick from poor ventilation than damp-

ness, but both are important factors. I think that sehool-house air is

a cause. As regards coutagiousncss, I remember one young man

who was perfectly well until he took care of his brother, sick with

phthisis, and after three weeks was taken sick with same disease and
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died liofore tlio brother be cared for. I can tbuik of one more case

like Uu; above.

Tiic School-Houses are not equally heated in cold weather, it

being too hot near stove and very cold in back part of room. The

floors are nsually cold and hence the children have cold feet while

their heads are hot. Have noted case alter case where children and

teachers have taken severe cold from the ill-contrived heating appa-

ratns. Sometimes during the cold weather, 25 per cent, are absent

on account of sickness. Headache is common. We should isolate

carefully all cases of scarlet fever or diphtheria in the schools as

well as other members of same family. A physician's certificate of

safety should be required before the patient is allowed to return to

the school.

Pitttijiekl—N. PusiiOR, m. d.

The village is situated in the south-east corner of the town and is

not one of healthiest of towns, on account of the poor drinking

water which is strained through clay, muck and quick sand, and the

drainage is fearfully delicit-nt ;
piivies are wofully neglected, and

hence we have a large amount of diarrluca and dysenlei'V, typhoid

fever and di|)hlheria. The lattei', according to my observation, has

been caused by damj) cellars and badly-ventilated houses. More

ought to be said and written on laiilly ventilation and want of sun-

light and on decom[)osilion of vegetable matter.

There is in this locality about the usual amount of i)ulmonary

phthisis, with the usual causes; hereditary predisposition, lung

fevers, exposure to the sudden changes of the weather and budly-

ventilatcd sleeping rooms.

Portland—T. A. Foster, m. d.

So far as my experience goes unsanitary conditions have but little

to do with the causation of scailet fever. I think all n)y cases can

be accounted for by endemic or epidemic influence, without taking

contagion into account. I have known of many thoroughly exiiosed

to escapi! it, anil others most carefully excludeiT from it contract the

disease. So frequentl}" is this the case that I often doubt its conta-

gious nature.

J have not observed tliiit Diphtheria is spread by public funer-

als ; bnl, as I believe them to be a great nuisance, I should like to see

them Ibrbiddeu.
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I have noticed man}- cases of Typhoid Fever which were ap-

parently caused by the pollution of water from various sources.

As causes of Consumption I would enumerate, particularly,

heredity, bad air and bad food. The bad air an:l the confinement act

in our school-houses as causes of consumption.

Bad ventilation and faulty lighting are the most frequent faults of

our School-Houses, but these faults are not so common as for-

merly. Upon the whole I believe our teachers are as healthy as

persons in other occupations. More healthy than shop girls as a

rule. Still many of them are constitutionally nervous and get

anxious and wakeful at times, and particularly during the last few

weeks of our long terms.

Portland—Charles L. Holt, m. d.

During the five years following March, 1865, I was in practice at

Mechanic Falls, residing in Poland.

Three invasions of Small-Pox occurred ; each in the spring and

all derived from rags used in the paper mills. Two of the attacks

appeared in successive seasons and were credited with having been

derived from the same lot of stock, said to have been imported from

Italy. Of the two epidemics above mentioned the second was much

more severe, although, thanks to the very general and thorough vac-

cination, most of the cases were mild. One of the most severe

occurred in a lady who had previously suffered from an attack of

variola. My observation at that time led me to the conclusion that

thorough vaccination is alwaj's equal to the occasion as prophylactic

in this disease ; and I have since seen no reason to change my
opinion.

While at Mechanic Falls I was called to a family living on a cross

road, with houses separated by one-fourth mile or more, and found

a boy of about ten years suffering from premonitory symptoms of

Scarlet Fever. As he was of sandy conplexion, I deemed it

wise to defer my diagnosis until m}^ next visit, the following day,

when it was fully confirmed. A girl, younger than he, was now

complaining of sore throat and general malaise, and at my next

visit had the rash well out and the third and only remaining child

was also sick. As the children had not been away from home for

weeks and there had been no cases in the vicinity for a long time, I

was about to adopt the opinion that the disease must have developed
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per se when a young lad}' in the house (lialf-sister of the sick chil-

dren) incidetjtall}' remarked that the disease was quite prevalent in

Portland. Inquiry elicited the statement that she had been at work

in a tailor's sliop in that cit}', and that one of the shop girls had

attended the funeral of a friend dying of scarlet fever ; and thus the

poison had been conveyed to my little patients through a person not

directly exposed. Several similar cases have come under my obser-

vation during the past twent}' years, thus confirming the opinion of

others that a single scale of the desquamating cuticle is sufficient to

conve}' the disease to the susceptible, until devitalized, and that the

length of time required for such devitalization is very uncertain.

Since my residence in Portland I think ever}- case of Typhoid
Fever under observation has been easil}' traceable to its cause

;

and in most, if not all, the cause has been emanations from water-

closets and vaults. One particularly sad case where a very l)right and

capable young miss of thirteen, and an on\y child, succumbed to the

disease after a distressing sickness of eleven weeks, was undoubtedly

due to the poison inhaled through an untrapped water-pipe leading

from the kitchen sink directly into the vault in the cellar beneath.

This family had been repeatedly warned of the danger incurred, but

could not be pursuaded to move until too late to save their child.

While practising in Gray a young man of twenty-two years called

at my office Saturday evening with the request that I would send his

brother of twent}' some medicine, as they thought he had typhoid

fever, giving as a reason for the diagnosis that a sister had just had

the disease as diagnosed b\' a neighboring ph3'sician. The medicine

was sent on condition that if not better the next day I should be

notified and visit the patient. I was summoned the following Mon-

day and found him seriously sick with well-developed typhoid of a

week's duration ; also the messenger of Saturday confined to the

house with intense pain in the head, back aud limbs ; he was ordered

into bed and died in about two weeks. Wednesday the mother was

indisposed, and Friday, in bed and delirious. The first of the fol-

lowing week a daughter aged fifteen was attacked and died in about

ten days. The disease steadil}' progressed through the family until

father, mother and seven children had the fever ; the entire family

at home excepting one daughter of IG. The two fatal cases were

sick in the parlor and sitting room, respectively. During the first

week a careful examination was made of the house, woodshed, barn

and surroundings and nothing found to specially condemn until the
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cellar was reached. This was damp and partially covered with

boards and planiis resting directly upon the earth. Along the side,

beneath the sitting room and pailor, were built potato bins of rough

boards, the floor being raised about six inches above the cellar bot-

tom, loosely laid, with cracks and holes of sufficient size to allow the

smaller potatoes to drop through. Having no doubt that I had

found the cause of the sickness, the information was imparted to

the father with the request that everything movable should be con-

veyed to a distance from the buildings and the cellar well cleansed
;

and he promised to attend to it immediately. Unfortunately no

further attention was given the subject until a week from the next

Sunday, when, finding the young man in a hopeless condition, and

the paiior patient rapidl}' drifting into the same state, a second ex-

amination of the cellar disclosed everything in statu quo. It being

a day of leisure, several of the neighbors were about, and to them

was made a very emphatic statement of facts with the request that

they would clean it out, which they did, removing with other rubbish

nearly a bushel of rotten potatoes and accumulated filth. From the

above, with many less marked cases it has been impressed upon my
mind that an^y decaying vegetablo matter, whuther about the house

or in eoiiditiou to filter into the drinking water, ma^' develop the

disease \ although, probably, iraperfeetly-coiisti ucted and ventilated

water-closets and defective privy vaults are among the most com-

mon causes.

Portland—A. K. P. Meseuve, m. d.

In relation to Scarlet Fever I can give you some notable

examples of contagion observed by myself.

A man unloaded a load of charcoal in Portland at a house where

a small boy had an abscess back of his ear as a sequel to scarlet

fever. He drove twenty miles upon a coal cart to his home in HoUis.

About ten da\"s from that time his two children had scarlet fever,

no cases liaving previously existed within many miles.

A few years after an almost exactly similar occurrence was ob-

served in the same town, except that the coal was left at a house

where scarlet fever, not its sequela? existed.

A cliild died in Westbrook with scarlet fever ; the body was caiiied

into a small chapel in Buxton where several of tiie neighbors attended

the funeral services ; the casket was not opened and no one took the
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disease there. The casket was set on a bier in the eeinetory, on a

hill, while tlio concluding hui ial services were peiTornied. The wind

was wesLeily and all tiie pc<)[)le present, except two of the bearers,

stood upon the westerly side of the body. Ten days afterwards the

children of each of the two men who stood on the casterl}' side of

the casket had scarlet fever.

A little girl in a faniil}- of four children had scarlet fever ; she

remained in the same room with the others, two of whom took the

disease; the fourtli child slept with one of the secondar}- caseg, but

did not take the disease. About two months after the recovery of

the chilrlren a little girl living in the neighborhood went into the

house and looked at pictures in a book owned by the cliildren, and

about twelve days after had well-marked scarlet fever, which was, I

think, the only case communicated by the family- of four.

I do not believe the disease ever occurs except by contagion,

altliough it has often been impossible to trace them ; indeed, the

histories of cases one and two were only obtained by most diligent

inquir}'.

In answer to the questions anent Diphtheria m}- own opinion,

founded entirely upon m}' own observation, would differ materially

from that of many physicians, to wit : I think it occurs spoiadically
;

is propagated bj' infection or contact of particles : have never known

it to be carried by clothing or spread by funerals. I have never

known dii)htheria to be spread through the schools, although I had

from 1857 to 1880 a good opportunity for observation, being on the

school board in a town of 2r)00 inhabitants most of the time.

Portland—C. D. Smith, m. d.

The causes of Diphtheria, when it has prevailed here, have

seemed to be, primarily, defective hygienic condition of dwellings;

secondarily, conliinied neglect of preventive measures in the presence

of the disease, and, in many cases, apparent disregard of the com-

monly accepted views of contagion.

During the past eighteen months I have seen a number of cases

of dii)htheria, varying from the mildest to the most malignant, and

limited to no particular i)art of the city.

Ten of these cases were upon the summit or the slope of the

eastern extrerait}' of the city, known as Munjoy Hill.
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The most malignant case was that of a little girl of four years, in a

family of seven, occupying a house of six rooms, small and poorly

ventilated. The water supply was Sebago ; the receptacle for excre-

ment, a wooden-box privy. Most of the sink drainage was upon

the surface of the yard.

This child was taken sick Mondaj^ night, and died on "Wednesday

noon. A thick, firm membrane covered the root of the tongue, both

tonsils, the pillars of the fauces on the left side, the soft palate,

and the posterior wall of the pharynx ; the right pillars and the

right tonsil were the seat of a large slough. The nasal passages

were blocked, and the eyes in a state of diphtheritic conjunctivitis.

This child had not been out of the house for weeks, and no child-

ren or adults had been allowed access to the house, on account of the

serious illness of the father.

The other three children were isolated as well as possible, and the

strictest antisepsis and disinfection insisted upon, and carried out

under my own direction.

On tlie fourth day after the death, a girl of 10 years was taken

sick, and for several days la}' at the point of death. Three days

after the beginning of the second case, a boy of 13 was attacked by

a milder form of the disease ; the other boy of 8 years escaped.

Another malignant case occurred in a family consisting of the

parents and four children.

I was called about twent}- minutes after the death of the youngest

child, a boy of nearly three years, who had been sick four days.

The dead child lay in the front room, a boy of 6 3ears was very

sick in a back room, and a brother of 8 and a sister of 12 were up

stairs, having so far escaped. The dead child was at once buried,

the rooms thoroughly fumigated and cleansed, and the well children

isolated. Three days later, the girl was sick ; the boy of 8 was not

attacked.

This dwelling was a story and a half corner house, with plent}' of

air and sunlight, and the family wanted for nothing in the way of

home comforts, yet the cellar was low, with a dirt floor and not par-

ticularly well ventilated. Directly beneath the dining-room, was an

open eight-inch drain pipe connecting with the main sewer. Next

this was a water-closet, the only flushing of which was bj' the flow

of waste water from the kitchen sink.
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The drinking water was from a covered well, situated within a few

feet of the adjoining dwellings.

Space between Dwellings

1 and 2,=2 feet;

Between 1 and 3,=10 feet

;

All three houses supplied

from this well.

Correction of these apparent evils was urged and their importance

as a possible and extremel}' probable source of the disease pointed

out, without making much impression upon the mind of the head of

the family, who, while more than anxious to do every tiling to avert

further danger, could not be convinced that a disease so deadly could

be caused by no more glaring defects than 1 had been able to point

out about his dwelling.

These cases occurred early in August, 1885, and no change was

made in any of the surroundings until the father himself was attacked

by a most malignant form of diphtheria September 5th, when several

holes were bored through the cover of the well for ventilation.

Whether the well had any influence as a causative agent I can not

with any certainty affirm, but the soil of Munjoy Hill is a loose

gravel piled upon a subsoil of rock and clay, the most favorable

conditions, therefore, exist for the percolation in all directions of all

sorts of filth, wherever existing.

It is, however, certain that all efforts to secure the introduction of

Sebago water and its use, instead of the water from this well, have

thus far proved unavailing.

While in man}' cases adequate cause seemed to exist, either in

contagion, direct or indirect, or in defects of drainage ventilation or

water supply, I am forced to admit that in an equal number of

cases no reason for the existence of so fatal a form of the disease

as I have seen here has been apparent.
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From my own observation I have not known diphUioria to be

spread by jjiiblic fiineials, but, from the testimony of responsible

persons, I am satisfied that such have been held without an}' restric-

tions, contrary to the advice and even remonstrance of friends and

others, and that cases liave occurred among the children of families

attending these funerals.

On the northerly slope of this city (Portland) are many houses

built years ago, and furnished with old-fashioned privies. Few of

these dwellings have modern sanitary conveniences, but are well

supplied with privies and cess-pools.

A family residing on one of the side streets leading from Congress

Street to IJack Cove, by a steep grade, had, in tlieiryard, a well and

a priv}' within a rod of each other, though the privy was below the

well. Their neighbors, however, with few exceptions maintained

the same privileges, and they, living near the foot of the street,

received in their wells, it is fair to presume, contributions from the

yards of their neighbors above. In less than three years, two

members of this family died from Typhoid Pever, and a third

with a train of s3mptoms which so resembled typhoid as to excite

a strong suspicion of its presence.

During the month of September, 1885, a woman who lived in a

tenement house on Washington Street occupied by several families,

died of typhoid fever of a peculiarly severe type. Instead of dis-

posing of the dejections as directed by the ph3'sician in attendance,

her friends were careful to throw thera without any disinfection into

a privy vault used by the tenants in the same house and two adjoin-

ing dwellings. Within six weeks three or four cases of typhoid

occurred in these same families. I am informed by the tenants that

this woman had lived there but a week or two when taken sick, and,

as the water supply of this house is Sebago, there is reason to

attribute the outbreak to the careless exposure of filth from this

patient. No sickness had occurred in this building before, of this

nature.

Cases of Phthisis are quite frequent, and the more potent causes

seem to be damp, ill-ventilated dwellings, insufficient food and that

of poor quality, exposure and intemperance.

Out of twent3'-seven cases of phthisis treated during the past two

years in hospital and private practice, a large proportion were from

the lowest classes of our foreign population, and in all but three
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cases the disease was acquired, and not one gave any history point-

ing to hereditary influence.

Much alarm has been felt by parents in the eastern part of this

city by reason of statements and rumors affecting the sanitar}' condi-

tion of a certain School Building. The school sessions were

suspended and a thorough examination of all drains, traps, water-

closets, urinals and ventilating pipes made by competent workmen,

who state that they found nothing to account for the outbreak of

disease. The drains were properl}' graded and the traps tight.

Now, considering the fact that the cases occurring among the chil-

dren of this school were but a small percent, of all cases which have

arisen in the city during the past year ; that from January 1st, 1885,

to December 1st, 1885, out of twenty-nine fatal cases in the whole

city, only ten were in this school district, and of these ten only four

were of school age, it seems onl}- just that in the absence of any

discovered defect in the school-house, which could have been of the

slightest effect, or could have even suggested the source of disease

to unprejudiced minds, before concluding positively that the cause

had been located, thereby distracting attention from other possible

sources of trouble, strict inquiry should be made as to what nieas.

ures of isolation, quaranthie, disinfection, and prevention of public

funerals have characterized the management of all cases among the

inhabitants of this school district, and what may be the sanitary con-

dition of their own dwellings and their surroundings. An opinion

based upon an accurate knowledge of these facts would be of some

value in determining how far the school building might be held

responsible.

Portland—G. B. Swasey, m. d.

I have seen four cases of Diphtheria, all severe. Three were

apparently caused by direct transmission. The cause in the fourth

was unknown. One fatal case in an infant.

Portland—S. P. Warrkx, m. d.

There have been several cases of Diphtheria under ray care

during this year, though restricted to no particular locality in the

city. The majority have been among the foreign population on

15
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Centre and Pleasant streets where accumulative privies have an un-

usual prominence. One house contained six cases with two deaths
;

membraneous laryngitis and exhaustion from the intensit}- of the

suppuration and sepsis. This house was complained of to our City

Health Board who ordered it cleansed. Its privy was full of a

festering putridit}', the sewer wash-traps were useless and the house

was constantly full of sewer and privy gas. A second case was in a

house adjacent ; membraneous laryngitis of probable diphtheritic

origin. There had been other cases in this house previously of

pharyngeal diphtheria. In both these families nearl\' all the child-

ren were sooner or later attacked. As to its causes there is a nota-

ble association with putrid privies and the disease.

Typhoid Fever is comparatively a rare disease in Portland and

its etiology usually obscure. Two or three years ago I attended a boy

fourteen years of age who had been eating freely of lobsters, stolen

from the cannerj' at the dock. Two other of the children and the

mother were successively attacked, but each in a milder and shorter

form, but with unquestionable typhoid symptoms. Within ten feet

of the house were four putrid privies which "smelled aloud and cried

to Heaven."

I am much impressed with the necessity, for a cit}' like ours, of a

system of compulsory quarantine for the subjects of infectious and

contagious diseases. For instance : last week the most malignant

case of diphtheria I have seen in ten 3ears was not buried for throe

days, though faint attempts with sulphur were made at purification

during that time.

Prhiceton—C. Fi-ower, m. d.

Consumption and rheumatism are prevalent. Rheumatism is the

more so, and a peculiarity of our diseases is that the3' are ver\' largely

caused by, and complicated with, rheumatism. No case of scarlet

fever has come within ni}- knowledge in the last three jears. Tliere

have been a few mild cases of dii)htheria, but no deaths. Typhoid

fever prevailed in a mihl form with a few pretty severe cases in the

summer of 1882-83 ; none in 1884 ; one imported case in 188.3. So

there can scarcely be said to have been an epidemic of these diseases

in the last three years. The township of Princeton has a population

of about 1,000. The following is the percentage of deaths from the

several diseases in the last three years ending July 31st

:
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Dea-ths from July, 1882, to July, 1885.

From Consumption 6 deaths or 27.27 per cent

" Pneumonia 3 " 13.6 "

" Tuber. Meningitis 2 " (babes)... 9.09 "

" Cardiac Dropsy 1 death or 4.') "
*' Bronch. Phthisis 1 " 4.5

" Acute Laryngitis 1 " 4.5 "

" Hepatitis 1 " 4.5 "

" P:nteritis 1 " 4.5 "

" Cerebro-spinal-meningitis,l " 4.5 "

" Flooding (Antepartum) . .2 deaths or 9.09 "

" Cancer of rectum 1 death or 4.5 "

" Typhoid fever 1 " 4.5 "

" Old age 1 " 4.5

Total, 22 deaths in 3 years, or 7.33 per thousand annually. Cere-

bro-spinal-meningitis prevails every year, mostl}' in spring and fall.

The cases are generally mild, but some are severe. Small-pox has

never been in this town.

I have known several children to take Scarlet Fever from per-

sons who had been attending on patients sick with the disease. I

do not think that unsanitary conditions cause scarlet fever, but its

severity may be increased by unhealthy- surroundings. Probably all

cases are due to infection. I never could find any other cause, as

infectious conditions were always present. I have seen many cases

of scarlet fever in which, after being exposed to the infection, it was

supposed they had escaped because they had not been sick ; but on

inquiry I found they had had some headache for half a day and

slight ill-feeling which had all passed awa}- b\- the next morning.

The following week, however, you could plainh' observe desquama-

tion, especially by rubbing the dami) hand over the skin. Desqimma-

tion is the true test of the disease having been present. I think

there are very few who escape having it when exposed to the infec-

tion. Those who say they never had it, although they can go where

it is without taking it, are cases who had it so mildly in early life

that it escaped detection. I base this opinion on numerous cases I

have observed.

There have been a few mild cases of Diphtheria in this town

in the last three years. I know of no otiier cause but infoclion. I

have scarcely seen a case for twenty-five years that I could not trace
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to its infectious origin in some person, and for the last ten years I

have satis factor 1)3' traced almost every case. In 1881, there had

been no diphtheria in my neighborhood for nearly four years. The

school teacher, during the summer vacation, went to the city, a noto-

rious hot-bed of diphtheria. AVhile there he contracted what he

called a slight sore throat. He returned with this still upon him and

opened school. In less than a week there were six lying sick with

diphtheria and the school was closed. As the children spread the

disease in their several families, it resulted in five deaths, three of

which were adults. I have known two or three outbreaks very similar

to this in their origin, and even more fatal in their results.

I have known Typhoid Fever to originate in a camp of men

who slept on damp, mouldy straw with other filthy- surroundings.

It was ver}' contagious. When the}' went home with the disease,

their whole families took it. There were no deaths. I have not

observed it to recur on successive seasons in the same house. I

have known an individual to take it by sleeping in a bed-room three

months after it had been occupied by a typhoid fever patient. I

think this was caused by not thoroughly cleaning and disinfecting

the room.

Consumption forms the leading disease in this part of the

State. The predisposing cause is hereditary influence. The excit-

ing causes are very commonly influenza, child-bearing and suckling

children. Dampness and bad ventilation may have a share in pro-

ducing it, but how far the}' are conducive to it I cannot sa}'. Any-

thing that interferes with the process of general nutrition seems to

be an exciting cause. I do not think that bad ventilation of school-

houses has much to do with producing consumption. In almost

every case of phthisis there are statements that fathers, mothers,

uncles, aunts, or some relatives, have died with it. The McL. family,

with whom I am acquainted, had it from their great-grandfather's

famih' in Scotland and it has followed ever}' branch of the family in

this country. Otherwise they are a strong, hardy family, and geu-

eralh' remain healthy till twenty-two to thirt}' years. Many of them

then sicken and die of consumption. I have long observed that the

husband often seems to take it from the wife and vice versa; and

especially when they sleep together during sickness. This, how-

ever, is not so in every case.

The most common faults in our School-Houses are imperfect

distribution of heat—some parts of the school-room being too hot,
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while other parts are too cold. Near the floor it is always too cold,

while the higher parts of the room are too hot. M\' own children

have had their health impaired In* being shut up in an over-heatod,

ill-ventilated school-room. Although it is not easy to distinctly

trace cases of sickness in children to defective ventilation and over-

heating of school-rooms, yet I am certain there is much ill health

from this cause among children. Headache is quite frequent among

the elder pupils.

Prospect Harbor—C. C. Larrabee, m. d.

Diphtheria was at Bar Harbor (" across the bay"). One boy

came into this town after having the disease there ; as a result, in

about eight days two boys with whom he went to school were attacked

with the disease, as well as a few scholars and the teacher; no fatal

cases. The disease was confined to the school, and with care but

about 20 por cent, of scholars had the disease.

Pulmonary Phthisis is and has been very common in one

locality ; very frequently, I am of the opinion, it is caused by damp-

ness, the situation being such that there is high land on each side of

the valley ; the fog makes in from the sea a great part of the year.

Have seen some cases that appeared to be caused by infection.

Readfield—NY. A. "Wright, m. d.

Rheumatism, catarrhal fevers and erysipelas recur pretty often.

We have had scarlet fever in our town as an ei)idemic five times

during the last twenty years. Twice very severe and quite fatal,

viz., in l.s(it and 1870, the last time very sudden and severe,

patients sick Init a very few days and unconscious almost as soon as

attacked. We have had three e[)idemics of diphtlieria ; fn-.st in the

fall of l<S(i2, when it was wiilesi)read in the eastern [loilion of the

town; then in 1803—1. when the noitliern and western portion suf-

fered ; and again in 187.")-r), when the middle portion sutt'ered. The

first time not very fatal, but many had tiie disease. The second

and (bird times very fatal, of the croupal form, and many cases with

abscess of Parotid and other glands. Typhoid fever has come in

twice during the twenty years. First in 18G3, when it was wide-

spread and severe, but not fa'al in any case. Again tiie next year

(1801), not many cases, but very fatal. Other years we had more

or less of the three diseases till four years ago, since whicii time we

have had but few cases of anv of them.
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Small-Pox we have also had three times. J'h'st in 1864, brought

from Whitefield, Maine, by a student at Kent's Hill, resulting in

two cases of small-pox and five or six of varioloid, none fatal ; in

1868, brought from Dedhani, Mass., two cases small-pox, both fatal,

and seven or eight cases of varioloid, all of which recovered. Third

time in 1875, brought from New York, and two cases of varioloid.

No cost to the town except for vaccination.

I know of one sporadic case of Scarlet Fcver in a girl thirteen

years old who iiad the disease ver}- severely, so that the skin came

from her hands and feet with the nails attached like gloves and socks
;

recovered. No other cases around that year.

In two epidemics of Diphtheria I have regarded the cause as

being drouths with summer rains following, as the disease commenced

then and was widespread, and apparently not communicated one

from the other. If one cause has contributed more than another to

spread diphtheria, it has been kissing those who were suffering with

the disease.

I knew of four or five cases of Typhoid Fever which I sup-

posed to have resulted from drinking water from a well that had not

been uncovered or used for two or three years. All proved fatal.

The well was some four rods from the house but in good location.

I have known quite a number of persons who were formerly well

and without hereditary tendency to Consiiniptioil to die of the

disease soon after caring for a consumptive wife or husband.

Richmond—A. Libby, m. d.

Several years ago I was called to visit a family living about four

miles from this village, in which were four children, two of whom
were sick with Scarlatina. Both recovered—the other two

escaped the disease, though no precautions were taken to prevent

their having it. This was in the spring of the 3'ear. Late the next

fall I was called again to this family and found the two children

who escaped in the spring down with the same fever. At that time

there was not a case of scarlet fever in town except these two. On
inquiry, I found the bedding which had been used for the sick chil-

dren in the spring, but which had been, as was thought at the time,

carefully cleansed and aired, had been put on the beds of the chil-

dren now sick. It is my opinion this bedding was the source, and

the only source, from which these children contracted the disease.

One of them died, but the second ultimately recovered.
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Last fall, a fainih" living about two miles from our village SPiit for

me to see their liLlle girl, nine years old, who was quite sick. I

found she had scarlatina, l)ut was puzzled to know where slie could

have contracted it, there having heen none of the disease in the

village or thereabouts for more than a year. The parents <leclared

the child had been nowhere to get it and no one had visited them

who had been sick. The little girl recovered after a severe illness,

but before that time three other children were taken with the fever,

one of whom was very sick indeed, and only recovered after a long

and dangerous illness. After the convalescence of his children,

their father showed me a pillow which he purchased a short time

before the girl was taken sick. He bought it for a feather pillow,

but it was found to be filled with flannel rags cut in small pieces.

"I^is pillow the little girl used, and I think the rags must have been

infected with scarlatina, and from them the child contracted the

disease.

The first case of Diphtheria I ever saw was in 18G0, in the

family of John Temple of IJowdoinhani, about six miles from this

place. Mr. Temple had eight children and four of them died in a

few days. In the 3'ears 1860-61-G2, dii)htheria prevailed as an epi-

demic in this village and its vicinity and was very fatal. It did not

seem to spread from contagion, as it would occur in parts of the

town widely separated and where it did not seem possible there had

been any communication whatever with those who were sick with it

or who had been sick. During the epidemic I was called to attend

it in every form, from the mildest to the most malignant, but I did

not contract it nor carry it to my famil}- or patients. In the fall of

18G1 I was connected with the 4th Regiment of Maine Volunteers

while they were encamped about two miles from Alexandria. The
diphtheria broke out in the regiment and I think there were fifteen

or twenty cases, and several deaths occurred. I was obliged to put

those sick with this disease into the field hospital, by the side of

men who were sick with dilferent diseases, or who were convalescing,

and there was not a single instance where this disease was commun-

icated to those other patients in the hospital. I do not think diph-

theria contagious like measles and scarlatina. At that time measles

broki' out and all in the regiment who had never had them took them

now. But not so with diphtheria. It is evidently infectious and

any one who is brought in contact with it is more likely to have it

than if he had not been so exposed. At the time it prevailed in the
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4tli regiment in Virginia there were several farm-honses near our

camp whose families were attacked with diphtheria. In one house

five children had i^ and two died with it, I was told by these peo-

ple they never saw a case before. This house was outside our camp-

lines and these children had never been near our people. I do not

think the disease has been spread in this town by public funerals.

Near the last of June, 1854, the Cholera broke out in this vil-

lage and fort}' persons died with it in about six weeks. It was very

fatal, not more than one in ten recovering who was attacked with it.

One small house contained two Irish families. There were the

father and mother and five children in one of these families, all of

whom died within nine days, but one child. Three members of the

second family died also within those nine days. Another famih' of

six all died. The father was the last one to succumb to the disease:

He was ver}' tired and much worn witli watching when his last

child died, but he walked out on the street at 9 o'clock in the

morning, was taken sick at 10 A. M., at 2 P. M. he died, and was

buried at 4 P. M. that same day. I mention this circumstance to

show how rapid was the work of the disease and how fatal. The

disease first showed itself by diarrlux^a, followed b}- vomiting, then

severe cramps in the legs, then collapse and deatli. The discharges

were like rice water and i>ad very little smell. Those attacked

usually died witliin twent^'-four hours. That the cholera is infectious

I have no doubt, but think it not contagious. Here let me mention

a case where I tliouglit it was communicated by infection. A Mr.

Toothaker was called in to assist in nursing a cholera patient who

died in about eight liours. 1 think Mr. T. stayed and assisted in

laying him out. In four days Mr. Toothaker complained of feeling

unwell ; he was immediately taken down with cholera and died in

nine hours. I noticed in attending these cases of cholera, the effect

upon me was very depressing and ni}- bowels were constantly out of

order ; a little diarrha?a usualh'. The most of the deaths were

among the Irish, some of whom had lately arrived in our place ; but

some of our best citizens in the best localities died at this time with

cholera. The first cases occurred after eating baked pigs (young

pigs baked whole), and left over a night after a celebration for which

they had been prepared. I state this fact, but cannot sav as this

was the origin of cholera in our place. Our town was in its usual

sanitar}'^ condition ; there was a great deal of building at that time

and some attributed the disease to having so much of the earth dis-
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turbed around the streets. The sickness prevailed for six weeks,

then subsided as suddenly as it came. AYe have had nothing of the

kind since. There was a complete panic among the people, all work

was abandoned and the inhabitants left town by hundreds.

Hockland—T. L. Estabrook, m. d.

Rheumatism and bronchial affections are quite frequent. We
have very little of scarlet fever, diphtheria or typhoid fever, and

that of a very mild type. Very rarely the\' prevail epidemically.

In a period of twenty-five 3'ears, since I have practised here, I think

small-pox has invaded our city not more than three or four times.

As this is a seaport town it has generally been brought here from

abroad. Each time the cost has been from $500 to 82000. Con-

sumption, I think, is not very prevalent. I am quite sure, from my
own observation, that infectiousness is a common cause of phthisis.

I am quite sure that owing to the great quantit}' of limo that is

manufactured in this city, which is the industrv of the place, and

which requires an immense amount of wood in its manufacture, has

a sanitary tendency upon the inhabitants. I feel quite certain, from

a long practice, that Rockland is far healthier than any of the con-

tiguous towns, more particularly in regard to contagious diseases.

It is seldom that we have a case of typhoid fever, and very rarely a

fatal case. What influence the burning of lime has in such cases I

am unalde to state, but such are the facts. We have a good supply

of pure water at all limes, which may have some influence in this

matter, and drainage is very good in most parts of the place.

Rockland—F. E. Hitchcock, m. d.

The drainage is, principally, into three brooks, which radiate to

the noi tliern, wcsti-ni and southern sections ; they unite near the

centre of the town, about twenty- five rods from tide water, and the

common channel empties into a bay or cove of the sea at high-water

mark. P)Ut there is a main sewer, of large size, through the main

street, with suflit-ient inclination, about fifty rods. The brook is

uncovered, and formerly in a filthy condition ; has been cleaned out

this year. .\t limes the odor from the brook was very objection-

able. It has been suggested by city physicians that the brook

should l)e covered. Pneumonia and rheumatic fevers are quite

prevalent. There lias been a slight epidemic of scarlet fever tliis

year, mild in form. Diphtheria is generally sporadic only ; none so
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far this year (fall) that I know of. Typhoid fever practically

absent ; accounted for by reason of water supply ; few imported

cases. Small-pox has been here but once in the fourteen years that

I have a knowledge of the town. The origin then was by an

exjjress messenger. It was expensive.

Diphtheria has usually been caused b\- bad sanitary conditions.

I had a sporadic case of diphtheria in a boy twelve years of age

whose family had lately moved into a house on a street where all the

other houses were supplied with water from the city water S3'stem
;

but this house was dependent upon a well and moreover the drain-

age of this house was bad, so much so that some years before, when

City Physician, I had cited this house in ni}- report to the City Coun-

cil as an example of the evils of bad drainage and well water com-

bined. Immediately' after the family moved into this house the boy

was attacked. In five da3-s after the inception of the disease, and

when the boy was literally moriI)und, I did a tracheotomy. Casts of

false membrane, perfect in form, were pulled from the trachea ; stim-

ulants and artificial respiration applied, and after seventeen days the

tracheotomy tube was removed and the boy recovered. From this

case other members of the family were infected and the father died.

The grandfather came from a distance of sixty miles to the funeral

and had the disease, as also did his wife and two grandchildren, of

whom l)oth children died. My records show no other cases at the

time of this priniar}- case and I believe that there had been no cases

near the grandfather's home.

I have seen cases of Typhoid Fever originating from unsani-

tary conditions, and I had two sets of cases of typhoid fever situated

in different parts of the city and unconnected with each other,

caused by washing clothes for Bar Harbor people.

In our Schools the privy arrangements are bad and there is a

lack of proper ventilation. The teacher often suffers with headache

and sometimes the scholars, too, at the house on North Main street,

the ceiling being very low and ventilation imperfect. One of our

citizens thinks his son was badly affected by gas in the high school

building.

Rumforcl—F. E. Small, m. d.

All my cases of Scarlet Fever, about twenty, have been traced

to contagion from other patients. Isolation, as far and as quick as

possible, has prevented an epidemic, I think. I always insist on
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thorough cleansing and burnuig of useless articles after cases of

scailet fever, so I have not seen the poison preserveil in such

fomites.

All my cases of Diphtheria, except one, liave been in houses

damp and nnventilated, and where the people had poor food and

were more or less uncleanly in their habits.

I have seen only three cases of Typhoid Fever in six years.

The town is noted for its freedom from typhoid fever. One case in

a child was very mild ; one was seen but once, as it was under the

care of another physician ; one was a severe case contracted in

Auburn. The water supply is largely from aqueducts with lead and

iron pipes. All start from springs some distance from buildings.

Consumption is quite common. My opinion is that more than

50 per cent, of the cases of phthisis is caused by imperfect ventila-

tion and dampness.

In our School-Houses we find poor ventilation, bad heating

and insullicient light. All are afflicted more or less with colds,

headaches, and some with defective vision, especially in the winter

season.

Saccarappa—C. W. Bailey, m. p.

Throat and lung diseases are more prevalent than others. Intrac-

tability of these diseases is a peculiarity. We have had three epi-

demics of scarlet fever within seven years. In 1878-79 it prevailed

to a serious extent, many deaths occurring. Its contagious nature

was then well demonstrated. Diphtheria is almost sure to appear

each fall, continuing to appear sporadicall}' through the winter, and

in the spring becomes epidemic again. I have a case of the disease

at this time. Typhoid fever is almost unknown in our section
;

occasional!}' a case appears on the more elevated flats. Within the

last ten years, Small-Pox has visited us three times, always by

infected rags at the paper mills of this town. Five years ago, two

of the help at the mill became affected with the disease at the same

time—one unprotected, the other vaccinated several years before.

The continent case came under m}' care. Two others had the dis-

ease, myself one of them. I was successfull}' vaccinated forty-

two years before, and not afterwards. The disease affected me so

little that, if it had not been for endangering the public, I might

have been about my business all the time.
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Two months after, a mild case of Scarlet Fever, and after the

house had been well cleansed, re-papered and painted, the house

was occupied b}- a new tenant. Soon afterward a child of the famil}'

had scarlet fever which could not be traced to any other source than

the house.

Damp, cold weather, with unsanitar\' conditions of the section

infected, has seemed to me to have much to do with the causation of

Diphtheria. A famil}- of five children visited Connecticut, where

the disease prevailed. In a few daj'^s after their return, two of the

children were taken with the disease in its most malignant form.

There were no other cases of diphtheria in town.

Nearly twenty-five per cent of the deaths in this immediate vicinity

result from Phthisis. Its causes are largel}- climatic.

Saco—L. D. Dennett, m. d.

Consumption, pneumonia and typhoid fever hold quite a promi-

nent place amongst the prevailing diseases. There has been no

epidemic of scarlet fever here for quite a number of j^ears. No
cases of diphtheria have been reported since I came here four years

ago. Had an epidemic of typhoid fever in 1881. There ma\' have

been thirty cases. Small-pox was here once twent}' \'ears ago.

Bad ventilation in the School-BuildingS is the fault most

spoken of by the teachers.

Saco— F. E. Maxcy, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are, in winter, catarrhal inflammation and

pneumonia ; in spring the same ; in the summer months enteritis,

with the greatest mortality among the children ; in the fall tvphoid

fever and the mild eruptive fevers among the children. There are

a large per cent, of deaths from pulmonary phthisis at this season,

also. The diseases in our city are as a rule very mild. I have not

known of any cases of scarlet fever in the city in the past five years,

and have seen only three cases of diphtheria in that time.

The greater number of cases of Typhoid Fever are met with

in the months of September, October and November. This season

the disease has been very mild ; not a single death. Such was the

case one year ago. During the fall of 1883 it presented a very

malignant tjpe, breaking out at points distant from each other and

entirelv disconnected. Bevond a doubt the Saco river has been a
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source of infection, very many of the oporatives taking tbe disease

from that source.

A vciy malignant type of Diphtheria l»roke out in Bidileford

last vvintor among children in a small primur}' school. It spread

rapidly and was only subdued by closing tbe school. As an illustra-

tion : A, nine years old, was stricken and died in three days; B,

ten years, who occupied a seat with A, was taken within twcnt^'-

four hours, and died in two days, although living half a mile from

A. No one in the neighborhood of B had the disease, contact with

A must have been the source of contagion. There were several

similar cases.

I have treated several cases of Typhoid Fever which, beyond

a doubt, could be traced to bad drainage. In one instance the

disease recurred twice, three j'ears apart, in the same house, occu-

pied by different tenants. The drain was within ten feet of the

sleeping-room and on the surface.

Cases of Phthisis are ver}- frequent.

Sidney—A. E. Besset, m. d.

A son of IMr. R. of Belgrade contracted Scarlet Fever during

an epidemic, and died. The grandmother used a favorite old familj'

shawl daily about the sick child. After the child's death, the shawl

was folded ui) and put in the bureau drawer. Three months later,

Mr. R.'s sister, with her child three or four years old, came on a

visit. The grandmother got out the old shawl at once to use around

this child. In two weeks the child came down with scarlet fever,

without any other known exposure than the shawl. Yet, three other

children of Mr. R.'s, in the same house, did not contract the disease

during the sickness of either patient, though neither isolation nor

disinfection was used. Mr. R.'s sister, living in Sidney, visited his

family daily, during the sickness of the child that died, going home
to her own children at night. In two weeks from her first visit, her

little girl was attacked with scarlet fever, and died. Her three

other children escaped the disease. This lad}-, on the death of her

daughter, worn down with watching and grief, visited another sister

in Massachusetts. In two weeks after her arrival, one of the sister's

children came down with scarlet fever. There were no other cases

in the vicinity.

Mrs. P. of Sidney received a letter from a friend, written in a

room containing scarlet fever patients. Mrs. P. opened and read
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tlie letter with her onl}'^ child three j-ears old in her lap. In a short

time this daughter came down with scarlet fever. No other known

exposure and no other cases in town.

I am personal]}' acquainted with the above-named parties and

know that the statements are true. The old shawl and the letter

say that scarlet fever is v^ery readily communicated, but the R.

children and their cousins who escaped say, "Doubt it!" How-

ever, I think we should heed the evidence of the shawl, the letter and

the clothing of the visiting sister of Mr. R.'s. I have seen three well-

marked second attacks of scarlet fever and have myself had three

clearly-defined attacks, at the ages of eleven, twenty-six and thirty-

three years. At present there are six cases in Sidney*, embracing four

families. In fifteen past Acars there have been but two fatal cases

in this town, though the disease has frequently visited us. This is

due in part, I think, to general health}' conditions.

G. Y., aged fifteen, had severe Diphtheria ten miles from home,

at his grandparents'. No other cases in the communit}'.

Three weeks from onset of attack I consented to his removal

home, provided all articles of clothing and bedding were thoroughly

fumigated v.'ith sulphur before they left the house. The mother

claims to have complied fully. Within six days after the patient

reached home, three out of five brothers and sisters were attacked

with diphtheria and died.

E. M., aged fourteen, was severel}' attacked and died on the

seventh day. On the fifth and sixth da^s after the onset of the

disease the mother and three sisters were attacked, and one sister

died. A nurse who cared for the little girl on the night of her death

was attacked with diphtheria five days later. Other similar cases

could be cited. Have never in this vicinit}' been able to trace the

disease, reasonably, to unhealthy conditions.

Our School-Houses are poorly ventilated. Often without

underpinning, with thin floors, and seldom with an}' temporary

banking for winter, the winds sweeping under them, thereby exposing

the scholars to almost constant cold feet. The rooms, furthermore,

are very unevenly warmed ; the stoves very near a part of the seats,

over-heating the occupants, especially their heads, while other

scholars remote from the stoves suffer with cold. In several houses

the seats look as though designed to produce slow torture and

deformity. To get the center of the ''deestrict" or to get cheap land,
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several houses are placed near mosquito bogs, frog ponds, or other

places of discomfort or pestilence.

Skoiohegan—W. A. "Wilbur, m. i>.

The most frequently-occurring diseases are those of the internal

organs, especially heart, lungs and liver. Scarlet fever seldom

rages to such an extent as to necessitate the closure of public schools

for even a week or two. Diphtheria visited us as a severe epi-

demic wlien it prevailed throughout New England to so alarmino" an

extent, since which it has not been epidemic, but sporadic cases

have been frequent. It has never been so fatal here as in other

parts of the countr}', thoroughly-marked cases of t^'phoid fever very

rarely, if ever, occurring of late. Tubercular phthisis is quite com-
mon, and diseases of the heart have been found very frequently

since the war of the rebellion. Scrofula and cancer are quite

common, the result more of eating diseased meats, especially

canned, than of all other causes combined. If our eminent M. D's

L. L. D's, F. II. S's, &c., would cease harping on poison cans and
turn their attention to their contents, their inihience might secure a
remedy against slaughtering and canning animals actually dyino' of

disease. A government inspector should inspect every four-footed

animal before killed. I should saj' that Small-Pox has been here

five to ten times ; cost to the town, from nothing to $oOO each time.

Diphtheria is quite prevalent. The cause seems to be atmos-

pheric influence (don't know what) operating upon a suscer)tible

system (don't know the nature of the susceptibility). Have ridden

three miles in a sharp frosty winter night (without the least incon-

venience) to see a case of diphtheria, but on entering the sick-room

my throat felt as I should suppose it would after inhalintr black
pepper. It is dilficult to say when one is the victim of contao-ion

or of the same sunounding inlluences as tlie patient was, who is

supposed to communicate it. A very great number of mv cases

have been among our well-to-do population and certainly not noted
for uncleanliness. Often one child in a family will have it, all the

Others escaping; sometimes all the children will have it, the parents
escaping ; in other instances, a parent will have it, the children

all eseaping. In such cases I believe they are all subjected to the

same atmospheric influence, but do not all offer the inducement of a
suitable soil.
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The last epidemic of Typhoid Fever through which I passed

was some fifteen years ago and have seen but very few sporadic

cases since.

In our School-Houses the greatest trouble comes from over-

heating and then opening the windows and causing draughts.

Solon—S. P. Greene, m. d.

The various acute diseases of the air passages, lungs and pleura

are quite common here. There has never been an epidemic in this

town of either of the three diseases mentioned since I have been

here.

There occurred in the village of Athens, in the practice of Dr.

Marr, a sporadic case of Diphtheria, which I saw with the

doctor. The case ran a moderately severe course to recovery, when

the nurse was discharged. Upon being discharged by the family' in

which diphtheria was, she was immediately emplojed to do general

housework, if I remember correctl}', bj' a family in Cornville. The

family in Athens and the family in Cornville were some four miles

apart. In the course of a few daAS diphtheria broke out among the

children of the family in Cornville to which the nurse went, and one

of the children, at least, died. No cases of this disease occurred in

either localit}' outside the two families mentioned. On the other

hand I have seen diphtheria in families of children when only one

in a family would have the disease, and the circumstances of the

family would be such that sick and well would be obliged to inhabit

the same room a greater or less portion of the time every day.

It is said that a case of Typhoid Fever never originated in

this village ; one never has since I have been in town.

Phthisis is quite prevalent. Imperfect ventilation and sudden

and extreme changes of temperature appear to be, to a large extent,

the causes.

In our Schools there are imperfect ventilation and cold floors.

South Berwick—C. P. Gerrish, m. d.

Prevailing diseases are diphtheria, erysipelas, gastric and liver

troubles, with typhoid fever near the ponds and Great "Works River.

Small-pox has invaded the town three times in the last twenty

years.
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At Springvale, in this countj-, lived a man who lost a child of

malignant Scarlatina. In a few dajs the second child was

attacked. At this stage he wrote a letter to his brother here in this

village ; the letter was taken to the brother here b3' a son eighteen

years old ; the brother opened the letter and read it (in December)

and then passed it to his wife, who read it and was abont to put it

into a coal stove, when a child three j'cars old wanted to read ( ?)

it, as children try to do. The child had the letter around for half

an hour, when the mother did burn it. In five days the child was

attacked with scarlatina, and in six da3-s an older child (five years)

was attacked—the last one more severely than the first. B>' isola-

tion and the free use of disinfectants, there were no cases arising

from these. A family of four children had scarlatina. Every pre-

caution was made to kill the contagion. Six months after, a cousin

came to visit this family and the children were allowed to play in a

finished attic and there the}- found some garment that proved to be

one missed that was taken from one child when first attacked, and

six days after the little visiting cousin had scarlatina. Very few

cases have been sporadic ; most all could be traced to specific con-

tagion.

I practised in the town of York, in this county, from 1857 to 18G7

and during that time saw some Diphtheria. Since the last date

have been here, where 1 have seen in all (both towns) over 200 cases.

While at York I saw very many at Kittery, an adjoining town. I

think vegetable decomposition was largely the cause. In Kittery,

from the eastern corner along the coast to the Piscataqua River

(New Hampshire line), the land is very rough, small ledgy hills and

intervening frog-ponds and marshes ; in fact one can hardly ride a

gun-shot along the road where he could not find a mud puddle,

smaller or larger. The road is thickly settled by men who go fish-

ing, coasting, or find employment at home or on the nav^" yard ; and

in one school district within three years they lost seventy-five children

of diphtheria. A dry spring caused a large growth of weeds and

grapes round the edge of these bog holes and frog-ponds, and a wet

autumn produced great amount of new material for decomposition ;

and the odor of these places could be smellcd after the first of

August, and by October the disease was raging.

A man living at York, twelve miles from this place, was a fisher-

man. He had seven children, oldest twelve years. He owned

16
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about one and a half acres of land, and his house was built near the

centre, on a little knoll. The land was cla}' and flat, rather low for

a house. All the earW spring and summer he took the ofTal from

dressing the fish at the river with mussles and flats from the river

bank, and formed a compost with soil for manure within four rods

of his house. After mowing, he spread this filth over the top of his

lot, nearly covering the top of the grass land with the fish dressing

taken from the river, and b}' the middle of September I was called

to see the first case of diphtheria in that town (York, where I then

lived), and within fourteen days five of his children died.

One other case in a neighbor's famil}' was fatal and these were

the only cases in the vicinity. I have never seen the disease spread-

ing in schools or b}' funerals.

In a farm-house situated on a high ridge, a son was attacked with

low Typhoid Fever and died on the fourteenth day from intestinal

hemorrhage. About this time four others of the family were taken,

and at this stage investigation revealed a quantity of rotten beets,

turnips, cabbage, etc., from an unventilated cellar. Two died; six

others who had the disease were saved.

Phthisis is not very prevalent.

The School-Houses, except a verj- few, are dilapidated and

open enough for good ventilation.

South Berioick—C. M. Sleeper, m. d.

If you will allow me, I will place phthisis first among the preva-

lent diseases. I do not claim that it prevails as an epidemic, but I

am convinced that it is mildly contagious, and perhaps, doubl}' dan-

gerous on that account. Strictly speaking, we have not had an

epidemic since I have been in town. I have had ten cases of

typhoid fever in three years, nearly all of a mild nature. Two
years ago we had some scarlet fever ; there were no deaths and it

did not spread beyond the limits of one school district. It has

seemed to me that at times pneumonia has prevailed as an epidemic,

but as yet I have not sufficient data to give an opinion. Small-pox

has appeared twice, many years ago, and at the close of the war.

It was brought by a soldier from New Hampshire the second time.

I am quite sure that I took Scarlet Fever at a funeral myself.

I have had but five cases of scarlet fever, all occurring in the same

famil}^ The case was undobtedly from infection received at school.

They were all sick at the same time.
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My experience all jroes to show that Typhoid Fever is caused

by polluted water, and in every case I liave lieeii able to trace it

back to some priv}'. The fall of l'S()3 was noted for dryness in our

region. Jvarly in November we Iiad a great rain storm. Soon after,

we had typhoid fever in a certain section of the village. All tiiese

patients used water from two wells which must have had the same

source of supi)ly. I directed the use of the wells to be discontinued,

and there were no more new cases. Now these wells received, during

the rain, all the surface wash from the high ground above. Filthy

material had been accumulating for weeks, and the first rain that

came washed it down. I am no artist, but here is a sketch.
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Mrs. N. F. takes care of her husband's relative who dies of eon-

sumption. Mrs. N. F., who is forty years old and always of good

health, belongs to a family in which consumption has never been

known. In one year from the relative's death she begins to droop

and in two and a half years dies of consumption.

I must detail to you two other cases of sickness which came before

me last February. Two young women came to me for advice the

same day. After a careful examination, I said to myself here are

two cases of incipient phthisis. I watched them for a month and

every rational symptom strengthened me in my position. At the end

of a month I made a careful examination of the sputa in each case.

In one there were millions of bacilli, in the other none. I was

pressed for an opinion in each case and in the one I said con-

sumption, in the other not. M}' diagnosis was correct, and to-day

the first is no more, and the second is enjoying full health.

South Windham—N. M. Marshall, m. d.

The prevailing diseases in this town are bronchitis, catarrhal,

throat, head and lung troubles. Scarlet fever has in all cases been

sporadic, running the usual course ; followed in one case by severe

abscess of glands of neck. Several cases were followed bv rheu-

matic affections. None fatal. There was a severe epidemic of

diphtheria in one neighborhood in Windham, two miles from the

village, seven or eight years ago. Nearly all the cases terminated

fatall3\ In six years I have had several mild cases, but one very

severe case in Windham. Throat troubles in this case were of the

severest type ; case was a child and recovered. Few cases of ty-

phoid fever. There were three in one family at same time. Nearly

all ran usual course. One case came on at Cumberland Mills Paper

Mill in form of low or walking case; developed active symptoms;

had long protracted delirium even after returning strength sufficient

to sit up. Had no fatal case. In six years have had no regular

epidemic of either scarlet fever, diphtheria or typhoid fever within

five miles of this place. In the summer and fall of 1884 had an

unusual number of cases of peritonitis, in males, cases being severe

but recovered. One case with voice confined to whisper to this time.

In 1882-4 measles and whooping-cough prevailed, several cases

were complicated by pneumonia. There were three fatal cases ; all

the children were quite young. At the time should think at least
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one third or more of the entire population were sick, about tliree-

fourths of same being children.

Diphtheria has not been prevalent in this place within six

years. There were several severe cases of tonsilitis, but I did not

regard them as diphtheritic.

Have had cases of Typhoid Fever which seemed to be caused

by puUution of water by cess-pools, sink drains, etc. Have had

none of special interest. Think unsanitary conditions the cause in

all cases I have had ; but two were unexplainable. They were iu

nice families.

Pulmonary Phthisis is very frequent in this part of the

State. The more frequent causes of the disease are heredity,

with lack of care. Without doubt, bad or imperfect ventilation

influences, but it has been my observation that dampness here was

the main cause. Nearl}' everN' one here suffers more or less from

bronchial troubles. Very many will have no cough at all when in

other places, and suffer all the time when here. Think I have never

had but one case but what heredity was the primary feature ; one

case, of acute form, followed pneumonia. Have a case now under

treatment which claims to have, as she says, "caught it from her

husband," who is now dead.

The most common faults in School-Houses in this town are

the same as all others. Too small, imperfect ventilation, or none

at all, poor modes of heating (heads hot and feet cold), uncom-

fortable seats and bad light. Have had a large number of cases of

general colds, "caught" while at school in our village. We have

the meanest little 7x9 box in town for a school, employing a teacher

who receives S50.00 to $80.00 per month. The house is located in

the lowest portion of this section. School should be graded, there

being one hundred scholars in the district. Headache is a frequent

complaint. I know from expcriunce, having been a teacher, and

also two years on sciiool committee. If a case of scarlet fever or

diphtheria were found in the school, do not think much would be

done by the proper authorities ; some would be frightened and keep

scholars at home.

Sj^7-in(jjield—P. C. Jones, m. d.

The prevailing disease is debility from over-work. Scarlet

Fever broke out in Springfield in 1859, and spread rapidly through.

Lee, Carroll. Prentiss, Kossuth, Topsfield and Lakofii'ld. I kept

no record of cases, but judge I treated three thousand cases iu three
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years. Diphtlieria then commenced in a most malignant form,

and followed nearly' the same track, with a greater number of cases

and more deaths during the first 3'ear. The last two years of its

violent run there were but few deatlis. I have seen but four epi-

demics of Typhoid Fever in my practice. One in Bancroft and

Weston, one in Talmage, one in Springfield and one in Lee. Have

had more or less every year during thirty-six years practice. 1 have

probabl}' treated as man}' cases of diplitheria and scarlet fever as

any man in the State, and many cases of typhoid fever.

There is probably as much Diphtheria here as in any place.

Some cases were said to have been contracted at funerals.

I think I have seen cases of Typhoid Fever caused by impure

water. Recurrences in the same place in successive seasons have

been noted.

We have considerable Consumption ; causes mostly heredity.

Sjjringvale—Ivory Brooks, m. d.

Springvale (in which 1 have practiced medicine since July 24,

1844), is a village in the northern part of the town of Sanford.

Twice Small-Pox has appeared here. The first time it was

brought by a family that moved into the tavern in February, 1846.

It was not recognized earl}', so it got a large spread. I had no care

of it, so the selectmen set me vaccinating. It cost the town (esti-

mated) about $1500.00, and nearl}- ruined business in the village

of Springvale all that summer and fall. The second time it was

brought here by some one who came here fishing through the ice

on the ponds for pickerel, and said to have drank from the same

bottle with others. One family was carried to the pest-house, and

I had the care of it, the man, only, d3'ing. The other was in the

•woods and remained there ; two died and others took it. Cost

•$400.

Diphtheria has been here four times or more. The first time

it was general and quite fatal and lasted from September, 1861, to

.January, 1862. The irregular practitioner lost his first thirteen con-

secutive cases, his fourteenth fell into my care and did get well.

The second time in November and December, 1863. The third in

February and March, 1878, and the fourth time in December, 1883.

This time it occurred in a family on high land on the eastern ridge,

in one family only (a wealthy farmer), and took off five daughters

(young ladies) and one granddaughter. A son and son-in-law
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barel}' escaped with life. I thought the first time it was checked by

removing children from school, yet some had it who were never at

school nor saw any one sick with it.

I had one family under my care where one after another were

taken sick with Typhoid Fever (three, I think, perhaps four)

when I requested that all polluted soil be removed from about the

sink drainings and carted to plowed ground at a distance, and return

be made by fresh soil, which was done, and no other one was taken

down with the fever. This only proves that no harm was done

thereby. From 1844 to 1854 I never saw a typhoid fever case. In

1854-55 and '81 t3'phoid was most severe and fatal, especially in

1854-5. Sporadic cases have occurred intermediately.

I should think that Phthisis is less frequent tlian formerly.

There were in this vicinity three families that became extinct save

one son in each family. One of the above-named sons is the

esteemed gentleman whose five daugliters and one granddaughter

died of diphtheria in 1883. The other two families lived and died

on the south-western ridge, neither of them in the vale by the river.

Our School-Houses are too often loi-ated in too damp loca-

tions, and ventilated by cold air pouring too freely and directly

upon scholars' heads. Headache troubles the scholars much.

St. Albans—E. A. Bkan, m. u.

The prevailing diseases in this town are pneumonia and consump-

tion. Scarlet fever, diphtheria and typhoid fever have not been

present to an}- extent for three ^ears past. Some five years ago an

epidemic of diphtiieria visited this town. Typhoid fever has not

been present with the exception of one or two cases. Small-pox

has not visited this place for many years.

1 will give the following as an examiile of the way in wliich

Scarlet Fever seems to retain its vitality : When I moved into

St. AUians, the house into which I moved had been occupied by a

family with one child. The house had been thoroughly cleansed. A
few days after I was settled I called to see the child of the family

before mentioned. He had had convulsions and was feverish. He
soon improved and I thouglit it a case of cold and indigestion ;

but a few days later, about ten after my entering the place, one of

my own children was taken with a very mild form of seailct fever,

and a little later on the other was taken cpiite violently witli llu' same

disease. Upon incpiiry I learnetl that the child above referreil to
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had been out of town to a funeral and that a few daj's after return-

ing he had had a sHght rash with a Httle fever ; but was not sick

enough to take the bed. No otlier eases occurred. I could give

conclusive proof, if space allowed, that my children took the disease

from tlie rooms into which we moved.

Diphtheria has not been prevalent in this place since 1880.

To illustrate the causation of the disease by unhealthy conditions I

will give the following case : Was called to see a child with diph-

theria, and on looking around the premises I found the well in close

proximity to the privy vault, which was very foul. I forbade the use

of the water and no more cases occurred.

Stetson—I. W. Tibbetts, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are consumption, pneumonia, t3'phoid

fever, asthma, and a large amount of dropsy and paralysis. I have

noticed, as a peculiarity of our diseases, that dropsy and paralysis

are confined to neighborhoods. I have now seven cases of paralysis

within four miles, and, in another neighborhood, five cases of

dropsy. The two diseases are in different parts of the town. Four

cases of paralysis have occurred witliin the distance of one mile.

Scarlet fever was epidemic in 1875, at which time fort}' cases

occurred. I have had but one case since. I find isolated cases of

diphtheria nearly all the time during the spring and fall months

;

and in a portion of my practice outside of the town, where there is

a horseback on which nearly all the inhabitants live, and on each side

of which there is much low land, and on one side a stream, there is

hardly ever a year when some are not having diphtheria, and the most

fatal cases are in this section. T^-phoid fever will not average more

than five cases each year in town ; and have never, in twelve years

of practice here, seen an epidemic of it. Small-pox has been in

the town twice within twenty-five 3'ears.

I have known the contagion of Scarlet Pever to retain its

vitality in rooms more than three months. I believe it is caused by

direct contact with the germs of the disease, as ever}' case of mine

except one were traceable to such contact.

I believe the air of cold clayey marshes has a direct tendenc}' to

favor the spread of Diphtheria, as nine-tenths of cases occur in

such localities. Diphtheiia will spread in schools if the schools are

not closed, which has usually been done.
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Water- pollution as a cause of Typhoid Fever I have noticed

in my practice, and so have I seen cases recurring in successive years

in the same jjlaces.

The most severe cases of typhoid fever occurred in a family

where, on asking them for a driuk of water, I noticed a very offensive

smell and tiisle. and asked the father when he cleaned out his well.

His answer was, ''1 have lived here ten years and have never cleaned

it out." ''How long has it been dug?" "About forty years."

"Was it ever cleaned out?" " Not to my knowledge." I ordered

it cleaned out at once, and decaying frogs, snakes, toads, angle

worms and about two feet of offensive smelling mud was found.

The barn is situated on the very top of a hill. House just below,

well low down on the hill. Barn sets on ledge which slopes off" so

that there are six feet of earth at well before striking ledge. Re-

maining twenty feet of well blown in ledge.

Cases of Phthisis are quite frequent. As a cause I should give

prominence to insufficient clothing and exposure, with the germs of

the disease in the lungs at birth. Bad school-house air is not a

cause in my oi)inion. Nearly all have parents or relatives who have

died with this disease. I do not believe it to be infectious.

Ovcr-hcating at son)e parts and extreme coldness of others are

fiiiilts with the School-Houses. If diphtheria should appear the

school would be sto[)pcd at once.

St. George—A. Woodside. m. d.

The prevailing diseases are pulmonary phthisis, pneumonia,

typhoid fever, dii)hthoria, etc. I have noticed no peculiarities in our

diseases except that typhoid is often complicated with malaria.

Manj^ of our cases of typhoid fever conae from southern ports, and

this accounts for the malarial element. We have had no small-pox

for the last twent}' years. Four times previous to that date small-

pox was brought to this town.

Eleven years ago clothing was sent from a family in INFassachu-

setts in which there had been several cases of Scarlatina, The

disease was communicated to the family where it was sent, and from

them to others, when it became epidemic, and during tlie fall and

winter of that year, 1874-5, there were nearly one hundred cases,

apparently all originating from this one family, which had been

infected bv the clothing above mentioned.
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Diphtheria has not prevailed in this village (Tenant's Harbor) but

once for eleven 3^ears. From August, 1884, to March, 1885, there were

forty-one cases of diphtheria here. The sanitary conditions, so far

as I am able to learn, are no different from what the}' have been the

past ten years. This disease has been in other parts of the town

three times within ten years.

In one house where Typhoid Fever had been in a family a

school teacher went to board. She took the disease and died. Soon

after a young lady went to assist the familj- and she also took

the disease and died. The disease in these cases assumed a very

malignant t3'pe. The next year a school teacher again boarded

there and was soon prostrated with typhoid. She recovered. The

disease was supposed to originate in the cellar of this house, where

there were decaying vegetables and other unsanitary conditions.

Cases of Oonsuniption are quite frequent. In this town it

seems to be occasioned by intermarriage of those families in which

there is a heriditary tendency to this disease. Imperfect ventilation

is one of the important factors in producing this disease here.

In the older School-Houses the rooms are small and poorly

ventilated.

Sullivan—F. W. Bridgham, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are of the respirator}- organs, and rheu-

matic disorders. During the past eighteen years, have had two

epidemics of typhoid fever, three or four of scarlet fever (one of

malignant type), two of diphtheria—one during the past winter; a

number of sporadic cases of above disorders every year, generally

easily traced to unhealthy surroundings. Small-pox has invaded

the town but once during ni}' residence here (18 years). The dis-

ease was contracted by a sailor, in Hoston ; confined to one family.

Cost, as nearl}' as I can estimate, 8150.

I recall a case of Scarlet Fever, caused bv wearing a pair of

socks (sent home from Lowell, I think), belonging to a young man

who had had the disease in Lowell. No other case in this vi(,'inity

at the time. I have known of several cases where familii'S had

moved into rooms not thoroughly cleansed by former occupants suf-

fering from this affection. This was after the lapse of six or eight

weeks. I have seen cases where it seemed impossible to trace

scarlet fever to any other source than to unsanitar}- conditions.

Have noticed that the type was much more severe where the saui-
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tar}- surroundings were bad, inclining to tlie anginose form in damp

situations. I tliiulv about thrcc-fourtbs of my cases were due to

infection.

Diphtheria has been i)revalent hero. The more frequent causes

are contagion, fillh and bad sanitary surroundings. Tiiere were in

East Sullivan last winter, five cases of diphtheria in one family,

which occurred after the visit home of a daughter who had had the

disease in Bar Harbor, but apparently had fully recovered. No
other cases occurred in that vicinity. Two years ago I had three

cases in one family ; no other cases within twenty-five miles. Caused,

no doubt, by a cellar without a diain and half full of stagnant water.

Four cases in one house last fall ; no otiier in this vicinity ; caused

b}- the use of brook water fouled b}- cattle droppings and some

human excreta from quarr3-men at work fuither u[) stream.

T have noticed cases widely separated springing up one after

another as long as school continued, which seemed to grow less fre-

quent after closure of school. I have always advised private funerals ;

so have not observed its spread from this source.

Yes, many cases of Typhoid Fever have come under my

observation, apparently caused by the fouling of water from cess-

pools, privies and similar places. I recall three fatal cases where

the priv}- deposits had accumulated for a number of years on the

ground under priv}- without vault and without proper enclosure ; the

well within thirty-five feet.

Three cases in one family in Gouldsboro' ; no other cases at the

time in that or neighboring towns. The house was situated on high

land in a very healthy spot. Disease traced to sink droppings which

fell on ground from a short sink spout, directly under windows, close

to the cellar and within forty feet of the well.

Phthisis is quite frequent. The causes in most cases coming

under my observation, have been hereditary influence and neglect of

bronchitic attacks. I liav(! never seen a case that could be fairly-

attributed to the bad ventilation of sciiool-houses. As illustrating

the hereditary tendency of consumption, I have at present under

my care two sisters ; one has incipient phthisis, the other has occa-

sional attacks of h.iemoptysis. Their grandmother died from phtliisis
;

their mother with the same ; one sister and one brother with the

same. Have under treatment now a lad of sixteen who, up to

last year was stout and rugged, now suffers from incii)ient pnl-

monaiy phthisis and tulmcular kidney. His father and luotlier
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both died with phthisis and as near as I can learn his mother's

mother died from same cause.

The most glaring defects in our School-Houses are the faulty

ventilation and poor privy conveniences. I have noticed many
cases of headache during school terms and the prevalence of colds

from over-lieating the head and chilling the feet. In case contagious

diseases should appear in our schools closure of schools and fumiga-

tion of building would be done.

Thorndike—J. C. Whitney, m. d.

There has not been much scarlet fever or diphtheria here for a

number of years. From 18G4 to 1870 diphtheria was quite preva-

lent. In those 3'ears where it commenced on the hills it followed the

hill as a rule, and when the first cases were in the valleys a great

majoritv of the cases- remained in the valleys. Small-pox has never

to my knowledge been in the town.

We have had no Diphtheria for the past few years. The more

frequent causes are exposure to cases which have the disease and

neglect to cleanse and disinfect rooms after this disease. One in-

stance I remember in which one child in a family was sick with diph-

theria and after her recovery the room was unused for four weeks,

but no disinfection was used. At the end of the four weeks they

took up the carpet and during its removal another little one that had

not been allowed in the room during the sickness of the first child,

ran in and out as she pleased. The result was she soon had the

diphtheria.

Our School-Houses are not well ventilated and the floors are

cold ; considerable headache.

Troy—M. T. Dodge, m. d.

The more notable of our diseases are consumption, catarrh, rheu-

matism and neuralgia. Consumption has caused more deaths

for the two years that I have been in practice here than an}' three

other diseases. For the last ten years there has been no typhoid

fever, scarlet fever nor diphtheria in town. One circumstance I

will mention which has attracted m}' attention and leads me to think

that perhaps atmospheric conditions pla}' a more important part in

the causation of diseases than is generally thought. It most fre-

quently happens that if I am called to a case of tonsilitis, bronchi-

tis, summer complaint or pleurisy', I have several more cases of the
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same disease within a few days. Last October I had eight or ten

cases of acute cj'stitis within as many days—more cases than I have

before had in two years of practice. Sinall-pox has been here only

once that I am aware of. The cost to the town was not great, as the

disease was confined to one farail}' who, living upon a by-road, were,

by fencing up the road, completely isolated.

I have from observation become quite well satisfied that Diph-
theria is communicable, but it behaves queerly in this respect ; I

have noticed that it has, in several cases, made its appearance where

it seemed next to impossible that it could have been taken from

another patient.

In a case of Typhoid Fever which I have in mind the well

was very near the privy and the water decidedly bad.

Phthisis is quite prevalent and the causes seem to be climate,

hereditary tendenc}', want of care of one's person, want of suitable

food to enable one to withstand the changes in the climate.

In our Schools there are low ceilings ; rooms heated by cheap,

cast-iron stoves, with funnel passing over the heads of the scholars ;

cold floors
;
poor seats and desks. Colds are very common among

both teachers and scholars during the winter schools. Much com-

plaint of headache.

Turner—II. L. Irish, m. d.

Affections of the air passages are quite frequent.

Scarlet fever has prevailed here several times, once very fatal in

character. Diphtheria and typhoid fever have not prevailed to an}'

great extent for twenty years. Small-pox has appeared three times

I think. It was brought from Washington, D. C, last time and was

not very expensive for the town.

There was an outbreak of Scarlet Fever at Westbrook Seminary

when I was a student there. It was very fatal and the sanitary con-

dition was bad.

I must say that I have not been able to demonstrate to myself

that filth has anything to do with Diphtheria. I had one case

whiuii was caused by a relative coming into the family who had been

attending a case twent}- miles away.

There was an outbreak of Typhoid Fever about eight years

ago at West Auburn near a shoe shop. All used the water from a

well near by and many had typhoid. Did not visit any there, but

some came home to Turner and were very sick.
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Unity—Jas. Craig, m. d.

For the past two years catarrhal diseases have predominated.

During the past ten j-ears I have not known of an epidemic of scarlet

fever, diphtheria or tj'phoid fever in my field of practice. A few

isolated cases of each. Small-pox invaded the town once several

years ago.

I will give an account of a case of Scarlet Fever which will

illustrate one way that the contagion may be convej'ed. A young

gentleman was visiting at a house where they had had scarlet fever

the year before. During his visit the annual house-cleaning was in

progress. Soon after his return home he came down with scarlet

fever. There were no cases within my knowledge at the time. I

am confident he contracted the fever from the house. Have known

of cases in which the contagion retained its vitality' nearly or quite

one year. Every case that I have treated could be traced directly

to contagion, while the sanitar\' conditions determined the type of

the fever in every instance. My practice in this disease has not been

extensive, having had only twent3'-two cases in ten years' practice.

I have not known of a case of Diphtheria in this village for

ten years. Three and five miles away I get cases, but no epidemics.

In my opinion the most frequent cause of this disease is unsanitary

conditions. I have never yet seen a case of diphtheria that I could

pronounce with any degree of certainty due to contagion, but if the

disease developed in a family where the conditions were unhealthy,

all of the children were sure to have it.

My field of practice is exempt from Typhoid Fever. In a

practice of ten years I have had only three cases. I have never

known a case in this village, nor can I learn of a case developed

here. I attended a patient brought here sick with the fever. I had

the discharges thoroughly disinfected and disposed of, and all cloth-

ing disinfected before being washed. No other cases developed.

I had one case that I considered due to filth of the most pronounced

character. The sanitary conditions about the buildings were fair,

but within, a hog pen was clean in comparison. The patient died

in the third week of the disease from exhaustion. No other cases

developed from this.

In my field of practice Phthisis is not particularly prevalent.

An ignorance of the laws of hygiene, improper dress, poor cooks

and criminal abortion, have much to do in causing this disease, in
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some cases at least. It is my observation tliat tlie majority of cases

are produced not from one cause alone, but from several coml)ined ;

imperfect ventilation and dampness are important factors in causing

phthisis, I think ; also, that the ftiiserable air in our school-rooms

very often lays the foundation of the disease. As bearing on the

question of the contagiousness of phthisis, I have observed this fact,

that if the husband dies of consumption the wife usuallv developes

it within two years.

We have not a fairly good School-House in town. Poorly

warmed and ventilated, seats not suitable for a child to sit on. I

think about five per cent of the pupils are absent on account of

sickness. Headache is a very prevalent complaint.

Van Buren—T. H. Pelletier, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are acute rheumatism, nephrites, pneu-

monia, usually followed by speedy convalescence.

Diphtheria has been epidemic only once, in 1882. Scarlet fever epi-

demic about ever}' four or five years, never ver^' fatal. Small-pox

has been in this town once. Contracted in foreign country ; affect-

ed only two members in one family ; cost about $20.00.

Diphtheria when (bund is usually in unhealthy localities. Fami-

lies of five and six members affected and two-thirds of oases prov-

ing fatal ; other larger families in same street and under same at-

mospheric infiuences not affected. Such observations would seem to

point to localized causes.

Vanceboro—Wm. Beatty, m. d.

Typhoid fever is the prevailing disease in this place.

Diphtheria has been quite prevalent. Its cause, in my opinion,

has frequently been bad ventilation. Often found in families

crowded into small tenements. In this year there have been nine

cases of diphtheria among children, resulting in four deaths.

The most common faults in the School-Houses here is the

want of proper ventilation.

Vinalhaven—G. W. Phillips, m. d.

Of the native population it is safe to say that they are blood rela-

tives. Bronchial and catarrhal dilficulties are the prevailing diseases.

I have noticed that (1) all febrile diseases run a rapid course here

;
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(2) general irritability of the stomach, drugs in expectorant doses

acting as emetics
; (3) early arrival of puberty. Two years ago

measles attacked old and young. Have seen no scarlet fever and

but two cases of diphtheria proper, although inflammations of the

throat called such are frequent.

Phthisis is often encountered here. Stone dust among the

stone cutters and the dampness of the atmosphere are exciting causes.

Repeated and neglected attacks of bronchitis and an hereditary ten-

dency are the adjuvants.

It is claimed by one of the ph3-sicians residing here that no case of

Typhoid Fever ever originated on the island. I must admit that

the cases which I have seen could have been received elsewhere, but

the poor water and bad surface drainage to be found here caused me

to think the case will yet be found. Bilious gastric fevers, summer

diarrha'as and dysenteries are frequently met.

In September was called to a house on a side-hill. Privy and

drain always to be smelt, and found a bo}' of fourteen with

typhoid fever. This was a t3'pical case in ever}' way. Before

November every member, to the number of fourteen, was attacked

with a fever or a diarrhoea, some having both or repeated attacks.

The fever would last a week or ten daj's with early recovery. That

hill and neighborhood furnished the most of the business of that

period to the physicians. Those of the people who kept about their

work came to our offices complaining with headache, loss of appetite,

weakness and looseness of bowels.

Waterford—C. L. Wilson, m. d.

No marked-epidemic has prevailed since m}' residence here.

I know of one instance where, after a mild case of Scarlet Fever
in March, bedding was cleansed thoroughly and packed awa^'.

The next winter it was needed and was assigned to the use of one

member of the family, who contracted the disease from it. This was

the onl}- case anywhere in the vicinity.

One case of a young lady at work in a village some twelve miles

distant where Diphtheria was prevailing extensiveh', had a mild

attack, came home, being able to walk most of the distance. On
her arrival her brothers and sisters embraced her. They were all

attacked with a malignant type of diphtheria and one died. The
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young lady visited hor aunt and another family where there were

four children who took the disease and one died. No other cases in

the vicinity.

Cases of Phthisis are not frequent.

We have a good class of School-Houses in town ; well arranged

with regard to ventilation and liglit, and the location is usually good.

West Brooksville—J. T. Smith, >r. p.

In the western part of the. town,* at present, scarlet fever is pre-

vailing in epidemic form. I cannot say we have any really prevailing

diseases, unless it is a tendency to inflammations of the respiratory

tract. I had, especially lastJannary , February and March, many cases

of pneumonia and acute bronchitis. The older people and adults in

general seemed to feel the effects of the bronchial epidemic early in

188.5, and it was not till late in spring that children were affected to

any great extent. About eight years ago there was an epidemic of

diphtheria which was very fatal. Typhoid Fever is not indi-

genous. Occasional cases have been noticed, but the disease origi-

nated elsewhere. Scarlet Fever has been prevalent since August.

The first case was a little girl eight years of age. No history of

exposure to scarlet fever, and no cases have been seen in town for

more than six years. Could get no clew to its origin. Child had'

been sick in Bangor last June with sore throat. Her mother said that

the attending physician called it diphtheria. The disease has gradu-

ally spread, attacking by preference the poorer families and those

the least under influence of cleanliness. So far the epidemic has

been very mild, with only one fatal case. Small-pox has been here

only once to my knowledge and then confined to a single family* by

quarantine. rrol)al)ly brought by sea-faring man who came home

sick. His wife soon sickened. The cost to the town was about fifty

dollars.

Typhoid Fever very rare here and the two cases I have seen

were im[)ortcd. No other cases followed. Antiseptic precautions-

observed. No other cases noticed and these two were not at all

associated. I have no doubt, judging from condition of homes in

relation of out-buildings to dwelling-houses, that if typhoid fever,

should get a start it would rapidly become epidemic.

17
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Phthisis is quite prevalent. Causes seem to be heredity, expos-

ure, neglect in ease of colds, etc. To dampness, which is observed

in a number of dwellings here on account of imperfectly drained

cellars, is due a catarrhal condition of respiratory tract which in

majority of pbthisically inclined here is noticed for a time before the

disease is pronounced.

In our Schools there is imperfect ventilation ; pi'operly speaking,

none at all. In two or three imperfect light.

West Ilmjoswell—O. A. Harlow, m. d.

We have considerable of lung troubles and little of t^'pboid fever.

There has been no scarlet fever or diphtheria in mv field of practice

and no epidemic of typhoid fever. There have been no epidemics

here except measles and whooping-cough, which were mild in char-

acter. Small-i)ox has been in town once. I had one case the pres-

ent season ; that of F. W., who contracted the disease in Montreal

and was taken sick in eleven days after exposure. Expense to town

$30.00.

Phthisis is quite prevalent, the causes seeming to be fog, damp
air and hereditary predisposition. Dampness has more to do with

producing the disease than imperfect ventilation.

Most of the School-Houses are old fashioned, cold, badly ven-

tilated and poorly lighted. Headache is quite prevalent.

West Neiojlekl—Stephen Adams, m. d.

The prevailing diseases were formerly t3'phoid fever, dysentery,

colic and consumption, but these have forsaken us ; has not been a

case of typhoid fever since 1868 and but very few of the others

named. Small-Pox has been in town four times to my knowl-

edge. Feb. 2, 1864, I was called to a case of small-pox and was

attending a number of patients with other diseases which I visited

regularly and did not communicate the disease to them. Before

leaving the house I disinfected my clothing with the chloride of lime.

One night my horse became restive while I was in the sick room

and I ran out without disinfecting my clothing and moved him to a

shed. He became sick, would not eat, and some pustules came on

his lips. Soon I had varioloid but was not much sick. My son

came into my room tliough I remonstrated against it. He took the

disease and had it in full force, covered with pustules from top of
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head to bottom of feet. I was vaccinated forty-two years and my
son twenty years, previously. Twice the disease was brought by

tramps. Had two cases of cholera ; both recovered.

Alcoholic Liquors are the great unsanitary curse with which

we have to contend. We have had many trials side by side of licjuor

and no liquor, result alwaj's favorable to water.

In 1 865 a family had eight sick with typhoid fever. One was treated

with whiskey and died ; seven had no liquor and all recovered. In

18C8 twenty-two were sick in a small village ; one was treated with

whiskej' and died, twenty-one were treated without liquor and all

lived. Since that year there has not been a case in town.

For several years past cases of Consumption have been very

rare. Some years ago Rev. testified in an ecclesiastic court

that he went to the House to get some Bourbon whiskey, because

he had a lung trouble. Immediately scores of orders went down
countr}- for Bourbon whiskey, and one da}' it was said the stage driver

carried bj' here ten bottles for people who fancied they had a lung

trouble ; and there followed an epidemic of consumption. There

were more deaths in two years than there has been in all the years

since.

Windham—B. F. Dunn, m. d.

The more prevalent diseases are pneumonia, bronchitis and diph-

theria during the cold months. Diphtheria prevails more in the

spring than in any other part f)f the year. Sixteen years ago a

severe epidemic of t} phoid fever prevailed which was very fatal.

Typhoid fever has been characterized for a number of 3'ears by its

mildness of type. Ten years ago there was quite an epidemic of

scarlet fever during the months of August and September. In the

winter of 1875 a severe and extremely fatal epidemic of bronchitis

and congestive pneumonia visited us.

I have in mind one very unusual and interesting case. A young

girl seven years of age was exposed to the contagion of measles.

Soon after was exposed to scarlet fever. In due course of time, she

came down with measles, the eruption well marked for about twenty-

four hours, when the measley eruption gave place to the scarlet

eruption, and its accompaniments, which ran its course of the usual

time or a little longer perhaps, when the measley eruption re-ap-

peared and run its course during one day. The patient did well

although convalescence was a little protracted.
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There has not been a 3'ear since I came to this town when there

has not been more or less Diphtheria. The cases here in the

country seem to me arise more from infection than contagion.

There are families in which there are from tin-ee to five children and

one case of malignant diphtheria will occur and no other member

have the disease.

Cases of Phthisis are frequent, caused largel}- b^^ exposure,

heredity and pneumonia. There was a family living in a neighbor-

ing town, consisting of seven members including parents, and I

think in less than two years all but one died with phthisis. I have

no doubt that in these cases infection had much to do in the propa-

gation of the disease.

The School-Houses in this town are too low and close.

Winthrojy—A. P. Snow, m. d.

The prevailing diseases are the same that occur in other healthy

localities in Kennebec County ; and I have not noticed any peculiar-

ities in the diseases of this neighborhood. AVithin the thirty-one

years that I have been in practice in this town there have been sev-

eral more or less extensive epidemics of scarlet fever mostly of a

mild type, attended with a small percentage of fatal cases. Diph-

theria was unknown here previous to 1861, and can hardl}^ be said

to have prevailed as an epidemic. The same may be said of typhoid

fever as a prevailing disease. AYith the exception of whooping-

cough and measles there have been no other prevailing endemic or

epidemic diseases within our borders. I do not remember that any

of our schools have been suspended on account of prevailing epi-

demics. Within the last thirty years Small-Pox has twice invaded

this town. On the fii'st occasion it was brought here by a returned

soldier. It was varioloid, and was not recognized by his attending

physician. Consequently there were six or eight other cases in

town, all of which were modified b^' previous vaccination, except in

the case of a young son of the soldier who had unmodified small-

pox, from which he recovered with considerable pitting of the face.

These cases were all treated at their several homes under the regu-

lations adopted by the physicians, and were not attended with any

public expense. On the thirteenth day of June, 1880, two young

men who had never been vaccinated went to Mechanic Falls to attend

the funeral of their grandmother who, it was afterwards supposed,
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had died of small-pox. The}- found their mother sick in the house

of the deceased with what the family and doctor called chicken-pox.

On the 19th I was informed that the disease at Mechanic Falls was

undoubtodh* small-pox, and that the young men had been thoroughly

exposed. I immediately vaccinated them and the next day had

them go quieth' into camp on an island in Annabescook Lake, three

miles from the village, to await results. I visited them the 24th

and found that the vaccinations showed indications of taking well

in both cases. R. M., the older of the two, was also suffering with

severe headache, backache, quick pulse, high temperature and other

unmistakable symptoms of small-pox. The next day, the 2oth, the

eruption began to appear abundantl}* and the case developed into

one of genuine confluent small-pox, unmodified in the least by the

vaccination so far as I could observe. On the first of August this

patient was so far recovered that I was able to discontinue my visits

to him. The brother remained in camp with R. M. during the whole

of his sickness, acting as assistant nurse, and had no form of the

disease. His vaccination took thoroughl}- in two places. There

were no other cases. The cost to the town was between 6300 and

$400, and to the familj' and friends about half as much.

Diphtheria has never prevailed to a great extent in this town,

and dining the last ten years there have been but very few cases.

It has not always been practicable to trace the exact cause of some

cases, but in most cases I believe the cause to have been contagion.

As examples : Mr. and Mrs. C, with their ciiild about three years

old, went some thirty miles to visit friends in whose famil}', the week

before, a child had died of diphtheria. After two or three days

their own child became ill, when they immediately returned home.

But the child soon died, a victim of the dread disease. No other

cases. The only child of D. W. W. was taken suddenly sick with

malignant diphtheria, and died on the fourth day. The young

mother, in her grief, often passionately kissed the child upon its lips

during its sickness and after its death. The next da}' after the death

of the child the mother began to show symptoms of the disease,

and within a week she was buried beside the child she loved so

fondly. There were no other cases in that neigliborhood.

Pulmonary Phthisis is quite a frequent disease. I believe

that hereditary lialiility to the disease is the most frequent cause,

but climatic influences, imperfect ventilation of dwellings, infection

br contagion, etc., play an important part in its development. To
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illustrate infection or contagion as a cause, I have in mind several

wives, and a few husbands, belonging to families without hereditary

liability to consumption, who have lived with consumptive compan-

ions, and who have themselves fallen victims to this disease. Also

nurses who have apparently contracted it in the care of their con-

sumptive patients. Mr. D. became engaged to a young lady, one

of a family of nine children, without any hereditary liability to

consumption. He belonged to a consumptive family, and soon

began to develop tubercular disease of one lung. As his health

became feeble the young lady was with him a good deal as companion

and sometimes as assistant nurse. Within a year she became con-

sumptive herself, and died within a short time after the decease of

her lover. The father and mother, and all of the sisters and brothers

of the young lady, are still living in good health.

More than half of the scholars in this town attend school in the

village, where we have a fine new School-House. The building

is heated with steam and provided with the necessary facilities for

ventilation and the comfort and health of teachers and scholars.

All of the surroundings are of the best, in a sanitary point of view,

except, perhaps, the privy arrangements or its management. All

the other school-houses are in good condition, and without special

faults in a sanitary point of view.

Wiscasset—C. A. Pearce, m. d.

There are no diseases remarkably prevalent. About five 3'ears

ago we had diphtheria. It was brought here but was soon stopped,

although it spread some by contagion. Small-pox has been here

twenty- times in fifty years. Each time it was brought here by some

person, but never allowed to spread. No expense to town. Older

portion have been vaccinated, the 3'ounger ones have not ; say one

half the whole.

Cases of Typhoid Fever have come to my notice, caused by

such unsanitary conditions as you enquire about. I have in mind a

house where typhoid fever occurred about one 3'Gar ago, where the

sanitary conditions were bad. Could find no other cause for the

fever than a very bad accumulative privy, where the discharges of

former typhoid patients had been thrown a j-ear or two before.

Cases of Phthisis are not very frequent ; what I do find are

usually due to inherited tendency. I believe that bad ventilation^
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and dampness liasten the development, and the bad ventilation of

school-houses undoubtedly lends its influence in the same direction.

Bad ventilation and iriiproper heating is what I should conipiaiii

of the most in our School-Houses. To these causes I think that

the poor health of several young ladies who have come under my
observation is due. A small per cent, of the children are absent ou

account of sickness, but headache is very frequent. Cases of scar-

let fever or diphtheria iu the schools would be isolated.

Yarmoxdh—J. C. Gannett, m. d.

The prevailing diseases iu this town are pneumonia, influenza and

tonsilitis. In the summer and fall of 1884 we had the whooping-

cough ; in the spring of 188'), scarlet fever ; three or four years ago,

1882, in the summer and fall, diphtheria, with an occasional mild ease

since. Disorders of the kidneys are frequent. The catarrhal

affections of the past winter and spring have shown a marked ten-

dency' to extend to the ears, involving the eustachian tube and middle

ear. The scarlet fever cases were mostly confined to our locality,

a collection of half a dozen houses on a road running out of the

village near the river. The cases were mostly of a mild type,

some more severe characterized by diptheritic deposit iu fauces and

pharynx, others having rheumatic affections as sequelae.

But one death occurred among these cases, a bo}' 7 or 8 years

of age. In this case the virulence of the disease was very markedly

shown b}' the abundant corrosive discharge constantly flowing from

nose and mouth. The diphtheria of three years ago was almost

entirel}' confined to two or three houses, the sanitary conditions of

which had been shamefuUv neglected. The cases, the worst of

which occurred in July and August, were extremely virulent, four

or five deaths in a total of from twelve to fifteen cases occurring.

In November and December of the same year several mild cases

occurred in the same houses.

Think the cases of Scarlet Fever occurring in the spring of

188.') must have spread from disease germs in the carpets, &c., of

the houses first affected, because cflTorts at disinfection were not fully

and carefully m.ide. Three-fourths, perhaps, of the cases were due

to infection derived from other cases.

We have had a few short visits of Diphtheria, but not endemic.

Filth and poor water, dirty and damp cellars and decaying vegetable
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matters, have been the more frequent causes of the disease. The

cases cited above were nearly all in a quarter and in houses noto-

riously lilthy and i)Oorl3- supplied with good water. The locality is

near a cemetery, the soil of which, thoroughly permeated with decay-

ing animal matter, is deep, loose sand, drainage being toward and

into a small brook at the back of these houses. A spring of water

is also located on the bank of this brook, the water of which is used

by these families.

A strong exciting cause of phthisis seems to be the nearness of

the sea with its variations of temperature and humidity, and the

running together of fresh and salt water.

Yarmouth—W. W. Thomas, m. d.

Catarrh, bronchitis, pneumonia, rheumatism and the various neu-

ralgias are the pi'incipal diseases. In the past fifteen years we have

had of Scarlet Fever only a few sporadic cases until last winter

and spring, when we had about twenty-five cases with two deaths.

The disease was accompanied by many complications and sequels,

and man3' of those that lived through it were very sick for a long

time. Great fears were entertained at one time that it would sweep

through the whole village, but it was finally stamped out by sanitary

measures, leaving hundreds who had never had the disease. In fact

but very few of our people have had it as yet.

Coming here in 1870, I did not see or know of a case of Diph-

theria in this town until the summer of 1881, a period of eleven

years. Then a family moved here from the town of Lisbon, where

the disease was then prevailing, and in less than a week the three

children came down with diphtheria. Precautions wore taken to

prevent the spread of the disease and it did not spread immediately.

It yvassix mojiths before the next family of four children came down

with this :lreaded disease. But they had become very intimate with

the family that had it first. The same precautions were taken as in

the first case and no further spread of the disease at that time. But

in about six months, July, 1882, it burst forth in its most malignant

form in an old tenement house, containing three families, in which,

and around which, the sanitary conditions were very bad. In the

seven cases previous to tliis there had been no deaths, but there

were twelve cases at once which resulted in the death of one man

and three children. The house was cleared out and thoroughly dis-

infected and the disease was thought to be effectively stamped out,
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but six months afterward, in the winter of 1883, a mother who lind

lost a, little boy by the summer visitation came across his cap, wiiich

had been packed away all these months, and gave it to a little bo}'

living in another tenement, containing three families. In a week

this little boy was dead from diphtheria. Two of the families had

the disease and lost two children in each. The other family kept

b}' themselves, used disinfectants and escaped. These cases had all

been at the upper village, Yarmouthville. Now one of these fami-

lies, who had lost children in this last house, moved to the Falls vil-

lage in about two months, into a part of a house. The other part

was occupied b}- a widow with three children, one of whom was a

little girl. This little girl visited the family that had just moved in-

to the other part of the house, and the lady, thinking perhaps of her

own little girl that she had so lately buried, and wishing to please

the little one, took from a drawer a handkerchief and gave her as a

present. In about eight days this little girl was dead from dijjhthe-

ria. The little boN's were sentawa}- when their sister was taken sick

and thus escaped. 1 must let this brief history of diphtheria in our

town suffice, as to go further would carry me too far for this article.

It is enough to show the infectious nature of the disease. It also

shows, I think, that a case of diphtheria without infection is rare.

I cannot believe in the spontaneous generation of an infectious dis-

ease. Crowded tenements and filth help to spread the disease and

render it more malignant, but that they can produce it de novo I am
hardly persuaded is true.

The hiistory of Typhoid Fever in this town may be written

in a few words : we do not have typhoid fever unless it is brought

here by some one coming home sick witli it. I judge that we have

had no moie than thirty cases in the past fifteen years. We have

but very fi'w wells in the village. Most of the people depend upon

cisterns for their water, while an acjueduct supplies a part of the

village. I have never had more tlian a single case of typhoid in a

family. Tlie [uccautions taken are to have all the discharges from

the patient disinfected and immediately buried in a deep trench.

"When this is done with the lirst case no second case appears. We
have had no epidemics unless it be influenza.

In 1872 we had two cases of Small-Pox with one death, and

two cases of varioloid : antl in iST.j we had one case of small-pox.

In the (iist instance it was brought by a sailor returning home. In

the second instance by a man going to Hoston and bringing it back
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with him. He did not get vaccinated in 1872 because he did not

"believe in it." When he "broke out" with tlie disease his wife

and tliiee cliildren were vaccinated in several places, which took well

and they remained witli him and not one had varioloid. He believes

in vaccination now. These cases cost the town about $200 in money.

The loss to business through fear of the disease was much greater,

but can hardly be estimated.

In the spring of 1879 I was called to a familj' of three children

sick with Scarlet Fever. I was puzzled for some time to know

where the}- got it, as there were no other cases in town. The father

worked in a shoe shop in Portland ;
going in on the train in the

morning and returning by train at night. His children used to run

to meet him and he would take the youngest in his arms and carry

her back to the house. Tliis one was the first to have it. The dis-

ease was prevailing in Portland at the time. The father learned

afterwards that the man who worked at the same bench with him had

scarlet fever in his family, but had said nothing about it for fear of

losing his place. It is possible, however, that the father's clothes may

have been infected while riding out in the cars. I have known of

one case within a year where a girl nine years of age probal)l3' took

the disease b}' sleeping in a room three mouths after children had

had scarlet fever iu the room. In this town no public funeral is

allowed for those who die of scarlet fever or diphtheria. We treat

them as small-pox in this respect. We put a red flag on a house

having either of these diseases, and if one dies the burial follows as

soon as possible.

Years ago I used to know of cases of Typhoid Fever recur-

ring in successive seasons in the same homes, though I did not know

then why some families were so afflicted ; but think now that it was

caused by infection from former patients. I know of a physician in

Massachusetts treating a case of typhoid fever so lately as three

years ago in such a careless or ignorant manner that he neither dis-

infected the discharges nor had them buried, but turned down the

privy vault. The consequence was the family had two cases and

one death the following jear.

We do not have a large percentage of Phthisis, and a large

proportion of our cases are among those living near the tide water of

the river and on the heavy clay lands. Under my observation the

principal causes are heredity, a heavy, undrained soil, thin-soled

shoes, ill-ventilated school-rooms and close bedrooms, improper food
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and insufficient clothing, want of exercise in the open air and fear of

sunshine.

We liave throe comparatively new School-Houses in town.

These are built in u)odern style, are well vcnlilatcd, with good

benches, etc. In the small outlying districts we still have some of

the old abominations called school-houses, l)ut fortunately in these

districts there are but few scholars to attend.

York—W. L. Hawkes, m. d.

No epidemic of any kind since 1861. The epidemic of diphthe-

ria at that time was of a severe form. In 1865, at Kittery Navy

Yard, a man stole some clothing from an infected ship and died from

Yellow Fever.
Diphtheria has been prevalent in this place, but of a mild form.

Have been in this town fourteen years and am not able to point

to a single case of Typhoid Fever originating in the town. Our

severe cases are in our young people leaving home and returning ill

with the disease.

Cases of Pulmonary Phthisis are comparatively frequent.

Although I am not able to give any cases in my own practice, yet I

am a firm believer in the infectiousness of phthisis.

York—J. C. Stewart, m. d.

The diseases affecting the respiratory organs are the most frequent.

We have had but one epidemic of scarlet fever since I came here in

1874 ; one of diphtheria and only sporadic cases of typhoid fever.

Both those epidemics were confined to the eastern portion of the

town. Cape Neddick, the scarlet fever being rather endemic than

epidemic, that of diphtheria being the more widely diffused and

properly epidemic. Some thirty years ago Yellow Fever became

epidemic ; coijununicated by a United States steamship at Kittery

Navy Yard, and several ofour citizens died. I know by report of the

existence of small-pox here but twice. In both cases it was caused

by direct contagion. Cost to town only nominal.

I think the unsanitary condition of localities has much to do in

continuing an epidemic of Scarlet Fever. All my cases I

think were due to contagion.

We have had one epidemic of Diphtheria since I came here,

viz., 1876-77. Contagion is the cause. I sa}- contagion, because
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when it appeared in a family it "went tlu'ough it," but rarely appeared

in other families whose members acted as nurses or watchers.

I have seen but four cases of Typhoid Fever in ten years.

Phthisis is quite common ; caused by exposure and hereditary

predisposition.

Our Schools are not properly heated. There are vei-y few cases

of headache. The patient would be removed at once and the school-

room thoroughly ventilated if a case of scarlet fever or diphtheria

should occur.
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BY FREDERIC HENRY GERRISH, M. D.,

President of the State Board of Ilealth.

In 1872 a number of gentlemen interested in sanitary science

and desirous of mutual increase of knowledge and of the wider

dissemination of Mgienic truth, formed themselves into a society'

for the study of all subjects relating to the pu])lic health. In each

succeeding year this body, called the American Public Health Asso-

ciation, has met in some prominent place, always with growing

attendance and augmented interest, has discussed the topics within

its legitimate province, made valuable contributions to the store of san-

itary information, and exerted a most wholesomely stimulating influ-

ence upon the public mind with reference to the dangers, the duties,

and the rights of the peoi)le in health matters. The membership

in the association is entirely voluntary,—an arrangement which

insures a continuity of purpose and a wisdom of action, which are

hardly possible in a purely representative body, with its inrsonnel

changing largely from year to year. The association now includes

almost all the sanitarians in the country, and its utterances are

entitled to and are received with the respect due to so distinguished,

learned, and honorable an assembly. The Maine State Board of

Health, believing that the purposes for which it was established

would be advanced by having one of its members attend the meet-

ing of the association, delegated its President to perform that duty,

and he now presents a report of what he saw aud heard, with some

remarks suggested by his observations.

The meeting was held in the city of Washington, on the 8th, 9th,

10th, and 11th of December, 1885, the place and time being chosen

with the hope of impressing Congress, at the very beginning of its

(269)
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session, with a proper sense of the importance of legislation regard-

ing the public health. The National Board of Health, established

in 1879, has fallen into great disfavor with the law-makers, and for

a considerable time has been utterly crippled, owing to the with-

drawal of congressional confidence and the consequent failure of

appropriations ; and the universal voice of the sanitarians of the

country is crying for some organization which shall be so equipped with

learning, experience, and funds as, at least, to be able to protect

the land measurably against the importation of exotic diseases like

cholera and yellow fever, which, in the past, have been so frightfully

destructive of human life. The rehabilitation of the National

Board, therefore, or the creation of a substitute for it which should

be more to the liking of the National Legislature, was a chief object

in view in the selection of Washington as the place for the thirteenth

annual meeting of the American Public Health Association.

The attendance was large and strong in noted sanitarians,—men

who have devoted their energies for many years to the solution of

the problems of State Medicine, and have done inestimable service

to the people b3' instructing them in the methods of i-ight living.

Throughout the meeting thei-e were displayed the utmost earnestness

and singleness of purpose. This was amusmgly shown in a certain

session of the advisory council. A gentleman, in urging the ac-

ceptance of an invitation to hold the next meeting in the city of his

residence, with generous and amiable hospitality, expressed the

desire and intent of his fellow-townsmen to give the association

some pleasant excursions to points of great natural beauty and

world-wide note. Immediately an ex-president of the association

arose, and, while displaying full appreciation of the kindly design

of the would-be hosts, declared with great emphasis that the asso-

ciation had no time for pleasure trips, but must devote itself en-

tirely to business. The sessions were held forenoon, afternoon, and

evening ; every one came to get all the information and help that he

could from every other, and all appeared to be convinced of the use-

fulness of the meeting.

Of the score or more of topics treated of bj* the essa3-ists and dis-

cussed by the members, some may be dismissed with very brief

mention, while others are of sufficient immediate interest to the pub-

lic to receive more extended notice.

Dr. John S. Billings, U. S. Arm3% read a paper on forms of

tables of vital statistics, explaining what may properlj- be included
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in such tables, and the best means of collecting and recording. This

is a subject to which almost no attention has been \m\*\ in the State

of Maine. The law requiies the assessors, while taking tlic in-

ventory of polls and estates annually, to ascertain by inquiry the

births and deaths during the year ending on the last day of March,

and make return thereof, to the town clerk, liy the last day of April

;

and the clerk must annually make certified returns of the marriages,

births and deaths occurring in his town to the Secretary of State,

who is to file them in his office. But this statute is almost absolutely

disregarded. Keference to the files in the office of the Secietary of

State shows that only about five per cent, of the towns pay the

smallest attention to the law. And yet its purpose is wise and

beneficent. What would be thought of the sense of a man of busi-

ness who kept no account of those goods which surpassed in value

all the other articles in his stock ? Human lives are the most valuable

assets of a State ; but in Maine it is impossible to ascertain how

many are gained, how many lost, or what agencies are most potent

in producing their destruction. Besides, under our law, even if

it were administered perfectly, only a rough approximation could be

made to the truth ; for the collection of data is required so infre-

quently and in so slip-shod a manner, that accuracy' is utterly im-

possible. A proper system of vital statistics is the onl}- sure

foundation of public health measures ; for, without such, we cannot

prove our necessities, or put a correct estimate on our achievements.

Dr. Billings' paper dealt mostly with the processes to be employed ;

our people need first to be persuaded of the value of keeping any

record whatever.

Dr. Salmon, of VVashington, has investigated the swine-plague,

or hog-cholera, as it is couimoiil}' called. He concludes that the

disease which is so destructive of swine in this country is diifereut

from tliat which goes by the same name in Europe. The suliject is

of great importance, not only to the owners of hogs, who have lost

about $30,000,000 by it in the last year, but to everybody else, on

account of the danger to water-courses from the decomposition of

the carcasses, most of which are not properly buried or burned, and

probably, also, from the use of lard obtained by rendering them, and

from llie eating of tiieir tlesh. There is no evidence that the disease

is directly communicable to human beings by contagion. The in-

vestigations are to be continued, and give promise of important

results.
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Dr. Bryce, Secretary of the Provincial Board of Health of Ontario,

and Dr. Kingston, President of the Central Board of the Province

of Quebec, gave accounts of the epidemic of small-pox in Canada,

each from a different point of view ; but as the story is told on pre-

vious pages of this volume, it would not be profitable to rehearse the

facts in this place.

Dr. Chancellor, Secretary of the Maryland State Board of Health,

read an essa}" on impure air and unhealthful occupations as predis-

posing causes of pulmonary consumption. According to the census

of 1880, one-eighth of all the deaths in the United States are from

Consumption. Foul air is one of the agencies which poison the 83-3-

tem, and put it in a condition favorable to the development of con-

sumption. Great stress was laid on the necessity of an abundant

suppl}' of fresh air. Very little attention is paid to the ventilation

of our living rooms. We become indifferent to the close air in which

we spend most of our time, and act as if it were inevitable. Con-

sumption is, to a far greater extent than the majorit}- imagine, a

preventable disease ; and the substitution of pure air for the ordinary'

foul atmosphere of our houses would result in a vast diminution in

the mortality from this ever-present scourge.

Dr. Hartwell, of the Johns Hopkins University, presented a paper

on the German system of physical education. In the city of Berlin,

every child at school devotes two hours each week to physical exer-

cises. These are continued all through the period of education, and

so strengthen the body that the scholars bear the strain of study

much better, and reach adult life with S3'stems well prepared to

endure the struggle for existence. The degree of perfection to which

this training is carried in the army is illustrated by the fact that a

squad of German soldiers, with all their accoutrements, can scale a

perfectly flat, perpendicular brick wall in a few moments, without a

ladder—a gymnastic feat which we see scarcely equalled in a cir-

cus. The suggestions of this paper were excellent, and might well

be heeded by the educators of America.

Dr. Wight, the Health Officer of Detroit, gave a sprightlj' account

of the method which he pursued in the disinfection of the badly con-

structed sewers of his cit}', and claimed that an immediate and

pronounced diminution of diphtheria and scarlet fever followed as

a consequence on two occasions. He had the sewers flushed with a

strong solution of copperas, which he bought by the ton. In the

two hundred miles of sewers 275,000 pounds of the chemical were
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used. He then burned three tons of sulphur, suspendins: from the

man-holes iron pails, each containing a quantity of brimstone and a

small fire. The sulphurous acid gas which was evolved filled the

sewers and penetrated the connected house-drains, and, by escaping

into dwellings, led to the detection of many previouslv unsuspected

defects in the plumbing arrangements.

Dr. Lee, Secretary of the Pennsylvania State Board of Health,

gave an exhaustive history of the celebrated Plymouth epidemic of

a 3'ear ago. He proved that it originated in a single case, the first

patient having contracted typhoid fever in a certain house in Phila-

delphia, whose surroundings were of the worst description. The

patient went to Plymouth, where he was sick a number of weeks.

His excrements were thrown out upon the snow near the iiouse, and,

when the snow melted, it flowed with its load of poison into a water-

course wiiich supplied the people in the town below with drinking

water. 1,153 cases of typhoid fever resulted from this cause, and

114 of the ])atients died. Dr. Lee had an investigation made of the

actual money oiilhiy of every case ; and, reckoning the expenses of

medical attendance and nursing, the loss of earnings of the iiatients,

and the capital represented by the [jroducers who perished, the total

cost of the ei)idcniic was $711,101.25. Ten minutes of wisely applied

labor a day, during the first patient's illness, and fifty cents' worth

of disinfectants would have prevented all this loss of money, and

all the sullering and grief entailed by the epidemic. A more wanton

waste of treasure and life and happiness can hardly l)e imagined
;

for not one of these cases of fever would have occurred alter the

first, if the dejections of that one man had been disinfected, as

recommended in the circular on ty|)hoid fever issued by this Board.

But even this ill wind blew some good ; for the dreadful calamity of

this country community awakened the Legislature of Pennsylvania

to a sense of its responsibility, and it forthwith proceeded to estab-

lish a State Board of Health, which is actively at work, and, if

decently supported, will do very much to make another such out-

break impossible.

Dr. Kauch, vSecretary of the State Board of Health of Illinois,

presented a complete rei)ort of the maratime quarantine from the

St. Lawrence to the Pio Grande, detailing the rules at each port,

the facilities for quarantine inspection and disinfection, and the de-

gree of cfticiency of the methods in force. No abstract can give

an adequate idea of a paper dealing with minutia^ which vary so

IS
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essentially in different places. It showed that there is great need of

radical change in the quarantine arrangements of many ports, and

in none more than in those of our own State.

Dr. Holt, President of the Louisiana State Board of Health, spoke

of the measures taken for the sanitar}' protection of New Orleans,

—

municipal and maritime. He particularly urged the necessit}' of the

appointment by Congress of a commission to investigate the alleged

discovery by biologists in Brazil and Mexico of a method of pre-

venting yellow fever by inoculation. If it should be found that this

dread disease can be warded off in the way mentioned, the discovery

will rank with that of the immoital Jenner, to whom we are indebted

for vaccination.

Prof. D. A. Sargent, M. D., of Harvard College, presented the

report of the Committee on School Hygiene. He argued for a pro-

portionate distribution of mental and ph3-sical exercises in school

life. Children ought to be taught the elements of hygiene, and

shown how the principles may be put into practice.

Dr. Morris, of Baltimore, submitted the report of the committee on

the disposal of the dead. He took strong ground for cremation as a

substitute for burial. The practice of burning dead bodies is grow-

ing in favor in various European countries, where the need of it is

more apparent than in America, on account of the more crowded

condition of their population ; but the arguments for cremation are

receiving fresh support every year on this side of the Atlantic, as we

learn more of the contamination of earth, and air. and water, by the

products of the decomposition of corpses. The germs of certain

.Z3"motic diseases retain their vitalitj' for a long time, and thus the

body of a person dead of one of them may poison those who have

survived him for years. The community would undoubtedly be

safer, if all the victims of cholera, small-pox, scarlet fever, and

diphtheria were burned, instead of buried.

Tlie committee on disinfectants presented its report in the shape

of a large, printed pamphlet, containing a description of the elaborate

and costl}- experiments made during the last year on tiie relative

power of the various disinfectants, and a statement of the results

thus far arrived at. The distinction is drawn verN' sharpl}' between

deodorizers, antiseptics, and disinfectants. The first destro3' foul

smells ; the second arrest putrefaction ; the third destroy the

germs of infectious diseases. IMere antiseptics are not destruc-

tive of disease-germs, though all disinfectants will stop putrefactive
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decoraposition. The antiseptics are useful for arresting putrefaction

in privy vaults, etc., but true disinfectants will do this work and

much more. Chloride of lime and corrosive sublimate stand at the

head of the list of disinfectants. The former, however, is nearly

worthless, if it has been kept a great while, for it loses strength

from the moment of its manufacture ; therefore, none but fresh

chloride of lime should be used. The corrosive sublimate is verj'

powerful ; but, on account of its extremely poisonous character,

it should be used with great care.

A feature of the meeting which attracted marked attention was

the awarding of the prizes for the best popular essays on four speci-

fied hygienic subjects. These prizes amounted to $2,800, and were

offered by Mr. Henry Lomb, of Rochester, N. Y., a gentleman of

onh' moderate means, but thorouglily persuaded of the importance

to the common people of a knowledge of sanitary laws. The essays

were entitled "Health}* Homes and Foods for the Working Classes ;"

"The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities of School-Houses and

School Life;" "Disinfectants and Individual Prophylaxis against

Infectious Diseases ;" and "The Preventable Causes of Diseases,

Injuries and Death in American Manufactories and Workshops, and

the Best Means and Appliances for Preventing and Avoiding Them,"

Practical topics, on which every workingman ought to have some

definite information. Ciieap and popular editions of the successful

essays are to be published and given the widest possible distribu-

tion, in order that their teachings may reach the classes for wliose

benefit they were written. Mr. Lomb's action is an evidence of a

most generous spirit and an enlightened desire to benefit the people ;

and it deserves universal and grateful recognition, and frequent im-

itation.

A very pleasant incident of the occasion was the receipt of an

autogra[)h letter from the President of the United States, which is so

encouraging, as the voluntary and cordial expression of appreciation

from the Chief Magistrate of the Union, that it is here presented in

full.

ExECiiTivF, Mansion.
WASiiiNciTUN. December 7. 1SS5.

Dr. J. M. TONEU:
My Dear Sir

:

—I am sorry that the coiulitlon of public business is such

that I cannot accept the invitation which you kindly teiulered nu; on

behalf of the American Public Health Association, to attend its animal

meeting to-morrow evening.

I beg to assure you that my expression of regret is not merely formal,

but actually indicates a sense of deprivation which attends an inability
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to give by my presenco, as requested, tlie fiillcpt eiiclorseiiient of the objects

and purposes as well as the work of the association.

Surely the advancemeut of sanitary science and its practical applica-

tion to the public health are of immense importance to the people of our

land. Of course, the value of efforts in the direction of a better under-

standing of the causes of disease, and protection against the same, is too

palpable for suggestion or argument. But I do not think the advantages

of an improvement in the condition and sanitary surroundings of the

homes of our workingmeii, and of the poor among us. are sufficiently

appreciated. Healthful and comfortable habitations indicate the best

features of a conntry's prosperit}'^ and advancement, and men with good

health and wholesome surroundings are apt to be contented and useful

citizens.

The difference in the death-rate of cities and localities, unexplained by
natural and inherent causes, is of itself enough to give great proniinence

to the work of the association, and if this beneficent organization shall

succeed, as it ought, in impressing upon munici|)alities the duty of sensi-

ble and thorougii sewerage, a plentiful and pure supplj' of water, arul gen-

eral cleanliness, together witii a proper construction of school buildings for

the children of their citizens, it may well point with pride to its achieve-

ments.

With the hope that the association may be the means of constantly

increasing benefit to the country, and with expressions of heartiest sjan-

pathy with its work,
lam yours sincerely,

Grovek Cleveland.

On the days of the association meeting, there was held a confer-

ence of State boards of health. Twent3-si.N; States were repre-

sented, Maine and Pennsylvania falling into line for the first time.

The subject which received most discussion was federal legislation ;

but the ideas of the various members were so decidedly at variance

—some favoring a restoration of the former appropriation of the ex-

isting national Board, others wanting to have an entire reconstruction

of the Board, and still others determined that what is needed is not a

board, but a bureau—that no definite decision was reached. Since

this meeting, however, a committee has agreed upon a bill to establish

a national bureau of health, and the measure has a fair prospect of

passing through Congress. A committee was appointed to report

next year on methods of mutual assistance, and it is expected that

most of the Boards will, without a formal agreement, immediately

institute a system of inter-state notification of contagious diseases.

The next meeting of the association and conference will be held

in Toronto, Province of Ontario, Canada, on the first Tuesday- in

October, 1886.



INCEEASE OR DECBEASE OF DEATH RATES,

As Showing the Value of Enforcing Plumbing Laws and

Thorough Systems op Sewerage.

By E. C. JORDAN, C. E., Member of the Board.

Taking into consideration the amount that has been written and

said, and the api)alling evil results arising from carelessness and

blunders, it is astonishing that even the general public should fail to

comprehend the leading fundamental principles necessarj' in properly

plumbing and draining a house.

JMost cities recognize these principles and ordinances, and plumb-

ing regulations protect the public in such localities from the result of

the errors that ignorance and negligence combine to bring about.

Without discussing the merits of the various traps or bars against

the escape of sewer gas, or the necessity of avoiding syphonage, i.

e. preventing the water seal from being removed in the use of the

same or adjacent fixtures draining into the same outfall (a result

equally common and perhaps more dangerous), I will begin at tlie

very basis of the case—the soil pipe that serves to carry the sewage

beyond the walls of the habitation. It is fundamental in sanitation

that it shall be of coated or enamelled cast iron, with joints gas and

water tight, and -start from a point, at least, five feet beyond the

house wall and extend full size througii and out of the top of the

house, with the various fixtures piopcrly tiappcd, entering on the

slant in the direction of its fall. It does not permit the use of gal-

vanized iron pipe Above the highest water-closet, a method more or

less common in the few extensions through the roof in our State.

It does not permit the use of a chimney fine sci)arute or conjointly,

heated or cold except that the same cast-iron pipe is continued

through the Hue and out the top, and, even this, under numerous

(277)
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restrictions. In the largest city of our State, Portland, in how many
houses is even this first principle carried out? I doubt if there are

ten. It is one of tlie essentials, and the neglect of it is indictable

in those cities where the^- have adopted the modern plumbing regu-

lations. The question of a trap on the house sewer against the

street sewer is somewhat mooted, but tlie opinion largely prevails in

its favor, supplemented with a fresh air inlet that serves to make a

fairly constant current into the soil pipe near the foot wall of the

house and through and out of the top. The following diagram illus-

trates the principles and methods above indicated.

Note—In a climate some warmer than that of

Maine, the trap is better if placed in a man-hole

just outsido the house wall.

It was but a few weeks ago that considerable excitement existed

in regard to the prevalence of diphtheria on Munjoy Hill, Portland,

Maine. It was, and I think fairly, attributed to the bad sanitary

condition of the school-house there located. The cit}' closed the

school and ordered the house put in good condition, and the ex-

pense, evidentlj', was not counted. A mason, and a good mason,
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was employed, and charged to do the work well, and it was

thorou<j;hly done according to tlie best of his knowledge. Tliis is

the resnlt : A six or eight-inch stone-ware running trap was set into or

under the foundation wall of the building, without an arch over it,

(the former troul»le, I was told by tlie mason was largely traceable

to a broken (settled) tnip under one of the school sinks). Well

jointed, lirst-chiss iron soil pii)e with fiesh air inlet brought through

the w;ill. runs from the trap for a distance of sixty feet under Ihc Hoor,

receiving the various trapi)ed fixtures right and left, and ends in the

central Hue of a three-flue chimney. To prevent the forcing of the

main tra[) under the wall by sewer gas ascending the hill, the street

sewer was vented l)y connecting with it an iron pipe starling just

outside the wall of the house, passing through the wall and across

the cellar al)out twenty feet, and ending in the central flue of another

chinniey. The flues either side of the one in which this pi[)e was

entered, aie pieived with ventilating holes for the various school-

roon>s through which the chimneys pass. This is the scheme that

the pul)lic were invited by card in the newspapers to admire, and it

was admired liy ai)parently the whole supervising School Board and

Committee. The work perhaps improved the former condition of

the building, but I wish to explain what would and should have been

avoided by submitting such plans to a l)oardof inspectors acquainted

with even the priuiers of sanitary literature.

In the liist |)lace, the earthen-ware or cement trap is liable to be

broken by the slightest settling of the building, and should be dif-

ferently plac:ed ; and secondly, the ventilating of the street sewers

of that vicinity (a very good thing to do by carrying the pipe on the

outside of the house to its top) into a leaky chimney flue with adja-

cent flues open to the school-rooms is a proceeding fraught with

danger. The use of a chimney flue, even if heated, which those

spoken of are not, has so often proved bad and been condemned,

that it is surprising that it should And approval in our midst. The

fact that chimney flues, even when new are far from gas tight, and

the by-no-means infrequent occasion of a downward draught, has

made, and will continue to make, such a scheme wholly disastrous.

I have cited the above case, because it is recent, and because it be-

longs to the public. I could cite cases of defective plumbing where

the illness and death brought about in consequence would make

hanging seem a just punishment for the men who botched the

work.
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To give a less serious instance. In 1873, A. moved into a bouse

that had just been phimbed with the then modern conveniences.

Gradually it dawned upon him that the illness in his household might

have a cause in his own kitchen. He traced tlie concealed 4-iuch soil

pipe to a point below the kitchen floor (there was no cellar under the

L), whcie he found it entered a 6-inch cement pipe standing on top of

a 1 '2-inch brick drain leading to the street sewer. There was no trap

on the drain, and its gas was pouring out through the space between

the 4 and G-inch pi[)es at a rate sulficiciit to saturate the kitchen at

times. The i)lumber said it was the mason's dut}' to make the

cement joint, and the mason blamed the plumber. A plumbing law,

with insitectcM's services, would have prevented such an atrocitj'.

About 10 yeai's ago, the city of Croyden, England, was sewered in

the most perfect manner, as was at the time suf)[)osed. An outbreak

of diphllieria and other zymotic diseases followed, and to the sur-

prise of every one it was confined to the houses of the wealthier

classes, in the highest and iinest parts of the city. It was found

that the pressure of the sewer gas was greater theie, and that in

times of lain-fall the gas would be forced to the higher levels, and

through the individual house traps. lielief immediatel}- followed

the placing of ventilating pipes upon the outside of a sufficient num-

ber of J)uildings to relieve the gas pressure. The case may not be

inapplicable to the late trouble upon Munjoy Hill, Portland. In a

city without regulations, plumbers come in for too large a share of

blame for imperfect work. A contractor puts up a house, runs from

the street sewer (or cess-pool in the country) a line of stone-ware

or cement pipe, and in most cases across the house under the cement

floor to its rear. At this stage the various plumbers are interviewed,

and as there is no legal standard of work, the lowest bidders get the

job, and depend upon it, it is made to \ield a profit. It is this class

of work that desolates our homes. The Government requires the

work of boiler makers to be inspected, to see if the boilers can

safely do the work assigned them. It should be the same with that

of plumbers. No city in Maine is large enough to support the

plumber, who, in competition, figures the cost of work upon the

standard now demanded in cities where regulations exist. The

landlord should be required to furnish his tenant with a plan and

certificate of inspection.

Man}' not unimportant details arrive each year at a greater degree

of excellence, which makes it somewhat difficult to fix upon a stand-
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ard, but the advance made In' requiring fundamental matters to

be passed upon by a properly constituted board is too great to be

neglected, on the ground that certain details have not been fully

perfected.

Experience is bringing to light so many defects in various sewer-

age S3'stenis, and the discussion of them is so constantly placed be-

fore our eyes at this date through the great medium of the press,

that it occasions a certain degree of skei)ticism about sanitar}' re-

forms in the minds of not a few unthinking people who neglect to

apply the rule of progress to sanitation, where they readily accord

it to other sciences ; and from such people little aid is to be derived

in the prosecution of sanitary work. In (act it is rare that press-

ingly needed public work escapes their direct opposition. The

demonstration of certain facts is becoming so easy by the accumula-

tion of statistics bearing upon the experiences of cities and towns

in our own midst, that it seems incredible that opposition to the

econonw and mone}- value of certain rules in sewerage can exist

much longer.

A gra[i]iic illustration of how closely the death-rate in our cities

corresponds to the method of drainage and sewerage i)eculiar to each

street and section may be represented as follows : A plan of the city

showing all its houses is used on which the location is plotted where

occurs each death that results from what is known as a preventable

disease, sucli as typhoid and scarlet fevers, diphtheria, &c. «fcc.,

which are given, let us say, on the map, the colors of red, lilue and

green. These colors are dotted upon the buildings where such dis-

eases have prevailed. It requires but a few years of these records

to place the danger signals on the places where they l)elong. Upon

a niai) so k('[)t in New York City a prominent line of danger signals

was noted following a somewhat erratic curving course, crossing the

streets mostly at right angles, and extending for some distance

through the better part of the city. The reasons for it were not ap-

parent, l)nt a lillle research upon ancient n)ai)s developed the fact

that through tliis vicinity, now graded and tilled to a uniform sur-

face, a narrow ravine once existed where a brook fed by numerous

springs had nieandered. The nndt'rground watercourse still existed

mor(^ or less interrupted and dammed back by the streets, ;ind more

or less polluted by the leaky sewers that crossed it.

Siieii a polluted s(Miree of damp foundations to the residences

along this line was an ample explanation of the case, and points
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out the necessity of a city's never neglecting in its growth to provide

for the free and certain escape of spring water in similar localities.

Such a map in the city of Rochester was even more specific. The

danger signals or their absences there indicated the very varietj' and

style of the sewer used. It showed the excellence of the tightl}'-

jointed pipe sewer, and the necessit}' on nearly level areas of having

them not only tight, but carefully proportioned to bring about the

greatest velocity possible in the carriage of the sewage as a pre-

ventive to the formation of gases. It pointed out the streets in

which the open-jointed stone or brick sewers existed, the streets

through which old water courses ran, now walled up and turned into

sewers ; the house improperly connected with the sewer, the skin

plumbing, the leeching privy vault. All these things such a map
will do. In Maine it would point out the polluted wells and water

supplj' in our countr}' towns and villages, the sink spouts whose

contents are discharged close to the foundation of the house, and in-

directly, the poorlj'-ventilated school-houses and public halls. By
the aid of such a map we should perceive the necessitv of an inter-

cepting sewer at Portland, Maine, and the venting against the sewer

gas on Munjoy Hill, in the same city; just as in the case of the

trunk sewer at Toronto, Canada, and the venting of sewers on

Croyden Hill, England. One might at first think that it would make

a picture of a laud unfit to live upon, or raise the question of wliv do

we try to live at all? But no, a second look will show, as I have

stated before, that there is a direct ratio between the death-rate and

the degree of excellence of a system of sewerage and enforcement of

plumbing ordinances.

Chicago's sanitary reforms and public works have lowered her

death rate 43 per cent, i. e. from 37.91 deaths per thousand to 21.4,

and I have before me at present writing, a list of over a dozen towns

where the inauguration of sj'stems of sewerage reduced the former

average of death over 21 per cent.

To change the picture from its unsightliness requires the skilled

hand of a master, but as in early times the Jesuit Fathers held

before the eyes of the Aborigines, pictures of the torments of Hell

meeted out to the unconverted, so would I have every town keep a

graphic representation of its filth, so that if it must learn the lesson

by bitter experience, it may know where the first dollars in remedy

may best be expended.

The ounce of prevention seems the veriest mite when we compare

it with the cost of the pound that cures the epidemic.



VACCINATION.

By O. A. IIORK, M. D., Member of the Board.

In this discussion of the subject of vaccination our aim is to out-

line and l)ring to the notice and attention of the public some of the

more important facts established b}' the stud}-, observation and

experience of many of the most eminent men in sanitary science,

and confirmed by the further observation of nearly the whole of the

medical profession throughout the civilized countries of the world

for more than three-fourths of a century, relating to the suppression

and prevention of small-pox, which previous to the discovery of

vaccination was the greatest of all the world's destroyers of human

life and health.

Our reason for this is not in the hope or thought that any new

truth may be brought to light, but that the important truths already

demonstrated and confirmed b}' overwhelming testimony, touching

the matter of vaccination, may be extended and better appreciated

b}- the masses of our people. For, notwithstanding the present com-

mon practice of vaccinating, there still remains in the minds of a

large per cent, of the people an indifference and a prejudice, gener-

ally the results of ignorance, that in all times and in nearly all com-

munities harbors and maintains an element of danger to life, health

and the business interests of the State, that is almost wholly pre-

ventable and unnecessary. An indilference and prejudice that may
at any time in the future, as it has already many times done in the

past, bring a most loathsome disease, not only to the negligent and

prejudiced, but to innocent children and to whoever ma}- be unpro-

tected, with the probability of loss of life, it may be of a single per-

son, or it may be many, in communities near and far, as has recently

been the case in Canada and the Province of Quebec.

(283)
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In ovdei' to more full}- appreciate what vaccination is, what it has

done, and what it ma}^ reasonal)l3' be expected to accomplish when

its jtist claims shall everywhere be fully api)reciated and its best

possible results attained, it ma}' not be unprofitable or out of place

to consider l)riefly in this connection a few points in the history of

''Small-Pox."

Of the origin of small-pox, as of many other diseases, little is

definitely known. There is no evidence that it was knovvn among

the Greeks or the Romans. It is also certain tliat it is not indige-

nous in Europe or the American continent ; while from Pagan history

and traditions it appears to have prevailed in India and China from

time immemorial, where it seems not unlikel}' it had its origin.

The earlier accounts are vague and uncertain ; a fact that should

not seem strange when it is considered in what a maze of super-

stition and blind tradition the whole matter of disease aiid therapeu-

tics was then shrouded. It appears quite certain, however, that it

prevailed in Arabia about the time of the birth of Mahommed, in

the latter part of the sixth century, and that it spread thence into

vSyria, F>gy[)t, and Southern Europe with the advance of the invad-

ing armies of Mahommed's successors, to be scattered more broad-

cast through the generations that followed by the almost countless

pilgrimages to Jerusalem, during the long period of the crusades,

after which it prevailed in many, especially of the temperate, countries

of Europe, though it does not appear to have reached Germany and

Sweden till near the close of the fifteenth century, and some of the

more northern countries, as Norway and Lapland, till the early part

of the sixteenth centur}-. In England it had gained an entrance as

early as 1241-42. Soon after the discovery of America, in 1517 it

was imported from Europe into St. Domingo, and in 1527 it had

reached Mexico, and soon extended northward to tlie tribes of North

America with intense violence. It reached Iceland in 17U7 and

Greenland in 1733, since which, with the rapid development of com-

merce, it has spread to nearly everv, if not every, inhaliited countr\- of

the globe and almost every island of the sea. The reason for much of

the obscurity pertaining to its early history may be the better conii)re-

hended when we recall the fact that for centuries small-pox was

confounded with plague and nearly all the papular and pustular

eruptions, also with syphilis and with measles, even down to the time

of Se3'denham.
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Of its ravages and life-dcstroyiiig effects before the discovery of

vaccination, and since, wben tliat protection has not been afforded,

a few of tlie many instances that migiit be stated would seem to

suflice to show that tiie human race of to-day, without the protective

power and inHuence of vaccination, would experience in small-pox

a foe niore deadly and more to be dreaded, because more torturing

and more destructive, than war and famine, or the plague as it raged

in the history of the past, or cliolera or yellow fever or any other disease

or malady to which human flesh is heir ; for while these ma^- have

been in the past and some are at present direful, they have been mainly-

local in their field of action, but small-pox uncontrolled bj' the

prophylaxis, vaccination, knows no climatic boundary. It spreads

onward and forwards wherever travel and commerce leads the wa}',

whether under the scorcliing rays of the sun at the equator, in the

milder climate of the temperate zones or in the icy regions of the

North. It is pandemic.

Quoting from Transactions American Public Health Association,

1883, we are informed by a high authorit}', M. de LaCondoraine,

that " before vaccination small-pox was the cause of one- tenth ot

all the deaths among mankind. Among those who outlive it many

either totally or partially loose their sight or hearing, many are left

consumptive, weakly, sickly or maimed, many are disfigured by

horrid scars and become shocking objects to those who api)roach

them."

"Within a few years after the first appearance of the disease in

Mexico, in the early half of the sixteenth century, over three mil-

lion five hundred thousand of its inhabitants had died of this disease

alone. In 1G53 it invaded Brazil, and in places nearly depopulated

whole sections of country.

The Provin(;e of Quito, in a few years, lost one hundred thousand

of her population. In 1707, at the first invasion, Iceland lost

eighteen thousand lives out of a population of fifty thousand, or

nearly two-fifths of its inhabitants, and Greenland, in 1834, lost

more than two-lifths of its entire population. Sil)eria has had an

experience nearly as saddening ; even Kamschatka has been terribl}'

visited. Europe, in the century preceding the discovery of vaccina-

tion, is said to have lost by small-pox fifty million of her population,

a number nearly equal to the entire population of the United States

at present time.
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In this country the native Indians have been terribly visited, in

numerous instances nearl}' whole tribes being swept awa}'. In Cat-

lin's lectures and notes on the "•Manners, Customs, and Conditions

of the American Indians," we read that "Thirty millions of white

men are now scuflling for the goods and luxuries of life over the

bones and ashes of twelve millions of red men, six millions of whom
have fallen victims to the small-pox, and the remainder to the sicord,

the bayonet, or ivhiskey." Washington Irving in "Astoria" makes

mention of several outbreaks in which almost entire tribes have

perished.

From Earnest Heart's paper, "The Trntii about Vaccination,"

(London, 18.80,) the following is gleaned: that in England, before

vaccination, "in the London Bills of Mortality, small-pox, when not

at its worst, averaged a fourteenth of the annual deaths, and that,

too, when the total death-rate was about double the present death-

rate.

"Nearl}' one-tenth part of all the persons who died in London

wilhin the Dills of Mortality during the last half of the last century,

died of this one cause. The younger part of the population were

peculiarly its victims ; in some of our great cities it was found that,

on an average of long series of years, nearly, or more than one-third

of all the deaths which took place in children under two years of age,

arose from small-pox."

In America, statistics are largely wanting to show the per cent, of

mortality from small-pox, especialh' in prevacciuation times, yet

enough is known to justify the conclusion that the experience here

did not differ, materially, from that of England.

In France, Germany and the other countries of Europe, a like

ratio of mortality' Avas recorded, and a like amount of impairment

of health and disfigurement of features were also noted. No rank

of society however exalted in official or social position, and how-

ever favored b}- sanitary guardianship, escaped its deadh' shafts.

William the Third, himself, suffered from it most severely, and

escaped death only to suffer the infirmities of a constitution im-

paired for life, while his father and mother, and wife, and uncle

(the Duke of Gloucester), and two cousins, son and daughter of

James the Second, died of it. In the court of Austria, Joseph the

First likewise fell a victim ; and besides him, in the course of the

eighteenth century, two empresses, six arch-dukes and arch-duchesses,

an elector of Saxon}', and also an elector of Bavaria, fell in like

manner a pre^^ to this terrible destroyer.
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To this dark page in the list of royalty may be added a dauphin

of France in 1711, a king of France in 1774, a queen of Sweden in

1741, and an emperor of Russia in 1727. Thus from the records of

the three last centuries could be gathered an almost unlimited amount

of evidence all tending to sliow that prior to the discovery of

vaccination by Jenner, mankind had no other foe so life-destroy-

ing and relentless as small-pox. Macauley has justh* said of it,

in referring to its ravages near the close of the seventeenth centurj',

in comparison with those of the plague, that " it is the most terrible

of all the ministers of death. The havoc of the plague had been

far more rapid, but the plague had visited our shores only once or

twice witiiin living memory. Tlie small-pox was always present,

filling the church-yards with cor[)ses, leaving in those whose lives it

spared the hideous traces of its power, turning the babe into a change-

ling at whicli the mother shuddered, and making the eyes and cheeks

of the bctrotlied maiden ol)jects of horror to the lover." But we

have followed this sickening record sufficienth'.

With a few preliminary explanations, now that nearly ninety years

have elai)sed, we will proceed to consider:

—

How vaccination originated;

What it has accomplished

;

Hmtj it can be made most salutary and j^votective to the individual

and the State, and

The technics of vaccination.

PRELIMINARY EXPLANATIONS.

As preliminar}" to a consideration of these several topics in view

of the fact that there has always existed in the po[)ular mind, (for

whose bonclit these pages are principally written,) no little amount

of coiifMsiou and lack of understanding of names and terms used by

writers, we will endeavor to explain a few such, in order to make

mori> plain our subject, but without any claim to full or perfect

dcliiiiLious. Variola and Small-pox are but different names for the

same disease.

Varioloid is "a form of siuaU-2)ux with a milder course and shorter

duration" (Ziemsscn). It is sometimes spoken of as modified small-

pox, from the fact that when the disease occurs in persons whose

systems have been intluenced by vaccination, it is generally in the

mild or modified form. It may, however, occur in persons but

moderately susceptible to the small-pox contagion, whose systems

have never been intluenced by vaccination. Such modified small-
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pox or varioloid cases are not the rule, but are I'ather the exception

in unvaccinated persons contracting the contagion, while among

those well vaccinated who contract the contagion varioloid is found

to be the ordinary result, and not the fully developed suiall-pox.

Of the terms cow-pox, horse-pox, sheep-pox, &c., it ma}- suffice

to state that for generations in various parts of the world a disease

has appeared among these and other animals manifesting itself in

various degrees of severit}', having in sheep in numerous instances

proved very fatal, while in cattle and horses it has generally been

of a mild type, which has been characterized bj- Xhe development of

an eruption on some portion of the surface of the body which very

closely resembles the eruption of small-pox in man, and b\- being

communicable by contagion from one animal to another of the same

kind, but which is not known to be communicable to man except by

the method of what is known as vaccination, equination, &c.,

according as the disease is introduced into the human system by

inserting the matter (properly speaking the lymph) obtained from

the points of eruption of the one or the other of these animals into

some part of the human bod}- through a cut, scratch or abrasion of

the skin or mucous membranes.

Of the terms inoculation and vaccination, it is only necessarj' to sa}',

in explanation, that inoculation strictly signifies the communication

of a disease b}' the insertion of infectious matter in the skin or flesh
;

thus to inoculate a person with small-pox is to communicate to him

small-pox by inserting, in his skin or flesh, virus obtained from a

person having small-pox.

The term vaccination, (derived from the Latin vacca, a cow) sig-

nifies to introduce into the animal system, whether man or brute,

through the skiu, the lymph or virus obtained directly or indirectly

from the vesicle on the skin of the cow having cow-pox.

Virus obtained directly from the cow is commonly called bovine

virus, sometimes also animal virus, while that obtained from a per-

son who has been vaccinated with the virus obtained from the cow,

whether directl}" or whether it has been transmitted repeated!}' from

one person to another, is frequently spoken of as humanized virus.

As a further apology for these definitions we desire to state that

we have found among people of fair intelligence in common matters,

not only great ignorance, but very extravagant notions concerning

the principles and methods of protection against small-pox. As an

illustration, a person came to us for vaccination sometime since,
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with the inquirv, "Can't you vaccinate me with some kind of medi-

cine that will answer the purpose just as well?" Another, a finely-

attired lady, came, hrinjring a little child to be vaccinated, but bcLTged

us not to vaccinate her with calomel.

now VACCIKATION OUIGINATKI).

An eminent American authority has recently said that '"I'p to the

last one hundred and fifty years iL (small-pox) was the most fi-equent,

the most fatal and the most injudiciously treated, of all the pest-

ilences that have atilicted mankind. Notwithstanding the accumu-

lated experience of practice, the medical profession, during all that

time, had discovered ueitlier preventive nor cure, remaining a sad:

spectator of its desolations, and utterly unable to afford relief. It

defied alike the measures devised by civil rulers, and the appliances of

medical science, continuing for ages unimpeded in its work of death ^

and disfigurement."

It is claimed that the Chinese for many centuries were wont to-

convey small-pox from one person to another by putting the crusts

obtained from the bodies of small-pox cases in the nostrils of persons

who had never had the disease. This practice seems to have been,

in part at least, from a superstitious belief that the favor of their

Gods was thereby secured, and that the persons so infected were

thus specially exempt from the greater violence of the disease.

A similar practice is said to have prevailed among the liralunins in

India, time out of mind, consisting in the true engrafting of small-

pox from one person to another. Whatever the truth may be in

respect of these traditions, it is known of certainty that the Turks

in the early part of the eighteenth century had come to practise the

inoculation of sraall-pox as a method for mitigating the disease,

though the practice attracted little or no attention abroad, till the

writing of the famous letter on the subject by Lady Mary Worthly

Montagu, a person of distinction, who was temporarily* residing in

Adrianople in 1717. In that letter she says : (Chambers' Encyclo-

pedia) " 'The sraall-pox, so fatal and so general amongst us. is here

entirely harmless, by the invention of engrafting^ which is the term,

they give it. Ever}- year thousands undergo the operation. There

is no example of any one who h.as died of it, and you may believe

that I am well satisfied of the safety of this experiment, since L

intend to try it on my dear little son'. Four years afterwards she had:

her daughter publicly inoculated in this country (England) ; the

19
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experiment was then performed successfully on six condemned

criminals at Newgate, and on the strength of these successful cases,

the critical course was taken of inoculating two children of Caroline,

Princess of Wales, which gave a sanction to the practice." Thus

the practice of inoculation came to be quite common in P^ngland.

In the same year of its introduction in P'ngland, it also attracted

the attention of a few American physicians, and large numbers of

persons in Boston were inoculated by Ward Nichols Boylston, who

first noted the fact that small-pox produced b}' inoculation had a

shorter period of incubation than when contracted in the ordinary

or natural way, and hence, that a person after known exposure may

anticipate the natural development in the severe form, by inoculation,

with the probabilitj- of substituting the mild form. The claims

Blade for inoculation were that the resulting small-pox was charac-

terized, generall}', by a small amount of eruption, the pocks or

pustules rarely exceeding one hundred ; that the secondary fever was

absent or very slight ; that little constitutional disturbance was

xjaused, and that no marked pitting resulted. The rale of mortality

was found to be very greatly reduced in any given number of cases

of inoculated small-pox as compared with an equal number of cases

contracted in the natural wa}'. Whereas, small-pox in the broad

average had proved fatal at different times and places, according to

the virulence of particular epidemics, in from one-third (in some

instances even a greater ratio) to one-fifth of all the cases as oi'di-

narily contracted, inoculated small-pox proved fatal in not more

•than from three to thirty in every thousand cases. [Flint.]

The protection against subsequent attacks of small-pox was found

to be as great by inoculation as by the disease when contracted in

the ordinary- wa}-.

In France inoculation was not introduced for man^' years after tiie

practice was established in Flngland and America. At the close of

the eighteenth century it seems to have been known and practised

in many parts of the world, and to have been held by different ex-

perimenters as well as by different communities in different degrees

of estimation. That it mitigated the severity of the disease very

greatly, there was no question ; but as the virus inoculated was small-

pox, so was the disease produced with all the power of infecting

others, so that each inocculated case at once became a new focus fi'oin

which could spread the disease in all its wonted severity.
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Thus, at the close of the eighteenth century, after a recorded

experience of three-fourths of a century with inoculation, which at

first had given promise of deliverance from the world's greatest

scourge, it was found that although b^' its means the disease was

shorn of its greatest dangers to the individual, it was also sown

more and more broadcast, and that the rate of mortality from it hud

actually been increased.

It is but just, however, that acknowledgment should be made

that in the conception of inoculation was a germ that, taking root in

a fertile mind, developed into that grander conception, which, spurn-

ing the discouragements of blighting jeers, and criticism, and scorn,

and reproach, and even cruel persecution, has ripened into a liarvest

whose fruitage marks it as the grandest achievement in the domain

of medical science.

There is abundant proof that for several centuries cattle and

horses have in some parts of tlie woild, at times, been affected with

a disease having some of the characteristics of small-pox in man.

It is said to have been first observed in England in 1745. [Aitken.]

It again appeared in 1770, and with so much severity that His

Majesty, George III, in his speech from the throne, calleil u[)on

Parliament to take the matter into serious consideration. The dis-

ease continued till 1780. During this decade commenced a series of

observations which, continuing through a period of more than twentj'

years, led to the announcement of the discovery of vaccination, as

a prevention of small-pox, by the justly world-renowned Jeiuier, in

1798.

Edward Jenner was born at Berkeley in Gloucestershire, England,

in May, 1749, and was the son of Rev. Stephen Jenner. While a

youth, having completed his preparatory course of study, he removed

to Sodburv, to receive instruction in surgery and [)iiarmacy by Mr.

Ludlow, an eminent surgeon of that place. While here a circum-

stance occurred, seemingly trivial, but which is said to have sug-

gested the thought, which gradually deepened and expanded by

inductive reasoning, led to that discovery which has crowned the

name of Jenner with imperishable honor, as of mankind, the great-

est benefactor of man. •

While he was pursuing his studies with his preceptor at Sodbury,

a young woman came to the house for professional advice. The
subject of small-pox having been alluded to, she remaiked "I can-

not take that disease, I have had cow-pox." This remark seems to
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have niadeaItisliiigim[)ression on the iniiid of young Jcnner, who was

tlien less than twenty-one years of age, tho' his more eventful observa-

tions were not earnestly commenced till several years later, during

which, having completed his course of stud}' with Mr. Ludlow, he had

further puisued his professional studies two years in London with

the celebrated John Hunter, in whose family he resided. Having

returned to Gloucestershire and settled in practice in Berkeley, he

commenced, in 1775, his investigations of the natural history of cow-

pox {vaccinia) and the relations of this to the kindred diseases

affecting other of the lower animals and to small-pox in man.

The great epizootic of cow-jjox that had commenced its spread

in various parts of England in 1770 had scarcely expired in Glouces-

tershire at this time. It had for a long period of time been known

that persons employed in the care of horses and cattle had some-

times contracted sores, especially about the hands, from the heels

of horses having "the grease" (horse-pox) and from the udders of

cows having vaccinia (cow-pox). There was a tradition, popular

among such persons, that any one having such sores would not

contract small-pox. The lady who had visited the house of Jenner's

preceptor had imbibed a belief in the truth of this tradition. There

appears no evidence that scientific men shared in the least in this

belief or investigated its claims.

As a result of his observation, Jenner soon became more and more

deei)ly impressed with the importance of the subject of his iavesti-

gation.

He found the origin of small-pox to be ancient and obscure, so

likewise that of cow-pox and the kindred disease in other animals

;

certain characteristics in the eruption of the skin were common to

all ; first pupular then vesicular, afterwards the formation of crusts

or scabs. Small-pox was contagious among people, the same was

true with cow-pox among cattle, tho' in degree much less so ; one

attack in man was, as a rule, protective against subsequent attacks,

the same was true in the lower animals ; small-pox had been trans-

mitted from man to man b}' inoculation as a somewhat common

practice for half a century, with the effect of producing the disease

in a milder form. A similar practice had recently been adopted in

respect to cow-pox, with similar results ; the inoculated disease in

either case was equally protective with that contracted bj' the

ordinary mode of contagion. The seasons of greatest prevalence

of small-pox were frequenth', but with many exceptions, charac-
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terized by the prevalence among cattle of cow-pox ; both were sub-

ject to great epidemic tendencies, but frequently prevailed somewhat

sporadically. SmuU-pox was a very fatal disease among people,

while cow-pox was generally a mild disease among cattle. Tho'

believed by many able observers to be communicable l)y contagion

from animal to man and from man to animal, neither was to be the

case.

Such ground work constituted at least a part of the foundation

on which to erect a new and lasting monument to scientific research.

Thus Jenner set himself to the work of investigating the most

minute particulars relating to the various phenomena of the diseases

as they appeared in man and tlie lower animals, fiom whicli he

arrived at the conclusion that they had a common origin ( a conchision

concerning which there has been a very great amount of controversy,

and which can scarcely be considered as settled, even at the present

time) : and that the popular tradition of dairymen, concerning pro-

tection against small-pox among persons having had cow-pox from

the contact of abraded surfaces about the hands or other parts of

the body, with the udders of cows or the heels of horses having the

disease was true. He concluded that the disease as found in the

cow was communicated b}- the hands of persons in chaige of horses

having grease. In short, he concluded the disease as found in

cattle, horses, sheep, swine, dogs and otiier animals were identical

with small-pox in man, varying only with the difference in the ani-

mals affected. It is related of him that as early as 1780, that while

in conipany with a friend, "he went over the natural history of cow-

pox ; stated his ojjinion as to the origin of this affection from the

heel of tile horse ; specified the different sorts of disease wliich

attacked the milkers when they handled infected cows ; dwelt upon

that variety which afforded protection against small-pox ; and, with

deep and anxious emotion, mentioned liis hope of being able to

propagate that variety from one human l)eing to another, till he had

dissiminated the practice all over the globe to the total extinction of

small-pox. {_Baron's Life of Jenner.^

That hope remained an inspiration in his mind which no discourage-

ments could blight ; many investigations were to be made with tlie

most pains-taking care ami with the most rigid and unhiased inter-

pretation of tlieir results. He found that persons had contracted t)the.r

than the vaccine disease from cattle and horses, which led hijn to a

more critical iiKjuiry into diseases aHecting animals. Here he found
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that other than vaccinia and grease sometime scaused eruptions about

the teuts and udders of cows and tlie heels of horses. Some of the

persons wlio claimed to have had sores about the hands, contracted

from animals, had subsequently bad small-pox. As in the early his-

tory of small-pox it was confounded in the mind with several other

diseases, so now in the case of vaccine disease. Thus one obstacle

after anotlier was encountered, with little or no encouragement from

men of science, till twenty years of unabating study and toil had

passed away, when the many perplexing questions had been so well

considered and settled, that hope had given place to conviction, and

faith to assurance. And such was his assurance, that on the fourteenth

day of May, 179G, he put his theory to public test. "On that day

matter was taken from the hand of Mary Nelmes, who had been in-

fected by her master's cows, and inserted by two incisions into the

arms of James Phipps, a healthy boy of about eight years old.

He went through the disease, apparently, in a regular and satis-

factory manner ; but the most agitating part of the trial still remained

to be performed. It was needful to ascertain whether he was secure

from the contagion of small-pox. This point, so full of anxiety to

Dr. Jenner, was fairly put to issue on the tirst of the following Jul}*.

Variolous matter, immediately taken from a pustule of a small-pox

patient, was carefully inserted by several incisions, but no small-pox

followed." His loug-cherished hope was for the first time realized.

It still i-emaiued to show to the world how great a boon was in store

for humauity. But men were slow to accept the new doctrine. As

in the past his scheme had been ridiculed, so was now his avowed

discovery, with added derision to the discoverer himself. Nothing

daunted, however, he continued his experiments and investigations.

Two years later, in 1798, he prepared a report of his ')bservations,

fully convinced of their importance, and sent it to the Royal Society

for publication, hoping it might be well received, but he was doomed

to the further mortification of having it rejected. Still persevering,

he published his memoir under the title "An Inquiry into the Cause

and Effects of the Variolte Vaccinse," which, attracting the attention

of physicians, soon gained the recognition of its merits. A year

later, in 1799, so great an impression had been made that seventy of

the leading physicians and surgeons of London signed a statement

declaring entire confidence in the discovery.

At this time almost every person vaccinated was put to the rigid

test of subsequent inoculation with virus direct from small-pox pus-
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tules ; so tlisit Jenner, writing in l.SOl, declares that " upwards of six

thousand persons have now been iuocuhited with the virus of coir-pox,

and far the greater part of them have since been inoculated with that

of small-pox and exposed to its infection in every rational way that

could 1)0 devised, without eftect." Other testimony to the same effect

was offered by other observers, all of which confirmed beyond question

the claim of Jenner to the cfreat prophylactic power of vaccination,

tho' the complete efficiency claimed for it in its early history has not

been fully realized in later years. A full consideration of the reasons

assigned for the seeming decline in its protective power would lengthen

this paper heyond proper limits, so that we will only say that while it

is not improbable that Jenner's claims were somewhat overreaching

(he taught that thorough vaccination was equally protective with an

attack of .«iniill-pox itself), it is (piite certain that the care and skill in

the methods of vaccinating and the selection of virus have been far

less than in the early days of the discovery.

It is a matter of record that while Jenner was a young man,

before his eventful investigations had taken form, the operation of

vaccination had been performed successfully, in Jenner's own country,

by a farmer of Gloucestershire ; and in a church-yard at Yetmiustcr,

in Dorsetshire, England, is a tombstone on which is inscribed:

' Sacred to the memory of Benjamin Jesty, who departed this life on

the IGth day of April, 181(5, aged 79 years. He was born at Yet-

minster, in this county, and was an upright, honest man, particularly

noticed for having been the ffrst person (known) who introduced cow-

pox by inoculation ; and who, from great strength of mind, made an

experiment from the cow on his wife and two sons in the year 1774.'

In ISOo he is said to have made good his claim as the first to perform

the experiment before the medical officers of the original vaccine

pock institution at London, and at the same time Mr. Robert Jesty

willingly submitted publicly to inoculation for small-pox in the most

vigorous manner, and Mr. Jesty was also subjected to the trial of

inoculation for cow-pox after the most efficacious mode, without either

of them being infected" {Lancet, Sept. 13, 1862). This circum-

Btancc well illustrates how nearly many of the most important dis-

coveries have been antedated by others, and j'et, from some lack, as

of appreciation, have failed of completion. Jesty's experiment was

a daring one, and pregnant with possible results, but does not, in the

smallest degree, detract from tiic work of Jenner, or the honors due

his name.
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Vaccination, though meeting with the most strenuous opposition

among all classes of people in private and in public, being frequently

condemned, ridiculed and caricatured by the press, soon grew im-

mensely in favor. Its practice rapidly spread over the principal towns

and cities of England, and was in a few years promulgated through-

out the civilized world. Jenner was the recipient of honors from

foreign courts, and was elected honorary member of most of the

learned societies throughout Europe.

In 1802, Parliament, after having appointed a committee to investi-

gate the merits of his discovei-y, voted him a grant of ten thousand

pounds, and again, in 1807, an additional grant of twenty thousand

pounds. He died in 1823, and in 1858 a public statue was erpcted in

his honor in Loudon. But his grandest and most enduring monument

is his work.

The origin and early history of vaccination, as recorded in the early

part <jf this century, are of great interest, and their study will repay

every student of science, and lover of its triumphs ; but having so far

glanced at the subject, let us briefly consider the question,

AVIIAT HAS VACCINATION ACCOMPLISHED?

For several years Jenner's claim that thorough and efficient vacci-

nation Avas eqiuiUy protective against small-pox, with an attack of that

disease itself, appears to have been the experience of others as well as

his own. Exceptional cases of persons having the disease (small-

pox) two or more times were well known then as now, so in his view

exceptional cases might occur where vaccination would fail of securing

perfect protection.

"A committee of the House of Commons, appointed in 1802 to in-

quire respecting the merits of his discovery, for determining if he was

deserving of a national reward, after hearing all that the enemies of

vaccination had to say, could discover only two cases in which small-

pox had occurred after vaccination had been properly performed. In

180G the Medical Council of the Royal Jenuerian Institute admitted

the occurrence of post vaccinal small-pox, but declared it to be * very

rare ' and ' generally so mild as to loose some of its characteristic

Diarks, and even to render its existence doubtful.' In 1811 the

National Vaccine Establishment carefully investigated and published

an account of two cases in that year. They mentioned oue of these

as the severest that had yet occurred to them, and also reported that

it was their belief that ' since the practice had been fully established,
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no deatJis from small-pox had in any instance occurred after vaccina-

tion.' Thi3 was in 1><11. thirteen years after vaccination was bejjiin
;

and as yet no fatal case of post vaccinal small-pox known. Keniem-

ber, too, that the exposure to its contagion was vastly greater than

now, beciiuse it was always prevalent. After 1810 the practice had

become very general in other countries and cities of Europe and the

statistics were carefully recorded. They show a like exemption from

small-pox after vaccination. In Copenhagen, then a city of over

100,000 inhabitants, where vaccination was universally practised, not

a single death from small-pox whs registered during the thirteen years

from 1811 to 1825. In Auspach, in Bavaria, with a population of

300,000, at that time thoroughly vaccinated, no death occurred from

small-pox during the nine years, 1810 lo 1818. Between 1804 and

181<3 more than two and a half million people were vaccinated in

France and only seven individuals of those were known to have taken

small-pox. It was not until vaccination had been practised fifteen or

twenty years that post vaccinal small-pox became at all common or

frequently fatal." \^Connecticut State Board of Health Report. 1882.']

That vaccination, during its first decade, and for a period some-

what beyond, should have shown itself almost completely protective,

and then gradually to have shown itself less protective against small-

pox, is a matter about which our best authorities have held different

opinions, and about which very much has been said and written ; still,

with all their difference of opinion as to the cause of this, all are

agreed that, notwithstanding it has since failed in many instances of

conferring complete security against small-pox infection, it does, as a

rule, to which there are few exceptions, possess the power and have

the effect to so far mitigate the disease as to render comparatively

safe what would otherwise be one of the most fatal of diseases known

to man : that a largo per cent, of persons vaccinated are protected

for life while the balance are in a greater or less degree, many

entirely, for periods of time varying according to the ditferent degrees

of susce|)tibility of dilferent individuals, and according to the (luality

of virus employed, the maimer and extent of its employ mtnt, &c.,

also that to furnish the greatest possible degree of proti-clion, the

practice of re-viiccinalioii. after considerable intervals of time, should

be iidoptfd, and when so adopted would secure universal protivtion

as a rule of general application. But concerning the means and rules

to be adopted for tiie most complete and successful results of vacci-

nation, a few words will be said further on.
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Had the conclusion of Jenner and his immediate followers, con-

cerning the complete and lasting protection afforded by vaccination,

been verified in later years as it was during the first few years of its

use, all opposition and prejudice against ir must liave died, as it were,

of starvation, for from the records it would seem that for a period of

ten or more years, among the many tens of thousands vaccinated,

cases of subsequent small-pox were as rare as the cases in whom
small-pox occurred a second time, which was the full measure claimed

for its protective effect.

But when it was found in after yeai-s that the number of persons

having small-pox after vaccination, even tliough nearly always in a

modified and mild form (varioloid), were gradually increasing in

number, and that among such, fatal cases were known to occur, tlien

honest doubt as well as superstitious fear, and blind fanaticism in the

garb of philanthropy, and every other form of oppostion, fotmd new

food on which to subsist and lengthen out a baneful existence.

A full consideration of the results of such opposition, and the doubt

and uncertainty engendered in the popular mind as its legitimate off-

spring, cannot be entered into in the proper limits of this paper; but,

for the purpose of showing to the uninformed and unprejudiced mind,

let us enquire what have been the actual facts concerning the sanitary

effects of vaccination with all its alleged short-comings, whether real

or imaginary, by a comparison of the frequency of small-pox, and its

death rate, amongst the unvaccinated and the vaccinated, as shown by

records of unquestioned accuracy. For this purpose it is much to be

regretted that in this country, statistics bearing upon this, as upon

many other sanitary subjects, are so meager, though notwithstanding

this, there is every reason to believe from common observation and

from the general experience of physicians and sanitarians, that what

is absolutely shown by authentic records made and kept for generations

in many parts of Europe, is equally true in America, and elsewhere

the world over, wherever the practice of vaccination has prevailed.

In this comparison, let us bear in mind that previous to vaccination,

what has already been shown, that, in the grand average, from one-

seventh to one-half of all persons having small-pox died, the mean

being about 35 per cent, and that of all the deaths among mankind

from one-fourteenth to one-tenth were caused by this disease alone.

Let it also be borne in mind that the experience of ages has demon-

strated the fact that the human race, unprotected by vaccination,

would, in the course of life, with very small exception, contract small-
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pox, if brouj^ht in contact witli it, for in no other disease is tlic con-

tagious element so pronounced and general. It is to be further borne

in mind tliat in no country has the entire population been vaccinated

—

in many, as in most of the States of our Union, are found large num-

bers UMvaccinated—and that the methods and quality of vaccination

have ofteij been defective.

Of the almost unlimited evidence bearing upon the subject, a

small portion will strikingl}' illustrate our point. In iMigland, iu 18.').3,

the Committee on Small-Pox and Vaccination of the P2pidemiological

Society made an elaborate r('j)ort to Parliament by which it was

shown that in England, for every 1000 deatlis from 1750 to 1800, 96

were from small-pox, while for every 1000 from 1800 to I'^SO, only

35 were from that cause ; that in Germany, where vaccination had

then been more general and thorough, the death rate from small-pox,

previous to the use of vaccination, having been 66.5 to every 1.000

deaths, had fallen to 7.26.

In Sweden, before vaccination, the annual number of deaths from

small-pox was 1,973 in every million inhabitants. After its introduc-

tion, but while optional, it fell to 479 per million, when made compul-

sory it fell to 180 per million.

In a severe epidemic in Marseilles, France, in 1828, more than ten

thousand persons had small-pox. Of these, 2,000 had been vaccinated,

45 of whom died, while of the 8,000 unvaccinated, 1,500, or more than

one in live, died.

Dr. Buchanan, of the British Board of Health, has furnished statis-

tics that show on a broad average that in every million people unvac-

cinated, 3,350 die, while for every million vaccinated, but 90 die,

in other words that the death rate is about thirty-seven times as great

in the unvaccinated as in the vaccinated.

The following table is copied from American Public Health Afiso-

ciation R(q>ort for 1884^ Page 279, as copied from report of Dr.

Wm. H. Richardson of Westport^ New York.
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"Approximate Average Annual Death Rate by Small-Pox Per

Million of Living Population.

COUNTRIES IN WHICH RECORDS

HAVE BEEN TAKEN.
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lu the West Indies several epidemics of small-pox prevailed during

the period, but there were no deaths, either among the British or white

troops, of whom the aggregate strength was 8G.GG1, and with a total

mortality of 6,803. Among tlie black troops on the same station,

with an aggregate of 40,93-1, and a mortality of 1,645, there was not

one case of small-pox.

At Bermuda, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Cape of Good Hope,

and the Mauritius, not a death occurred during these twenty years,

and the white troops of Western Africa wholly escaped this disease,

while tlie black unprotected population were dying by hundreds.

In Malta, from 1818 to 1830, inclusive, the aggregate strength of

the British troops being 40,826 during these twenty years, and the

total mortality 665, only two deaths from small-pox ; this is the more

remarkable, inasmuch as small-pox raged as an epidemic all over the

island in 1830, and again in 1838, destroying 1.169 persons. * * *

The native population of Malta in 1830 was estimated 100,839 per-

sons, among whom it appears that one in every 12.1 persons was

attacked with the disease, and one in every eighty-five persons died,"

Avhile "amongst the military, including wives and children, the pro-

portion attacked was one in 188, and the mortality only one in 682."

\_Aukm's Practice.
'\

Concerning small-pox in the British army in later years, amongst

473,483 serving between 1859 and 1864, but 664 cases occurred and

of these but 40 were fatal, a ratio of less than one to 10,000. '• In

the British navy, home force, tor the same period of time, from 1859

to 1864, inclusive, the following data arc furnished : Total mean

strength, 127,660. Cases of small-pox, 416 ; deaths, 29, with a

ratio of cases of 33 in 10,000 and a ratio of deaths of 2.3 in 10,-

000.

In America, "according to a paper read by Dr. Robert Ware, be-

fore the Boston Sanitary Association, we learn that in Boston, in 1721,

the year in which inoculation was introduced, and when the whole

population was 11,000, 5,759, or more than half, had small-pox, and

of these 844 died. In 1730 there were 4000 cases and two hundred

deaths. In 1752, when the population was 15,684, there were 5,545

cases, and 339 deaths. In 1764 there were 5,646 cases; in 1776,

5,292 cases; in 1792, 8,346. Compare with a subsequent period,

after the general introduction of vaccination, and when it was in a

measure compulsory. From 1815 to 1830 the mortality was only

tourteen ; from 1811 to 1839 it was but fifty-two." [^American Pub-

lic Health Association Report^ 1SS4'].
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Dr. Heary A. Martin, of Boston, the highest American authority,

{now deceased) Avriting in 1882, {North American lievieiv, April,

1882), says, "in 1872-3 an epidemic, the most malignant and de-

structive in living memory occurred in Boston. Its average mortality

among the entirely anvaccinated was considerably over fifty per cent.

* * Were it not for vaccination, there would have been in these

thirteen mouths 150,000 cases, and little less than 2o,000 deaths, even

if the epidemic had been no more contagious than that of 1721," when

Boston had 11,000 population, with a mortality of 844.

He further says :
" Durmg my entire professional life, I have paid

very unusual attention to the study of vaccination, and have had,

both in civic and military life, very great and continued opportunity

to pursue the study, * * * having in one year made nearly 11,000

vaccinations. * * * As a result of all this exceptional opportunity

to lonn a deliberate and accurate opinion of vaccination, I wish to

say, with as much solemn earnestness as if it were my last earthly

utterance, that I have never known, among those whom I have vacci-

nated, a single case of small-pox in any form or modification, except

a certain limited number into whose systems the germ of the disease

had entered before the time of vaccination, making itself evident

within fourteen days after the operation."

Unlimited testimony of like kind could be added, but could volumes

more clearly substantiate the fact that vaccination stands preeminently

at the head of all discoveries in the world's history for the preserva-

tion of human life? Or is further proof needed to show that it has

accomplished for humanity what medicine, or legislation, or the edicts

of sovereigns, alone or combined, were found powerless to vouchsafe?

HOW CAN VACCINATION BE MADK MOST PROTECTIVE AND SALUTARY

TO THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE STATE?

Perhaps, to arrive at the most correct solution of this question, it

may be best to still further interrogate the past and consider what

lessons may justly be diawn from ninety years' experience ; to inquire

how far original claims have been verified ; what defects in the means

or methods employed have been brought to light, Jind what, if any,

advances have been made. Touching some of these points in so ne

manner, considerable has already been said when considering what

vaccination has accomplished.

There still remain to be stated here, however, sevei'al matters that

should be taken into account.
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From the records, as shown in the preceding pages, two facts are

made apparent, viz : that for fifteen or more years after its discovery,

vaccination was not only believed—with exceedingly rare exceptions

—to be wholly protective against small-pox by Jenner and many

others of large observation, but was actually shown to be so, up to

that time, by statistics covering several millions of cases in England

and elsewhere. Whereas, subsequent to the first fifteen or moie

years, it has been found that no inconsiderable number of persons

vaccinated have proved to be but partially protected, or fully pro-

tected only for a limited time, varying with different people and under

different conditions in respect to age, extent and thoroughness of vac-

cination, quality of virus used, «S:c.

Before a dozen years from the date of Jenner's first paper on the

subject of his discovery, the question of permanent protection from a

single vaccination had been broached. As early as 1809, Mr. Brown
of Mussleburg, Scotland, published his belief that its protective power

diminished as time from date of vaccination increased, and a few

years later, when in 1818-1819 small-pox was epidemic in Scotland,

it was found that a considerable number of persons vaccinated had a

mild or varioloid form of the disease. The terms 'modified small-

pox and varioloid' came into general use about this time, and two

classic monographs on the subject made their appearance, one by Dr.

Munro in 1818, and another by Dr. John Thompson of Edinburgh,

in 1820. Dr. Copland also wrote that he saw and described, as

early as 182.'}, small-pox as it afiected members of the same familv at

dificrent periods after vaccination, and in young persons who had been

vaccinatetl only ten or eleven years. Contrasting such cases, he (bund

that the severity and fully developed condition of small-pox was "cn-

erally in ])roportiou to the length of lime which had elapsed from

vaccination. Again, from the bills of mortality of 1825, from the

experience of small-jxjx in France ami Italy in ISiiG, 1827 and 1829

—from the experience of epiiloinics in Ceylon in 1830 and l.S;U—and

from the admissions into the London Small-Pox Hospital in 18.'58, it

has been rendered obvious that the susceptil)ility to small-pox, which

in vaccinated persons is destroyed for several years, returns with ad-

vancing age. and becomes greater as life advances. [^Aitkin's Prac-

tice, London, 6th Ed. Vol. 7.]

To this view, objections have been raised by some good authorities

who maintain that the lack of complete and lasting protection has been

from other causes, anil that vaccination when performed with virus

fresh from the cow or but few removes from this, its original source,
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and, with care and skill, will produce the extent of protection originally

claimed for it. It is doubtful if this claim can be fully sustained tho'

there is the strongest evidence to show that much of the failures to

protect ai'e justly due to other causes than the natural gradually lessen-

iuo' protective power conferred by the action on the human system of

original cow-pox virus.

Our best authorities, however, for half a century, seem quite gen-

erally agreed that there can be no certain protection for a lifetime by

a single vaccination. Thus, when it is I'emembered that the methods

of vaccinating have everywhere to a greater or less extent been de-

fective, that virus has been used without due regard to its genuine-

ness of quality, and large numbers of people vaccinated in infancy or

childhood have passed on through adult years, even to old age, with

but the single vaccination of early life, we should not marvel at the

facts brought to light by Dr. Marson, whose extended experience

through many years in the London Small-Pox Hospital entitles his state-

ments to the highest respect ; that whereas, by the records during the

first ten years, it is shown that not more than one per cent, of deaths

among small-pox cases occurred in persons vaccinated, and that for

the period from 1819 to 1835 not more than two per cent ; during the

period from 1836 to 1852 it had risen to 6.9 per cent ; from 1852 to

1867 it advanced to 7.6 per cent, and from 1870 to 1879 to 9.2 per

cent.

Thus the experience of ninety years with vaccination may be briefly

summed up. Whereas persons unvaccinated if fairly exposed to the

contagion of small-pox would almost univei'sally contract the disease,

with a mortality of from twelve to forty-five in every one hundred cases,

persons of average protection by vaccination, under like exposure,

would in only a small minority of cases contract the disease in any

form, and when so contracted would generally have it in the modified

or varioloid form, but with a mortality gradually increased in the last

seventy years fi'om one per cent, in 1815 to nine or ten per cent, at

the present time.

This summing up applies only in the broad average, taking people

as found the world over. In those countries, states and communities

where the greatest attention has been paid the subjects much better

results have been reached, a fact that has become especially conspic-

uous in the armies and navies of the world where the most rigid rules

are enforced as has already been shown concerning the armies of

England, France and Prussia, in which epidemics of the disease no

longer occur.
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Having nscortaincd tliat sinnll-pox amongst tho vaceinatod, tho'

generally in the form of varioloid, is of more frequent oeeurrence

than formerly, let ns inquire. What causes have contributed to lessen

or im[)air the protective effects of vaccination?

One of the principal among such causes is believed to have been

stated in tlu; foregoing, viz: that while vaccination once tlioroughly

performed affords complete and lasting protection in large numbers

of persons, it is not in its nature capable of doing so in all. a per-

centage of people having had vaccination jx-rformed but once, how-

ever thorough that may have been at the time, are found, who, if

exposed to the contagion at a time somewhat remote, will contract

small-pox ; generallv, but not always, in the varioloid form.

Such persons, if subjected to revaccination, will generally be

found again susceptible to the action of the cow-pox virus, so that

the measure of susceptibility to the action of cow-pox virus has, from

the early history' of vaccination, been regarded as a tolerably correct

index to the susceptibility to the contagion of small-pox. Whenever

a person bv exposure to small-pox would contract the disease, it is

probable—nearly certain—that if vaccinated or revaccinated, he would

be found to develop the characteristic eflects of vaccination ; and

vice versa, whenever a person, b}- vaccination or 7*evaccination, would

develop its peculiar results, it is quite certain such persons would,

on exposure, develop small-pox. Hence it may be stated as a corol-

lary, that a person to be protected against small-pox must also be

proof against cow-pox by the process of vaccination. Wherever re-

vaccination has been practiced to any great extent, large numl)ers of

persons have Iieen found in whom the second, and occassionally the

third vaccination made at intervals of 3ears, has produced as decided

effects as the first. It is quite probable that large numbers of cases

of small- [)ox among vaccinated persons have been of this class, and

that had revaccination been performed before exposure, no small pox

would have resulted.

The assumption, therefore, that a thorough vaccination is as pro-

tective as an attack of small-pox against itself, cannot be held to lie

true in respect to long-time duration, even though it be so for a

time, the limits of which cannot be known except by a trial of

vaccination.

The following statement of Curschmann may be safely accepted

:

"Althougii most persons having had variola vera enjo}- for the

20
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remainder of their lives a complete immnnit}' from the disease, the

protection which vaccinia affords against small-pox is only of limited

duration. The exact length of this period of insusceptibiliL}' can-

not be stated ; in the first place, because its own limits are never

sharply defined—the disposition always returning, but very gradu-

ally. In general, this immunity' ma}' be stated at from eight to ten

or twelve years. In order to maintain a state of perfect immunity

after this period a revaccination is required, and should then be

repeated at ever}' expiration of the above-mentioned period through-

out the remainder of life. It is only by the careful and universal

performance of revaccination that we can insure the most complete

effect of vaccination in permanently decreasing epidemics of small-

pox. \^Zie7nssen's Cyclojyedia, Vol. 2, p. 400.^

In further evidence of the requirement of revaccination at inter-

vals of time as a necessary means for complete and lasting protection,

universal in its application, an almost unlimited amount of proof could

be added, and a like almost unlimited amount of proof could be

adduced to show that where the practice of revaccination under the

most careful supervision has been adopted, the cases of post vaccinal

small-pox in any form have been almost completely nil, even at

times and places where small-pox has prevailed in its most epidemic

and virulent form.

Concerning the causes contributing to impair the protection to be

afforded by vaccination, something must be said as to oge^ methods

-and extent of the operation and the quality of vims used.

Observation has plainly shown that from the discovery of vaccina-

tion, whenever small-pox has prevailed at all extensivelv, it has been

most frequent and fatal in proportion to numbers among children.

It is also true in this country, and has been very largely so in the

countries of Europe till vaccination among young children has been

made compulsory, that the largest per cent of unvaccinated persons

in proportion to numbers is found among children. Tiiis fact seems

to have been abundantU' substantiated in the experience of the great

epidemic of small-pox that started in France in 1869, during the

next two or three years spread over France, England, Scotland,

Holland, Prussia, the whole of Northern Germany, Italy and Spain,

also to Africa and the West Indies—and which, reaching North

America in 1871, spread through large numbers of the principal

towns and cities of the country. Almost everywhere in this country

the mortality among children was especially noted. The same
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noticeable fact has recently been further verified, and is fresh in the

minds of all from the accounts of sniall-i)OX hardly yet extinct in

Montreal and other towns of Canada and the Province of Quebe.

For a fuller account of lack of vaccination among children and its

results, see valuable report of American Tublic Health Association

for 1884.

In our own, as in many of the States of the Union, where vac-

cination is only made optional or conditional, up to the age of four

years, at which children are admitted to pul)lic schools, it is a matter

of common observation that a large part remain unvaccinated unless

sooner prompted by a small-pox scare by the presence of the dis-

ease in a neighboring town or province, up to the time of entcrino-

school Aiguments are not needed to show that by just this kind

of neglect much of the mortality among young children, powerless

and helpless of themselves to avoid the danger, has occurred. As
in the past thousands upon thousands of little children, the pride of

parental affection and the hope of the j)ublic for future good, have

perished from careless neglect or unwholesome prejudice, so in the

future, while such neglect contiiuies and such |)rejudicc is fostered,

•will other thousands now in infancy or yet unborn go to swell the

list of deaths from preventable diseases.

The metliods and extent of vaccination as practiced in the past

furnish lessons of no little value to the present generation.

Jenner taught that the care to be observed in the operation was

of great importance, that virus should be selected with the greatest

scrutiny, that it should be inserted in the skin in parts least liable to

be disturbed in its action by friction or accidental injury, that its

action should be watched and that if its action or results seemed at all

imperfect or unsatisfactory, the operation should be repeated so long

as any hope of more perfect results could be entertained. Ills

immediate followers of greatest intelligence and experience held the

same views; so also have later celebrated authorities, as Hudcock,

and Balfour, and Culey, and Farr. and Mason, and Simon, and

Seaton, and a host of others in England and throughout Europe, and

in America where Drs. Elisha Harris, and Martin, and Foster, and

many others, have given great emphasis to the matter of care in the

methods and thoroughness of operation. Many have held that every

case should be tested by trial of a second vaccination within a short

time. While this practice may be ellicient in determining wlietlier

the susceptibility to the action of the virus has been exhausted, it
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seems scarce!}' so in detonniiiiiig whetlier a A-accination lias pursued

its characteristic protecting coarse, since careful inspection by a

competent person will generally settle this point. Still, wherever

doubt exists, repeated trials should be made. In the early part of

the century the possible lack of securing protection was claimed by

Mr. Bryce of lulinbugh, and he instituted a test known as ''Bryce's

Test," by which to determine whether infection in a given case had

or had not taken place, which "consists in repeating the inocula-

tion at a certain point in the evolution of the disease, the theory

being that systemic infection does not take place at once, but

only after the lapse of a number of days from the time of

the inoculation. Up to that time a repetition of the inoculation

is possible, and, if systemic effect results from the first one,

both lesions will mature at the same time, the second one fol-

lowing an accelerated course, reaching its acme rapidly, although

dwarfed in size. If, on the other hand, the first inoculation failed to

infect the constitution, the second one will pursue its course in the

usual manner. jMoreover, at a certain time, generally about the

fifth day, a repetition of the inoculation will fail altogether if the

original insertion has really infected the system" [Z)r. F. P. Foster^

in System of Practice^ Pepper^ Vol. l,p. 461'\. Of its practibility

we are not able to judge. Dr. Foster states that he "can testify

that Mr. Bryce's statements are correct."

Concerning the extent of vaccination, or the number of points of

insertion of virus with the corresponding number of vesicles neces-

sary to the most complete protection, authorities have not always

been agreed. The best authorities in later years, however, seem

quite well united in the opinion that a more complete protection is

afforded where two or more vesicles are produced, generall}' claim-

ing that three or four furnish more securit}' than a less number.

In proof of the greater efHcienc}' where several vesicles have

been produced, Mr. Marson, of the London Small-Pox Hospital, fur-

nished some years ago valuable and striking information through the

medical officer of the Local Government Board, Mr. Simon, as the

result of his observations made during twenty-five years, in nearly

6000 cases of small-pox, after vaccination, of which the following,

copied from the paper of Earnest Heart (
'

' The Truth about Vacci-

nation") , is a summary-

:
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"Cases of Small-Pox classified according to the Vaccination
murks borne by each Putiunt respectively.

Number of

deaths in

each class re-

spectively.

1. Stated to have been vaccinated, but having no cicatrix,

2. Having one vaccine cicatrix*

3. Having two vaccine cicatricesf

4. Having three vaccine cioiitrices

5. Having four or more vaccine cicatrices

Unvaccinated.

21^

n

3.1 J

Among the cases in which the one cicatrix was well marked the death rate was 44.

Among cases in which it was badly marked it was 12.

fAmong the cases in which the two cicatrices were well marked the death rate was

2|. Among cases in which they were badly marked it was '^."

From the same source, it is ascertained in Anther proof of the

same, and also as liearing upon the results of the different qualities

of vaccination as shown bv the appearance of the vaccine scars, that

a few years later, ''In 1871, Mr. j\Iarson gave before the select

committee of the House of Commons the results of tliirly-two years'

observation (1.S3G-67) by him at the London Small-Pox Hospital,

as to the quality of vaccination in the fatal cases of small-pox. Sum-

marily, the thiity-two years' observation showed that of l.'5,7()5 re-

putedly vaccinated i)atieuts admitted to the hospital during that

period, the vaccination was very defective in 11,172, of whom 1.027

died ; was reasonably good (as represented by these characteristic

marks) in 1,07!>, of whom twenty-one died ; and was quite up to the

now acknowledged standard in 1,505, of whom only thirteen died.

These facts, while they are conclusive as to the necessity of vacci-

nation, if it is to lie a complete, or neaiiy complete, protection against

fatal small-pox, being i)erfoiined in the most thorough and carefid

way, illustrates also the extent to wliicii imperfect and insiUlicient

vaccination was practiced at the period when the present adult pop-

ulation would have received their vaccination."

In view of the very great importance of this subject, especially so

since the lesson taught by these observations is somewhat new. it

may not be un[)rolital)le to follow somewhat further this line of in-

vestigation, so ably and extensively pursued by Mr. Marson. We
are not aware that statistics covering the points made cons[)icuous
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by Mr. Marson have anywhere been collected in this country, nor

are we aware of their existence elsewhere, outside of England, tho'

such may be the case in parts of Europe where vaccination lias re-

ceived most study and attention.

In England the practice of vaccinating in two or more places on

the same person at the same time would seem to be more common

than in this country, where, although our best authorities have gen-

erally of late years advised two or three, large numbers of physi-

cians have been content to produce one characteristic vesicle, and

most people think that so long as they can show one cicatrix with the

characteristic pit marks they can gain little additional protection by

further vaccination.

The saying so often heard among phj'sicians that " one place (of

vaccination) if it takes, is just as good as half a dozen," seems very

far from being obsolete among the older men of the medical profes-

sion of this country. It would also seem to need to be revised and

amended should Mr. Marson's experience continue to be confirmed

in the future as the following tables show it to have been on a large

scale in the recent past.

These tables are also copied from Earnest Hart's Paper ( The

Truth about Vaccination^ London^ 1880) and constitute a part of a

masterly and exhaustive report made to British Parliament, session

of 1880.

Although statements are lacking showing what proportion of the

vaccine cicatrices were caused by first vaccinations and what b}' re-

vaccinations and the length of time elapsed since vaccinated, the

statistics coming as they do from different sources, under different

observers, on so large a scale, and following Mr. Marson's, based on

nearly 6000 cases, all tending to the same general conclusions,

constitute an argument that challenges attention everywhere.
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Vaccination Marks of Patients at Homeston Small-Pox
Hospital, 1871-1878.

.
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QUESTION OP VIRUS, HUMANIZED OR BOVINE?

Jenner cotninenced vaccination with cow-pox virus, and believing

in common with his immediate followers that the disease, in whatever

animals occurring, primarily had a common origin, the practice was

continued not of vaccinating with virus dircci from the cow, but

from the arms of persons after successive transmissions from one

person to another. This has been the practice, with comparatively

few exceptions, in England to the present time, and in America and

other countries till within a comparatively few years. In confirmation

of this statement the following is quoted from Curschman's article

on vaccination, in American Edition ofZiemssen's Cyclopedia ofPrac-

tice, 1875 : "Although, In accordance with the method of Jenner,

vaccination was originally performed with cow lymph, vaccinia is

now almost universally transmitted from one person to another

through many generations, only the (irst individual in the series

receiving the virus direct from the cow. The vexed question as to

the superiority of this humanized 13'mph over the actual contents of

the cow-[)Ock has not ^-et been settled. To attempt to decide the

question at present would be unjust to both sides. Two objections

arc urged against the use of cow lymph. First, it is claimed that

vaccinations with It fail more frequently than with humanized 13'mph,

and secondly that the local symptoms are much more violent than

when the latter is used.

The objection has been made to humanized lymph, on the other

hand, that Its protective power becomes gradually weakened after

it has passed through several generations. We must reject all such

assertions as are based upon general impressions and are not sup-

ported b}' extended statistical Investigations. The investigations

thus far made lack both exactness and scope, for, unfoituuatel}',

in no country at present are vaccination and rcvaccination so care-

fully managed or under such perfect control as would be desirable.

As the question now stands, tliere is no sufficient reason why we

should give up the use of humanized lymph for true vaccine matter

direct from the cow, and the former Is much more easily obtained."

This seems a fair expression of the views generally held in Europe

a dozen years ago, and which are largely held at the present time,

tho' in France, Germany and elsewhere, attention has recentlv been

attracted to the use of cow-pox lymph through the claims made for

its superiority in America, largely through the enterprising and pains-

taking labors of the late Dr. Henry A. Martin of Boston.
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An inquiry concerning the efforts tliat liave been made at various

times to propagate a new stock of vaccine i\'mpli l)}- inoculating

small-pox virus into animals, b}' the process of so-called retro-vac-

cination, or the vaccination of cows with humanized vaccine lymph,

«fec., would furnish an interesting topic for discussion in this place,

but the proper limits of this paper will not permit such inquirv. It

must suffice to say that such efforts have failed of accomplishing the

purposes for which they have been made—that is an im[)rovcmont

upon the use of the long-humanized virus.

The opportunities and facilities lor obtaining cow-pox virus anew,

as did Jenner, from the cow. and so renewing tlie stock, have not

often happened, for during the last one hundred years spontaneous

cow-pox among cattle, of unciuestioned genuineness, has but rarely

occurred. Such an occurrence, however, took place in France, in

18G6. At that time a case of genuine spontaneous cow-pox in a

milch cow was discovered at Beaugency, France. From this cow

others were inoculated. The nature of the disease being tlius made

certain, the stock continued to be propagated down to the occurrence

of the Franco-Prussian War, when, in the excitement of strife, the

"stock" in France is said to have been lost. "But most fortunately

for America, and perhaps even for the world, through the philan-

thropic enterprise and energy of that celebrated vaccinator. Dr.

Henry A. Martin of lioston, some of this virus was brought by

special messenger to him, in September, 1870. The virus he re-

ceived was from the 258th, 2bdih and 'iGOth of the series from the

Beaugency cow. Dr. Martin and his son. who some years ago suc-

ceeded him in business, have perpetuated it uninterrui)tedly to the

present time. All the other producers of bovine virus in this country

have their stock from Dr. Martin Senior or Junior." [/Vq/'. C. A.

Liiiiisli'ii. ill 4th Aiiiiitdl Jii'port of Connecticut State Board of Healthy

p. 10!J.]

At Urst many were slow in adopting the use of this new " stock"

of virus from one reason or another, principally from an apprehen-

sion of a harshness of its action and an uncertainty in getting it to

take effect. But whenever used its results were found to Ix' so satis-

factory that in a few years it began to be in demand throughout the

country, so that in America at the present time but little vaccinating

is doiiL' l>v tlK' usi! of any other viius than that direct from the row,

or at farthest but few removes therefrom. Indeed, so far as we

are made aware, i)hysicians in all tlie Stales are using the bovine
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virus. As already stated, its use has for several years attracted

attention in foreign countries. The objections made to it have been

that it afforded less protection against small-pox than humanized

virus, a view that is no longer maintained ; that it is less likely to

take effect, and when it does is slower in developing ; and that it is

more harsh in its action than humanized virus.

On the other hand the claims made in its favor are that it has

more protective power against small-pox, that it can easily be

obtained on short notice at any time and in any quantity, tliat it is

as mild and uniform in its action and that it is absolutely free from

an}' danger of contamination by syphilis. The question of com-

parative protective power of bovine and humanized virus cannot be

regarded as even now settled. No comparative statistics having yet

been gathered on a scale of sufficient magnitude to decide, tho' there

is in America and elsewhere a strong conviction in favor of bovine

virus in this regard.

Dr. Meares, health officer of San Francisco, in his annual report

four 3-ears ago wrote, "The bovine virus (Beaugency stock) has

been exclusively used by the health department since its introduc-

tion five years ago. The vaccinations since that time have reached

the large number of over 80,000. * * hc j have yet to

see a case of variola or varioloid after a successful vaccination with

bovine virus."

Other things being equal, the facilities for obtaining bovine virus

and its absolute freedom from danger of communicating syphilis

are sufficient to command its use.

The best American authorities hold that while in revaccinations

it does sometimes show greater energ}', as manifested b3' a greater

amount of inflammation about the parts vaccinated, and a greater

amount of constitutional disturbance for the time, in first vaccina-

tions this evidence of greater energ}' of action is lacking, and that

in either case it is every way as safe as humanized lymph.

Certainly, in this country, so far as general observation can deter-

mine, the results of vaccination with the bovine virus during the last

few 3'ears have been quite as satisfactory as with humanized virus

in preceding years.

That very much more poor vaccinating was done formerly with

humanized lymph than latterly with bovine, there can scarcely be a

doubt. What was said in England some 3'ears ago by Mr. Marson,

that "all persons, amateurs, druggists, old women, mid-wives, etc.,
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are allowed to vaccinate in any way they may think proper, and the

persons operated on are consiilered to have been vaccinated." has

been equally true here. The late Dr. Klisha Harris, one of our fore-

most authorities, not long since said, ''what is called vaccination is, in

a vast numl)cr of persons in the United States, only so in name and

not in reality." By tiie former method great lack of care and uni-

formity in selecting virus at the proper stage of development of the

vesicle was almost inevital)le, and not only in respect to stage of

development, but in C]uality of virus as well. The use of lymph

obtained from revac-cinated persons, having but im()erfect sores, is

believed not infrecpiently to have been used ; also lymph containing

blood, matter and other impurities. By the use of bovine virus

obtained from reliable sources, the quality of Ivmph must be more

unifc^rm and free from deleterious elements.

Vaccination, from its earliest days, has encountered opposition in.

almost every conceivable form, but almost always from a class of

people more noted for their rash prejudice or self-agrandizing enthu-

siasm than for their regard for the evidences of truth brought to

light by scientific investigation and unprejudiced observation.

Most of the objections have been disproved again and again by

evidence so strong as to leave no ground on which to build a shadow

of argument ; so that the onh* remaining one at all worthy of con-

sideration is, that other diseases than vaccinia ma}- be communicated

by vaccination, and even here it has been abundantly shown tliat

the only diseases from which any danger to health can arise are

erysipelas and syphilis. The occurrence of either of these, even

when humanized lymph has been used, have been of so exceeding

rare occurrence, as, when compared to the immense saving of life

b}' vaccination, to be of an}' weight, other than to prompt the ut-

most care in the selection of virus. When bovine virus is used even

this objection falls utterly to the ground.

The importance of vaccination to the community at large has been

recognized by all enlightened governments, state and national,

throughout the world ; and in many, laws, more or less compulsory

in their requirements of its practice have been enacted. Thus, in

France, while there is no general law, departmental regulations are

issued by prefects. A certificate of vaccination is required of can-

didates for the government schools and in some private schools.

In Scotland, all children are compelled to be vaccinated at si.v

months old. The same is true in Ireland. England requires vac-
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cination before the age of three mouths. In Germany, the age is

fixed at one year, and in Sweden, at two years. In .Sweden and

Belgium, vaccuiation is enforced by indirect means. This is b}' en-

couragement, persuasion and abridgement of privileges.

In this country nearl}' all the States have passed laws making

vaccination compulsory, or conferred upon State and municipal

boards of health, either by a general law, or by tlie special acts by

which such boards are created, the power to compel vaccination-

Compulsory measures, however, are rarely enforced in other than

exceptional instances. When children are only required to be vacci-

nated at the time of entering public schools, many fall of protection

during an important period of life.

There can be no doubt that greater attention should be given to

the matter of vaccinating in infancy as well as to revacciuation in

more advanced life.

In this State the law only makes vaccination optional and condi-

tional. Children may be debarred from entering schools till vacci-

nated. A person from a place infected with small-pox ma}- be

restrained till vaccinated. Our law provides '"That the mayor and

aldermen of any cit3-, and the selectmen of any town or plantation,

shall annually, on the first day of March, or oftener if they deem it

necessar}', provide for the free vaccination with the cow-pox, of all

the inhabitants over two j'ears of age within their respective locali-

ties, to be done under the care of skilled practising physicians, and

under such circumstances and restrictions as said authorities adopt

therefor." This provision has rarely if ever been enforced to an}'^

notable extent till the threatened invasion of small-pox from neigh-

boring provinces in the autumn of last year ; since which reports of

compliance with this provision for free vaccination have been

received at the office of the State Board of Health from one hundred

and seven towns.

Much may be said in favor of laws making vaccination eomi)ul-

sor3', but up to this time other means to accomplish the same end

have not been exausted. The people of this and other communities

need to be further enlightened and encouraged. Laws making it

optional and conditional should, however, be more generally enforced.

No unvaccinated child should be allowed to attend public school,

and no unvaccinated person should be received into educational

institutions, penal institutions or factories, and free vaccination

should be made available to every person unable or unwilling to pav

the expense.
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From a candid survey of the whole sul)ject we are led to the fol-

lowing

CONCLUSIONS :

1. That small-pox, uncontrolled and unmitigated l\v vaccination

and other sanitary restraints, would now, as in the past, be more

destructive of life and health than any other disease.

2. Tiiat isolation and quarantine, and all known sanitary meas-

ures, vaccination excepted, are incapable of protecting a community

against its fearful ravages.

3. That vaccination is a stronger safeguard than any and all other

known means, and that when universally practised after the best

known methods will prove well-nigh universally protective.

4. That to insure the greater measure of protection, all unpro-

tected persons should be vaccinated, all children hereafter born

should be vaccinated in infancy, and that revaccination siiouM in all

cases be practiced at intervals of seven or eight years till after full

adult life, and at other times of unusual danger from small-pox.

5. That the danger of communicating other diseases than cow-

pox, wiien vaccination is performed by a competent person, is so

small as to admit of no comparison with the benefits to be derived

from the operation.

6. That the only diseases known to have been communicated are

erysipelas and syphilis, and these only in very rare instances, and

that with the use of bovine virus there is no possibility of transmit-

ting either of these.

7. That the extent of protection is to some extent measured by

the number of characteristic vaccine vesicles produced.

8. That the greatest care is necessary in selecting pure and re-

liable virus, and that the operation of vaccination should be per-

formed only by persons skilled, and qualified to judge concerning its

results.

9. That wholesome laws regulating the practice and in some

measure compulsory, but not rei)ulsive and oppressive to a fair sense

of justice, are necessary.

10. That as preliminary and necessary to the greatest protection

and best results to the State from vaccination, greater efficienc}' in

the methods of securing vital statistics is needed.
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TECHNICS OF VACCINATION.

This part of our subject can be but briefly dwelt upon
; partly be-

cause of lack of space, and partly because in the foregoing discus-

sion of its general and scientific aspects, many points relating to it

as an art have already been considered.

Until comparatively recently the humanized virus or lymph has

been wholly used in this country' from the stock originating with

Jenner, having been transmitted from person to person through

many years. Vaccination was sometimes performed from arm to

arm with the fresh hinph secured by pricking the vesicle on the

person furnishing the lymph and conveying it to some abraded or

punctured place or places on the skin, usually of the arm of the per-

son to be vaccinated. More frequenth', however, the virus used was

the dried crust or scab obtained from tlie vesicle of a person, gen-

erally a healthy child, who iiad recently been vaccinated. This was

the virus in general use. When used it has been the general cus-

tom to soften a portion of this by rubbing up with a little water or

glycei'ine and apply in the manner described. When but little vac-

cinating was being done, great difficulty was sometimes experienced

in obtaining virus. On the importation of cow-pox virus into this

country by Dr. Martin, in 1870, he immediately commenced produc-

ing this kind by inoculating it into heifers, by which the disease,

when thus produced, furnished a considerable number of cow-pox

vesicles about the udders of the animals from Avhich large quanti-

ties of this lymph or virus are collected, by carefully opening the

vesicles and collecting their contents on thin ivory points or quills,

where it is allowed to dry. When dried, these are carefully packed

in air-tight cases and hermetically sealed for use. The process of

obtaining this virus is intrusted only to experienced persons, who ex-

ercise the utmost care in taking the lymph at the best stage in the

development of the vesicles, and in excluding from it all blood, mat-

ter or other impurities. Man}' others, in various parts of the

country, by using this stock of virus, have engaged in the business

of production and supplying the demand for it.

Dr. Martin thought that much care was demanded in its produc-

tion, and, bj' great diligence and unswerving integrity, established a

reputation as one of the foremost of the world's promoters of pro-

tection against small-pox by vaccination. Of the relative merits of
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the productions of the various parties suppl3-ing this cow-pox, or

bovine virus, we are not able to speak.

For several years this cow-pox, or bovine virus, has almost wholly

taken the place of the hnnianized, as formerly used. Other methods

of furni.sliing than upon ivory or quill points have been considerahl}-

in use, as in fine sealed tubes, etc., the object being to furnish a pure

lyniph in a convenient form and in condition to retain its virtue and

purity for the necessary length of time.

The humanized lymph of few removes from the heifer is still used

to some extent, and may be obtained in the same form as the bovine

—on points, quills, etc. As already stated, this new stock of virus

has almost if not entirely taken the place of the long-humanized

Jenneriau stock. For all ordinary cases the preference of the best

American vaccinators is given for bovine virus, and is considered

decidedly best for the principal reasons that it is absolutely free fiom

danger of communicating erysipelas, syphilis, or other diseases that

have sometimes been charged to the use of humanized lymi)h. It

is one or two days slower in developing the characteristic vesicle

than the humanized lymph, so that in case of persons known to liave

recently been exposed to small-pox, there may be an advantage in

using the humanized lymph in preference to the greater certainty of

anticipating the severe form of small-pox.

"Whenever humanized virus is used the utmost care should be

exercised in obtaining it from a person known to be free from any

infecting disease. A healthv child is to be preferred and the virus

taken on the seventh or eighth day from date of vaccination. It

should contain no blood or pus, and should always be taken from a

first vaccination and not from revaccinrttion vesicles.

Vaccinations are usually made in the left arm, as being more free

from liability to injury from accidental causes, tho' an}' other part of

the body, from any cause more convenient, may be selected. Various

methods of inserting the virus have been practised, as by pinicture

with a i)ointed instrument. sui)erncial cutting and scratching of the

skin (scarifying), scarping, «&c. The methods generally considered

best are by scraping the outer portion of the skin away till the

appearance of blood can barely be noticed, then applying the lym[)h

—

if in the liquid form, by brushing it upon the surface ; if in the dried

form, on points by first moistening the points with a little water or

glycerine, then rubbing them upon the surfiice thoroughly till the

virus is all removed ; or, what is considered preferable by some.
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Scraping away the outer portion of skin, then, by a few rapid move-

ments of the point of the hmce, making three or four liorizontal

and perpendicular incisions about a third of an inch in length, but

only of sufficient depth to cause the slightest appearance of blood.

The parts need ordinarily' no other protection than the dress usually

worn ; but all scratching and fretting and all breaking of the vesicles

are to be avoided, since these may obscure the quality of the resulting

vesicle and lead to ulcerations of deeper parts, which may be slow

in healing. The part of the arm usually selected is that upon the

outer surface about two-thirds the distance from the elbow to the

shoulder.

According to the observation of best recent authorities, vaccination

should be performed in three or four places to afford greatest protec-

tion, and at sufficient distances from each other that when the ves-

icles are fully formed they will not meet, generally an inch or a little

more. Whatever instrument is used to vaccinate with, it should be

thoroughly and scrupulously cleansed after each operation.

If the vaccination is successful, a little papule, or pimple, appears

on the third day, which, gradually increasing in size, on the sixth day

becomes a little watery in apperance (vesicular) , and is a little de-

pressed in the center, the edges being a little raised and sharply

defined. On the eighth da^' it is usuall}' fully formed, the central

depression being marked and slightly different in color. At this

stage the vesicle is fully distended with lymph, and surrounded b}''

a

reddish border (areola) which, gradually widening, b}' the tenth day

becomes about two inches in width, sometimes more. At this time

there is usually a sense of heat and itching in the parts, and not un-

frequently the little glands ifnder the arm swell. The person is apt

to feel a little feverish for one or two days, the feverishuess at times

being considerable. Not unfrequentlj^ the swelling of the arm and

about the point of vaccination is considerable. The sweUing begins

to subside on the tenth or eleventh day, and the contents of the

vesicles become turbid and yellowish, deepening into a brown color

by the foui'teenth da}-, then drying into a hard mahogony-colored or

brown scab which is not usually detached before the twenty-third to

the twent^'-fifth day, and sometimes later. A deep, well-defined

circular scar results, having a peculiar pitted or foveated appear-

ance, which generall}' continues through life.

An eruption in the form of a rash, or in the pimply (papular)

form, sometimes occurs about the time of full development of the
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vaccination. Somolimcs one or more vesicles, usually sniollcr in

size, form around that where the lyn)ph was inserted.

The age and conditions under which children should be vaccinated

is a subject of frequent inquiry.

Tlicre is no weighty ol»jectiou to vaccinating a child very soon

after birth, if it is vigorous ; but if there is no special danger

of exposure to small-pox, it may be well to defer it till aljout three

months old, a time more favorable than a few months later, when

teething has commenced. With children sickly' from any caui^ it is

usuall}' prudent to wait for a favorable condition, but generally

chihlrun should be vaccinated as early as three months of ago.

Children with a tendency to eczema (salt-rheum) are not infre-

quently found to have an outbreak of the disease following vaccina-

tion. This may or ma}' not be a result of the vaccination. liesides

eczema there are a few other forms of cutaneous diseases, some-

times dillicult to classify, that are known to follow. They are of

the imitation form, and depend on peculiarities of system rather than

any infecting (piality of the virus, and are serious only as the under-
'

lying causes in the system may render them so.

Vaccinia occnsionally pursues a somewhat irregular course. In-

stead of the characteristic vesicle and the firm brown crust with

the thickened and well-defined outer border, a thin, iiicgular,

straw-colored crust forms, leaving an irregular, ill-defined scar.

Such results have been found protective. Besides this it occasionally

happens that a red elevation of skin at the point of vaccination takes

place witiiout the formation of any vesicle. It is usually slow iu

its course, and does not go on to full development. It generally

lasts for several weeks as a hard, flat excrescence, then gradually

disappears and is not considered protective.

In conclusion it must be said that vaccination should I)e regarded

as a sanitary measure of the utmost importance, demanding skill in

its performance and watchful care for thoroughly protective results.

21



LOCAL BOARDS OF HEALTH *

By J. O. WEBSTER, M. D., Member of the Board.

The establishment of an independent local Board of Health, in

every town of considerable size, seems to me a matter of great im-

portance ; and knowing that physicians are everywhere foremost

in sanitary work, and have rightly come to be looked to as the

advisers of the community in all matters relating to the public

health, it has seemed well to present the above subject to this

Association, in hope of enlisting its members in missionary work in

that direction.

THE PRESENT SYSTEM.

In most of the towns and cities of this State there is only an

ex-offido health committee, consisting usuall}' of the selectmen of

a town, of the major, city marslial and cit}' physician of a city.

In some cities there is no committee, but the city marshal is healtli

officer. In case of neglect to provide a health committee or officer,

the selectmen of a town, or maj'or and alderman of a city, are a.

health committee under the law. [Ch. 14, § 15.]

OBJECTIONS TO PRESENT SYSTEM.

1. Inefficiency. Experience in this, as well as in all other

States, has shown the inefficiency of ex-officio health committees,

health officers or boards of health. The selectmen of a town, or

mayor and alderman of a city, are selected for some other reasons

than their familiarity with sanitar}' science or their fitness to be-

come the health advisers of a communit}', and the}- usually have

From Transactions of the Maine Medical Association.

(322)
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suflicient employment in fulfillinjr the duties of their respective

offices. A city marshal is not usually especially qualified for the

duties of a health officer, and his time, as well as that of the city

physician, is otherwise occupied.

2. Limited Poioers. Besides the ex-officio character of these

officers, a health committee or health officer has very limited powers

under the statutes. [Ch. 14, § § 14 and IG.] Their functions

are limited to removing filth, sources of filth or other causes of

sickness, or compelling owners or occupants of premises to do so.

The control of contagious or infectious diseases, removal of in-

fected persons or goods, removal of infected prisoners, quarantine,

hospitals for infectious diseases, vaccination, and contagious dis-

eases among domestic animals, except when commissioners are

appointed by the Governor, are intrusted to municipal officers.

POWERS OF A I50ARD OF HEALTH.

But, should a local Board of Health be chosen, its members

shall, in the language of the statute, "have all the powers and be

subject to all the duties, restrictions, lial)ilities and penalties of

the municipal officers, and of the health committee or officer."

[Ch. 13, § 34.]

It is seen that a Board of Health has very extensive powers,

that it is entireh^ independent of the municipal officers, and has

exclusive charge of the enforcement of the health laws of the State,

as well as of the by-laws adopted by the local municipality.

It follows that the members of a Board of Health should be se-

lected with great care, with due regard to the great responsibility

of their office, on the sole ground of fitness for the special duties

entrusted to them, without reference to the considerations that

generally rule in the choice of municipal officers ; and it is obvious

that a Board composed of other city officials, acting ex-ojficio,

would not he likely to fulfil these requirements.

It is to be regretted that our largest city, in forming a Board of

Health under a special act of the Legislature, did not avail itself

of the opportunity to establish an independent Board, which would,

judging from all past experience, have doubtless proved of much

greater advantage to the public welfare than the present complicated

Board.
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BOARD OF HEALTH—HOW CHOSEN, ETC.

A Board of Health can l)e chosen by the voters of a town, in

town meeting, or by the City Council of a cit}'. It shall consist "of

not less thati three nor more than nine persons." Tlu'ee members

may suffice for towns, while five would be a suitable number for the

smaller and seven for the larger cities. It is desirable that each

Board should contain one or more ph3'sicians.

In every town, I donbt not, there will be found well qualified

and independent men, who are self-sacrificing enough to undertake

and perform the duties of a local Board of Health.

HEALTH REGULATIONS.

In this State, the law does not give a Board of Health authority

to establish local health regulations, but it does give almost un-

limited power, in this respect, to towns, cities and village corpora-

tions. [Ch. 3, § 59, and Ch. 14, § 36.] These regulations should

be prepared by the Board of Health, but must be adopted as

ordinances, in town meeting or by a City Council, to give them a

legal status. Models for health regulations will soon be furnished

by the State Board of Health ; and towns or cities that have adopted

such rules will doubtless be glad to furnish copies of their own.

AUGUSTA BOARD OF HEALTH.

An eflScient Board of Health has been established in Augusta,

of five members, the first five being appointed two for one, two for

two, and one for three years, future appointments to be for three

years.

The Board is to report to the Cit^- Council annually.

They can hold such meetings as they deem necessary, and adopt

by-laws for their own government.

They shall choose annually from their number a President and

Secretary.

The Secretary is the executive officer of the Board, and receives

pay for his services ; the other members receive no compensation.

The Board has prepared a set of rules, which has been given the

force of law by being adopted as an ordinance by the Cit^' Council.

The moral effect of the appointment of the Board was seen at

once. People did not wait to be visited by the Board, but imme-
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diatel}' began to clean up, removing, in some instances, accumula-

tions of years, if not of generations. Still, the Board found ample

material left upon which to exercise their functions, and have no

present fear of their office becoming a sinecure. The members of

the Board were themselves astonished at the number of nuisances

dangerous to healtii found. But the cit}' had previously had a

health committee, as efficient as such committees usually are, and

its condition was no worse than that of other cities without an inde-

pendent Board of Health.

I do not present the manner in which the Augusta Board is con-

stituted as a model to be followed in other places, but as suggestive,

to some extent, of the general principles to be followed in organ-

izing local Boards.

CONCLUSIONS.

In conclusion, I present the following propositions:

1st. A local Board of Health siiould be established in every city

and in every town of considerable size.

2d. It should be an independent Board, not containing an3' other

municipal officers, ex-officio ; all its members elected with sole refer-

ence to their fitness for this work.

3d. The members of the Board, or its executive officer, if they

have one, should receive reasonal>le compensation.

4th. Such local health regulations as tiie Board may find neces-

sary, in addition to their powers under the State law, should be

adopted as by-laws or ordinances bj' the town or city.



GLOSSARY.

This Report has been prepared for the benefit of all classes of persons in the State, and as

far as possible it has been the wish to make its language as clear and intelligible as possible.

A few technical terms, however, are so inseperably interwoven into the consideration of the

subject of public hygiene that tlie avoidance of their use is impossible, and as it is desirable

that the general public should become acquainted with their meaning, and especially to

know in what sense they are used in the present work, this Glossary is introduced.

.Etiology. [See Etiologj'.]

Bacilli. The plural of Bacillus.

Bacillus. One group of bacteria which are filiform, or consist of slender

rods.

Bacteria. Organisms, microscopic in size, on the border land between

the vcgetal)le and the animal kingdom, but now regarded as pertaining

to the former.

Bacterium. The singular of bacteria.

Biolog}'. The science of life.

Bovine Virus. Vaccine virus taken directly from the calf or heifer.

Contagion. The specific cause of certain diseases by means of which

the}- maj'be transmitted. Also applied to the act of transmission of

communicable diseases.

Contagious. Capable of being ti-ansmitted by contagion ; communicable,

infectious.

But little effort has been made in this Eeport to discriminate between the

meaning of Contagious and Infectious; although their derivation and

original application were different, most of the later medical writers of

Europe and America use the two words interchangeably. This, at least

in works for popular use, is the less confusing waj'.

Deodorants. Substances which destroy offensive smells. Some, but not

all deodorants, are also disinfectants. [See Disinfectants.]

Desquamation. The shedding of the outer skin, usually in scales, after

scarlatina and some other diseases.
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Diagnosis. The determination of tlie character of a disease.

Disease Germs Bacteria; micro-organisms whose reception into the

system and multiplication in it, produce the contagious diseases.

Disinfectants. Agents or substances by means of whicii tlie contagion of

diseases may be destroyed. Often improperly applied to substances

wliieli, thongii useful as deodorants, are nearly or (piite valueless as

gernjicides.

Endemic. Ap]>lied to diseases whicli ])revail in particular localities or

districts, and which are due to local conditions or causes.

Epidemic. Common to, or afl'ecting many people at the same time;

generally i)revailing. The causes of epidemics were formerly very

gener.ill)' regarded as depending upon an "epidemic constitution of

the atmosphere."' but of this there has never been collected any satis-

factory proof. The more we studj' ei)idemiology the more we are led

to look to contagion and the laws Avhicli govern its diffusion for an

explanation of the occurrence of epidemics.

Epizootic. Applied to the diseases of animals in the same sense as epi-

demic is used with reference to human diseases; affecting many ani-

mals at the same time.

Etiolog}'. The causation of diseases.

Exogenous. Produced, or generated outside the sj'stem.

Exotic. Foreign; a disease introduced from some other countrj'.

Fomites. Substances or articles which are liable to carry the contagion

of diseases.

Germicides. Destroyers of germs; disinfectants.

House-drain. That part of the house-drainage system which carries the

wastes from the soil-pipe and waste-pipe to the sewer.

Hunnmizcd Virus. Vaccine virus taken from the cow-pox vesicle which
has been produced on the human arm; usually the arm of a child.

Hygiene. The science and art relating to the preservation of health.

Infection. Contagion ; the specilic cause of communicable discases,,now

known in some diseases, and supposed in others, to be a microseopio

organism.

Infectious. Communicable as a disease; contagious. [See Contagious.]

Microbe. Bacterium.

Pathological. Tertaining to pathology; diseased.

Pathology. The knowledge of diseases.

Phthisis. Consumption.

Physiology. The science whicli treats of the functions of living animals

or plants.

Prognosis. The prediction, from the present symptoms of a disease, ot

its future course or termination.
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Quarantine. The enforced isolation of persons and tilings coming either

by sea or land from places where contagious diseases exist.

Sewage. The liquid and other filth convej'ed in sewers.

Sewer. A drain for conveying dirty water and filth.

Sewerage. A system of sewers.

Soil-Pipe. Tlie pipe which convej'^s excreta from water-closets and

urinals.

Sporadic. Api)lied to diseases, it means occurring in single or scattered

cases, as opposed to epidemic or endemic, in which numbers or many
arc affected.

Tellural. Pertaining to, or proceeding from, tlie earth.

Trap. An arrangement on some part of the sewerage sj-stem, usually a

bend in the pipe in which water stands, by means of which we seek

to prevent the return of gases and disease germs into the building.

Tuberculosis. A specific disease nsuallj^ charaeteri/ed bj' the formation

of tubercles. Pulmonary consnniption is the result of tuberculosis of

the lungs.

Typhoid Fevei-. Meaning literally a fever resembling typhus. The

common fever of this country. Formerly typhus fever and typhoid

were not distinguished, the one from the other. Typhoid fever is

communicable only in a slight degree, if at all, b}' direct contagion;

but there is great danger of its spread from the sick to the well from

defective sanitary arrangements and regulations. [><ee page 89.]

Typhus Fever. A dangerousl.v contagious disease rarely found in this

country, and when appearing in our State, probablj' always bj^ im-

portation. [See Typlioid Fever.]

Vaccination. Inoculation with the virns of cow-pox.

Vaccine Virus. The infective material from the cow-pox vesicle used in

vaccination.

Variola. Small-pox.

Varioloid. Small-pox modified b)- vaccination. It is contngious, and as

severe cases of small-pox raa}^ arise from exposure to its infection as

from unmodified small-pox.

Waste-Pipe. That part of the system of house-drainage which conveys

the waste-water from sinks, baths, etc.

Zymotic. Charactei'ized by fermentation. Applied to epidemic, endemic,

and contagions diseases, on account of the similarity between the

process of fermentation and that which is started in the organism

after its infection with the cause of anj' of these diseases.
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